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Authors’ Foreword

We wrote this book because we identified an opportunity to enhance the sustainable
development of society. We seek to raise universities’ ambitions and capabilities in
a way that is aligned with the desires of society. Advancing societal development,
and, in particular, economic development, is not a new contribution of universities.
They already do this through education, research, and what is traditionally called
service. We saw a need for systematic exploration of these matters across universities worldwide. Our contribution is captured as a set of patterns of human behavior
that we call practices. We also draw attention to the interplay between these practices and illustrate them with case studies.
These ideas are born out of joint reflection on various practical experiences, harvesting some of our own lessons learned.
Edward Crawley has been involved in founding and reforming university efforts
since 1993. When he served as the Co-Director of the Cambridge (UK)—MIT
Institute, he observed the potential of all universities to improve and that they would
benefit by using a framework to organize and communicate their efforts. He applied
and evolved the framework during his service as Founding President of the Skolkovo
Institute of Science and Technology.
John Hegarty was president for ten years of Trinity College, Dublin, a comprehensive university with strong culture and traditions. He led a major expansion of
research, growth in interdisciplinary and inter-institutional collaboration, a transformation of organizational structures, and engagement with external stakeholders.
Since then, he has applied his knowledge by helping other universities and organizations. He is deeply committed to the importance of all university disciplines, and
of a balance between curiosity-driven and use-inspired research.
Kristina Edström approached these issues through 20 years of experience in
developing educational programs and faculty competence at KTH Royal Institute of
Technology, as well as in national and international collaborations and consultancies. Her motivation is to promote meaningfulness in education, to empower students for doing something with their understanding, and thus preparing them for a
stimulating and productive working life with positive impact on society.
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Juan Cristobal Garcia Sanchez has conducted innovation programs for universities,
high-tech companies, and industrial clusters. He has written or edited 20 books. He
develops educational approaches for innovation that prepare change agents who can
build learning organizations, and who excel in systemic thinking, creative collaboration, and agile execution. He strives for a sustainable and inclusive society by strengthening the links between learning, entrepreneurship, and prosperity.
This book is intended to be useful and pragmatic, highlighting opportunities for
addressing practical issues of economic development. The readers we have in mind
are not primarily specialist scholars, and this text will not pass the tests of rigorous
social science research. Still, we hope that researchers of university development
can appreciate a practice-based and action-oriented reflection.
Primarily, we write for those interested in a comprehensive discussion about
practical approaches. Our framework can serve as a point of departure for those who
need to make decisions and take action. Broadly speaking, the ideas provide an
agenda for deep engagement with stakeholders and useful guidance that allows
agreement on an effective way forward. The intended readers are those who have a
stake in universities:
• University leaders—board members, administrators, and faculty thought leaders.
They will see a resource and reference point in planning university contributions
to economic development.
• Funders—government, industry, philanthropies, and alumni. They will have a
clearer understanding of how the resources of the university translate into impact
on economic development.
• Educational policy makers—governments, and quality and accreditation organizations. They will better understand how universities will evolve and the latitude
they need.
• Economic development agencies—They will better understand how universities
will contribute to economic development.
• Partners—industry, small and medium enterprise, and government organizations. They will better understand how to engage with the university for mutual
benefit.
• Neighbors—communities, local government, business, and the media. They will
better understand how the university can engage with them to strengthen the
local community and its development.
• Students and their families—They will learn how to contribute to the evolution
of the university and how to benefit from a deeper involvement in knowledge
exchange.
The book has as its foundation a set of patterns of human behavior that we call
practices. There are many dimensions to the activities within a university. To make
this book practical, it was important to describe a set of implementable practices
within a consistent framework.
By illustrating the practices with actual cases, we demonstrate that the practices
are real and representative. The practices illustrate what many universities around
the world are doing. We could have chosen from among hundreds of other cases at
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many other excellent institutions. Based on our own insights and experiences, we
selected 43 cases representing effective deployment. Each is adapted to the local
context, conditions, and culture. Some of the cases are well documented and internationally recognized, while others are little known. They show a diversity in institutions and are widely distributed geographically. The scope varies from
institution-wide activities to work on a smaller scale. The cases are a substantial and
valuable part of this book. We are greatly indebted to those who provided the examples that demonstrate feasibility and help give life to the narrative.
We acknowledge that today is a time of accelerating change for universities. This
book will help all readers understand the current state of practice, based on a retrospective journey. If we were now to start the 20 years of work that this book summarizes, we would, for example, have a stronger emphasis on sustainable development
in all its dimensions.
This book focuses on economic contributions based on science, engineering, and
entrepreneurship, by technical universities and comprehensive universities that have
technology and science programs. This reflects the majority of our own direct experience, and it is also the area where the current expectations are the greatest. We do
not in any way seek to devalue the other forms of contributions by universities, or
the contributions by other types of higher educational institutions.

Foreword

Universities are among the oldest institutions in the world. Many are certainly older
than most governments or businesses. It is sometimes said that they have lasted so
long because they are built upon long-lasting codes of behavior and well-tested traditions. The same reasons are put forward to explain why some academics resist change.
Indeed, there are general principles of academic freedom, intellectual rigor, and
integrity that have stood for centuries, even in contentious times. In my view, these
principles alone do not explain the remarkable longevity of some universities.
Successful universities have lasted so long because they have been prepared
continually to adapt to changing circumstances. Change is generally supported by
students, who are mostly young and insist on their teachers staying up to date, but
change is sometimes resisted by academics although they frequently come up with
ideas for change themselves in their research. Change has also been needed to cope
with the ten times increase in young people seeking degrees over the last 50 years.
This book points out that it is in the nature of successful universities to adapt to
changes in society, and the authors use a wide range of case studies to show how this
has been achieved. The authors have used their extensive international experience to
pull together a reference volume that will be valuable for anyone running or creating
universities in the twenty-first century.
Another questionable assumption that gained credibility in the past is that academics preserve their creativity by avoiding worldly influences, especially those
related to commerce and money. In fact, changes related to commerce and money
do penetrate into universities and have done so at an accelerating pace over the last
few decades. These changes have particularly affected research in the Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines, but have also
occurred in many areas of the humanities and social sciences.
STEM research has been affected because the intense competition created by
globalization has forced almost all industrial and business organizations to abandon
basic research. The bulk of the resources they have made available for research and
development are now needed to keep up with the development of modern highly
complex products and technologies. Fundamental research on subjects unrelated to
their products, such as that pursued at the AT&T and IBM research laboratories in
xi
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the middle of the twentieth century, is rarely found in industry today. Even basic
research underpinning products and technologies is increasingly conducted in partnerships with universities, where it can gain financial support from government and
other non-company sources.
To encourage and support these partnerships, universities have had to acquire
new equipment and research staff to be relevant to industry and business. Money for
this has come from governments, charities, alumni, and, in a few cases, from profits
made on teaching. To justify the money, universities have had to explain how their
research benefits society. In some institutions, this met initially with strident resistance. The requirement for research to have an “impact” was scorned. Fortunately,
on further consideration, universities realized that most of their research did have an
impact, and the extra funds allowed them to expand into exciting new areas of
research.
The authors explain that universities need not undergo revolutionary change to
positively impact the societies of which they are part. Many are already strengthening their contributions to sustainable economic, social, and cultural developments.
In other words, they have discovered that they can act as engines of economic development when they accelerate innovation in industry and enterprise through knowledge exchange.
While universities often prioritize knowledge transfer, some still think of it as a
one-way flow of mostly intellectual property. Few have made knowledge exchange
one of their core activities as defined in this book. The authors point out that activities that strengthen knowledge exchange can be built into education, research, and
catalyzing innovation without requiring radical action. It can be accomplished simply by further evolution of the university’s traditional strengths.
Knowledge exchange is not an add-on or separate function, but can be embedded
in the university’s core education, research, and innovation missions. It implies softening the borders of the university and lowering barriers to make the flow of people,
discoveries, and creations easier. This proves of benefit to everyone. Knowledge
exchange taken deeply into the thinking and actions of the university can improve
its own intellectual capabilities as well as accelerating innovation in its partners.
The novel contribution of this book is that it charts a systematic and pragmatic
approach to strengthen knowledge exchange with well-defined effective practices
and a large number of case studies to illustrate how this has been achieved by a
broad range of universities across the world. These case studies guide those intent
upon increasing the impact of their efforts.
Universities will be relieved that the authors are not saying radical change is
necessary. But they are challenging university leaders to rethink the common patterns of behavior in education, research, and innovation. They show how the support
functions of the university need to reposition themselves to better support knowledge exchange using the same pragmatic approach. It signals to all partners of the
university what they should do to play their part in the exchange.
The book delves into the sensitive area of how universities can measure their
progress towards successful knowledge exchange, and how goals and individual
behavior can be reconciled.
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There is a pragmatic and broad-ranging discussion of the detailed mechanisms
that can be used to achieve change in existing universities. The authors point out that
this requires an understanding of how traditional collegial governance, especially in
older universities, has weakened as universities have grown and fragmented into
smaller communities in different units and locations. They emphasize that it is
nonetheless important to involve individual academics in the process of deciding
upon, and making, these changes.
The authors consider national university systems and the need to encourage diversity of mission, pointing out that optimum intellectual contribution does not flow
from undifferentiated universities. This is a danger that can result from formulaic
schemes of funding. There should instead be mechanisms that allow universities to
excel in different fields of endeavor and collect around them the contemporary thought
leaders and their students. Competition among institutions should be encouraged.
Finally, they emphasize that continuous interaction with stakeholders is essential
in founding new universities, as is the choice of the first head of the university and
the team of senior academics that support the leader.
This is not a volume that needs to be read from beginning to end although this is
well worthwhile for anyone interested in the progression of universities. At the end
of the first chapter is an outline of what is covered in each of the following chapters.
Each chapter concludes with a valuable summary of what has been discussed within
the chapter. This allows the reader to rapidly explore the book for ideas and methods
for achieving the sort of change they are seeking. Most established universities are
already in the process of adapting to changing circumstances and will have their
own experiences to compare with those presented in the case studies. As the authors
point out, they must also consider their own unique cultures and the needs of the
societies they serve.
To summarize, this book is a comprehensive reference volume that explores how
universities can maximize their contributions to societal change. It is a timely contribution that pulls together international experience in keeping universities relevant
to the societies they live in, while they continue to fulfill their responsibilities to
educate and to seek truth through scholarship and research.
University of Cambridge, February 2020

Alec Broers

Alec Broers, the Lord Broers, FRS, FMedSci, FREng, is a member of the UK
House of Lords and was Chairman of its Science and Technology Committee.
Previously, he served as the President of the Royal Academy of Engineering and as
the Vice Chancellor of the University of Cambridge.

Preface and Summary

 ynopsis: How Can Universities Better Contribute
S
to Sustainable Development?
When universities participate in systematic knowledge exchange, they can
become more effective, powerful engines of economic development.
Knowledge exchange, the give-and-take of people, capacities, and ideas
between the university and its partners accelerates innovation in industry and
enterprise, leading to tangible, and often profound, economic impact.
Universities can re-envision and embrace knowledge exchange as an intrinsic
part of the core academic activities: education, research, and catalyzing innovation. This re-envisioning does not require disruptive action. It can be
accomplished by building on universities’ traditional strengths and boldly
quickening the pace of the institutions’ evolution.

Expectations for University Engagement Are High
Society faces challenges, from small to grand. Governments, industry, and civil
society all strive to achieve sustainable economic, social, and cultural development,
for a growing population—all while protecting the environment.
Universities affect people’s lives in broad and significant ways. They are understood to be engines for society’s sustainable development and a nation’s competitiveness. Their contributions are recognized, and significant public and private funds are
xv
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being invested in increasing these contributions. Universities’ external stakeholders
seek to more productively engage universities in addressing the needs of society,
particularly in economic development. Expectations are high.

 niversities Can more Effectively Contribute to Economic
U
Development
University thought leaders are aware of stakeholder expectations, and many are
attempting to strengthen university engagement. We believe that if it chooses to, an
ambitious university can significantly increase its impact on society.
There is widespread interest on how science and technology can contribute more
directly to economic development: by providing more knowledgeable and skilled
graduates, making discoveries in research that could underpin new technologies and
high value jobs and explicitly engaging in catalyzing innovation.
Our book focuses on how research universities, through their science, technology, and related activities, can strengthen their impact on economic development.
Our observations and recommendations are intended to help universities and their
stakeholders.
This focus does not reduce the importance of other disciplines to economic
development, or the importance of all disciplines to the social and cultural w
 ell-being
of society. We leave it to others to explore these relevant contributions. Our focus is
intended to make this book’s scope bounded and its proposals understandable and
implementable.

 nowledge Exchange Has the Central Role in this
K
Strengthened Engagement
Knowledge exchange is the to-and-fro movement of people, capabilities, and ideas
across the university’s porous boundary. It is the process of engagement between a
university and its external partners. Crossing boundaries is critical to effective
knowledge exchange.
From the point of view of economic development, the primary partners are
industry, small and medium enterprise, and government. Industry and enterprise
take on knowledge from the university, hire its graduates, and create and markets
products, services, and systems. Government creates the policy framework for
higher education institutions, funds university activities in the public interest, and
benefits from university outcomes in its various public bodies and institutions.
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 nowledge Exchange Accelerates Innovation, Contributing
K
to Economic Development
Our fundamental proposition is that universities are more effective as engines of
economic development when they participate in systematic knowledge exchange.
The exchange of knowledge accelerates innovation in industry, small and medium
enterprise and government organizations, leading to new goods, services, and
systems. Their introduction creates real economic impact. If we wish to strengthen
the economic impact of universities, we must re-envision knowledge exchange. The
reader is encouraged to read Chapter 1 for details on the impact of universities
discussed so far.

 nowledge Exchange Gives an Expanded Role to Academic
K
Activities
The Fig. 1 indicates the core academic activities in education, research, and catalyzing innovation that take on an expanded role. These activities craft the outcomes
that flow to knowledge exchange:
• Talented graduates—knowledgeable and capable students and citizens whose
preparation is the outcome of education
• Discoveries—the new facts, data, theories, and models that are the outcomes of
research
• Creations—the outcomes of catalyzing innovation: new artifacts, concepts, prototypes, inventions, know-how, and business methods
Strengthening knowledge exchange in the university is not about establishing a
new unit or organization. Rather, it requires reimagining the patterns of behavior, or
practices, in education, research, and catalyzing innovation. These practices are
built on the traditional mission and values of the university. It does not subvert tradition; it lets the university concentrate on what it does best, leaving to its partners to
do what they do best.
Our approach to strengthening knowledge exchange is pragmatic. Our recommendations are largely derived from the real experience of the authors and are consistent with the scholarship in higher education. We offer specific proposals for
action—broadly applicable, but not prescriptive. They are references that a university can consider and adapt to its context and aspirations.
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Fig. 1 The overlapping domains of education, research, and catalyzing innovation, their main
outcomes (graduates, discoveries, and creations), and the 11 academic practices

 ystematic, Effective, and Adaptable Practices Build
S
Capability in Knowledge Exchange
We advocate a systematic approach to knowledge exchange by considering an
integrated and cross-disciplinary set of academic practices, each with a means of
stakeholder engagement and proactive exchange of outcomes.
As shown in the Fig. 1, we identify 11 effective academic practices in the
overlapping domains of education, research, and catalyzing innovation. Each is supported by a rationale and key actions for implementation. The academic practices
are effective when they yield outcomes that amplify knowledge exchange.
These academic practices are enabled by supporting practices at the university
and its partners which we call a framework for the adaptable university. This
includes six supporting practices that facilitate the effective operation of the university, as well as approaches to program evaluation, alignment with industry, government, and philanthropies, and to leading change. The readers are invited to read
Chapter 2 for more details on the systematic approach.
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 orty-three Case Studies of Effective Practice Provide
F
Important Examples
For each of the academic and supporting practices, we identify case studies that are
representative of successful deployment by universities across the world—43 in
total. We learned from these cases and offer them as examples of effective practice.
We choose technical and comprehensive research universities, old and new, large and
small, and with a wide geographic spread. It is a sampling of many different university systems and cultures that share an aspiration for greater economic contribution.
Three of the cases present longer explanations of how the practices are smoothly
integrated into a coherent whole. These highlight the accomplishments of the
Singapore University of Technology and Design, University College London, and
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. The other 40 cases highlight the adaptation of individual practices.

Education Contributes to Knowledge Exchange
We now outline the 11 academic practices that span education, research, and catalyzing innovation. These form a systematic and integrated approach to strengthening knowledge exchange, as suggested by the Fig. 1.
In education, the following practices prepare students to be talented graduates,
acting as agents of knowledge exchange, as innovators and as citizens:
• Implementing an integrated curriculum, preparing students in disciplinary fundamentals, and essential life and professional skills
• Engaging students in active, experiential, and digital learning for deeper conceptual understanding, self-efficacy, and self-learning
• Expeditiously introducing emerging and cross-disciplinary thought from
research into the curriculum as new disciplines or interdisciplinary programs
• Offering students courses within the curriculum in leadership, management, and
entrepreneurship to better prepare them for innovation

Research Contributes to Knowledge Exchange
Research leads to discoveries, often revealing phenomena or truths that previously
existed but were unknown or ill explained. These discoveries have the potential to
impact knowledge exchange and innovation through:
• Pursuing fundamental discoveries along a spectrum, from curiosity-driven to
use-inspired, that impact both scholarship and society
• Collaborating within and across disciplines in search for new high-impact cross-
disciplinary discoveries and fields of thought
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• Empowering large-scale Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation to find
directly implementable solutions to the pressing societal issues
• Energizing research by engaging undergraduate and postgraduate students,
preparing them as agents of knowledge exchange

Catalyzing Innovation Contributes to Knowledge Exchange
In catalyzing innovation, participants produce creations. These can be synthesized
objects, processes, and systems that have never before existed. Increased impact on
knowledge exchange occurs by:
• Maturing the technical readiness of discoveries and creations within the university and assessing their business readiness
• Facilitating dialogue and formal agreements with partners to promote the adoption of discoveries and creations
• Engaging in the actual entrepreneurship process within the university to create
new ventures and better prepare entrepreneurs
The reader is invited to read Chapters 3–6 for an in-depth discussion of the core
academic practices of education, research, and catalyzing innovation.

 daptable Universities Provide Support for the Academic
A
Practices
We have identified six supporting practices that characterize a university desiring to
strengthen knowledge exchange. They make up part of the framework for an adaptable university:
• Engaging external stakeholders to understand their needs and to inform the curriculum, research, and innovation agendas
• Evolving the university culture to be supportive of activities leading to economic
development
• Revising the university’s mission, strategy, and priorities to focus investment of
resources and to communicate how the university will distinguish itself including in innovation
• Updating governance procedures to strengthen the role in knowledge exchange
and innovation
• Recruiting and developing faculty and staff who will strengthen knowledge
exchange and engage in the innovation mission
• Ensuring that academic facilities are functionally suitable to new learning, innovation, and collaborative research activities
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 daptable Universities Evaluate Progress and Set Faculty
A
Expectations
How can universities evaluate their progress as they embark on a revised path?
Evaluation is a necessity, given the high level of interest in outcomes. Evaluation is
well embedded in some universities and systems, but not uniformly. In addition,
setting expectations for the contributions of individual faculty will help align the
faculty actions with the university goals.
We identify two practices which add to the adaptable framework:
• Program Evaluation—Collecting evidence that reflects the university goals, and
evaluating the success of programs and units, demonstrating the contributions of
the university
• Faculty Expectations and Recognition—Setting expectations and recognizing
accomplishments of individuals in education, research, innovation, and knowledge exchange

Partners Align their Practices to Support the University
To be effective, the actions of the university will need complementary actions by its
main partners: industry and enterprise, government, and philanthropies and alumni.
We advocate three partner practices leading to better alignment, also part of the
adaptive framework:
• Understanding the university’s needs and capabilities
• Building up the university’s capacity to contribute
• Developing partners’ capacity to co-create and absorb outcomes from the university: talented graduates, research discoveries, and innovation creation

Change is Possible and Necessary
The need to adapt and adopt these practices implies that ongoing change is necessary. For many universities, this will require considerable change. Even institutions
already well positioned will need some effort. This change and adaptation need not
be disruptive and is within the capability of universities that have a long history of
evolution and adaptation. The wrinkle in the twenty-first century is that the pace of
change quickening.
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 hange Process is Adapted for Existing Universities, Systems,
C
and New Universities
Existing universities possess strongly embedded cultures. These will influence the
dynamics of their change. Universities need to base their plans for change on an
understanding of important strengths in their university culture. These include collegiality, thought leadership, evidence, benchmarking, piloting, and academic
rhythms in time.
For university systems interested in adapting these approaches to a network of
institutions, it is worthwhile considering what constitutes a strong system: ambition
greater than the sum of the parts, complementarity of missions, differentiation to
allow excellence, competition to avoid complacency, and collaboration to achieve
economies of scale.
At new universities that are just being founded, everything has to be created
including the culture itself. This requires a careful founding process, definition of
vision, staged implementation, and enthusiastic champions.
The topics on supporting practices, evaluation, alignment, and change are presented in Chapters 7–10.

An Invitation
We invite the reader to first scan the book, gaining an understanding of the systematic approach to knowledge exchange, the academic practices and case studies, and
the framework for an adaptable university. Following this pre-read, a thorough read
can start from the beginning, or concentrate on the reader’s topics of interest. In this
regard, the book is designed to be modular.
We expect the book will be both useful and unsettling. Useful in that it supports
views likely already developed by the reader, but not yet acted upon. Unsettling in
that it stretches the university, advancing the boundaries of its potential contributions. Change is essential, but not always comfortable.
Manchester, MA  Edward Crawley
Dublin, Ireland   John Hegarty
Stockholm, Sweden   Kristina Edström
Belmont, MA   Juan Cristobal Garcia Sanchez
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Chapter 1

The Impact of Universities on Economic
Development

1.1
1.1.1

Introduction and Overview of our Approach
Expectations Are High

Universities have significant and broad impact on society and receive substantial
investments of public and private funds. External stakeholders seek to better engage
universities in addressing the needs of society, particularly in economic development. These stakeholders understand that some universities are moving the economic needle. Universities are central to the policies of regions and nations wishing
to boost their economic, social, and cultural development, and do it in a sustainable
way. Expectations are high.
University thought leaders know of these stakeholder expectations, and many are
attempting to strengthen university engagement with society. They are more carefully considering the needs of society in the evolution of the university. These
thought leaders would benefit from tangible resources indicating how universities
can continue to adapt to meet stakeholder needs.

1.1.2

Our Contributions Can Help Universities to Adapt

We believe that, if it chooses to, a university can increase its impact on society in
general, and on economic development in particular. Doing so does not require a
disruptive departure from tradition, but a reaffirmation and extension of the long-
standing missions of the university. Our contributions here are crafted to assist universities and their stakeholders in this effort. We offer a systematic, pragmatic, and
broad-based approach.
Our scope covers the wide range of university activities, including education,
research, and catalyzing innovation, as shown in Box 1.1. However, our treatment is
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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focused on how science and technology engage with economic development at
research-led universities that embrace innovation. Many of our findings broadly apply
to other types of institutions, other disciplines, and all spheres of societal development.
Our fundamental proposition is that universities are most effective as engines of
economic development when they accelerate innovation in industry, small and
medium enterprise, and government organizations through systematic exchange of
knowledge. Knowledge exchange is the to-and-fro exchange of people, capacities,
and ideas across the porous boundary of the university. Crossing boundaries is critical to effective knowledge exchange.
We identify a set of effective academic practices that foster knowledge exchange.
These academic practices expand the traditional role of education, research and catalyzing innovation to emphasize knowledge exchange. The practices are built on
overlapping patterns of behavior in education, research and catalyzing innovation.
The practices produce outcomes that cross the boundaries of the university. We illustrate these practices with 43 cases from universities and institutions around the world.
Some change at universities will be needed to strengthen their engagement with
society. Our perspective is that universities have long demonstrated an ability to
adapt, but at rates that were relatively slow. To accelerate this rate of change, we
develop a framework for the adaptable university. This framework consists of supporting practices (e.g., strategy, culture) as well as approaches to evaluation, partner
alignment, and leading change. Assuming a shared vision and distributed leadership, this framework can usefully support the evolution of the university.
Box 1.1 The Core Domains of Activity of a Modern University
Universities sponsor activity by faculty and students in three overlapping core
academic domains, each of which can yield new knowledge:
• Education is the process of increasing the knowledge and skills of students, (e.g., in physics, medicine, or entrepreneurship courses).
• Research is the process of discovery at the frontiers of knowledge, and the
quest for an increased understanding of aspects of our world previously
unknown or imperfectly explained (e.g., through a laboratory or social science experiment).
• Catalyzing Innovation encompasses the activities of the university around
creativity and synthesis, which lead to creations that have never existed
(e.g., a piece of music, a sketch of a new building, an invention).
We use the term “catalyzing innovation” to denote creative activities within
the university and to distinguish them from the more general sense of innovation as the translation of ideas into tangible artifacts, products, services, and
systems that occur broadly in society.
Sometimes universities use the term service to describe their mission on
behalf of society. But service also refers to the faculty’s important contributions to university governance and scholarly communities. For our purposes,
the term engagement is more useful than service. It denotes the mutually beneficial interaction of the university with its external stakeholders in education,
research, and catalyzing innovation.

1.1 Introduction and Overview of our Approach

1.1.3

3

Our Approach Is Pragmatic

Our approach to addressing society’s expectations for universities is pragmatic. We
intend this book to be a resource, a reference point, and a set of proposals for consideration by ambitious universities and their stakeholders. The literature on universities is already rich, and generally known to university leaders, policy makers, and
stakeholders. This book is different. It is about change. It is aimed at university
leaders who feel responsible to convert aspirations to practice, to government policy
makers who need to implement wise policy, and to external stakeholders who need
to figure out the practicalities of working with universities.
We suggest positive actionable proposals. These proposals are broadly applicable and not prescriptive. They invite consideration. They can be adapted to the context and aspirations of any specific university.
Our work is firmly based in the scholarship on higher education, some of which
is acknowledged in Box 1.2. These references have shaped our work and constitute
a good reading list. Hundreds of other citations follow. But our observations and
recommendations are largely derived from our personal experiences (Box 1.3).
Our proposals are set on the intermediate level, somewhere between a high-level
discussion of university policy and a detailed analysis of a university operation. We
build on the long-established values and strengths of the university, focusing on
what universities traditionally have done best.
Box 1.2 A Brief Overview of some of the Important Literature on
Universities
The published literature has much that is useful. One important body of work
comes from scholars of higher education. These include: Altbach and Salmi
on research universities [1], Clark on the characteristics of entrepreneurial
universities [2], and Goddard, Hazelkorn et al. on reclaiming the concept of a
university deeply engaged in its community [3].
Useful contributions also come from past and present university leaders.
These include Rhodes on the challenges to the US research university and the
need for new thinking [4], Duderstadt on the arrival of the knowledge economy and the need for change [5], and Crowe on the design and development
of a new university model for the US system [6]. These writers put forward
high-level visions and discuss interaction with policy.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
has published many reports on the role of the university in a knowledge economy, especially related to innovation and commercialization of research [7].
It has also developed a guiding framework for entrepreneurial universities [8].
A set of published works from the Glion Colloquium has examined issues
for the research university in depth and covered similarities and differences
between the USA and Europe [9–12]. These provide useful comparative
frameworks and important data.
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Box 1.3 The Basis of our Observations and Recommendations
Our observations and recommendations are derived from:
• The rich literature on higher education.
• The personal experience of the authors, who have founded a university, led
two universities, collectively held appointments at ten, and advised dozens
of others.
• An extensive set of case studies developed for this book that illustrate the
broad applicability of the proposed practices.
• Benchmarking studies that identify global leading practices and trends
[13, 14].
• The experience of the Cambridge—MIT institute [15], which accepted the
explicit mission of understanding and codifying approaches to accelerating
innovation in the UK.
• The international Conceive Design Implement Operate (CDIO) Initiative
[16], which developed standards for engineering education now used in
more than 100 universities worldwide.
MIT’s institution-building experiences, most recently in Portugal [17],
Abu Dhabi [18], and Singapore [19].

1.1.4

The Main Contribution Is an Actionable Agenda

The main contribution of this book is to identify and codify a set of activities, illustrated with 43 case studies, that collectively exemplify how universities can exchange
knowledge with partners more effectively. This would accelerate innovation and
entrepreneurship and contribute to sustainable economic development. More specifically, we describe:
1. A systematic approach to knowledge exchange between the university and its
partners. Partners are stakeholders with whom the university is actively exchanging knowledge. The approach includes: identifying the partners and their needs;
developing a sensitivity to these needs in the conduct of education, research, and
catalyzing innovation; and a proactive process to exchange the knowledge outcomes (Chapter 2).
2. Concrete effective academic practices in education, research, and catalyzing
innovation, each of which is accompanied by a rationale and key actions for
implementation. The academic practices yield outcomes that amplify knowledge
exchange (Chapters 3–5). The integration of the practices in a program is the
driver of knowledge exchange (Chapter 6).
3. A framework for the adaptable university. This includes six enabling practices
that support the effective operation of the university (stakeholder engagement,
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mission, governance, culture, staff, and facilities), as well as approaches to program evaluation, to alignment with industry, government, and philanthropies,
and to leading change (Chapters 7–10).
Throughout this book, we provide 43 inspirational cases that demonstrate the
applicability of these practices. These are drawn from a wide range of universities,
large and small, technical and comprehensive, new and old, and from every inhabited continent. Of the cases, 40 largely illustrate specific practices, activities, and
principles. Three more comprehensive cases demonstrate the integration of education, research, and catalyzing innovation.
To see how this agenda fits within the historical context, in Section 1.2 we turn
to the history of universities as resilient and adaptable institutions, followed by a
summary of their economic contributions in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 holds the main
assertion of the book: that universities’ economic impact arises from knowledge
exchange. In Section 1.5, this idea is broadened to societal impact.

1.2
1.2.1

 he Adaptability of Universities and the New
T
Expectations
 ased on their History of Resilience and Adaptability,
B
Universities Are up to the Challenge

The evolution of universities is an extraordinary tale of small beginnings, constant
organic growth, resilience, and adaptation to sometimes rapidly evolving societal
regimes. The longevity of universities is likely due to this resilience and adaptability. This history of adaptability prepares the university to address the expectations
of today’s society [20].
Throughout the world, ancient cultures founded academic institutions that were
often affiliated with the state or religious entities. What we now think of as independent universities in the European model began in the eleventh century in Bologna
[21]. The primary mission of these institutions was the preservation and distribution of knowledge [22]. In today’s parlance, these teaching-led institutions provided
for the democratization of knowledge [23].
A second mission, developing new knowledge, evolved over time from ancient
roots, particularly in Alexandria. In the early nineteenth century, Humboldt proposed a university free from any interference, yet state guaranteed [24]. As a central
element, it included the unfettered pursuit of new knowledge through research.
Many European universities developed according to this ideal. In the USA, educators combined the undergraduate teaching college with the graduate school into a
new model: the research university [25].
In the twentieth century, a third mission developed among the research universities—that of applying knowledge [26]. This emerged from desires to work closer
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with partners in industry, government, and international organizations on problems
of commercial and societal importance. The objective was to transfer knowledge
through application [27].
In the third decade of the twenty-first century, the world’s universities are increasingly numerous and varied. More than 20,000 universities across the world now
have widely varying student populations (from hundreds to hundreds of thousands),
missions, research intensities, and innovation agendas. They have many stakeholders—students, faculty, government, industry and small and medium enterprise, philanthropic donors, and, ultimately, the public. Each stakeholder comes with its own
set of expectations. Each university reflects its own history and context.
Many new expectations are arising. Universities, which have evolved so much
over a thousand years, are being asked to address these new expectations, and
quickly. Universities must draw on their deepest traditions of resilience and adaptability to do so.

1.2.2

 overnments Have Clear Expectations for the Impact
G
of Universities on Society

The impact of universities on their regional, national, and international communities
is broad, complex, and far-reaching. This impact is now central to the policies of
regions and nations wishing for sustainable economic, social, and cultural
development.
Governments, representing the people, have, perhaps, the broadest view. They
fund higher education because it means social progress for individuals and it contributes to the common good. Universities support stable societies and contribute to
competitive economies by providing talented graduates and new knowledge.
Governments are particularly interested in social mobility and seek to make higher
education accessible to most of their citizens. This generally requires a diversity of
institutions to serve students of different interests, motivations, ages, and economic
backgrounds.
Government officials—for example, legislators, heads of bureaus—are keenly
interested in the impact that new knowledge can have on all aspects of society. They
seek stronger engagement of universities with society. They want universities to pay
closer attention to society’s needs, to become more involved, and to better contribute to solutions. They believe that if universities engage with the users of knowledge, the outcomes will be more valuable goods, services, and systems, as well as
stable and rewarding jobs. Nations have a strong interest in the quality of graduating
students. Some have published broad qualifications frameworks, and even detailed
expected learning outcomes to ensure adequate preparation of graduates.
The United Nations has its own expectations for universities. Its Millennium
Development Goals of 2000 [28], and its more recent 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development [29] include 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Together, these are
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intended to harmonize economic growth, social inclusion, and environmental protection. These, and other UN documents on societal development, refer to fostering
innovation, creativity, entrepreneurship, and quality education. All of these have
clear links to the universities’ roles. The UN’s statement that “without technology
and innovation, industrialization will not happen, and without industrialization,
development will not happen [30]” is a clear call for university participation along
with participation by industry, government, and society. In this book, when we discuss development, we mean sustainable development aligned with these UN goals.

1.2.3

Universities Are Responding to these Expectations

Universities are responding to the expectations of government officials and citizens
by taking steps to strengthen their engagement with society.
The impact of universities on society is broad and multifaceted and spans economic, social, and cultural development (Fig. 1.1). Influence by stakeholder engagement, university outcomes result from the hard work of the faculty and staff,
students, and administrators, all making use of facilities and funding. Their work
leads to a set of outcomes that play a pivotal role in knowledge exchange. The main
outcomes are:
• Knowledgeable and skilled university graduates and informed citizens, whose
preparation is the outcome of education. We call these talented graduates.
• Discoveries—the new facts, data, and theories that are the outcomes of research.
• Creations—the outcomes of catalyzing innovation at the university. They include
artifacts, concepts, prototypes, inventions, methods, and know-how, as well as
artistic and architectural outcomes, business methods, and medical procedures.
Universities impact society when these outcomes are exchanged with partners
such as industry, small and medium enterprise, government organizations, cultural
institutions, nonprofits, and other higher education institutions. These partners take
actions based on university outcomes that address societal good.
Universities have less-tangible impacts as well. They are vibrant organizations
whose personnel contribute to the public, commercial, and government discourse
that sets the direction of society. Universities attract thinkers and doers who provide
RESOURCES

Faculty

THE UNIVERSITY

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE

Education

GRADUATES

Students
Administrators
Facilities
Funding

Research
Catalyzing
Innovation

DISCOVERIES

PARTNERS

Industry
Enterprise
Government
Cultural Institutions
Non-profits

CREATIONS

HE Institutions

SOCIETAL OUTCOMES

Economic,
social and cultural
development
with consideration
of sustainability.

Fig. 1.1 Education, research, and catalyzing innovation, the university activities that eventually
lead to societal benefit, emphasizing the central role of knowledge exchange
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a rich human resource to the region. They can be good neighbors in towns and cities,
enriching local life. When universities’ personnel are highly diverse, that fact alone
can increase empathy and tolerance between communities and improve the operation of democracy.
In general, what makes universities special is low barriers to the development
and spread of new ideas. New ideas are strong agents of change for society, building
social cohesion and stimulating discussions of public matters.
Universities’ impact is broad and intense. To avoid mere generalizations, however, we plan to keep a tight focus here on university contributions to sustainable
economic development. Certainly, universities are important contributors to social
and cultural development, but we leave it to others to discuss those threads.

1.3
1.3.1

The Impact of Universities on Economic Development
 he Indications of Economic Development Suggest
T
Significant Impact

Governments and other stakeholders grasp the significant economic impact of universities. The indications show strong, consistent trends, highlighted in Box 1.4 and
detailed below. Some of these reflect on economic influence through innovation,
and others indicate the broader economic influence of universities.

Box 1.4 Summary of the Indications of Universities’ Economic Impact
There is no single indication of the positive impact of universities on economic development, but evidence from various directions suggest substantial impact:
• The support by economic theory for government investment in universities, and for the macroeconomic value of knowledge.
• The policy recognition by global leaders who identify the path from rational investment in universities to economic return.
• The regional innovation impact that develops around universities in the
form of techno-parks and new science cities.
• The actions taken by governments to strengthen the economic engagement
of existing universities and to create new universities.
• The historical economic contributions by universities to regional economic
growth and to local welfare.
The economic contributions by the graduates of universities, as measured
by the revenues of companies they found and by jobs created.
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Ever since Adam Smith, economic theory has held that government should invest
in activities with long-term return for the public good [31]. Among these investments are universities, which provide public good in various forms, including economic development [32]. The link between knowledge and economic growth was
highlighted in 2018 when the Nobel Prize in economics was awarded to New York
University professor of economics Paul Romer for his integration of technological
innovations into macroeconomic analysis. Evidence of the economic benefit of universities is documented in the USA, where most economists agree that about half of
American economic growth after 1945 came from technological innovation that
mostly originated in universities [33].

1.3.2

The Economic Impact of Innovation

World leaders understand the special role of innovation and its economic impact and
are making appropriate policy. In 2014, Xi Jinping said “China is a nation committed to innovation-driven development. … We must prioritize innovation education
[34].” In 2018, the European Commission stated: “Research and innovation (R&I)
are crucial for sustaining Europe’s socio-economic model and values, as well as its
global competitiveness. ... Sustainable growth in the future can only come from
investing in R&I now [35].”
People may debate the economic benefit of direct spending by governments on
universities, but the benefits of co-investment by industry and enterprise in proximity to major research universities are obvious. Companies understand that proximity
boosts collaboration [36, 37].
One need only drive down Route 101 in Silicon Valley, California to sense the
enormous economic development that has occurred there in the last several decades
[38]. Similar developments are found near many major research universities [39]. In
some cases, it is clear that a university’s initiative was key. In the 1950s, Frederick
E. Terman, Stanford University’s former dean of engineering and provost, actively
championed the Stanford Industrial Park, which became one of the nucleators of
Silicon Valley [40]. Likewise, in the 1990s, MIT President Charles M. Vest encouraged Novartis to relocate its international research center to Cambridge,
Massachusetts [41]. In both cases, intense innovation-related commercial development now surrounds the campus.
Governments around the world now understand how universities contribute to
economic development, and they are spending taxpayer money to foster such contributions. Local funds, equal to billions of US dollars, have been spent on just a
handful of these projects in recent years. The founding of new universities in
Singapore has made it the learning hub of the region. In Russia, the goals of the
Skoltech and the Skolkovo Innovation Center are similar, linking science with
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industry and enterprise. Beijing’s Tsinghua University Science Park has brought
some of the world’s top IT companies to its front door. At various scales, nations
around the world are investing with the expectation of economic return [42].
Leaders know that having a research university in a community contributes powerfully to creating an innovation-based economy [43].

1.3.3

The Broader Economic Impact of Universities

Universities have broad regional economic impact as well. A recent comprehensive study analyzed more than 15,000 universities and found that university growth
has an association with ensuing regional gross domestic product growth [44].
These conclusions coincided with studies that recognize the important role of universities in regional economic development and the formation of clusters [45].
Evidence suggests that universities have important long-term effects on the growth
of their local economies [46]. In short, universities are strongly linked with
regional prosperity [47].
Historically, evidence shows that places where the US government gave support
for the establishment of colleges more than a century ago have more educated workforces to this day; therefore, people earn higher wages and economic activity
increases [48]. Universities located in small communities also can improve local
welfare [49], including supporting the economies of small towns [50]. Even small
colleges with predominantly commuter populations have important effects on the
communities where they are located [51].
Strikingly powerful economic effects stem from the actions of university graduates. According to studies (mostly done in North America), companies founded by
university graduates tend to be economic powerhouses.
The most striking measurement of core-mission impact was carried out by
Roberts and Eesley for MIT using one parameter—the scale of existing companies
founded by living alumni [52]. They conservatively estimated that the contribution
to the US GDP approached a staggering 10%. This contribution, if recognized as a
nation, would place the “MIT Nation” as comparable in size to the entire economy
of Russia or India [53]. From roots in Stanford, almost 40,000 active companies
have grown up; they have created an estimated 5.4 million jobs and generate annual
world revenues of $2.7 trillion [54]. Harvard alumni have founded more than
146,000 companies and organizations, operating in more than 150 countries. These
enterprises account for 20.4 million jobs worldwide and have generated nearly $3.9
trillion in revenues [55].

1.4 The Economic Impact of Universities Arises from Knowledge Exchange

1.4
1.4.1
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 he Economic Impact of Universities Arises
T
from Knowledge Exchange
I nnovation and Entrepreneurship Lead to Economic
Development

How is economic development linked to the activities of the university? It happens
through a chain of events (Fig. 1.2). At the highest level, people and their governments are interested in a strong economy where individuals, industry and enterprise
prosper, economic opportunities expand, and public services can grow.
Sustainable development occurs when there is “prosperity and economic opportunity, and social well-being” while at the same time providing for the “protection
of the environment [56].” In the terms of the Brundtland Report: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [57].”
Economic development largely has its origins in innovation and entrepreneurship. The macroeconomic indicators of an economy include economic growth and
industrial competitiveness [58]. Economic growth is the increase in the market value
of goods and services produced by an economy. Competitiveness measures the ability to sell goods and services in a given market, compared to other goods in the same
market [59].
Both growth and competitiveness depend on making and selling better goods,
services, and systems, and, therefore, rely on a robust ecosystem of innovation and
entrepreneurship (Fig. 1.2). Actual innovation is more than invention [60]. It
involves the transfer of lower value economic resources to higher value ones through
the development of goods and services. Innovation brings many benefits. It permits

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ACCELERATING INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND CATALYZING INNOVATION
Fig. 1.2 Hierarchy of outcomes on the path from the actions of universities to economic
development
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rapid response to new technology and market opportunities, including the building
of new companies that become employers. In this context, entrepreneurship can be
thought of as new venture formation concurrent with the development of a first good
or service.

1.4.2

Knowledge Exchange Accelerates Innovation

The main role of universities in supporting economic development is in accelerating innovation and entrepreneurship [61]. This suggests rethinking how new ideas
are generated in the university [62] and moved swiftly through the innovation cycle
from design to sales and operation.
Knowledge exchange is the key process [63] (Fig. 1.2). It is a multidirectional
flow of people, capabilities, and information among relevant contributors [64]. In
the case of economic development, the relevant flow is between universities and
partners in industry [65], small and medium enterprise [66], and government organizations [67]. In one direction, partners identify their challenges and needs. Then,
they engage in a dialog with scholars to help shape university efforts in education,
research, and catalyzing innovation [68].
In the other direction, the important flow from the university is the stream of
talented graduates, who are knowledgeable and empowered. Also flowing from the
university are discoveries from research [69], and creations—our term for the outcomes of catalyzing innovation within the university. In its mission to accelerate
innovation, a university’s personnel must also engage with government regulators,
public interest groups, investors, and others [70]. That flow of outgoing conversations is also important.
Our fundamental point is that economic development and innovation occur as a
result of effective knowledge exchange between universities and their partners.
This knowledge exchange:
• Emerges from the main activities at a university—education, research, catalyzing innovation, and their interplay.
• Occurs by engaging with industry, enterprise, and government organizations.
• Gives universities a deeper understanding of stakeholder needs and the constraints and problems faced by partners.
• Stimulates relevant research discoveries and innovative creations.
• Is enabled by graduating students who carry knowledge with them.
By engaging in knowledge exchange, universities will accelerate innovation and
entrepreneurship, and eventually impact economic development. In Chapter 2, we
identify a set of effective practices that greatly facilitate this knowledge exchange.

1.5

The Broader Impact of Higher Education on Societal Development

1.5
1.5.1
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 he Broader Impact of Higher Education on Societal
T
Development
Economic Development Linked to Research Universities

As we discuss above, the focus of this book is on economic development. We concentrate on the sustainable economic development that arises from innovations and
entrepreneurship, facilitated by knowledge exchange among research universities
that embrace innovation and their partners.
While all disciplines at a university can contribute to economic development
[71], we focus primarily on the strong linkage between science and technology, and
economic development. By science and technology we mean science, engineering,
mathematics, and computing, and closely related aspects of the management of
technology and innovation.
Many kinds of academic institutions can contribute to economic development
[72], including research-led universities, teaching-led universities, research institutes, and innovation hubs [73]. In this book, we concentrate on research-led universities based on science and technology (S&T), and comprehensive universities with
research programs in S&T, which, in some senses, have a broader set of outcomes
to offer. We examine primarily universities of this type that embrace innovation and
generate and exchange knowledge useful to innovation and entrepreneurship.
Though the scope of our work is S&T-based programs at research universities,
our ideas will also apply to the many institutions that aspire to develop as economic
engines. These ideas are also relevant to governments and foundations seeking to
establish new universities of this type.
This choice of our scope does not in any way reduce the importance of contributions by universities to societal development outside the economic sphere. Other
disciplines and other types of academic institutions also contribute. We leave it to
others to explore these important contributions in detail.

1.5.2

 ll Types of Academic Institutions Foster Economic
A
Development

Society is well served by variety in its academic institutions. For example, the economy may need high-level specialists who know how to explore new solutions, technologists who can synthesize and manage innovation, and technicians who can
make things work. No one type of institution could likely provide for all of
these needs.
Box 1.5 suggests that all combinations of education, research, and innovation
can be found in the ecosystem of academic institution. Each of these types of institutions can play a role in accelerating innovation, and all could benefit from aspects
of the approaches suggested in this book. Any type of institution can adapt the
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s ystematic approach to knowledge exchange, effective practices, and the framework
for an adaptable university, as described in the following chapters.

Box 1.5 Variety in Academic Institutions Supports Knowledge
Exchange
Some institutions have missions primarily in education, others in research,
and still others in catalyzing innovation. Each has an important role to play in
support of economic development.
• Teaching-led universities can contribute to innovation and entrepreneurship by producing many skilled graduates.
• Research institutes, such as the Max Plank Institutes and their international
and corporate counterparts, including some academies of science, play an
important role in making discoveries.
• Translational research-to-innovation establishments—sometimes called
accelerators and catalysts, such as the Fraunhofer Institutes in Germany or
the Catapult centers in the UK—help to transfer creations to the market.
Pair-wise combinations are common and important: education + research,
the traditional Humboldt university; education + innovation, for example, the
Singapore polytechnics; and research + innovation, a combination common in
government laboratories. Sometimes these pairings exist within an institution,
and sometimes through alliances. For example, a regional teaching university
can cooperate with a nearby national research laboratory.
What we call “a research university that embraces innovation” will demonstrate the full three-way integration: education + research + innovation.

1.5.3

 ocietal Development Benefits from all University
S
Disciplines

While we explain the importance of knowledge exchange through the economic
lens, one can argue that knowledge exchange matters equally in all spheres of societal development. All the disciplines at a university can contribute, as suggested by
Box 1.6. The pairing of science and technology with economic development is only
one segment of the overall impact of universities.
Since other disciplines have broad societal impact, they may benefit from the
approaches described in the following chapters. In the remainder of the book, we
develop a systematic approach to knowledge exchange for economic development
and describe effective practices and the framework of the adaptable university. But
we are mindful that these approaches have potential for broader application.

1.6 Summary and an Overview of the Book
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Box 1.6 Disciplinary Impact on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Development
Disciplines at a university contribute to the sustainable development of society in rich and complex ways:
• Science and engineering directly contribute to economic development
through technology-based products, services, and systems. This segment is
the topic of our book. But science and engineering also have influence on
social well-being and on culture (e.g., through contributions to health care
and the development of social media).
• Business, economics, and law contribute directly to economic development but also more widely to stable employment and social justice.
• Other disciplines in the social sciences, such as sociology, psychology, and
political science help to inform evidence-based social policy. They also
contribute to the economy.
• The humanities contribute to the understanding of self and others, language and communication, and to the creative industries such as literature,
film, and music.
• Medicine primarily supports social well-being through health care, but as
a sector it is an economic engine as well.
• Architecture and urban planning build spaces and cities for society, also
contributing to art and culture.
All disciplines can impact the service sectors, including finance and banking, media, retail, and tourism.

1.6

Summary and an Overview of the Book

Worldwide, expectations are growing that universities should engage more deeply
in societal development, particularly in sustainable economic development.
Universities acknowledge this expectation and are moving to respond. They are
resilient institutions and have demonstrated throughout their history that they
can adapt.
Universities already contribute significantly to economic development. They
amplify the intensity of successful innovation and entrepreneurship in the economy.
Innovation is fed in part by knowledge exchange between universities and partners.
The main contribution of this book is to provide resources, reference points and
proposals that, if adapted locally, will strengthen knowledge exchange, innovation,
and economic development.
We intend this book to be pragmatic and useful. It begins in this chapter by connecting knowledge exchange with economic development. The book continues in
Chapter 2 with a proposal for a systematic approach to knowledge exchange by
communication across boundaries. At the next level, eleven effective academic
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practices are identified and are loosely grouped into those that are primarily linked
to education (Chapter 3), to research (Chapter 4), and to catalyzing innovation
(Chapter 5). In the case studies, we give dozens of interesting examples of implementation of these practices around the world, and three examples of the integration
of the practices (Chapter 6).
The remainder of the book develops a framework for thinking about the university as an adaptable institution. We explain a set of practices that are instrumental in
the success of such adaptable institutions. These include: engaging stakeholders;
evolving culture, mission, and strategic planning; improving governance; developing faculty and staff capabilities; and building academic facilities. These are presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 discusses the importance of, and challenges of
program evaluation. In Chapter 9, we discuss the potential for alignment of universities, industry and enterprise, government and philanthropies. Chapter 10 addresses
the implications for change at universities and in national systems, and the creation
of new universities.
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Chapter 2

A Systematic Approach to Knowledge
Exchange

2.1

Knowledge Exchange Enables Economic Development

In the first chapter, we argue that society has increasing expectations for universities’ engagement in societal development. Universities already contribute broadly to
cultural development, social well-being, and economic development, but more is
expected. To move beyond generalizations and focus on the topic of current high
expectations, we concentrate on universities’ contributions to sustainable economic
development.
Universities’ pathway of impact on economic development is portrayed in Fig.
1.2. Economic development is influenced by the intensity of successful innovation
and entrepreneurship [1]. Universities can help accelerate innovation and entrepreneurship through more effective knowledge exchange [2]. This occurs when knowledge crosses the porous boundary between universities [3] and their partners [4] in
industry, small and medium enterprise [5], and government organizations [6].
This reasoning leads to our principal conclusion: that more effective knowledge exchange with partners will likely increase universities’ long-term contributions to economic development.
This chapter develops a systematic approach to knowledge exchange in support
of economic development. Section 2.2 presents a discussion of the features of bidirectional dialog with partners. Section 2.3 identifies a systematic approach that, if
adapted to a particular university, would likely increase its capacity for knowledge
exchange. In Section 2.4, 11 academic practices are identified that produce the outcomes used in knowledge exchange. The approach to knowledge exchange is then
mapped onto the three main domains of the university—education, research, and
catalyzing innovation in Sections 2.5–2.7. The chapter concludes with an assessment of how much change is needed to bring about this increased emphasis on
knowledge exchange. We are mindful that the concept of knowledge exchange is
also relevant for universities wanting to improve their impact on social and cultural
development.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
E. Crawley et al., Universities as Engines of Economic Development,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-47549-9_2
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2.2.1

A Systematic Approach to Knowledge Exchange

 he Essential Features of Knowledge Exchange
T
for Economic Development
 he University and its Partners Benefit when Knowledge
T
Is Exchanged

Knowledge exchange occurs between a university and its partners when ideas, people, and artifacts go back and forth [7] across the porous boundaries between them
[8]. Partners are stakeholders with whom universities actively exchange knowledge
[9]. For a university that aims to contribute more to economic development, the
main partners are industry, small and medium enterprise, and government organizations. Both the university and its partners will benefit when they cross organizational, cultural, and intellectual boundaries, sharing knowledge about their needs,
capabilities, and outcomes. It is desirable that knowledge exchange occurs with
some distributional equity, so that all members of society benefit.
Knowledge exchange is a multifaceted concept [10, 11] whose essential features
from the perspective of universities are presented in this section and summarized in
Box 2.1. Knowledge exchange will be more effective if it respects these essential
features.

Box 2.1 The Essential Features of Knowledge Exchange to and from
Universities in Support of Economic Development
The essential features of knowledge exchange that accelerate innovation and
entrepreneurship and eventually support economic development are:
• It is influenced by the partner needs and the university’s outcomes.
• It benefits from crossing disciplinary boundaries and from integrated activities in education, research, and catalyzing innovation.
• It is essentially a human endeavor, built on open communications and
long-term interactions leading to trust and advocacy.
• It respects the goals, values, cultures, and priorities of the university and its
partners.
• It is best guided by a systematic approach.

2.2.2

 xchanging Knowledge of Needs and Outcomes by
E
Crossing Boundaries

Universities and their partners bring to the table important knowledge that reflects
their respective needs and outcomes. The partners bring an understanding of their
needs and challenges, and, more broadly, those of society. Universities bring the
outcomes of their activities in the domains of education, research, and catalyzing
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innovation. These domains align with universities’ classic missions discussed in
Chapter 1: preserving and distributing knowledge, developing new knowledge, and
applying knowledge. The domains correspond to the dimensions of scholarship
identified by Boyer [12]: the scholarship of teaching, the scholarship of discovery
and of integration, and the scholarship of application.
The three domains give rise to the three main outcomes of universities that support knowledge exchange with partners:
• Education yields knowledgeable and skilled university graduates and educated
citizens, whom we call talented graduates.
• Research produces discoveries—new knowledge, facts, data, and theories—in
single disciplines as well as across disciplines.
• Catalyzing innovations generates creations—the outcomes of the university that
are created or synthesized: artifacts, concepts, prototypes, inventions, methods,
and know-how.
Knowledge exchange is about crossing domain and disciplinary boundaries. The
three domains—education, research, and catalyzing innovation—are facets of an
integrated whole. The connections among them are as important as their internal
dynamics. The integrated domains are better characterized as overlapping activities
as shown in Fig. 2.1. When we identify the effective academic practices for knowledge exchange in Section 2.4, we find that many important practices transcend the
boundaries among the three domains.
Universities are largely organized around traditional disciplines, which have
proved a powerful influence [13], especially for systematically recording knowledge
and for teaching. But these disciplinary boundaries are now under stress. The intersection of disciplines is where rich new discoveries can be found [14]. Here, new
disciplines emerge that have potential importance to partners. The significant challenges of society and of industry, and of enterprise and government, do not map easily onto individual disciplines [15]. Additionally, these challenges require drawing on
outcomes from multiple disciplines working together [16]. A vibrant culture of dialog across disciplinary boundaries facilitates exchanging knowledge with partners.
The importance of integration across domains and disciplines for effective
knowledge exchange is summarized in Box 2.2. The accompanying Case 2.1
“EPFL—The Ecosystem of Education, Research, and Innovation” shows how the
integration of education, research, and catalyzing innovation can foster a community of learning, curiosity, and entrepreneurship whose members work together to
address societal challenges.
Box 2.2 The Principle of Integration in Knowledge Exchange
Knowledge exchange will become more effective when it is based on crossdisciplinary and integrated activities at a university—education and research
and catalyzing innovation—all engaging in bidirectional dialog with partners
in industry, small and medium enterprise, and government organizations.
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Fig. 2.1 The outcomes of the three overlapping academic domains—and what knowledge is
exchanged

Case 2.1 École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)—The
Ecosystem of Education, Research, and Innovation
EPFL fosters learning, curiosity, and innovation, working together to address
societal challenges.
Through its diverse community of over 15,000 people, EPFL has created a spirit
of curiosity, and an atmosphere of open dialog. Daily exchanges between students, researchers, and entrepreneurs encourage the emergence of new insights.
At EPFL, the exchange of knowledge is linked to its three core missions: education, research, and innovation.
EPFL educates the next generation of engineers, scientists, and architects
with cutting-edge degree programs. It strives to give students solid technical
skills, combined with a basis in computational thinking. EPFL also encourages
students to develop their imagination, creativity, and entrepreneurial spirit
through cross-disciplinary projects.
EPFL offers students and faculty an innovation-oriented environment
equipped with state-of-the-art facilities (see Fig. 2.2). Learning-by-doing is
emphasized, and our degree programs incorporate hands-on workshops with
direct research applications.
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Fig. 2.2 The Rolex Learning Center, a functional and cultural hub for the EPFL ecosystem

These characteristics influence all educational programs, including the 25
master’s programs currently taught at EPFL. For example, the master’s program
in Data Science offers a comprehensive education, from foundations to implementation, from algorithms to database architecture, and from information theory to machine learning.
The EPFL research community that is active over a spectrum of quantitative
and design-focused disciplines, such as data science, personalized health, biomedical engineering, energy, robotics, and advanced manufacturing. Researchers
engage in crucial societal challenges while ensuring that Switzerland remains at
the cutting edge of modern technology.
As part of its research programs, EPFL has launched major strategic initiatives such as the Blue Brain Project, the Swiss Plasma Centre, and the Venice
Time Machine.
The Venice Time Machine project is building a multidimensional model of
Venice and its evolution throughout an entire millennium, based on the digital
reconstruction of the city’s administrative documents. The diversity, quantity,
and accuracy of the Venetian documents are unique in Western history. The
Venice Time Machine puts in operation a technical pipeline to transform this
heritage of Big Data of the Past. It combines data science and document reconstruction to form an open archive for digital humanities.
EPFL has long been a key player in innovation by promoting interaction with
industry, encouraging entrepreneurship and launching initiatives to strengthen
collaboration with businesses through technology transfer. Innovation is pivotal
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to the health of the Swiss economy, where firms compete based on incorporating
technology and creating new value.
The Innovation Team acts as the interface between academia and industry. Its
mission is to ensure that the impact of EPFL’s research is real. It connects EPFL’s
labs to industrial partners in a variety of ways. EPFL catalyzes discovery and
technology transfer by coordinating a diverse research infrastructure so that students, researchers, and entrepreneurs are active in the exchange of knowledge
and ideas.
As an example, EPFL and ETH Zurich have created a National Center for
Data Science to foster innovation in open data science, aimed at making
Switzerland globally competitive [1]. The center will create an open one-stopshop for hosting, exploring, and analyzing curated, calibrated, and anonymized data.
Such cooperative strategic ventures are enabled by the governing structure.
EPFL is in direct dialog with the Swiss Federal Council to ensure that EPFL’s
orientation is relevant for the country’s objectives. EPFL is directed by the ETH
Board which is appointed by the Federal Council. The Board is responsible for
the implementation of the Federal Council’s strategic objectives, the strategy of
EPFL, and the allocation of federal funds to the institution.
Prepared based on input provided by EPFL’s communication service,
Mediacom, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Reference
1. EPFL (2018) Annual Report. https://www.epfl.ch/about/overview/annualreport/. Accessed 20 Jan 2020

2.2.3

 he Human and Cultural Features of Knowledge
T
Exchange

Knowledge exchange is essentially a human endeavor and requires communication
and trust. In education, the main mechanism of knowledge exchange comes when
new graduates enter working life—literally, humans transporting knowledge. In
research and catalyzing innovation, knowledge exchange is effective when there is
effective communication at all levels between counterparts at the university and
partners [17]. The pathways for knowledge flow are built from a shared vision,
informal interactions, and frequent open two-way discussions between counterparts
[18]. These informal interactions contrast with formal mechanisms like publications, licenses, and lectures. The formal mechanisms are important, but are not, by
themselves, enough for effective knowledge exchange [19].
Knowledge exchange works best when facilitated by mutually respected counterparts. In time, they gain confidence and trust in each other and their respective
teams. This human trust builds confidence in the validity of the knowledge
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exchanged. Eventually, the counterparts become advocates for the exchange, and
particularly for the adoption of the new knowledge at the partner. We return to this
subject of knowledge exchange as a human endeavor in Chapter 5.
Knowledge exchange should respect and adapt to universities’ and their partners’ goals and cultures. The fact is that universities and their partners have differing
goals, values, and priorities [20]. They operate on different timescales, funding
models, and incentives [21]. In working with international partners, there may be
differing national cultural norms as well [22]. To be effective, knowledge exchange
has to recognize these differences and seek a mutual respect that acknowledges
them [23]. University thought and administrative leaders, and their counterparts at
the partners, would do well to acknowledge these differences and quickly move on
to substantive relationships that will accelerate innovation and entrepreneurship.
In the discussion above, we identify some of the essential features of knowledge
exchange. While parts of it can happen spontaneously, it will not become embedded
in universities’ thinking and actions unless it is systematically planned, operated,
and incentivized. We now present a systematic approach that respects these essential features of knowledge exchange. It is set in the context of a research university
that embraces innovation. The approach is a reference and not prescriptive and
requires review and adaptation by each university.

2.3
2.3.1

 Systematic Approach to Strengthening Knowledge
A
Exchange
 he Three Key Actions of Systematic Knowledge
T
Exchange

Viewing knowledge exchange in a systematic way will help us to understand and
improve it. This will benefit society, the partners, and the university [24]. Knowledge
exchange requires activating a diverse set of organizational interactions and relationships at the boundaries [25]. The principle of Box 2.3 provides guidance for
further development of a systematic approach.

Box 2.3 The Principle of Systematic Knowledge Exchange
Knowledge exchange will become more effective when there is a systematic
approach. Such an approach carefully identifies needs of the partners and
society, conducts university activities with a sensitivity to these needs, and
proactively exchanges universities’ outcomes with partners.

The systematic approach we propose is built on the essential features defined in
Box 2.1. It involves three key actions that should be adapted to each of the academic
domains: education, research, and knowledge exchange. First, the university should
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engage partners that are particularly relevant, and that can contribute to, and gain
from, engagement. The needs of society, the partners, and the university should be
identified. Next, the activities of the university should be conducted with a sensitivity and responsiveness to societal and partner needs. Finally, there should be a proactive process of actually exchanging the knowledge with the partner and supporting
its adoption. This process includes the migration of talented students to gainful
employment [26]. These key actions are summarized in Box 2.4.

Box 2.4 The Systematic Approach to Knowledge Exchange
The proposed systematic approach to knowledge exchange contains three key
actions:
• Careful identification of relevant partners in knowledge exchange, followed by a bidirectional discussion of the needs of society, the partners,
and the university.
• Sensitivity and responsiveness to these needs in the conduct of education,
research, and catalyzing innovation.
• A proactive process that exchanges the talented graduates, discoveries, and
creation outcomes of the university and assists in their uptake by the
partners.

The foundation of systematic knowledge exchange is recognizing universities’
academic domains and adapting the three key actions for each. Each domain—education, research, and catalyzing innovation—has its own partners and their associated needs. Each domain has its own goals, patterns of behavior, outcomes, and
exchange mechanisms (Fig. 2.1). While we describe a generic version of the systematic approach below, in reality it must be adapted to each of the domains, as
discussed in Sections 2.5–2.7.

2.3.2

Identifying Partners and their Needs for Knowledge

Partners are those stakeholders with whom universities actively exchange knowledge. These partners can be in industry, small and medium enterprise, government
organizations, as well as in nonprofits, civic organizations, and other types of institutions. Partners should have shared interest with the university. They should be
willing to disclose information regarding their needs. It is best if they are also in a
position to make constructive use of a university’s outcomes.
To be able to guide its activities towards relevant outcomes, a combination of
university scholars, academic units, and university leadership should try to understand the partners’ plans, as well as their problems, opportunities, and challenges.
This can be done by individual scholars in an informal way. Or it can be done by
engaging in a more formal bidirectional dialog in which the university and its partners talk and listen carefully. Sometimes facilitation can support such dialog, and
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often several cycles are needed to reach convergence and understanding. This dialog
step is relatively similar in the domains of education, research, and catalyzing innovation. We return to this point in the practice of Facilitating Dialog and Agreements
in Chapter 5.
An example of this systematic approach to identifying partners and their needs is
presented in Case 2.2 “Skoltech—Systematic Knowledge Exchange to Establish
Research.” Here, a start-up university deeply engages both industrial partners and
scientific peers to outline a strategy for research investment. The strategy is designed
to satisfy the curiosity of scholars and the desire for impact by government
stakeholders.

Case 2.2 The Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology
(Skoltech)—Systematic Knowledge Exchange to Establish Research
A systematic approach to knowledge exchange was the foundation of Skoltech
and accelerated its development as a research and innovation university.
At its founding in 2011, the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology
(Skoltech) was envisioned as a graduate university focused on information technology, energy, biomedicine, and other high technology sectors pertinent to the
Russian economy. Its mission was to accelerate innovation by developing relevant cutting-edge science and technology, and moving it quickly and effectively
from the academic to the commercial communities.
The objective of the founding team was to identify and successfully implement research, education, and innovation opportunities that yielded skilled graduates, research, and innovation outcomes, supported the growth of Skoltech, and
had a significant impact on Russia.
The founders took a systematic approach to knowledge exchange to setting
the initial research priorities for the university. The approach included three factors that are described in more detail below (see Fig. 2.3). The outcome set the
stage for a second systematic approach for establishing the corresponding set of
Centers for Research, Education, and Innovations (CREI).
The needs of the market and industry were derived from the desire to create
new or improved products or services in the market, and from industry’s desire
to improve its organizational structure and advance manufacturing. These needs
were captured through interviews with technical and marketing leaders in large
multinational companies active within Skoltech’s focus areas, and similar interviews with leaders of the Skolkovo Foundation’s Innovation Clusters, which
reflected small- and medium-sized Russian enterprise. In addition, MIT’s
Industrial Liaison Program surveyed several of its member companies. In total,
about 35 executives and cluster leaders participated. Once the topical areas were
identified, an extended set of focused workshops with Russian and international
industry were held.
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Fig. 2.3 The key influences on the research foresight study

Forecasting trends in scientific and technical development was done by
engaging about 70 thought leaders and scientific advisors in Russian universities
and at MIT over a period of 3 months. These individuals were sent a questionnaire tailored to Skoltech focus areas.
Society and legislative megatrends were identified and analyzed to provide
insights into what needs for new solutions and new technology can be expected
from, for example, urbanization, aging population, and climate regulation. This
work was done as a 2-month project by a group of MBA students at the MIT
Sloan School of Management.
At the end, all results were presented in a workshop format. Then, the Skoltech
leadership debated the results, taking into consideration the expected deliverables, and the ability to involve a broad set of Russian institutions and companies. They then arrived at an initial Research Investment Strategy which
represented a balanced portfolio close to long-term impact of its outcomes. At a
high level, the research areas are: biomedicine (including infectious diseases and
regenerative medicine); energy (hydrocarbon production, electrical power systems); information technology (machine learning, quantum physics); space; and
cross-cutting issues (advanced materials, computationally and data intensive
science).
The strategy was published widely for maximum transparency. It was then
used to start hiring faculty of world-class stature interested in working in an
interdisciplinary mode in the designated research directions.
As a result of applying systematic approaches, in less than 5 years Skoltech
developed into a thriving research university with nine CREIs. These CREIs are
starting to have a large impact on both academia and in the economy. For example, the number of papers per Skoltech faculty member in the Nature Index
Journals is now comparable to KAIST.
Contributed by Dr. Mats Nordlund, Founding Vice President of Research
Programs, Skoltech, Moscow, Russia.
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 onducting the University Activity with Sensitivity
C
and Responsiveness

To better provide for successful knowledge exchange, academic practices should be
conducted with a sensitivity and responsiveness to the needs of the partners and
society. University scholars and leaders should balance partners’ suggestions with
their own internal compass. This is not an issue of the partner interfering in university internal affairs: it is about universities learning from all possible sources before
making decisions. For example, the curriculum should reflect the need for fundamental knowledge, but also the needs of society, industry, and enterprise for skills.
Thus, the curriculum evolves over time. The outcomes of catalyzing innovation are
tightly coupled to the needs of industry and enterprise. Even research at the frontier
of knowledge can be inspired by the partners’ needs.

2.3.4

 roactively Exchanging Knowledge and Advocating its
P
Uptake

Knowledge that is successfully exchanged is the value that universities provide to
society. In general, the exchange will be more successful if universities are proactive in their execution. Likewise, it will be more impactful if the partners advocate
for its uptake within their organizations.
The specific content of the knowledge exchange depends on the academic
domain (Fig. 2.1). Each domain has a proactive knowledge exchange process.
Education prepares talented graduates with an array of knowledge and skills.
Research discovers new facts, data, and theories. The creations of catalyzing innovation include technology, inventions, artifacts, methods, and concepts.
The proactive mechanism at the university also depends on the domain (Fig. 2.4).
Education transfers knowledge when students leave the university, through internships, employment or when they start ventures. Research disseminates discoveries
through publications and personal interactions. Similar mechanisms are used in
catalyzing innovation, but additional mechanisms include intellectual property,
start-ups, and consulting.
Partners are proactive when they advocate for the adoption of the university outcomes. Effective partners employ scouts who stay aware of the outcomes of universities. Such scouts include human resources specialists for graduates, internal
researchers for discoveries, and product and system developers for innovation
creations.
There are numerous specific models for knowledge exchange, depending on academic domain and context. We identify the broad generalities in this chapter and
offer greater detail in Chapters 3–6.
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Fig. 2.4 The outcomes of the three overlapping academic domains—and how knowledge is
exchanged

2.4
2.4.1

 he Effective Academic Practices that Yield Knowledge
T
Outcomes
 rriving at the Academic Practices Involved
A
in Knowledge Exchange

We identify a set of academic practices that collectively yield the outcomes that are
exchanged by universities with partners. These effective practices are based on
observed patterns of behavior at universities. The practices are effective when they
produce outcomes that cross the universities’ boundaries and lead to meaningful
contributions to society. From the perspective of economic development, a practice
is effective when it exchanges knowledge that accelerates innovation and
entrepreneurship.
We arrived at this set of practices by reflecting on behavior at multiple universities and in many projects. We asked the questions:
• What are the practices needed to represent the university fully, in its three academic domains and in their overlaps?
• What are the practices that account for economically useful outcomes?
• What can we learn from previous attempts to build frameworks that describe
education, research, and catalyzing innovation?
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Our framing of these practices is not unique—others could observe the same
behaviors and identify a slightly different set of practices. Like all models, its value
lies in its utility.
The important criterion for selecting the set of academic practices is that each
should support the systematic approach, as discussed above. There should be identification of partners and their needs, as well as a sensitivity to these needs in the
conduct of the practice. There should be a proactive process of knowledge exchange
and uptake.

2.4.2

The Eleven Effective Academic Practices
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We distinguish eleven effective academic practices that meet these criteria. They
map to the overlapping academic domains as shown in Fig. 2.5 and explained in
Table 2.1. The table shows the full and short name of each practice, as well as a brief
description of the associated activities and their outcomes. We realize that the crisp
boundaries shown in Fig. 2.5 are in reality more fuzzy, but showing these internal
boundaries is useful for the analysis.
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Fig. 2.5 The eleven academic practices: red indicates the primary outcomes are talented graduates, blue indicates discoveries, and green creations
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Table 2.1 The effective academic practices that yield the outcomes used in knowledge exchange
Practice name and icon
Integrated curriculum

Description of the practice > and its outcome
Implementing an integrated curriculum of courses, projects, and
co-curricular experiences > educating students who learn the
disciplinary fundamentals together with the essential skills,
approaches, and judgment

Teaching for learning

Engaging students in active, experiential, and digital learning >
graduating students with deep conceptual understanding, self-
efficacy, and capability for self-learning

Education in emerging
thought

Quickly migrating cross-disciplinary and emerging research
outcomes to the curriculum and learning opportunities > preparing
students who learn emerging disciplines, technologies, and bodies of
thought

Preparing for innovation Implementing educational activities for leadership, management, and
entrepreneurship > educating students who are better prepared for
their potential roles in innovation

Impactful fundamental
research

Pursuing fundamental new discoveries along a spectrum from
curiosity-driven to use-inspired > yielding new knowledge with an
impact on scholarship and society

Collaborative research
within and across
disciplines

Collaborating with other scholarly researchers within the universities
and externally > making discoveries that cross-disciplinary
boundaries and are in new fields of thought

Centres of research,
Empowering larger scale integrated Centres of Research, Education,
education and innovation and Innovation > producing directly implementable and impactful
solutions that address significant issues of society

(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
Practice name and icon
Undergraduate and
postgraduate student
researchers

Description of the practice > and its outcome
Engaging undergraduate and postgraduate students in research >
energizing research, and yielding effective young researchers and
agents of knowledge exchange

Maturing discoveries
and creations

Making progressive discoveries, creations, inventions, market
analyses, and proof-of-concept demonstrations > yielding creations
with higher technology and market readiness

Facilitating dialog and
agreements

Actively facilitating informal dialog and formal agreements with
partners > improving understanding of partner needs and enabling
more university creations to be adopted by partners

University-based
entrepreneurial
venturing

Engaging in the real entrepreneurial process within the university,
supported by networks of mentors, with access to investors and
facilities > producing new ventures and more experienced
entrepreneurs

As suggested by Fig. 2.5, there are practices such as Teaching for Learning that
are largely in one domain. There are practices such as Education in Emerging
Thought that bridge two domains. And in the three-way overlap, we find Centres of
Research, Education, and Innovation. These Centres apply scientific research outcomes to problems of innovation, all while engaging students.
In this chapter, we present an overview of the 11 academic practices in this systematic approach. The practices themselves are discussed in Chapters 3–5.
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 ducation as a Systematic Approach to Knowledge
E
Exchange
Education, its Partners and their Needs

Education is about learning [27]. Under the guidance of instructors, students acquire
deep working knowledge of disciplinary fundamentals and essential skills,
approaches, and judgment, better preparing them to act as agents of societal development. Instructors also learn and develop new knowledge as they prepare and
reflect. Upon graduation, students become important agents of knowledge exchange
and carry their learning with them into their next phase of life.
Viewed through the lens of economic development, the specific objective of education is to prepare students with a deep working knowledge of fundamentals while
preparing them to be more effective agents of knowledge exchange and innovation.
They might eventually contribute through careers specifically in innovation or
entrepreneurship, or more broadly in education, research, management, public policy, or environmental protection.
The relevant partners in education are the future employers of graduates in industry, small and medium enterprise, and government organizations. The needs they
report speak to disciplinary knowledge—for example, they need more IT experts—
and also to essential skills—such as teamwork. The government is, broadly, a stakeholder in education, as are professional bodies. Partners’ needs are often reflected in
national standards, or in desired learning outcomes set by the quality agencies or
professional bodies.
How scholars learn about partners’ needs is guided by the educational practice of
the Integrated Curriculum. This involves the faculty setting desired learning outcomes that are informed by stakeholder input. This helps ensure that students
acquire the appropriate foundations that will enable them to create value for themselves, their employers, and society. The practice calls for engaging with partners as
well as other key stakeholders (e.g., graduates, faculty, students, professional bodies) to help define desired learning outcomes (Chapter 3).

2.5.2

 Responsive Approach by Universities to Needs
A
in Education

The goals of education can be addressed by adapting the four practices whose outcomes are talented graduates. These practices are listed in Table 2.1 and in Fig. 2.5,
which suggests whether the practice is largely in the domain of education, or in
overlaps with research or innovation. The goals will be met when engaged and
responsive faculty members:
• Equip students with a strong foundation in fundamentals and skills, approaches,
and judgment, employing the practice of Integrated Curriculum.
• Develop in students deep working understanding, self-efficacy, and the capability for self-learning, using Teaching for Learning.
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• Extend students’ learning to include emerging disciplines, technologies, and
bodies of thought, using Education in Emerging Thought.
• Prepare students to take roles as young professionals in innovation by engaging
in Preparing for Innovation.
These practices are summarized in Table 2.1 and are discussed in greater depth
in Chapter 3. We have to keep in mind that students’ learning is not only shaped by
the curriculum, but also by the broader student experience, and by employment during their university years.

2.5.3

A Proactive Process to Exchange Educational Outcomes

Students and graduates are important mechanisms of knowledge exchange. When
they enter the world of work, they carry with them knowledge: a deep understanding
of the fundamentals in their field of study. They also bring essential skills,
approaches, and judgment (Fig. 2.1). They may also have acquired research and
innovation know-how, and they may have learned about emerging fields of thought.
These capabilities make students potentially important contributors to accelerating
innovation.
This knowledge is exchanged between the university and partners when students
participate in internships and associate with industrial mentors (Fig. 2.4). The most
direct and important knowledge exchange occurs when the talented graduates leave
the university to start a new venture, or take up employment as an innovator or
policy maker.
The proactive process occurs when the university works to place the students
where they can contribute. Partner advocacy occurs when the new employer arranges
a relevant and meaningful position where the graduates can productively make use
of their knowledge, skills, and know-how.

2.6
2.6.1

 esearch as a Systematic Approach to Knowledge
R
Exchange
Research, its Partners and their Needs

Research is the discovery of new knowledge at the frontiers, and the quest for
increased understanding of our world. The general objective of research is to make
discoveries, often revealing phenomena or truths that have previously existed but
were unknown or unexplained. We use the word discoveries to distinguish research
outcomes from the synthesized outcomes of catalyzing innovation that we call creations (see below). We note that new knowledge also can be developed in the course
of education and catalyzing innovation.
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Viewed through the lens of economic development, the specific objective of
research is to make discoveries at the frontiers of knowledge, that have the potential
for becoming more effective instruments of knowledge exchange and innovation.
The motivation for research ranges from curiosity-driven to use-inspired research,
and on to research that creates a directly implementable solution. Faculty have the
right and responsibility to select problems important to them and produce impactful
results (Chapter 4). One feature that distinguishes curiosity-driven research from
use- or impact-inspired work is the degree of external engagement at the time of
formulating the research question.
In curiosity-driven research, scholars are motivated by interesting problems at
the frontiers of knowledge, which may or may not be immediately relevant to existing societal or industry issues. They can benefit from collaboration with like-minded
scholars, but otherwise external engagement may be low. This kind of research
advances knowledge and can often lead to unexpected discoveries with far-reaching
applications.
Use-inspired research also seeks discoveries at the frontier, but is motivated by
problems of industry or society. It can also lead to unexpected fundamental discoveries and consequent peer recognition. In use-inspired research, scholars scan their
world for addressable issues of a fundamental nature. When an issue is found, the
scholars might engage with appropriate external counterparts to develop a mutual
understanding.
A third type of research is chartered from the beginning to develop directly
implementable solutions to larger scale problems of industry, enterprise, government, and society. Usually conducted by a cohesive team that includes scholars and
partners, the formulation of the research question is intrinsic to the process and
often influenced by those with the needs.
Research groups and universities would do well to have a balanced portfolio of
these approaches. This balance will create knowledge outcomes that will influence
economic development in the near-, mid-, and long term.

2.6.2

 Responsive Approach by the University to Needs
A
in Research

There are four practices that support the goals of research with potential impact on
innovation (Table 2.1). The placement of the practices in Fig. 2.5 suggests that the
practice is either in the domain of research or sits in the total overlap area. The goals
are more likely to be met when the dedicated researchers commit to:
• Increasing the scholarly and innovation impact of research discoveries using the
practice of Impactful Fundamental Research.
• Broadening the scope of research, working across disciplinary boundaries and in
new fields of thought by engaging in the practice of Collaborative Research.
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• Developing directly implementable and impactful solutions that address significant issues of society by deploying the practice of Centres of Research, Education,
and Innovation.
• Invigorating discoveries, and training future researchers and agents of knowledge exchange by using the practice of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student
Researchers.
Table 2.1 summarizes these practices, and they are considered in significantly
more detail in Chapter 4.

2.6.3

A Proactive Process to Exchange Research Outcomes

Research yields new knowledge, explains mysteries, and inspires young and old.
Research influences the curriculum, helps educate students, and contributes to innovative creations. Proactive knowledge exchange of research outcomes also spans
this spectrum. The outcomes of research are the discovery of knowledge, facts, data,
and theories that better explain our world. Research also yields new models, analyses, and predictions (Fig. 2.1).
Knowledge exchange around discoveries usually combines formal publications
with informal discussions (Fig. 2.4). These may lead to sharing of detailed results
with scholar-partners and to joint projects. Involvement of researchers in presentations, professional education, and personnel exchange is also important.
Proactive knowledge exchange requires the scholar’s continued engagement in
dissemination after the discovery is made and first presented. External advocacy
occurs when peers recognize and cite the contribution, and when partners attempt to
apply it.
Research is increasingly a cross-disciplinary endeavor [28]. To produce the outcomes for external knowledge exchange, scholars within the university must be
prepared to cross-disciplinary boundaries as well. This is discussed in Box 2.5.

Box 2.5 Crossing Boundaries among Disciplines
Universities with an aspiration to strengthen economic development have to
consider how they can best organize themselves to meet both traditional missions and the new expectations of society. We propose an activity-based
approach to addressing cross-disciplinary challenges.
From the list of 11 effective academic practices, two are explicitly about
crossing boundaries between disciplines. Education in Emerging Thought
brings new cross-disciplinary research outcomes into the curriculum.
Collaboration Within and Across Disciplines suggests new approaches to
cross-disciplinary research.
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Four of the other practices directly take on the challenges of partners and
society. Such challenges rarely respect disciplinary boundaries and are therefore implicitly cross-disciplinary:
• Maturing Discoveries and Creations.
• Facilitating Dialog and Agreements.
• Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation.
• University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing.
When students and scholars routinely cross internal disciplinary boundaries,
universities will potentially contribute more to knowledge exchange:
• Discoveries that integrate between traditional disciplines.
• Breakthrough opportunities at the boundaries of disciplines.
• Access to unique data and varied perspectives on its interpretation.
• Students prepared to work across disciplinary boundaries.

2.7
2.7.1

 atalyzing Innovation as a Systematic Approach
C
to Knowledge Exchange
Catalyzing Innovation, its Partners and their Needs

Catalyzing innovation is universities’ newest role, and some believe it is as important as education and research [29–31]. The general objective of catalyzing innovation is to produce creations: objects, processes, and systems that have never before
existed, and that have potential for societal impact. These can range from inventions
and technologies to business models, healthcare solutions, and works of art.
Through the lens of economic development, the goal is to more effectively stimulate and capture the richness of innovation creations in the university, and exchange
them with industry, enterprise, and government organizations. Once exchanged,
creations flow to products, services, and systems that are brought to market or otherwise deployed by partners.
The partners in catalyzing innovation are those who stand to benefit from the
creations. The boundary between these partners and the university benefits from
being fuzzy. In a well-functioning innovation ecosystem, there are many participants from both sides who hug closely to the boundary, and cross it from time to
time. Knowledge exchange benefits from this fuzziness and porosity.
Means of gaining an understanding of partner needs in catalyzing innovation
range from informal discussion, often enabled by networking, to structured, and
professionally led dialog. One structured process that can be applied in all domains
is called “systematic dialog.” Here, thought leaders from the university and partners
engage in discussion with sufficient time and facilitation to allow improved sharing
of ideas (Chapter 5).
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 Responsive Approach by Universities to Needs
A
in Catalyzing Innovation

The remaining three practices of Table 2.1 support the goals of catalyzing innovation for economic development. Figure 2.5 places these practices in the zones of
catalyzing innovation and overlapping with research. An engaged collective of faculty, staff, and students will contribute to meeting these goals by:
• Raising the technology and market readiness of university innovation creations
using the practice of Maturing Discoveries and Creations.
• Engaging with partners, understanding their needs and championing their effective adoption of university creations by applying the practice of Facilitating
Dialog and Agreements.
• Supporting real venture creation by faculty, staff, and students using the practice
called University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing.
These practices are summarized in Table 2.1 and are explored more thoroughly
in Chapter 5.

2.7.3

A Proactive Process to Exchange Innovation Outcomes

Universities can play an important role in catalyzing innovation by better preparing
students to be innovators and entrepreneurs [32], by better maturing creations to
reduce barriers to adoption [33], and by providing more support to spinoffs [34]. All
contribute to knowledge exchange.
The creations that are exchanged with partners include technologies, inventions,
artifacts, methods, and concepts [35]. Other creations exchanged are intellectual
property (e.g., copyrights, trademarks), tangible research property (e.g., engineering prototypes, drawings, new organisms, software, circuit chips), know-how, and
business ideas [36] (Fig. 2.1).
These can be exchanged by the same mechanisms associated with research: publications, discussions, joint projects, and personnel exchange. Distinctive mechanisms span intellectual property and tangible research property agreements,
exchange of tangible artifacts, and involvement in start-ups and consulting (Fig. 2.4).
In addition, there are events, shows, and various networks.
Proactive knowledge exchange happens when a university creator works closely
with the partner to support uptake and implementation. Advocacy is evident when
those in the partner organization push to build the creation into a product or system.
Catalyzing innovation is an activity that inherently overlaps with education and
research. In fact, universities produce a great deal of value in the areas of overlap
among the three domains. Box 2.6 discusses these important interactions.
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Box 2.6 Crossing Boundaries among Education, Research, and
Catalyzing Innovation
Universities are systems with three academic domains: education, research,
and catalyzing innovation. Their interaction enables important outcomes to
emerge. Effective knowledge exchange depends on the overlap of the domains
as suggested in Fig. 2.5. We identify practices in each of the overlaps:
• Research interacts with education when research results move quickly into
educational programs through Education in Emerging Thought.
• Research feeds ideas to innovation and innovation’s needs influence
research through Maturing Discoveries and Creations.
• Education and innovation overlap when education deals with leadership,
management, and entrepreneurship issues, providing highly skilled graduates for innovation and entrepreneurial ventures through the practice of
Preparing for Innovation.
• The triple overlap of education, research, and catalyzing innovation solves
impactful problems through the practice of Centres of Research, Education,
and Innovation. It engages students in authentic research and innovation
through the practice of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student
Researchers.
By crossing these internal domain boundaries, universities will have more to
contribute to partners and society:
• Graduates who are at the cutting edge of emerging knowledge and experienced in research and innovation.
• Research discoveries that are fundamental, and perhaps are on a path to
innovation impact.
• Creations that reflect the enthusiasm and creativity of students and are built
on the newest discoveries.

2.8

 ummary and the Change Needed to Strengthen
S
Knowledge Exchange

Universities will not be surprised by the need for change [37], nor should they be
fearful of it [38]. Change in universities is both necessary and possible. Necessary,
because of the expanding aspirations in economic development and the quickening
pace of society’s expectations. Possible, because universities have a long history of
constructive adaptation, as discussed in Chapter 1. But the pace of change is quickening. Change is an ongoing process at universities.
We have confidence that universities’ engagement with society can be strengthened. This can be done by considering the essential features of knowledge exchange
(Section 2.2) and following a systematic approach, as discussed in (Section 2.3).
These features and approaches support the effective practices (Sections 2.4–2.7).
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The practices reinforce the traditional value of education and research, along with
the newer domain of catalyzing innovation. The systematic approach is both a call
to strengthen universities’ fundamental mission and a call for significant change in
how it is carried out.
Many universities have already engaged in aspects of knowledge exchange,
driven by individual action and strategic intent. Few can claim that they have done
enough since the goalposts are continually moving. Despite these efforts by universities, there are significant gains still to be made. Even for leading research universities well-known for embracing innovation, significant improvements are possible.
Imagine the influence of a university on the world if:
• Every graduating student possesses the knowledge and skills to be a successful
innovator or entrepreneur.
• Every discovery is quickly examined for its potential impact, and a translational
plan created for its development and dissemination.
• Every applicable creation is patented, licensed, and embedded in a marketable
product, service, or system.
The degree to which universities can contribute depends very much on the university, its context, its level of ambition, and amount of action already taken. For
emerging universities starting with a modest level of engagement with economic or
societal development, adapting our practices would represent a great but worthwhile
challenge. For new universities that are being planned, there is an opportunity to
build a knowledge exchange philosophy from the start. For the majority of universities that are well established and developed, the degree of change necessary can
only be revealed by an honest process of self-assessment.
No one simple change will make a university a superior performer in knowledge
exchange. It requires a process of continuous improvement, and an extended commitment by university leaders, scholars, and partners to work together. The two
questions governing change are: How much is needed, and how fast must it
take place?
To provide support for change, we describe effective practices for education,
research, and catalyzing innovation in Chapters 3–5, and take an integrated view in
Chapter 6. In Chapters 7–10, we lay out a framework for the university as an adaptable organization. This includes supporting practices, program evaluation, alignment with partners, and an expanded discussion of change. Nothing in these effective
academic practices or the framework for an adaptable university is intended to be
prescriptive. We offer a resource, reference, and examples of behaviors that should
be examined and adapted by each university to its local needs and context [39].
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Chapter 3

Education and Knowledge Exchange

3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
The Objectives of Education

Education is the main purpose for which universities were once established, and still
the mission that distinguishes them from other types of research and innovation
institutes. Education is also arguably the most valuable contribution of the university to society. The role of the university in education is to create a learning environment that enables students to develop knowledge and essential skills. Students come
to the university and invest their time and energy to prepare themselves for work and
life. Then they leave as talented graduates, with all their capabilities, energy, and
aspirations.

Box 3.1 Objectives of Education and Knowledge Exchange
The general objective of education is to develop the potential of the students
to lead fulfilling, productive lives. They become talented graduates who are
able to contribute to knowledge exchange and more broadly to society. The
outcomes of their education include deep working understanding of established fundamentals and emerging knowledge, and essential life and professional skills, including know-how in research and innovation (Fig. 2.1).
Knowledge is exchanged when students work as interns, and when they
leave the university for employment or to start new ventures (Fig. 2.4).

Viewed through the lens of economic development, the specific objective of education is to prepare students with a deep working knowledge of fundamentals
while better preparing them to be more effective agents of knowledge exchange
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
E. Crawley et al., Universities as Engines of Economic Development,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-47549-9_3
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and innovation. Graduates might eventually have careers in industry and e nterprise,
as well as in education, research, public policy, and protection of the environment.
Chapter 2 argues that education makes important contributions to economic
development. The line of reasoning is that economic development on the macro-
level is supported by accelerating innovation and entrepreneurship at the enterprise
level. This is assisted by knowledge exchange between the university and industry,
small and medium enterprise and government organizations. One principle of
Chapter 2 is that an integrated system of activities at a university has the greatest
potential to substantially enhance knowledge exchange and accelerate innovation.
The second principle is that knowledge exchange will be more effective when
guided by a systematic process, that considers partner needs, and proactively
exchanging outcomes. We advocate a systematic process that leads to constructive
interplay of education and research and innovation, all engaging with partners outside the university. This chapter focuses on the educational component of this systematic, integrated set of activities. This component is not isolated from research
and catalyzing innovation, but interacts with them considerably.

3.1.2

Background and Opportunity

Our message is that a university that seeks to expand its mission of contributing to
sustainable economic development should seriously reexamine and invest in student
learning. Without detracting from any of the present value that education creates,
we see a key opportunity in realizing the full potential of education for knowledge
exchange.
Students need to develop deep working knowledge of disciplinary fundamentals
infused with the skills, approaches, and judgment that enable them to access both
existing and new opportunities. They need to develop essential life and professional
skills, including know-how in research and innovation. When graduates are well
prepared for a productive working life it will benefit the graduate, their employers,
and a sustainable society. Their successes will also influence the reputation of the
university.
Most universities have well-established and ambitious educational goals. Faculty
are deeply engaged in fulfilling this mission, and students do graduate to become
successful contributors in society and industry. We find, however, that education is
not yet fully understood as arguably the most important enabler of economic development, through the large-scale knowledge exchange by graduates.

3.1.3

The Academic Practices of Education

This chapter focuses on four effective academic practices that strengthen knowledge exchange through education. Summarized in Table 3.1, these four effective
academic practices are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
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Table 3.1 The educational practices
Practice icon

Practice name: description of the practice > and its outcome
Integrated curriculum:
Implementing an integrated curriculum of courses, projects, and
co-curricular experiences > educating students who learn the
disciplinary fundamentals together with essential skills, approaches,
and judgment.

Teaching for learning:
Engaging students in active, experiential and digital learning >
graduating students with deep working understanding, self-efficacy,
and capability for self-learning.

Education in emerging thought:
Migrating cross-disciplinary and emerging research outcomes quickly
to the curriculum and learning opportunities > preparing student who
learn emerging disciplines, technologies, and bodies of thought.

Preparing for innovation:
Implementing educational activities for leadership, management, and
entrepreneurship > educating students who are better prepared for
their potential roles in innovation.

Interspersed are 12 case studies that contribute to and illustrate the practices. In
Chapter 6, these educational practices are integrated with those in research and catalyzing innovation.
The potential influence of these practices on the university and its faculty is indicated by the transition from a reference situation at a good university to an aspirational one, summarized in Table 3.2.
We propose these four educational practices as a set of coordinated strategies for
working towards the aspirational situation. There is, however, a difference between
the first two and the second two practices. Integrated Curriculum and Teaching for
Learning describe the sound educational development that most universities could
strive for. We argue that when a university considers how education can contribute
to sustainable economic development these practices become truly crucial. The next
two practices, Education in Emerging Thought and Preparing for Innovation,
clearly address more specific aspects of preparing for knowledge exchange and
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Table 3.2 Reference and aspirational situation for education
Reference situation for education
The intended learning outcomes are set
by faculty and emphasize disciplinary
theory, often without connection to the
development of skills. Courses are
developed independently.
The main teaching activities are
well-prepared lectures and home
assignments. Assessment is usually by
individual exam. At its end, the
curriculum contains team projects.
The content of lectures and of the
program is well established. Programs
have strong disciplinary association and
are easily recognized by employers.

Aspirational situation for education
Program learning objectives are validated by
stakeholders. An integrated curriculum has mutually
supporting courses. Disciplinary fundamentals and
essential skills are learned, preparing students for
knowledge exchange. [Integrated Curriculum]
Student learning is supported by various evidence-
based and authentic learning activities, digital
learning tools, and assessment methods. Courses
support students in becoming autonomous learners.
[Teaching for Learning]
Emerging disciplines and bodies of thought flow into
the graduate and undergraduate curriculum, despite
the fact that these often emerge in the outskirts and
intersections of disciplines.
[Education in Emerging Thought]
Students can seek further preparation for Students have educational options available to better
prepare them for innovation, including programs on
innovation through optional activities
technical leadership, management of technology and
and programs located in business
entrepreneurship.
schools or departments.
[Preparing for Innovation]

innovation. Other practices relevant to education, including Undergraduate and
Postgraduate Student Researchers and Centres of Research, Education, and
Innovation, are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Designing a Curriculum for Knowledge Exchange

The foundational practice for education is Integrated Curriculum. It is the process
for designing a curriculum guided by a vision of graduates as effective agents of
knowledge exchange. The aim is to prepare students not only for knowing, but for
being able to do things that matter with their understanding. Then the knowledge of
disciplinary fundamentals is necessary, but it is not enough.
We call for deep working knowledge, implying that students should learn to
actively draw on their theoretical understanding when they work on real problems.
They also need to develop the skills, approaches, and judgment that are essential for
a productive working life. These include the personal skills of reasoning, self-
awareness, critical thinking, and creative design; and interpersonal skills of communication, emotional intelligence, and collaboration. Approaches to work and life
involve ambition and perseverance, as well as respect for others and consideration
for sustainable development. Judgment includes the capacity to perceive and analyze situations and handle them appropriately.
To achieve this, a meaningful union is created between theoretical understanding
and the essential skills throughout all the courses and projects in the curriculum and
in informal learning experiences. Designing the integrated curriculum means creating synergies and making time serve two purposes: acquisition of knowledge and
skills.
Box 3.2 Goals of Integrated Curriculum
Universities will educate students with a deep working knowledge
of fundamentals while better preparing them as agents of knowledge
exchange and innovation,
By implementing an integrated curriculum
of courses, projects, and co-curricular experiences,
Educating students who learn the disciplinary fundamentals together with
essential skills, approaches, and judgment.

The starting point for curriculum design is to formulate the aims of education,
informed by a dialog with stakeholders. This vision of what the graduates should be
able to do is expressed as intended learning outcomes, related both to the disciplinary knowledge and to the essential skills. The next step is to assign the responsibility
for realizing these outcomes to the courses and projects in the curriculum. This is
done by apportioning the intended learning outcomes to the subject courses and
projects, treating both as sites for developing theoretical understanding together
with essential skills. The result is an integrated curriculum consisting of mutually
supporting courses and projects, with knowledge and skills integrated throughout
(Fig. 3.1). We believe that it is precisely this meaningful relationship that prepares
graduates for being able to really do something with their understanding.
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Fig. 3.1 The process of designing the integrated curriculum, guided by a vision of the graduates’
desired learning formed in dialog with stakeholders

This approach to curriculum development challenges a traditional view that
assumes a zero-sum game between theoretical knowledge and preparation for
working life [1]. We do not approach curriculum design as a matter of deciding of
“how much” time to spend on each. Instead we seek a meaningful integration of
them throughout the curriculum, by emphasizing their interdependence and seeking
strong connections between essential skills and the theoretical content of the education [2].
To enrich and broaden the university experience further, many students will also
complement the formal curriculum by pursuing various other opportunities for
learning. We see the university as a dynamic and diverse learning environment,
offering students a broad array of curricular, co-curricular, and extracurricular activities to support their development as whole adults and individuals.
Four key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 3.3, and
they are each discussed further below.
Box 3.3 Integrated Curriculum—Practice and Key Actions
Integrated Curriculum is about setting learning objectives informed by stakeholder input, and deploying integrated curricular elements including courses,
projects, and co-curricular experiences. This curriculum enables students to
build a strong foundation in fundamentals, while simultaneously developing
essential professional and life skills, which can be used in innovation. This is
the foundational practice for education.
Rationale: Implementing a curriculum based on explicit learning outcomes
helps ensure that students acquire the appropriate foundations for their future.
No doubt, universities are the place where students must learn the disciplinary
fundamentals. Integrating essential life and professional skills into courses
and projects, as well as rich co-curricular offerings, creates synergies between
theoretical fundamentals and skills.
Key actions:
• Engaging with communities of stakeholders—e.g., graduates, employers,
government, faculty, and students—to inform the definition of intended
learning outcomes.
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• Designing mutually supporting disciplinary courses and projects to achieve
progression and connections throughout the program.
• Explicitly integrating essential skills with disciplinary fundamentals, so
that skills support the learning of fundamentals, and the fundamentals provide the context for developing the skills.
• Encouraging co-curricular activities, including involvement in on-campus
research and innovation, and preprofessional and off-campus experiences.
The key outcome is talented graduates.

3.2.2

 ngaging Stakeholders to Inform Program Learning
E
Outcomes

The curriculum development process outlined above takes as its starting point a
shared vision of the desired attributes of graduates, developed in an ongoing dialog
with stakeholders. The result will likely be a partly different and more ambitious
guiding vision than in the past.
The first step is to identify the partners who have a legitimate interest in the education and to engage them in discussions. The traditional stakeholder groups for
science and engineering education are employers, government, graduates, faculty,
and students. A common format for engaging stakeholders is through advisory
groups. Other methods, suitable for broader consultation, include seminars, workshops, interviews, and focus groups.
The central question is what knowledge and skills are essential in graduates,
which are highly desirable, and which are nice to have. In stakeholder discussions it
is important to address priorities and encourage realism, as the risk is otherwise to
end up with a long unprioritized wish list of “super powers.” It is not possible to do
everything for everyone. The internal stakeholders, student representatives and faculty, can have a tempering effect in this respect because they are the ones who will
have to realize the vision.
Ultimately, the faculty engaged in the stakeholder dialog must use their judgment to weigh different perspectives against each other and translate the chorus of
stakeholder voices into a coherent shape. The effort should finally converge as an
ambitious—but still feasible—vision, expressed as intended learning outcomes for
the curriculum.
An example of this stakeholder engagement process is presented in Case 3.1:
Skoltech—Learning Outcomes Framework. It describes a sequential process of
engaging stakeholders and developing learning outcomes. Since the university is
built on a mission of applying science and engineering to drive innovation, the
learning outcomes reflect key skills around research and creative system and product design. In Chapter 7, a more general discussion about stakeholder engagement
is presented.
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Case 3.1 Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech)—
Learning Outcomes Framework.
Engaging stakeholders to formulate high-level learning outcomes for a new
university.
When Skoltech was started in Moscow, in collaboration with MIT, it embarked
on an intensive process to define its educational mission. Through systematic
dialog with external stakeholders, the high-level learning outcomes were formulated for the educational programs [1].
The starting point for the process was a 2-day forum in Moscow aimed at
identifying the needs of the Russian stakeholders and formulating a corresponding vision of the desired attributes of future Skoltech graduates. The 100 forum
participants represented Russian industry, universities and research institutes,
international experts on education, and MIT faculty. Synthesizing the discussions, a preliminary list of desired learning outcomes was formulated.
Next, to further develop and validate the learning outcomes, comprehensive interviews were conducted with 38 high-level representatives of large, medium-sized and
start-up companies in relevant industry sectors, as well as with research and educational institutions, and governmental organizations. Interpretation and analysis of
these interviews indicated both considerable consensus and some tensions.
Engaging in genuine stakeholder dialog does not mean that education should try
to do everything for everyone. For Skoltech, such tensions were particularly relevant
as it was a university founded for a new mission, whose graduates were expected to
drive development and be change agents in industry and enterprise. Stakeholders
clearly supported much of what they saw as novel educational ambitions.
The resulting Skoltech Learning Outcomes Framework for Science Engineering
and Innovation Leadership (see Fig. 3.2) was organized in four sections, corresponding with the UNESCO four pillars of education [2]. It reflects some of the
structure of the earlier CDIO Syllabus [3], but has been extended and generalized.
Sections 3 and 4 incorporated a four-capability leadership model of relating, sensemaking, visioning and inventing, the latter called “delivering on the vision.” [4].
References
1. Edström K, Froumin I, Stanko T, Crawley E (2013) Engaging stakeholders in
defining education for innovation in Russia: consensus and tensions. In:
Proceedings from the EAIR 35th Annual Forum, The European Higher
Education Society. Rotterdam
2. Delors J et al (1996) Learning: the treasure within; Report to UNESCO of the
International Commission on Education for the twenty-first century.
UNESCO Publishing, Paris, France
3. Crawley E, Malmqvist J, Östlund S et al (2014) Rethinking engineering education: the CDIO Approach, 2nd. Springer, Cham
4. Ancona D, Bresman H (2007) X-teams: how to build teams that lead, innovate and succeed. Harvard Business Review Press, Cambridge, MA
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1. DISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE AND
REASONING
UNESCO PILLAR: LEARNING TO KNOW

1.1 KNOWLEDGE OF MATHEMATICS AND
SCIENCES
1.2 KNOWLEDGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING SCIENCE
1.3 KNOWLEDGE OF INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
1.4 INTERDISCIPLINARY THINKING, KNOWLEDGE
STRUCTURE AND INTEGRATION
1.5 KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF CONTEMPORARY
METHODS AND TOOLS

2. PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES – THINKING,
BELIEFS AND VALUES
UNESCO PILLAR: LEARNING TO BE

2.1 COGNITION AND MODES OF REASONING
Analytical reasoning and problem solving
System thinking
Creative thinking
Decision making (with ambiguity, urgency etc)
Critical thinking and meta-cognition

2.2 ATTITUDES AND LEARNING

Initiative and the willingness to take appropriate risks
Willingness to make decisions in the face of
uncertainty
Responsibility, intensity, perseverance, urgency and
will to deliver
Resourcefulness, flexibility and an ability to adapt
Self-awareness and a commitment to selfimprovement, lifelong learning and educating

2.3 ETHICS, EQUITY AND OTHER
RESPONSIBILITIES

Ethical action, integrity and courage
Social responsibility
Equity and diversity
Trust and loyalty
Proactive vision and intention in life

3. RELATING TO OTHERS –
COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION
UNESCO PILLAR: LEARNING TO WORK WITH OTHERS

3.1 COMMUNICATIONS

Communications strategy and structure
Written, electronic and graphical communication
Oral presentation and discussion
Inquiry, listening and dialogue

3.2 COMMUNICATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Communications in English in scientific, business and
social settings
Effective interaction in different cultural and
international settings

3.3 TEAMWORK

Forming effective teams
Team operations and project management
Team coordination, decision-making and leadership
Team growth and evolution
Technical and multidisciplinary teaming

3.4 COLLABORATION AND CHANGE

Establishing diverse connections and networking
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Appreciating different roles, perspectives and
interests
Negotiation and conflict resolution
Advocacy
Bringing about intentional change

4. LEADING THE INNOVATION PROCESS
UNESCO PILLAR: LEARNING TO DO

4.1 MAKING SENSE OF GLOBAL SOCIETAL,
ENVIRONMENTAL AND BUSINESS CONTEXT

Appreciating the potential and limitations of science
and technology, their role in society and society’s role
in their evolution
Taking responsibility for sustainable development,
including social, economic, environmental and work
environment aspects
Understanding the technical products, systems and
infrastructure of the sector
Understanding the enterprise – culture, stakeholders,
strategy and goals
Understanding the business context – markets, policy
and ecosystem of the sector

4.2 VISIONING – INVENTING NEW
TECHNOLOGIES THROUGH RESEARCH

The research process – hypothesis, evidence and
defense
Basic research leading to new scientific discovery
Research aimed at developing new technologies
Imagining utility of new science and technology
Developing concepts and reducing to practice

4.3 VISIONING – CONCEIVING AND DESIGNING
SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS

Identifying stakeholders need and wants
Identifying and formulating objectives and goals
Conceiving and architecting products and services
around new technologies and identifying their impact
Disciplinary and multidisciplinary design for
sustainability, safety, aesthetics, operability and other
objectives
Understanding the technical context and ecosystem
of the product or service
Design process management, including planning,
project judgment and effective decision-making

4.4 DELIVERING ON THE VISION –
IMPLEMENTING AND OPERATING

Designing and optimizing sustainable and safe
implementation and operations
Manufacturing and supply chain operations
Supporting the system life cycle including evolution
and disposal
Implementation and operations management

4.5 DELIVERING ON THE VISION –
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ENTERPRISE

New venture conceptualization and creation
Financing product development and new ventures
Building and leading an organization and extended
organization
Initiating engineering and development processes
Selling, marketing and distributing products and
services
Understanding the value chain – the innovation
system, networks and infrastructure
Managing intellectual property and respecting the
legal process

Fig. 3.2 Skoltech Learning Outcomes Framework for Science Engineering and Innovation
Leadership
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 esigning Courses with Connected Function
D
and Progression

The next stage is to implement the high-level learning outcomes as an educational program consisting of a range of courses and projects. The learning objectives on the curriculum level are broken down and assigned to the various courses and projects. Each
curriculum element bears an explicit function and responsibility towards meeting program goals. The learning objectives are then realized in the course or project level design
(see Teaching for Learning, below). This approach to curriculum design is solutionindependent, as the desired course level learning can be achieved in multiple ways.
The curriculum design process requires intensive dialog across the faculty. The aim
is to strengthen connections between courses and achieve progression, such as when
courses depend on each other for prerequisite knowledge and skills, and for appropriate
handover when a high-level objective is addressed by a sequence of courses. Effective
progression is critical if students are to reach the ambitious learning objectives.
The practice of connecting the courses across the curriculum to address ambitious learning outcomes is well developed at Chalmers University of Technology.
Case 3.2 shows how the mechanical engineering faculty are constantly setting new

Case 3.2 Chalmers University of Technology (Chalmers)—Integrated
Curriculum at Mechanical Engineering
Curriculum is developed to situate learning in relevant contexts and with progression across multiple courses, through a program-driven approach guided by
stakeholder input.
Chalmers is a co-founder of the CDIO initiative [1]. The CDIO approach has
been applied to continually develop the Mechanical Engineering program. It is a
5-year program combining a Bachelor and Master of Science in Engineering,
offering a broad basis in mechanical engineering followed by 15 specializations
at the master’s degree level. 150 students are admitted annually.
The program development was guided by stakeholder feedback:
• Industry requested stronger design, teamwork, and communication skills.
• The faculty found the mathematics curriculum inadequate in providing modeling and simulation skills.
• Government signaled that engineers must be able to develop sustainable technical solutions.
The resulting integrated curriculum is organized around courses typical for
mechanical engineering (e.g., mathematics, mechanics, materials, control theory), but with carefully designed integrated learning experiences that interconnect different courses or subjects. This ensures progression of learning across
multiple courses, exploits opportunities for collaboration between mathematical
and technical courses, and anchors students’ development of professional skills
within the technical context.
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One example is the integration of computational mathematics, which strengthened the connection between engineering and mathematics. The rationale was
that students need to learn to solve more general, real-world problems, rather
than “solving oversimplified problems that can be expressed analytically and
with solutions that are already known in advance” [2]. Further, students should
work on complete problems: setting up and solving mathematical models, simulating the system, and using visualization to assess the correctness of model and
solution and compare with physical reality. Rather than expecting the mathematics teachers to solve this task within the mathematics courses, a program-driven
approach was applied where making connections to mathematics in engineering
subjects was at least as important as making connections to engineering in mathematics. Interventions included:
•
•
•
•

New basic mathematics courses.
New teaching materials.
Integration of relevant mathematics topics in engineering courses.
Cross-cutting exercises, assignments, and team projects shared between the
mechanics and strengths of materials courses and mathematics courses.

Similarly, the integration of sustainable development (see Fig. 3.3) demonstrates how the program-driven approach enables systematic integration of
important topics across courses, while maintaining links to program learning
outcomes and ensuring progression [3].

Fig. 3.3 Year 1 and 2 of Mechanical Engineering at Chalmers. Sustainable development is
integrated into several courses where sustainability aspects are relevant
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The program team implemented the integrated curriculum to keep it unified
despite consisting of courses from several departments and disciplines and to
further develop the program through an agile process. At Chalmers, programs
commission courses from several departments. Every year, program leaders
negotiate next year’s offering with the delivering department. The agreed course
learning objectives, content, pedagogy, and budget are documented in writing.
While this is a collegial dialog, the program ultimately controls the budget,
approves course syllabi, and receives the course evaluations. The program
description [4] helps the program team prioritize among new ideas according to
their contribution to the high-level goals of the program [5].
The Mechanical Engineering faculty systematically created conditions for
leading, planning, and developing the program, and for constantly setting new
goals. The practices developed for the Mechanical Engineering program has
had considerable influence across Chalmers, received the highest acclaims in
national evaluations and won numerous awards.
Contributed by Professor Johan Malmqvist and Associate Professor Erik
Hulthén, Department of Industrial and Materials Science; and Professor Mikael
Enelund, Department of Mechanics and Maritime Sciences, Chalmers University
of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden.
References
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goals in dialog with stakeholders and realizing them in an agile process for program-
driven course development.
An important condition for forming connections and progression is that educators have an interest in what students will learn in other courses, and in the program
as a whole. Another enabler is the participation of faculty role models who have
active contact with both research and innovation, who understand the needs of
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society and industry, and who have an interest in the skills and abilities that matter.
These faculty ideals are not new [3], but their full implementation remains a
challenge.

3.2.4

I ntegrating Fundamentals with Essential Life
and Professional Skills

The courses and projects of the integrated curriculum should simultaneously address
understanding of theoretical fundamentals and essential skills, approaches, and
judgment. As the building blocks of an integrated curriculum, we call them integrated learning activities [2]. Subject courses are designed around some predetermined theoretical content. Here, students will also acquire the skills that are relevant
for working life, and they will learn them in the context of the subject [4]. Learning
activities in which students practice skills are also opportunities to enhance their
understanding of the theoretical content by actively expressing and applying their
new knowledge.
Project courses, on the other hand, are learning activities designed around problems. Here, in the context of real problems, students will acquire a deep working
understanding of theory, and simultaneously develop essential skills, approaches,
and judgment. The difference is that exactly what students learn in a project course
depends on the needs that arise from the problem at hand. Even the problem statements are not necessarily predefined. Projects can be designed to ensure the learning of some specific theoretical content, or they can be more open-ended allowing
the theoretical learning to emerge from the challenges that students encounter.
A key reason to blend problem-led and discipline-led approaches is to support
graduates in becoming both problem-oriented and discipline-oriented. By that we
mean that they need the sensitivity and curiosity to think in terms of social or economic problems that need solutions, and in terms of science and technology with
potential for application [5]. Another argument for integrated learning activities is
simply to make dual use of time in the curriculum. Practicing skills will also by
necessity make the learning experience more active. Bringing in opportunities for
using the new knowledge and seeing it from more perspectives also helps deepen
their understanding of the disciplinary content. Most importantly, we argue that
knowledge and skills give each other meaning.
The TEC21 curriculum at Monterrey Tech, Mexico, aims to shift from mere
knowledge acquisition to integrating knowledge and intellectual, technical, and
social skills with attitudes and values (Case 3.3). During their studies, students face
numerous challenging real-world situations which are increasingly specific and
complex. Students also interact with partner organizations.
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Case 3.3 Tecnológico de Monterrey—Tec21 Educational Model
Integrating the development of knowledge and intellectual, technical, and social
skills with attitudes and values, through challenge-based and flexible learning
experiences.
Universities are facing the challenge of preparing students for working in companies not yet created, on problems that may not yet be identified, using technologies not yet invented. Whereas focus in the past was knowledge in itself, we
now also value what students can do with what they know, learning to learn,
responding appropriately to uncertainty, and adapting to new situations. In this
context, Tecnológico de Monterrey announced in 2013 the Tec21 Educational
Model, to support students in developing the competencies needed to pursue
twenty-first-century opportunities and challenges.
Tecnológico de Monterrey has nearly 10,000 professors, 500 researchers, and
over 50,000 undergraduate students on 26 campuses throughout Mexico. The
Tec21 initiative began with a comprehensive process of observation, reflection,
and design. This included consultation and teamwork with faculty, visits to more
than 40 universities worldwide, and an extensive listening exercise with students,
graduates, employers, and experts.
Tec21 entails a shift from mere knowledge acquisition to development of
competencies, deliberately integrating knowledge and intellectual, technical,
and social skills with attitudes and values. The cornerstones are challengedbased learning and flexibility in how, when, and where learning takes place. It
provides a memorable university experience with inspiring professors who are
up-to-date, connected, innovative, and effectively incorporating technology in
the learning process.
In the new undergraduate curriculum, students encounter challenging realworld situations in order to develop their competencies, spark interest and enthusiasm, and stimulate resilience and sense of achievement. Each curriculum unit
combines a challenge with learning modules, addressing clearly defined competencies. During the 4 years, a student is exposed to more than 30 increasingly
specific and complex challenges. Students are guided and evaluated by an interdisciplinary faculty team and also interact with organizations outside the
university.
The 2019 cohort will meet all Tec21 elements in all curricula and at all campuses [1]. During four previous years, the components were gradually tested and
implemented with three transition initiatives:
• i-week—involving all undergraduates and faculty members in immersive-
challenging activities 1 week/year. Activities engage more than 1000 training
partners and include domestic and international trips,
• i-semester—a full semester with six courses following the Tec21 philosophy.
To date, more than 5300 students led by more than 1000 professors have
developed and executed more than 150 designs,
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Fig. 3.4 The five roles of educators

• Pathways—flexible degree programs enrolling more than 3000 students.
The incremental development process provided rich feedback for improving
the curriculum design. Testimonials of student satisfaction were collected, and
educational research demonstrated that the students’ learning outcomes are
equal to, or better than that of the traditional model. Similarly, companies, civil
society organizations, and government agencies are increasingly satisfied with
the way the model has improved students’ levels of development. Tec21 kindles
interest among the international academic community, particularly in Latin
America. Also, future students and their parents are responding
enthusiastically.
The Tec21 Educational Model is a paradigm shift. The major challenge is
faculty development, especially considering that only 22% of faculty members
are full professors. The Fig. 3.4 shows the breadth of faculty competence
required. Additional academic and operational difficulties emerge during the
transition, when old and new programs run in parallel. Nevertheless, faculty and
staff are working hard to realize the future of education, demonstrating flexibility, resilience, and openness to challenges.
Contributed by Associate Professor Román Martínez Martínez, Viceprovost
for Educational Transformation, Tecnológico de Monterrey, Monterrey, Mexico.
Reference
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Encouraging Co-Curricular Experiences

Co-curricular experiences are less formal but still academically relevant aspect of
student life [6]. They take place on campus, in companies, or in the community, and
they range from research and innovation projects to preprofessional experiences
such as internships. While co-curricular activities are often open-ended, they can
still be truly valuable and appropriate as learning experiences. Co-curricular activities have significant intellectual content and offer relevant challenges in authentic
contexts. In particular, many activities support students’ broader development,
creating opportunities to take on responsible roles, with aspects of collaboration,
leadership, and organization. Some activities will also directly facilitate student networking and contact with potential future employers.
This holistic view on curriculum and student experience is well understood at
Olin College of Engineering (Case 3.4). Here, faculty describe the Olin educational
experience as a seamless blend of activities in a curriculum continuum, from compulsory courses, to following one’s interest just for the fun of it.

Case 3.4 Olin College of Engineering—The Olin Learning Experience
The goal is to educate engineering innovators through authentic projects and
interdisciplinary learning, focusing on process outcomes and increasingly independent learning.
Olin College of Engineering is a highly selective undergraduate educational
institution with 350 students, graduating its first class in 2006. The mission is to
educate exemplary engineering innovators who recognize needs, design solutions, and engage in creative enterprises for the good of the world. Olin graduates are seen as some of the world’s most successful and innovative individuals
[1, 2]. Olin further serves as an educational laboratory, piloting educational
experiences, and catalyzing change with partner institutions around the world.
The Olin experience can be described as a seamless blend of courses, projects, co-curricular activities, and doing things just for fun (see Fig. 3.5).
Olin has identified nine Olin Learning Outcomes: Application of Knowledge,
Skills, Approaches; Critical Thinking; Creativity; Doing Good in the World;
Self-Directed Learning; Collaboration; Process Design and Implementation;
Communication; and Identity Development. Olin has implemented a curriculum
characterized by authentic projects, interdisciplinary learning, process outcomes,
and increasingly independent learning [3]:
• From the first semester to the last, students engage in authentic project-based
learning experiences in which technical skills and knowledge are learned
alongside contextual foundations and applications. Student teams select problems, translate them into needs and specifications, then develop prototypes
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Fig. 3.5 The Olin College learning continuum

and refine them into products placed in the hands of people. The process
involves understanding the human and societal components of technology,
and applying human-
centered, client-focused design to make something
adaptable, adoptable, and sustainable.
• The curriculum contains interdisciplinary pedagogical approaches aimed at
fostering interdisciplinary thinking. Many courses connect areas of engineering, while also integrating math, science, humanities, and social science. Olin
does not have distinct academic departments. Instead, faculty from engineering, mathematics, science, arts, humanities, social science, and entrepreneurship are brought together in a single academic unit. Faculty members are on
performance-based renewable multiyear contracts. They are expected to be
innovative teachers, whose work is characterized by intellectual vitality and
external impact on the academy and the profession.
• Olin emphasizes process outcomes rather than comprehensive content coverage. For instance, the Materials Science course covers key areas of materials,
but is primarily structured around a project. While students explore deeply
one particular material, they leave the course ready to apply these processes
in new contexts.
• Students are supported to become increasingly self-directed and autonomous
learners. Faculty often engage students in discussing process—making
choices, interpreting outcomes, what might be improved next time—to
strengthen metacognition and capability of continued learning, as well as proficiency with the intellectual tools of their discipline. Alumni and employer
surveys indicate that Olin graduates are able to work autonomously, even in
under-specified environments and on ill-defined problems.
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Students in all majors take a common set of core classes. The core includes
modeling and simulation, measurement and control, human-centered design,
and an introductory entrepreneurship course, where students start developing
an entrepreneurial mindset and learn tools essential for realizing sustainable
change. Later semesters offer more opportunities for diverging paths, while
also intermingling students across levels and majors. The culmination is a
student-directed final year capstone. Many students also undertake a onesemester culminating experience in arts, humanities, social sciences, or in
entrepreneurship. Mentored by skilled practitioners, students actualize a
vision, producing an actual or virtual artifact that is of recognizable value to
disciplinary experts.
Contributed by Professor Lynn Andrea Stein and Professor Rob Martello,
Olin College of Engineering, Needham, Massachusetts, USA.
References
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In addition to playing an important role as a part of education, co-curricular
activities can express the innovative spirit of the university. Students seek such
opportunities with enthusiasm and creativity, and the activities may sometimes
have a playful, rebellious, and subversive flavor. While these activities are outside
classroom settings, the guidance and support of faculty mentors can make a big difference. A lighter touch is recommended, however, as co-curricular experiences
might lose some of their motivational appeal if they were organized by faculty.
They are still opportunities for faculty and students to meet informally and share
the sheer joy of serious play.
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3.3.1

Learning for New Challenges

It is reasonable to assume that when the aims of education have been identified in
dialog with stakeholders, they imply high expectations on student learning. These
desired learning outcomes will be a combination of knowledge, skills, approaches,
and judgment, needed for a working life of knowledge exchange.
Teaching for Learning is the practice of engaging students in active, experiential,
and digital learning activities. Guided by the practice of Integrated Curriculum, the
intended learning outcomes on the program level were assigned to curricular elements: courses and projects. The challenge is now to design courses and projects to
address the desired learning. We focus on how courses can support students in
developing deep working understanding of disciplinary fundamentals, while also
furthering self-efficacy and preparing for a life of independent learning.
Box 3.4 Goals of Teaching for Learning
Universities will educate students with a deep working knowledge
of fundamentals while better preparing them as agents of knowledge
exchange and innovation,
By engaging students in active, experiential and digital learning,
Graduating students with deep working understanding, self-efficacy, and
a capability for self-learning.
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Table 3.3 Feisel-Schmitz technical taxonomy
Judge
Solve

To be able to critically evaluate multiple solutions and select an optimum solution
To be able to characterize, analyze, and synthesize to model a system (make
appropriate assumptions)
Explain To be able to state the process/outcome/concept in their own words
Compute To be able to follow rules and procedures (substitute quantities correctly into
equations and arrive at a correct result, “plug & chug”)
Define
To be able to state the definition of the concept or describe in a qualitative or
quantitative manner

When we refer to deep working understanding, we imply that courses should be
designed to aim for high-quality learning. The nature of quality in learning is illustrated by the Feisel-Schmitz technical taxonomy [7], which captures the distinction
between applying knowledge with or without understanding.
The taxonomy is nested, meaning that each level subsumes those beneath, and
therefore it is read from below (Table 3.3). On the lower levels, Define and Compute
correspond to being able to repeat course content and pattern-matching typical
given problems with given solutions. Learning that is limited to these levels is not
sufficient to prepare students for work and life.
The Explain level denotes the ability to articulate concepts with meaningful
understanding. Performances on this level include solving familiar problems while
also understanding what they did and why, and being able to interpret the results.
The Solve level denotes the ability to make connections within the material and with
previous learning. As students create a coherent and meaningful knowledge structure, they can take on also such problems that are new to them. Finally, Judge is the
ability to inform decisions with analysis. Clearly, these higher levels of understanding are required to lay the foundation for a productive working life, and for contributing to knowledge exchange.
In the following, we describe several principles and strategies for designing courses.
Different forms of active learning and meaningful assessment will together create a
motivational context in which these high expectations on learning can be realized.
Four key actions are recommended to achieve high quality of learning, as indicated in Box 3.5.

Box 3.5 Teaching for Learning—Practice and Key Actions
Teaching for Learning is about deploying teaching and assessment approaches
which align with intended learning outcomes, engage students’ attention and
curiosity, and involve active, experiential, and digital forms of learning, in
order to further deeper working understanding, confidence and self-efficacy,
and capabilities for reflection and self-learning.
Rationale: When students are more actively engaged in their learning and
allowed to express and try out their knowledge in practical applications, their
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understanding becomes deeper and more active. This allows them to manipulate knowledge in ways that supports the creation of new inventions and products. This process is also enabled by self-efficacy and self-learning.
Key actions:
• Constructive alignment of intended learning outcomes, learning activities
that support learning of skills and fundamentals, and assessment
activities.
• Active learning, engaging students in manipulating and evaluating ideas,
and experiential learning in situations resembling working life, leading to
the development of self-efficacy.
• Digital learning—so that students can access many resources and points of
view, blended with face-to-face learning.
• Encouraging self-learning—the ability to reflect on past experiences, identify and satisfy the individual’s need for new knowledge and skills.
The key outcome is talented graduates.

3.3.2

 onstructively Aligning Intended Learning Outcomes,
C
Activities, and Assessment

Constructive alignment is a model for course design, which holds that learning
activities and assessment systems should be designed in purposeful relation to the
intended learning outcomes [8]. The learning activities should engage students in
appropriate work, through which they can achieve the desired learning. The assessment system should judge student performance to assure that they have learnt what
was intended (Fig. 3.6).
The aim of constructive alignment is to promote a deep approach to learning,
indicated by students’ intention to understand and make sense, and strongly correlated with well-structured and persistent learning [9]. The deep approach is encouraged when there is a motivational context for learning, when learning is active and
requires interaction with others, and when assessment tasks demand meaningful
performances that require deep understanding. Different forms of such learning are
discussed below. The opposite to a deep approach is a surface approach, meaning
that students just intend to skim along and pass the course. Since the surface
approach is associated with poorly structured learning with little chance of retention, it should be discouraged [8].
The question guiding the design of learning activities is: “What work is appropriate for the students to do, to reach the learning outcomes?” Learning activities are
designed to capture sufficient student time and effort, and more importantly, to generate appropriate activities that can result in quality learning and ownership of the
knowledge.
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learning outcomes?

It also matters how assessment systems are designed and communicated, as they
have powerful effects on student behavior and learning. For one thing, assessment
can influence whether students adopt a surface or deep approach. Assessment will
also direct their attention to what is important, act as an incentive for study, affect
what they do and when they do it, challenge them, and build their confidence for
future work [10].

3.3.3

Stimulating Active Learning

Active learning approaches cover a range of methods including active engagement
and experiential learning [11]. Students learn by engaging with new ideas, expressing them and trying them out in action, often in interaction with peers and experts.
There is evidence that active learning is conducive to learning [12].
The value of active student engagement with the disciplinary concepts is well
demonstrated in Eric Mazur’s teaching at Harvard University (Case 3.5). He developed Peer Instruction [13], an early and powerful example of what is now often
referred to as “flipped classroom” methods. The basic idea is that students read
material in advance, and class time is then devoted to higher level activities, such as
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retrieving, expressing, and applying what they have learned, in discussion with
peers and teachers. In Eric Mazur’s class, time is used for strengthening student
understanding and addressing misconceptions, through active retrieval as a response
to concept questions and discussion with peers. Retrieving knowledge has been
shown to have strong positive effects on learning, making it more effective than
repeated teaching [14].

Case 3.5 Harvard University—Peer Instruction
Improving conceptual understanding and problem-solving skills through a
teaching format in which students learn by actively and interactively exploring
their understanding.
I teach introductory physics for undergraduates at Harvard University. During
my first years as a teacher, my course was successful by all measures. Students
could solve difficult problems, and they rated my lectures highly. Then, in 1990,
I discovered that, despite being satisfied and passing exams, my students did not
internalize the basics. A test designed by Halloun and Hestenes [1, 2] showed
that my students held many of the typical misconceptions relating to core concepts such as force and motion. While they could recite the laws and apply them
in advanced numerical problems, my students did not really understand them in
any deeper sense. It became obvious that they had concentrated on memorizing
procedures for solving typical problems rather than understanding [3].
To address the need for deeper conceptual understanding without sacrificing
students’ ability to solve problems, I developed a new way of teaching called
Peer Instruction [4]. Essentially, instead of lecturing, I am now teaching by asking questions that are designed to address challenging concepts and reveal commonly held misconceptions.
Peer instruction is structured around conceptual questions, usually (but not
necessarily) with multiple-choice answers. Prior to class, students read the
assigned materials. During class, we follow a procedure for probing and developing students’ understanding by working together on a series of questions
(“ConcepTests”) (see Fig. 3.7).
• After thinking about the first question individually for a few minutes, students
are polled for their answers using apps, handheld devices, or colored flash
cards.
• If 30–70% of the students answer correctly, I ask them to discuss with each
other and try to convince someone who had a different answer. My teaching
team circulates the room to promote discussions and encourage productive
arguments. After a few minutes, students submit their revised answer.
Normally, the proportion of correct answers increases substantially as a result
of the discussion.
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Fig. 3.7 Peer Instruction flowchart

• If more than 70% of the students have the right answer, I just give a very brief
explanation and move on to the next topic.
• If fewer than 30% of the students get it right, it does not make sense for them
to discuss, as there are too few students to convince others of the right answer.
In that case, I give an explanation and repeat the process with a different concept question on the same topic.
With peer instruction, learning gains have increased significantly. Students
perform better on conceptual assessments, but, importantly, their traditional
problem-solving skills are also improved. This has been the experience, not only
in my physics classroom [5], but also for colleagues worldwide in a range of
subjects and at numerous institutions [6, 7].
Peer instruction engages students in thinking for themselves and expressing
their understanding in words. It provides frequent and continuous feedback to
the students and to the teacher. It forces students to expose and confront their
understanding and its limitations, in a setting where they have the opportunity to
resolve misunderstandings and work together with peers and teaching staff to
learn the ideas and skills of a discipline.
Contributed by Eric Mazur, Balkanski Professor of Physics and Applied
Physics and Area Chair for Applied Physics, Harvard School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
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Given the aim to prepare students for taking on consequential work, a key concept is self-efficacy [15]. This is the belief in one’s capability to successfully produce a desired outcome in a given situation. It affects students’ performance,
thinking, motivation, and behavior, and there is strong correlation between self-
efficacy beliefs and actual success. People with high self-efficacy set themselves
challenging goals and maintain stronger commitment, and handle failure more constructively. Active learning involves making experiences and interacting with others, which can help build self-efficacy.
When the development of essential skills is integrated into theoretical courses,
the learning experiences will become more active. Skills are best developed through
repeatedly practicing and performing in the context of the subject and aided by
reflection and by interaction including feedback. This goes for personal skills—
such as critical thinking, perseverance, and responsibility, as well as interpersonal
skills—such as communication, collaboration, and negotiation.
In experiential learning students participate in authentic experience, such as
design projects or case studies where students assume roles like those that they
might encounter in working life. Just “learning by doing” is not sufficient, however;
it is only through reflection on the experience that it is transformed into learning.
Here, faculty have key roles in providing students with opportunities, structures,
and guidance for interpreting their own experience, using feedback from others productively, and developing confidence in their own judgment.
The practice of guiding the student experience in project- and problem-based
education is well developed at Aalborg university, which is based on this pedagogy
(Case 3.6). The Aalborg curriculum is dominated by projects, and students are
guided in reflection by faculty, to develop process competencies.
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Case 3.6 Aalborg University—Problem- and Project-Based Learning
A curriculum rich with projects where student teams work on authentic problems
to develop professionally relevant competencies through guided reflection.
Aalborg University was established in 1974 as a reform university based on a
new pedagogy, today called problem- and project-based learning (PBL). In the
Aalborg PBL model, during each semester students share their time equally
between projects and supporting disciplinary courses. Students work in teams
of 5–8, on problems they define themselves within a thematic framework, or on
authentic problems from society. In the case of engineering education, problems are often derived from companies. Project teams interact with the companies, seeking information, or forming various degrees of collaboration. The
organization of the projects differs. While during one semester, students participate in three small projects, during another, they form mega-projects with
several project teams working together [1].
In parallel with the project work, students are guided by academic staff to
reflect on their process competencies, most notably the ability to communicate
and collaborate internally and externally with facilitators, stakeholders, and project management. Other skills include conflict management, information seeking,
etc. Working on projects is both a way to organize the learning process; and to
develop such competences that are necessary in working life and best learned
through experience. Further, the more problems resemble real life, the more students experience a sense of meaning and motivation to learn.
Aalborg University has expanded vigorously, with three campuses, five faculties, and more than 22,000 students. It is frequently ranked by Danish companies
as the best university to collaborate with [2]. A study of engineering students in
their final semester found that, compared to students from other Danish institutions, Aalborg University students see themselves as equally well prepared in
terms of technical knowledge and better prepared for all other aspects of working
life (e.g., societal context, contemporary issues, social responsibility, environmental impact, communication, teamwork, management skills, and problemsolving) [3].
Aalborg University has a new digital strategy, Knowledge for the World, with
profound implications for its PBL model. The aim is to equip students to develop
the digital skills required in society in which digitalization plays an ever-increasing role. Students need to reflect critically on the implications of digitalization in
relation to their discipline. In their studies, they should use and reflect on the
digital opportunities available for communication, cooperation, and information
search processes. The taught courses will increasingly adopt digital modes,
offerings opportunities to learn just-in-time, as the knowledge is needed in their
projects. Hence, the projects will become even more important as a way to drive
student learning of disciplinary knowledge.
For many years, Aalborg University has served as a living lab, with international visitors observing and interacting with students and academic staff. In the
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Fig. 3.8 Research themes at the Aalborg Centre For Problem-Based Learning in Engineering
Science and Sustainability under the Auspices of UNESCO (http://ucpbl.net)

engineering education community, Aalborg University was internationally recognized as the fourth most influencial university [4]. The UNESCO PBL Centre
at Aalborg conducts research on PBL and sustainable development in engineering education (see Fig. 3.8). The Aalborg Centre is a core actor in global networks and provides training and education for academic staff and institutions
wanting to adopt PBL.
Contributed by Professor Anette Kolmos, UNESCO Chair in Problem-Based
Learning in Engineering Education, Aalborg University, Aalborg, Denmark.
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Digital and Blended Learning

Students take advantage of digital access and tools during their education, both in
ways that are planned by their instructors and using their own, sometimes more
agile, digital skills. The rationale of this practice is to increase the scope of learning
utilizing digital resources and tools, to enhance the effectiveness of education, to
increase students’ reach in their future work, and to support a life of continuous
independent learning.
Long gone are the days when students depended only on instructors and textbooks for access to course content. Now, they make their own choices and also
control the pace. Students can access well-established content and emerging thought
from all over the world, through digital resources. The information comes from
various sources, from peer-reviewed scientific information to everything in the commercial and public domain. We recommend using digital access and tools not to
replace face-to-face interaction, but to enrich it. The flipped classroom, for example,
does that.
In projects and in informal study groups, students practice working modes where
communication and collaboration are enhanced by digital and blended formats. The
practice of using a blended format in projects is well developed at Tsinghua
University (Case 3.7). Following a structured approach called Extreme Learning
Process, student teams take on challenges while all the time capturing and sharing
their work in a digital environment.

Case 3.7 Tsinghua University—Extreme Learning Process
Enabling scalable challenge-based learning through standardized educational
processes supported by a digital learning environment.
The Extreme Learning Process (XLP) is a challenge-based collaborative learning process for educating digital natives for our digital world. It allows efficient
scalable delivery of learning to large groups of learners from different disciplines, at any level of education or professional experience. It does this by integrating the latest educational processes and knowledge management
technologies.
In an XLP course, instructors guide student teams through the challenges,
following certain educational processes:
• Early Success—Participants first successfully execute a simple version of the
challenge, often through novel application of digital tools, providing inspiration and faith that it can be done.
• Safe Failures—Participants are encouraged to experiment and learn, sometimes failing gracefully and always learning quickly.
• Convergence—After failing safely, individuals learn that success comes
from teamwork. From collective experience, multifunctional teams work
towards shared demonstrable results.
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Fig. 3.9 XLP’s Logic Model with a sequence of seven items to be completed by learners

• Demonstration—As one team, the group gives a powerful demonstration of
what has been achieved. This demonstration, the learning it demonstrates, and
the confidence it provides is the true reward.
XLP learners work together within and between teams, immersed in a digital
environment using standardized processes. This allows previous participants to
immediately share their work to help teach others. This enables large-scale
deployment and the education of digital natives by their native peers through
self-governance.
Learning is supported by the XLP digital platform, using the newest knowledge management technologies, based on four tools:
• The logic model—As a pathway to student achievement, each team structures their work following the sequence shown in the Fig. 3.9. They document
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their work with digital tools, providing time stamp and version control features. Learner behavior can then be tracked and analyzed, allowing insight
into patterns of learning.
• Smart contracts—Using a digital template, learners define their contributions and validate contract fulfillment. Contract execution infrastructures
keep track of specific privileges and responsibilities of each team member,
using blockchain-inspired technology.
• The constitution—Each student group customizes a reference version of the
XLP constitution, a set of high-level rules binding every XLP participant. It
outlines tasks and responsibilities, informs students of their rights, and benefits and lays out approaches to resolve conflicts.
• Digital-publishing workflow—Participants use industry-standard tools to
package, archive and digitally publish the outcomes of their work as documents, similar to industry analysis reports or product plans. The present technology includes data navigation and visualization tools, with plans to also add
data extraction, analysis, and machine learning.
Professional learners have also used XLP successfully [1]. Professional teams
have published real consulting reports in relatively short time. Small enterprises
have completed business plans in 1 week. These teams were often multinational
and multicultural. While they were not made up of digital natives, the digital
tools were learned on the fly with tutoring.
The XLP method was first applied in the Tsinghua challenge-based course
series. Since June 2012, XLP-based courses have been conducted at various universities in Asia.
Contributed by Dr. Benjamin Hsueh-Yung Koo, founder of XLP and Director
of International Relations, iCenter of Tsinghua University, Beijing, China.
Reference
1. Tsai WT, Alimbekov K, Koo BHY (2015) An evaluation framework for
extreme learning process (XLP). In: 2015 IEEE Symposium on ServiceOriented System. IEEE, pp. 357–366

Students should also have access to professional sources for information retrieval
as well as tools for computation, simulation, and visualization. Another opportunity
created by digitalization is to guide students in developing a scholarly or professional identity and connect to relevant communities, by actively cultivating a personal learning network [16]. Digital channels offer access to peers, professionals,
thought leaders, and role models, and to current issues and debates. As students
become more established over time, they can also increase their own visibility and
access opportunities through these networks.
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Learning to Learn

In working life, graduates will continuously face new kinds of challenges. This happens because they take on new roles, because new knowledge is constantly evolving, and because conditions, organizations, and societies change. It can therefore be
argued that the most important purpose of education is to equip students for independent learning for the rest of their lives, without the supportive structure of educators, peers, schedules, and examinations. When devising learning activities and
assessments, it is helpful to consider not only how to support the present learning
objectives, but also how the experiences can help students develop their ability to
monitor and control their own learning [10, 17].
In contrast to the somewhat artificial context of traditional university courses, we
believe that when learning and assessment tasks resemble those in working life,
students will establish useful self-learning habits which are more easily invoked in
future learning situations.
To develop as independent learners through authentic assignments and projects,
students need opportunities to strengthen their habits of self-reflection. Structured
approaches to stimulate reflection include self-evaluation exercises and “lessons
learned” writing tasks.
Feedback is key to provoke deeper reflection and help students avoid “cooking in
their own juice.” Feedback can come from peers, educators, other experts, or the
users of student work. Feedback that directs attention to the learning process can
further strengthen students’ ability to evaluate and manage their own learning [18].
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Education at the Boundaries of Knowledge

Classical knowledge is timeless. But now the growth of scholarly knowledge is accelerating, traditional disciplinary boundaries are blurring, and new disciplines are emerging. This emerging and cross-disciplinary thought is important in knowledge exchange,
and often forms the basis for new research and innovation. We owe it to our students to
prepare them in relevant emerging bodies of thought. Education in Emerging Thought
is a strategy for furthering effective knowledge exchange through education.

Box 3.6 Goals of Education in Emerging Thought
Universities will educate students with a deep working knowledge of
fundamentals while better preparing them as agents of knowledge exchange
and innovation,
By migrating cross-disciplinary and emerging research outcomes
quickly to the curriculum and learning opportunities
Preparing students who learn emerging disciplines, technologies,
and bodies of thought.

Within any given discipline, the pace of emerging thought is increasing. The
number of research-intensive universities has multiplied in a few decades. More
scholars, better facilities, better prepared students, faster communication, and more
publications all contribute to the increased pace. This is particularly true in the sciences and technology, where science accelerates technology, and new technology
plays a part in enabling new science.
Cross-disciplinary research also intensifies the development of emerging understandings, and the codification of the new knowledge often spans disciplinary and
institutional boundaries. Such efforts, supported by funding bodies and university
strategies, contribute new, rich bodies of knowledge.
Preparing students in relevant emerging and cross-disciplinary fields will make them
attractive agents of knowledge exchange. Emerging bodies of thought are of special
interest for knowledge exchange precisely because they are new, potentially enabling
innovation and entrepreneurship (Chapter 5). Exposure to emerging thought also makes
students better researchers and more likely to gain an academic position (Chapter 4). If
university graduates are to benefit from these opportunities, they must be able to access
emerging knowledge through the curriculum and other learning activities.
Innovation and scientific discovery also arise from a recognition of new opportunities and capabilities in the scientific, technical, or social context. When a truly new
discovery is made—something of the importance of the LASER or DNA—it is an
opportunity to stop and consider the implications for education. The same needs to
be done when a new social need is recognized or a new scientific facility comes
online. Instruction in emerging thought should aim to support students in becoming
more aware of such new opportunities.
Three key actions recommended to support education in emerging thought are
given in Box 3.7.
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Box 3.7 Education in Emerging Thought—Practice and Key Actions
Emerging Thought is about migrating knowledge from research and deploying it in learning activities and curriculum that support student learning of
emerging fields, disciplines, technologies or bodies of thought, or that are
based on new opportunities and capabilities, and which might cross existing
disciplinary or institutional boundaries.
Rationale: Breakthroughs in research and innovation are frequently made at
the boundaries between disciplines, in areas of new emerging thought, or
because of new opportunities in the scientific, technical, or social context.
Education in emerging and cross-disciplinary topics equips students with contemporary knowledge, strengthening their contributions to research, and
accelerating innovation.
Key actions:
• Prompt transfer into curricular elements and online learning of emerging
ideas and the awareness of new opportunities.
• Developing learning opportunities in fields transcending existing departmental or disciplinary structures, promoting interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary learning.
• Recognizing the newly developed curricular elements and programs as
part of the institutional structure and providing sustainable resources.
The key outcome is talented graduates although there is close linkage to
research discoveries that form the basis for this practice.

3.4.2

Promptly Transferring New Discoveries to the Education

Since we cannot teach our students everything, it is a matter of constant reappraisal
which topics might be most impactful in the curriculum. To prepare students as
agents of knowledge exchange, they need to learn fundamentals established long
ago as well as contemporary bodies of thought based on more recent discoveries.
This will not only benefit the graduates in their working life, but also the laboratories, companies, and organizations that they engage in, and ultimately society.
Universities have a tradition of stability, influenced by regulations, accreditation
bodies or national authorities, and the nature of stable funding streams. Nevertheless,
stable curricula are in tension with the need to accelerate innovation in society
through knowledge exchange of emerging and cross-disciplinary thought.
It is appropriate to adopt a more agile approach to curricula. Universities can
form different pathways for students to encounter new discoveries promptly, even
within weeks or months. Using a more conventional approach, emerging ideas can
be directly transferred as new modules into postgraduate courses. These new
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modules can grow in time to become new courses and even programs. Eventually,
this emerging thought can migrate to the undergraduate curriculum. New thought
can also be introduced into education through undergraduate and postgraduate
students reading and writing journal articles and attending conferences.
Project-based learning in postgraduate classes provides a flexible mechanism for
exploring relevant emergent topics. New knowledge is brought in as needed into the
projects, which can also be about investigating new opportunities.
One new pathway to emerging thought is digital. Quick access is available
through: inspirational talks that flag up new opportunities; online video lectures and
courses at the frontier of knowledge; and open courseware (Case 3.8). Online journals, scholarly repositories and patent databases connect new discoveries to all. In
particular, digital education platforms, like edX, provides the ability to rapidly disseminate knowledge at the leading edge of research, making it much more widely
accessible than otherwise possible.

Case 3.8 edX—Acquiring Emerging Thought Through Online Learning
In leading university programs, new research outcomes move quickly to the curriculum through a set of conventional and online approaches.
Conventionally, new research results influences education when a researcher
writes a paper that is read by other faculty members worldwide. Depending on
the independence of faculty members as instructors, they may introduce the new
finding in the curriculum, probably first in specialized graduate courses, then in
more foundational graduate courses and, eventually, undergraduate courses. For
instance, much of what we teach in molecular biology was discovered in the last
60 years.
At research universities, individual researchers sometimes make a discovery
that is quickly introduced into teaching directly by the researcher. In fact, one of
the comparative advantages of major research universities is the ability to stimulate this kind of rapid transfer from research to teaching.
This comparative advantage may disappear in the era of online education.
Among the functions that digital education platforms can provide is the ability to
post learning modules at the leading edge of research online, quickly, and for all
to access and use.
At edX [1] and its peer programs, there may not explicitly be a category for
such leading edge offerings, but they are clearly there. For example, the edX
courses “Principles of Synthetic Biology” and “Photonic Integrated Circuits” are
at the frontiers of knowledge (see Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). The advantages of these
online offerings are that they are easily available, coherently presented, well produced and taught by an expert.
At an institutional level, some universities use offerings to strategic advantage. For example, Chalmers leads the flagship EU research program on
Graphene. To distribute its research outcomes to the educational market,
Chalmers maintains an edX Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) on Graphene.
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Fig. 3.10 Illustration from the edX MOOCs on Principles of Synthetic Biology (Photo courtesy Ron Weiss, MIT)

Fig. 3.11 Illustration from the edX MOOCs on Photonic Integrated Circuits: AIM Photonics
education teaching PIC chip, designed by RIT Integrated Photonics Group and fabricated by
AIM Photonics Institute (Photo courtesy Michael Fanto, RIT)

There are several disadvantages of relying on digital education for this kind
of leading edge learning:
• Market pressure will tend to favor production of lower level “introduction to
…” or “fundamentals of …” offerings that are accessible to a wider
audience.
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• The effort to plan, produce, and deliver such an offering will introduce a lag
up to a year.
• Because of the effort required for updating, offerings may become static, and
out of date after several years.
MOOC quality, relevance, and timeliness can be ensured with strong and
steady feedback from faculty experts. In addition, there is competition among
the offerings by different universities on edX, and between edX and its peer
programs. Both of these mechanisms work to keep the offerings fresh.
The result of postings of this type to edX is to make broadly available material
created experts at the leading edge of knowledge. The online interaction can
provide a kind of crowdsourcing to assure the quality and accuracy of the material, suggest potential revisions, and provide indications of when material should
be taken down.
Prepared with the assistance of Professor Sanjay Sarma, MIT Vice President
for Open Learning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA.
Reference
1. edX. https://www.edx.org. Accessed 20 Jan 2020

3.4.3

Education in Cross-Disciplinary Fields

In addition to learning emerging knowledge, we want to prepare students to be able
to work across disciplinary fields. The nature of such cross-disciplinary activities
spans a spectrum. In multidisciplinary research, scholars from different fields
address common questions, each adding the respective approaches. Interdisciplinary
research fields have a more interactive character, seeking agreement in the methodological approaches. Transdisciplinary research deals with issues where the existing
domains are not sufficient, and therefore the resulting approaches may end up outside the map of existing disciplines [19] (See Chapter 4).
Education in emerging cross-disciplinary fields prepares students to address
challenges that do not fit comfortably within a single discipline. It also makes them
ready for working and communicating in cross-disciplinary environments and collaborations. They need to embrace an attitude of intellectual openness, learning to
handle different perspectives while exploring new ideas in respectful dialog. The
challenge for faculty is to consolidate the knowledge in forms appropriate for university teaching, and to role model the constructive attitudes.
The more conventional approach to cross-disciplinary learning is to create new
educational structures that are cross-disciplinary. These could be programs, such as
a graduate program on computational engineering. It could lead to a new depart-
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ment, such as a department of genetics or mechatronics. These tend to redraw the
curricular boundaries and are a more stable cross-disciplinary structure.
Another option is to assign postgraduate educational responsibility to an interdisciplinary research center. For example, a research program on health science and
technology could offer a doctorate of the same theme. These interdisciplinary
research centers can also take on innovation activities, creating an integrated Centre
of Research, Education, and Innovation (Chapter 4).
An alternative approach is to assign the responsibility for cross-disciplinary linking to the postgraduate students. In this model, the students are free to enroll in
courses and have advisors in two otherwise separate programs. The students participate in the seminars and intellectual life of both sides. They create a bridging function that can also benefit the organizations.
An example of such a program is at the Nanyang Technological University in
Singapore. It offers multidisciplinary PhD education programs. The students participating in these programs contribute directly to cultivating an interdisciplinary
culture at the university (Case 3.9).

Case 3.9 Nanyang Technological University (NTU)—Interdisciplinary
Degree Programs
Students can be empowered as agents of cross-disciplinary knowledge creation
and sharing by creating interdisciplinary degree programs as a complement to
disciplinary programs in schools and departments.
In today’s increasingly complex world, societal problems are often multifaceted.
To address such challenges, scholars and students must possess cross-disciplinary knowledge. A strength of NTU is its academic programs that cross disciplines, among scientific and technical fields, as well as encompassing social
science, arts, humanities, business, and management. The students in these programs can serve as agents for the flow of interdisciplinary knowledge.
To achieve this goal, these programs offer a multidisciplinary curriculum,
guidance by at least two top faculty, intensive research opportunities and overseas exposure, as well as dialog with world-class scientists and industry leaders.
At the doctoral level, the Interdisciplinary Graduate Program (IGP) both educates students and drives the development of a culture of interdisciplinarity campus wide [1]. It enables students to be co-creators of knowledge and produces a
push in PhD education that will erode old barriers and drive research into areas
that benefit from a multidisciplinary approach. Notably, NTU is creating an academic program to do this, not a new research program or center. The students
will be the main agents of the interdisciplinary effort.
To enroll in the IGP, students submit an application to the newly established
Graduate College [2]. IGP provides students a home for interdisciplinary encoun-
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ters, discussions, and courses while the students maintain full affiliation with the
schools of their supervisors, where they will regularly attend seminars and participate in academic life. The regulations allow these PhD students to complete
two out of their six graduate courses in a second discipline, as compared to regular PhD students who take all six courses in their core discipline. Students may
also choose to complete 1 year of academic research in top universities overseas.
PhD students undertake a multidisciplinary approach attuned to globally
complex issues, currently in one of five key areas: Sustainable Earth, Healthy
Society, Secure Community, Global Asia, and Future Learning, tapping into the
faculty and talents in the university’s research centers of excellence, research
institutes, colleges, and schools.
For example, the Healthy Society specialization provides support for a new
generation of interdisciplinary professionals to meet the healthcare needs of
Singapore and beyond, taking advantage of NTU’s Lee Kong Chian School of
Medicine, set up jointly with Imperial College London. The Secure Community
specialization promotes collaboration between the engineering and social sciences, bridges media systems and content research, and challenges the boundaries of innovation in digital media in areas such as homeland and cyber security,
artificial intelligence, virtual reality, crowd simulation, 3D fashion, social robotics, and IT for the elderly.
To exchange knowledge internationally, NTU runs joint and dual PhD degree
programs with key global partners, such as Imperial College, London; the
Technical University of Munich; Sorbonne Université, Paris; and the University
of California, Berkeley. NTU also has struck connections with global industry
partners such as Alibaba, BMW Group, and Rolls-Royce.
The university stimulates a multidisciplinary culture through the award of
grants for multidisciplinary research. The outcomes of these efforts flow first to
research students, and then into courses, at the initiative of individual faculty
members. The university also helps by providing innovative teaching grants and
awards for accelerating creativity.
Prepared based on input provided by Alan Chan, Vice President for Alumni
and Global Advancement, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.
References
1. Interdisciplinary Graduate Programme. In: Nanyang Technological
University.
http://gc.ntu.edu.sg/Programmes/IGP/Pages/InterdisciplinaryGraduate-Programme-Scholarship.aspx. Accessed 20 Jan 2020
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Institutionalizing the New Curriculum

When connecting knowledge from various fields, the evolving curricula will inevitably bridge existing departmental or disciplinary boundaries. Courses and contributors will be in different departments, schools, or faculties. In the traditional
university, the organizational boundaries tend to follow disciplinary structures,
which are also reflected in academic career paths. Hence, a barrier to developing
and institutionalizing the evolving curriculum is how it can be organized, and how
it can achieve status within the academic structures.
There are some challenges that need to be handled wisely to afford the new curriculum sufficiently stable conditions. An inter-organizational curriculum may be
necessary in the start-up phase. However, long-term sustainability may be easier to
achieve within one organization. The strongest way to make new offerings more
permanent is to appoint new faculty as responsible for the evolving curricula. Even
one or two professors, especially senior ones, can often attract a critical mass to
support a new curriculum.
If there are mechanisms to allow the creation of developmental ad hoc offerings,
some of these can then evolve into recognized new subjects, finally approved as part
of a curriculum. A key consideration is how the offering will be resourced. An
important indicator of sustainable curriculum is when it is funded as a regular offering by the university. There is much potential return on investment, both from a
scientific point of view, and considering the potential for knowledge exchange and
innovation. Therefore, it would be appropriate for university leaders to invest in
these various forms of evolving curriculum.
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Making Young Professionals Successful

Taken together, the previous three practices form a basis for a contemporary education. Integrated Curriculum addresses the integration of disciplinary fundamentals
with the essential skills for working life. Teaching for Learning provides further
considerations for developing deeper working understanding, self-efficacy, and
self-learning abilities. Education in Emerging Thought exposes students to cutting-
edge and cross-disciplinary thought. But there still remains a gap between this
extensive preparation and a readiness to be an effective young innovator. This gap is
addressed by a practice called Preparing for Innovation.

Box 3.8 Goals of Preparing for Innovation
Universities will educate students with a deep working knowledge of
fundamentals while better preparing them as agents of knowledge exchange
and innovation
By implementing educational activities for leadership, management
and entrepreneurship,
educating students who are better prepared for their potential roles
in innovation.

Innovation is a complex and multifaceted process [20, 21]. Successful
technology-based innovators need to be deeply knowledgeable about the technology and effective as agents of knowledge exchange. They need to understand the
nature of the market or social need that is addressed. They need to understand the
life cycle of an innovative good or service. They need to understand entrepreneurial
venture creation. They need to know how to manage technology in a sector. They
need to effectively establish a knowledge organization. They need to be able to lead,
often in an environment of uncertainty and change.
Traditionally, it was thought that students would develop this expertise on the job.
But young entrepreneurs and innovators are more likely to be successful in their early
ventures when they have some formal exposure to the relevant process knowledge in
their education [22]. To the extent that we propose that students should learn about innovation, the specifics have to be molded to the educational context. Some of these topics
can be introduced at the undergraduate level, but most of this learning is more appropriately addressed at the postgraduate level, and increasingly by learners with work experience—much as MBA students, many with work experience, learn in business school.
To effectively prepare students for innovation, we do not propose an approach
based on traditional readings and lectures. Instead, we recommend that students
start the learning sequence by exploring a motivating need, and then getting exposed
to models and a modest amount of theory. This is directly followed up with active
learning—case studies, role playing, or project work. The real learning occurs when
the students reflect on these experiences, on their processes and methods, as well as
their successes and setbacks. Reflection is guided by a mentor or advisor, and often
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Fig. 3.12 Elements of the practice of preparing for innovation

deepened by peer feedback. Needless to say, the educators may need preparation
and support to effectively deploy this model of teaching and learning.
Preparing for Innovation supports learning across a spectrum, including elements
that are conventionally called innovation, entrepreneurship, leadership, and management of technology. There are important attitudes to be honed: curiosity, integrity,
resiliency, commitment, and the ability to assess and take appropriate risk (Fig. 3.12).
Three key actions recommended to prepare students for innovation are shown in
Box 3.9.

Box 3.9 Preparing for Innovation—Practice and Key Actions
Preparing for Innovation supports student development of the advanced skills
and knowledge needed to become effective innovators: leadership, management, innovation, and entrepreneurial skills, and an aptitude to be curious,
identify opportunities, and take appropriate risk. These skills are acquired
through: exposure to models and theory; cases, scenarios, and projects; and
mentoring and reflection.
Rationale: Innovation is a complex and multifaceted process, requiring individuals and teams with many skills beyond technical knowledge, and the confidence to apply them. Preparing young innovators and entrepreneurs, this
way will increase the likelihood of early successful ventures with efficient
time-to-market.
Key actions:
• Learning in innovation and entrepreneurship which focuses on how to support the entire product life cycle, along with the creation of a new ventures.
• Learning how to manage the development and deployment of technology,
within a specific technology and market sector.
• Learning the skills to make sense of complex situations, rally others, create
visions, and work relentlessly to deliver solutions that address common goals.
The key outcome is talented graduates, ready to participate in innovation.
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Education in Innovation and Entrepreneurship

The innovator faces many challenges related to the product life cycle: identifying
market needs; deriving product strategy; conceptual and detailed design; implementation, integration, and validation; marketing and sales; deployment, service, and
retirement. An innovator who is also an entrepreneur is simultaneously creating a
product and an enterprise, which requires additional expertise [23, 24]. This includes
assembling the initial team, establishing the company, developing the business plan
and capitalizing the company, and managing intellectual property. All technical,
business, and marketing processes have to be started from zero. This demands preparation considerably beyond the essential life and professional skills discussed in
the practice on curriculum.
Our model of acquiring the attitudes required for innovation and entrepreneurship is based on extending the concept of self-efficacy [15], introduced above in
Teaching for Learning. We extend it to include the specific self-confidence that
makes a young innovator believe themselves capable of succeeding in product and
venture creation. Students need to develop key attitudes that include curiosity, propensity for taking action, and confidence to assess and take appropriate business risk.
The preparation for innovation and entrepreneurship that helps student develop
the experience, skills, and attitudes would ideally include:
(a) Increasingly authentic projects that prepare students to implement new products, services, and systems and to launch new ventures.
(b) Repeated practice at identifying and addressing ambiguous and unstructured
problems, developing solutions and advocating their adoption.
(c) Experiences in other essential aspects of innovation and entrepreneurship, such
as manufacturing, services, and enterprise development.
(d) Ongoing discussions with real innovators and entrepreneurs, who share reflections on their experiences and provide mentoring to the students.
As an example, at Stanford University, the Stanford Technology Ventures
Program (STVP) offers a wide range of opportunities for innovation and entrepreneurship experiences, attracting students from different disciplines, and producing
successful entrepreneurs (Case 3.10).
Case 3.10 Stanford University—Stanford Technology Ventures Program
A center that excels at entrepreneurial education, with a specific emphasis on
skill-building and scalable technology ventures, can increase its impact if its
activities are rooted in scholarship on entrepreneurship and innovation, and
contextualized for local ecosystems.
Established in 1996, the Stanford Technology Ventures Program (STVP) is the
entrepreneurship center within the School of Engineering at Stanford University
[1]. Part of the Department of Management Science and Engineering, STVP
engages students across all disciplines to accelerate principled entrepreneurship
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education and research, and support a new generation of leaders to address
twenty-first century opportunities. Even in the highly decentralized campus
entrepreneurial ecosystem, 10–15 percent of Stanford students annually engage
with STVP courses and programming.
STVP’s portfolio of 35 affiliated courses covers a breadth of topics to develop
entrepreneurial mindsets and complement students’ discipline-specific educations. Many courses also prepare students to leverage emerging technologies to
create organizations and successfully scale them over time (see Fig. 3.13).
Insights from STVP’s robust research group (with 40 PhD alumni) directly influences the insights shared in the courses, which are taught by a dynamic community of tenure-line faculty and practitioner lecturers. STVP has also been the
home of the first lean start-up methods course taught by Steve Blank, and derivative courses on solving national security problems (Hacking for Defense), and
required courses for NSF grantees interested in commercialization (I-Corps).
For students, some of STVP’s key offerings are immersive cohort programs.
There are 400 combined alumni of these programs, with the majority having
worked at, or founded, technology ventures, and including some who led prominent and successful ventures. The original example of these offerings is the
Mayfield Fellows Program, an intensive, 9-month entrepreneurial leadership program for 12 undergraduate students from diverse majors. Participating students
develop skills and experience through courses, mentoring, a Silicon Valley venture
internship and the opportunity to build cases on these combined experiences.
STVP also offers additional cohort experiences for engineering master’s and PhD
students, offering a front-row seat to innovation and venture creation through
workshops, soft-skill development, and industry field experiences to help students
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recognize opportunities and tackle entrepreneurial challenges. STVP has also
piloted programming for faculty at different career stages to gain understanding of
how to commercialize technology-based innovations.
STVP maintains a committed interest to outreach and sharing resources beyond
Stanford. With more than 3000 freely available videos, podcasts, and articles, the
Stanford eCorner website [2] offers insights and inspiration to global educators.
Additionally, STVP delivers educator training programs for universities and
governments to support entrepreneurial education ecosystem development. A
recent example is STVP’s collaboration with the Ministry of Education in the
United Arab Emirates. The project trained more than 100 faculty at more than 40
UAE universities to scale educational capacity for entrepreneurship and innovation, while creating shared language and skills for university students across the
country. Beyond the significant impact on a global community of educators,
STVP’s outreach work provides its own scholars, educators, and students with
vital global context for how entrepreneurship continues to evolve in a technology-driven world.
Prepared based on input provided by Tom Byers, Entrepreneurship Professor
in the School of Engineering, Stanford University; and Matthew Harvey,
Executive Director, Stanford Technology Ventures Program, Stanford,
California, USA.
References
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3.5.3

Education in the Management of Innovation

In addition to the preparation for innovation, students should learn the skills of management—the control of an organization to reliably meet objectives within available
resources. At the core of a program in management of innovation are the foundational topics of management like marketing, accounting, finance, and organization
behavior. As a program in the Management of Innovation is specialized for students
who will be involved in managing ventures based on new technology and emerging
thought, this might suggest adding topics like entrepreneurial finance and product
marketing.
Some Management of Technology programs link to either an aspect of product
development or an emerging technology. The variant of the program emphasizing
product development will combine business knowledge with preparation in product
or system development. This linkage can be to the upstream aspects of product or
system design or to the downstream aspects of manufacturing, supply chains, and
operations. These programs typically admit postgraduate students with several
years of relevant job experience.
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In the other variant emphasizing emerging technology, students learn about a
science or technology at level beyond an undergraduate preparation. They learn
about the technology from the perspective of how it could create value in new products. They also learn about the relevant industrial and market sectors and their
potential to accept innovation. These programs are often at the master’s level.
The curriculum of such programs might include a taught component and a project component, on-campus or as an internship. The curriculum would contain:
(a) Technical education based on an emerging field of thought or technology
(b) Advanced product development skills, including system design and operations
(c) Core management disciplinary materials
As an example, the University of Cambridge offers graduate programs to prepare
students for commercializing knowledge at the frontiers of research, developing the
skills needed for effectively managing the innovation process and starting new ventures (Case 3.11).

Case 3.11 The University of Cambridge—Masters in Management and
Technology
Blended graduate programs that include elements of cutting-edge science and
technology, along with business education, prepare young managers of the innovation process.
The students of today are the innovators, entrepreneurs, and managers of tomorrow. The purpose of the graduate programs developed by the Cambridge-MIT
Institute (CMI) was to enhance the knowledge, skills, and innovative capability
of students. In particular, they were intended to prepare students to use their
knowledge of what is happening at the frontiers of research, to commercialize it,
and turn it into new enterprises.
The CMI programs were based on a model for a 1-year taught MPhil (Masters
of Philosophy) that combined advanced technical material with skills and knowledge of management and innovation. They filled a gap between technically specialized master’s programs and general management programs such as an
MBA. The design of the programs was influenced by the MIT professional practice programs in Leaders for Global Operations (which worked between
Management and Engineering) and Biomedical Enterprise (which worked
between Management, and Health Sciences and Technology).
A total of six programs were created, in technical areas ranging from chemical engineering to nanotechnology and bioscience. The technical content
assumed a strong undergraduate degree preparation in the topic. The programs
combined exposure to the latest cutting-edge science, with an emphasis on pathways to application and commercialization.
The management content introduced students to the skills required for managing innovation and running businesses. Areas covered included traditional
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Fig. 3.14 Open architecture and platform sharing for programs

management topics; for example, marketing, finance and organizational behavior, but all with an emphasis on how these areas could support innovation.
Elements of entrepreneurship (e.g., starting a company, capitalization, licensing)
and policy, including ethical, legal, and regulatory issues, were also covered.
The suite of programs was based on the principle of open architecture. In
particular, the management component was constructed as a platform of modules offered to all of the programs simultaneously (see Fig. 3.14).
The science and management content was integrated through workshops and
case studies and through a major in-company, team-based consulting project in a
venture relevant to the particular technical specialty.
As an example, consider the MPhil in Bioscience Enterprise [1]. As described
on its website, it is a “multi-disciplinary biotechnology and business degree
course at the University of Cambridge, designed for high-achieving individuals
with an enthusiasm for enterprise. Students extend their knowledge of the latest
advances in exploitable biotechnology and medical science, and gain an understanding of the ethical, legal and regulatory issues associated with bringing scientific advances to market. The course equips students with the requisite skills in
enterprise, management and entrepreneurship required to take up executive
roles, establish and build biotechnology companies or work in the life sciences
consultancy sector.”
A second example is the MPhil in Micro and Nanotechnology Enterprise [2].
“The program is intended for those with a good first degree in the physical sciences and engineering who wish to develop research skills and a commercial
awareness in micro- and nanotechnology. It combines cutting-edge science with
business practice skills, giving students knowledge and experience of a range of
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disciplines. This should enable students graduating from the course to evaluate
the scientific importance and technological potential of new developments in the
field of micro- and nanotechnology and provides an unparalleled educational
experience for entrepreneurs in these fields.”
The programs have been running since 2004, and each has educated hundreds
of students.
Contributed by Jochen Runde, Professor, the Judge Institute of Business, the
University of Cambridge, Cambridge; and Nick Oliver, Professor, University of
Edinburgh Business School, Edinburgh, UK.
References
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3.5.4

Scientific and Technology Leadership Education

Leadership is distinct from both innovation and management [25, 26]. It is commonly defined as the processes whereby an individual influence a group to accomplish shared objectives, often associated with change or transformation. Leadership
is not always tied to a position, but can be informal, personal, and distributed [27,
28]. It occurs in various domains: education, business, politics, culture. Our focus
here is leadership in scientific and technical innovation, preparing students to be
able to mobilize internal and external resources and lead teams.
In our view, leadership skills can be developed. Education for leadership aims to
develop students’ knowledge about leadership, develop their leadership skills
through personal experiences, develop their character and identity, and their understanding of the context [29]. This can be done by giving students practice in making
sense of complex situations, rapidly integrating knowledge and probing actively to
understand issues more completely. Students need to learn to relate to and rally others [30], advocating the shared objectives. They need to create visions of the desirable outcomes of an effort, and then work intensely to deliver on those visions [31].
To teach innovation leadership, the suggested approach is to mix scenario-based
practice, leadership theory, and guided reflection. This is done in a realistic context
of activities that supports students in cultivating their capabilities, includes participating in and leading teams to deliver new products.
Education for leadership can include:
(a) Exposure to theory, analytical concepts, and frameworks for understanding the
capabilities and skills of leadership.
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(b) Group-based and highly immersive leadership activities designed to challenge
student assumptions and develop their leadership skills.
(c) Various forms of feedback guiding students through reflection and self-
assessment on their performance and identifying how to improve.
(d) Focus on bringing about change, transformation, and innovation.
Some universities have specialized leadership programs. At the University of
Toronto, engineering students are offered a learning environment to prepare them
for leading change to build a better world, through a sequence of learning activities
connected across the curriculum (Case 3.12).

Case 3.12 University of Toronto—Troost Institute for Leadership
Education in Engineering
Life changing opportunities for leadership exploration can be provided across
embedded modules, dedicated courses, and co-curricular events.
Innovation is not just about technology, it is about change. The capacity to lead
change distinguishes those twenty-first century technical professionals who will
generate significant transformations. The University of Toronto Troost Institute
for Leadership Education in Engineering (Troost ILead) was founded in 2010
with the vision: Engineers leading change to build a better world.
The Institute provides students with leadership knowledge and development
opportunities. It provides a learning environment where personal growth is
empowered, creativity is encouraged, humility guides learning, diverse perspectives are invited, and exuberance is contagious. Students explore various leadership frameworks and meditate on their own leadership styles through a series of
workshops, team projects, and reflection activities. Leadership skills are built on
these strengths to make students more effective engineers [1].
The Institute develops integrated curricular approaches: co-curricular and
specialty curricular programming for leadership education for both undergraduate and graduate students in engineering (see Fig. 3.15). All aspects of the program are based on a leadership development model that starts with self-awareness
and develops through cycles of action and reflection at the team, organizational
and societal level (see Fig. 3.16). Affiliated faculty conduct research on the pedagogy of leadership education, and on leadership practice in engineering-intensive enterprises, producing tools and frameworks used across the program.
Leadership content is integrated into core curricular design courses, with a
focus on building effective teams. All first-year students receive at least 6 h of
instruction on self and team performance, and use the Team Effectiveness
Learning System tool for structured team feedback. Although this leadership
educational model is personalized, ILead has been able to effectively scale the
program benefitting more than 2000 students this year.
Positive experiences in the first-year curriculum draw students into co-curricular and specialty offerings. Students learn how to effectively handle complex,
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human challenges that often mean the difference between success and failure. In
2019, more than 900 students participated in co-curricular activities for undergrad and graduates, including drop-in Leadership Labs, summer fellowships,
and roundtables, where small group coaching is given to club leaders. Our
OPTIONS program offers professional and career exploration for cohorts of
PhD students who want to explore nonacademic careers.
A further 650 students were enrolled this year in specialty courses. The curriculum covers topics in six undergraduate and eight graduate elective courses,
such as Foundation of Engineering Leadership, Cognitive and Psychological
Foundations of Effective Leadership, and The Power of Story: Discovering your
Leadership Narrative. A strength of ILead is its research-based treatment of ethics, which shapes the subject called The Art of Ethical & Equitable DecisionMaking in Engineering that and helps students navigate successfully through
ethical dilemmas in engineering.
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Troost ILead has created a program around a virtuous cycle: deeply engaging with
industry to understand its leadership challenges; performing social science research
on issues and teaching approaches; creating educational modules and courses to support learning of leadership; and graduating students to meet society’s needs.
Contributed by Emily Moore, Director, Troost ILead, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada.
Reference
1. Reeve D, Evans G, Simpson A et al (2015) Curricular and co-curricular leadership learning for engineering students. Collected Essays Learn Teach
8:41–56

3.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we argue that when a university wants to strengthen its contributions
to sustainable economic development, then education really matters. We present
four systematic practices for educating students as effective knowledge exchange
agents (Fig. 3.17). These practices make tangible the principle of systematic knowledge exchange (Box 2.3).
Integrated Curriculum is the practice of designing curricula based on a vision of
what the graduates should be able to do, informed by the needs of partners. The
educational aims include a deep working understanding of fundamentals together
with the essential skills, approaches, and judgment needed in working life. We strive
to achieve progression and connections throughout the curriculum, also complemented with co-curricular activities. This is the foundational practice and supports
the other educational practices.
Teaching for Learning concerns designing courses and projects to achieve the
desired learning outcomes formulated in the Integrated Curriculum practice.
Learning and assessment activities should be aligned with the intended learning outcomes, forming a motivational context. This involves active and experiential learning methods including various forms of digital resources. The educational experience
should also further students’ self-efficacy and capacity for independent learning.
Education in Emerging Thought is a practice connecting education and research
by promptly transferring new knowledge to the curriculum in various ways, from
creating new programs to flexible course structures. The focus is on discoveries at
the frontiers or intersections of disciplines and knowledge linked to emerging needs
in society and enterprises. The primary outcome is graduates with cutting-edge
knowledge, prepared to work in cross-disciplinary environments.
Preparing for Innovation is the practice of educating students for innovation and
entrepreneurship, and for management and leadership in scientific and technical
innovation endeavors. Drawing on the Integrated Curriculum and Teaching for
Learning practices, we emphasize the need to place students in authentic situations,
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and to further learning through reflection on their experiences and feedback. The
primary outcome is graduates ready for innovation.
These practices are relevant for furthering the impact of a university because the
graduates constitute the major form of knowledge exchange with partners in industry, enterprise, and government organizations. From the perspective of the students,
they should expect no less from their education than to become equipped for handling challenges and accessing new opportunities. This will benefit themselves,
their partners and employers, and a sustainable society.
The themes of sustainable development are woven throughout these practices.
The learning outcomes can include approaches to sustainability, which can also be
a strong motivational context for learning. Much of sustainable development is at
the intersections of existing disciplines. Sustainability requires innovation, management, and leadership.
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Chapter 4

Research and Knowledge Exchange

4.1
4.1.1

Introduction
The Objectives of Research

Research is about discovery at the frontiers of knowledge, and the quest for increased
understanding of our world. The importance of research to society is enormous. If
effectively communicated, research discoveries have many kinds of impact. They
reveal new knowledge about our society and universe and can inspire the citizenry.
They inform the curriculum and help educate our students. Research contributes
discoveries that can lead to innovative creations, new products and systems, and,
eventually, to economic development.
Box 4.1 Objectives of Research and Knowledge Exchange
The general objective of research is to make discoveries—often revealing
phenomena or truths that have previously existed but were unknown or unexplained. Discoveries can be new knowledge, facts, data, theories, models,
analyses, and predictions and can be in single disciplines, as well as across
disciplines (Fig. 2.1).
Knowledge about discoveries is exchanged through formal and informal
discussions, and publications. More proactive approaches include joint projects, personnel exchange, and involvement with professional development.
And, graduates carry knowledge of discoveries to future work (Fig. 2.4).
We use the word discoveries to distinguish research outcomes from the synthesized outcomes of catalyzing innovation that we call creations (Chapter 5), and
from the more general term, knowledge, which we apply to the outcomes of education and catalyzing innovation as well.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
E. Crawley et al., Universities as Engines of Economic Development,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-47549-9_4
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Viewed through the lens of economic development, the specific objective of
research is to make discoveries at the frontiers of knowledge that have the potential
for becoming more impactful instruments of knowledge exchange and innovation.
Good research has an impact: on other scholars, on those addressing the issues of
society, or both. The potential for discoveries to become more impactful on innovation depends on the choice of the research topic, the way the research is conducted,
what partners are involved, and how results are exchanged.
In Chapter 2, we discuss the important role research plays in economic development. Economic development occurs because of accelerating innovation and entrepreneurship. These follow as a result of enhancing knowledge exchange between
the university and its partners: industry, small and medium enterprise, and government organizations. The two key principles of Chapter 2 are that:
• Knowledge exchange will become more effective when there is a systematic
approach that carefully identifies needs of the partners, conducts university
activities with a sensitivity to these needs, and proactively exchanges the university outcomes with partners.
• The knowledge that is exchanged emanates from the cross-disciplinary and integrated activities at a university—education and research and catalyzing
innovation.
Now, our task is to examine the research component of these integrated and systematic activities, understanding that research is not isolated from education or catalyzing innovation [1].

4.1.2

Background and Opportunity

Universities are particularly suited to research at the frontiers—exploration at the
limits of existing knowledge. Research at the frontier can include extending fundamental understanding. But research at the frontier can also be motivated by the need
to work around fundamental limitations that become evident in the process of
Maturing Discoveries. Topics at the frontier are also sometimes revealed when a
team is developing directly implementable solutions to the needs of society, as is
done in a Centre of Research, Education, and Innovation.
There are many pathways between research and final impact, necessitating a wide
range of approaches. At a university, research emerges from the collective action of
individual faculty. Once hired, faculty should have the freedom to choose their
research topics and pathways. Their choice is influenced by personal interests, ambition, and institutional culture. The desire for peer recognition can be a progressive or
conservative force. Researchers might also consider public priorities articulated by
funding agencies, or by the needs of industry, enterprise, and government institutions.
The most salient features of good research are the selection of an important problem, and the dedication, passion, and curiosity on the part of good people.
Discoveries should be driven by the pursuit of excellence and conducted in a meritocracy. Not surprisingly, these qualities are emphasized by funding agencies.
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Table 4.1 The research practices
Practice icon

Practice name: description of the practice > and its outcome
Impactful fundamental research:
Pursuing fundamental new discoveries along a spectrum from
curiosity-driven to use-inspired > yielding new knowledge with
an impact on scholarship and society

Collaborative research within and across disciplines:
Collaborating with other scholarly researchers within the
university and externally > making discoveries that crossdisciplinary boundaries and are in new fields of thought

Centres of research, education, and innovation:
Empowering larger scale integrated Centres of Research,
Education, and Innovation > producing directly implementable
and impactful solutions that address significant issues of society

Undergraduate and postgraduate student researchers:
Engaging undergraduate and postgraduate students in research >
energizing research, and yielding effective young researchers
and agents of knowledge exchange

4.1.3

The Academic Practices of Research

A university can make discoveries that have the potential for becoming more effective instruments of knowledge exchange and innovation, by applying the four
research practices presented in Table 4.1. The chapter that follows discusses these
practices. Included are eight cases that help to frame and illustrate the practices.
The way these practices can change a university is demonstrated in Table 4.2,
showing the transition from the reference situation—the average state of good universities—to the aspirational one.
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Table 4.2 Reference and aspirational situation for research
Reference situation for research
Faculty characterize their research as
fundamental and curiosity-driven, and
are rewarded largely for their impact
on other scholars
Faculty prize their independence and
tend to work alone or in small
informal groups of disciplinary peers
Faculty do not normally have the
opportunity to work across university
boundaries on large-scale efforts

Faculty carry on research work
primarily with doctoral and
postdoctoral scholars

Aspirational situation for research
Faculty willingly carry on fundamental research on a
spectrum from curiosity-driven to use-inspired, with
potential impact on scholars and on those addressing
the needs of society.
[Impactful Research]
Faculty prize their independence but are more likely to
work collaboratively with colleagues to make crossdisciplinary and broader contributions
[Collaborative Research]
Faculty spend some of their time working in larger
scale efforts, joining distinguished industry
practitioners, and others from outside the university in
developing solutions to societal issues
[Centres]
Faculty work with and inspire contributions from teams
whose members range from young undergraduates to
postgraduates and postdoctoral scholars
[Student Researchers]

The four practices presented in Table 4.1 will help a university in its evolution
towards these four aspirational situations. The main distinguishing features of these
practices are that: the first is about fundamental impact; the second is about increasing scope through collaboration; the third about directly implementable outcomes to
problems of society. The final one is about engaging and enhancing students’ capacity and capability. Other practices relevant to research are Education in Emerging
Thought, which migrates new and cross-disciplinary discoveries to the education
(Chapter 3), and Maturing Discoveries and Creations, which transforms discoveries
into innovative creations (Chapter 5).

4.2

4.2.1

Impactful Fundamental Research

A Spectrum of Impactful Fundamental Research

This first research practice provides guidance on the conduct of fundamental
research, which can lie along a spectrum from curiosity-driven to use-inspired.
Because effective research can have an impact on other scholars and on those who
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address societal or innovation issues, we consider it the foundational practice of
Research and Knowledge Exchange.
Box 4.2 Goals of Impactful Fundamental Research.
Universities and their researchers will make discoveries that are more
effective instruments of knowledge exchange and innovation,
By pursuing fundamental new discoveries along a spectrum
from curiosity-driven to use-inspired,
Yielding new knowledge with an impact on scholarship and society.
The traditional model represents research on a one-dimensional axis, with basic
research on one end and applied research towards the other (Fig. 4.1). With time,
basic research is expected to lead to applied research and then development, implying all new products and system spring from scientific discovery. By comparison
with practice, this model is oversimplified [2].
In the latter half of the twentieth century, an alternative view was emerging.
Harvey Brooks of Harvard wrote “… the terms basic and applied are, in another
sense, not opposites. Work directed towards applied goals can be highly fundamental in character in that it has an important impact on the conceptual structure or

Fig. 4.1 Traditional
one-dimensional (upper)
and two-dimensional
models of research,
indicating that fundamental
research can be curiosity-
driven or use-inspired
(adapted from Stokes 1997)

APPLIED
RESEARCH
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outlook of a field. Moreover, the fact that research is of such a nature that it can be
applied does not mean that it is not also basic [3].”
Stokes proposes a solution to this apparent contradiction [2]. He suggests viewing research on a two-dimensional grid, with the vertical axis representing the quest
for fundamental understanding, and the horizontal axis showing the degree of consideration of use (Fig. 4.1). In this practice, we concentrate on research aimed at
more fundamental understanding, and organize this effective practice around the
second axis as shown by the shaded quadrants. In this way, the spectrum of more
fundamental research ranges from curiosity-driven to use-inspired. Stokes called
these endpoints Bohr and Pasteur [2].
In curiosity-driven fundamental research, scholars are motivated by interesting
problems, which may or may not be immediately relevant to currently perceived
needs. They can benefit from collaboration with like-minded scholars, but otherwise
engagement may be low. Conant called this “uncommitted exploration of a wide
area of man’s ignorance [4].”
This kind of research advances knowledge and can lead to unexpected discoveries with far-reaching impact. It is the seed corn for the future. In time, these unexpected discoveries can inform use-inspired research and migrate through
translational research. In the mid- to long term, they can impact industry, enterprise,
and government institutions through knowledge exchange, and therefore influence
economic development. Stokes named this Bohr’s quadrant. More recent examples
would be:
• The American Townes, and Russians Bazov and Prokhorov, who received the
1964 Nobel Prize for the laser, which they developed as an experiment in the
amplification of light, but resulted in significant economic impact on communications and manufacturing.
• The Australian John O’Sullivan who was working on an algorithm for reducing
data from radio astronomy experiments, but in 1994 received a patent for what
went on to be an important algorithm in WIFI, an indispensable element of our
economy.
Use-inspired fundamental research also seeks discoveries at the frontier, but is
motivated by a problem of industry, enterprise, government, or society. In use-
inspired research, scholars learn about the needs of society and industry by scanning
for addressable issues of a fundamental nature. Engagement with industry and
society may not be deep, but is sufficient to reveal the challenging research questions. Conant named this “a research program aimed at a specific goal [5].”
Use-inspired research can also lead to unexpected fundamental discoveries and
peer recognition. But since it was motivated by a need of society, its successful
uptake by industry is more likely in the near term. It can impact economic development in the near- to mid-term. Stokes called this Pasteur’s quadrant. More recent
examples are:
• The Chinese Tu Youyou who did fundamental scholarly research that led to her
2015 Nobel Prize in medicine, but was always focused on solutions for malaria.
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• The American Grace Hopper who, motivated by the need to program computers,
developed higher level languages, and received the US National Medal of
Technology in 1991.
In fact, these two approaches, curiosity-driven and use-inspired, anchor two ends
of the spectrum of fundamental research. Faculty have the right and responsibility
to select important problems along this spectrum and produce impactful results. An
individual faculty member may have their research concentrated at one point in the
spectrum, or spread in a portfolio along the spectrum. A spread portfolio has its
benefits. Understanding of use can flow towards the curiosity-driven work, and new
curiosity-driven discoveries can flow towards use-inspired work. A research group,
or an entire university, can aspire to a balanced portfolio of projects on this spectrum.
At a national or supra-national level, investment can also range from curiosity-
driven to use-inspired. This is an issue of finding the right balance, as illustrated in
the two related cases. In Case 4.1 on the European Research Council, the EU
assessed that its economic development would be strengthened by creating a funding stream that supports investigator-driven research based on scientific merit. They
strengthened the curiosity-driven part of their spectrum. In contrast, the Australian
government has put in place funding and incentives to attract larger teams to use-
inspired projects. These address issues of society and innovation, as discussed in
Case 4.2 on the Australian National University.

Case 4.1 The European Research Council (ERC)
A funding mechanism that supports investigator-driven research plays an important role in advancing science and supporting societal development.
The ERC’s mission is to encourage the highest quality research in Europe
through competitive funding and to support investigator-driven frontier research
across all fields, on the basis of scientific excellence.
Frontier research is at the forefront of creating new knowledge and developing new understanding. The European Research Council’s scope spans fields in
the social sciences and humanities, the life sciences, and the physical and engineering sciences. The theme of the research is investigator driven, with the
researchers identifying opportunities, without influence by governments or private interests. This makes the system more agile and responsive to breaking
opportunities. The ERC awards are based on scientific excellence, “interesting,
relevant and new,” but are not required to reference how the science will be
applied.
There is open and true competition for funding, and, unlike other EU schemes,
each nation does not necessarily receive a share of funding in proportion to its
contribution. In fact, one criticism is that some countries get smaller fraction
than their contribution.
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Today, the ERC issues multiyear grants to individual investigators. It is open
to all levels of investigator. The applicant pool is segmented by experience level:
Starting grants (2–7 years since PhD); Consolidator grants (7–12 years since
PhD); and Advanced grants for those with significant research achievement in
the last 10 years.
The ERC has become the gold standard for European research accomplishments. Universities now advertise their ERC count along with their Nobel and
other major prizes. A principle benefit of the scheme is the recognition of frontier
research. These results could lead to new and unexpected discoveries, which creates the foundation for the future of science, as well as basis of new industries,
markets, and broader social innovations. The ERC provides an important recognition for individual scientists. It is especially important for younger scientists,
flagging them up as high potential investigators, and serving as strong support at
their next review.
The ERC strengthens European research, providing competition on an international scale. It provides benchmarking and allows nations to calibrate their
effort and identify needs for funding. It raises the status and visibility of European
research and attracts talent from abroad. It allows the EU to compete with other
strong national systems and rationalize its science investments.
The origin of the ERC was in the early 2000s, when the economy was in
recession and the jobless rate was high. European political leaders were aware of
the strong investments in fundamental science by organizations like the US
National Science Foundation and National Institutes of Health. They recognized
that there was underfunding of the kind of fundamental research that leads to
new discoveries and to new science-based industry. They created the ERC to
invest in research that addresses emerging issues confronting society.
The investigator-driven ERC is designed to complement other EU funding
programs that may involve more consideration of use, such as the framework
programs and the Knowledge Integration and Innovation Centers, as well as programs of member states.
Since 2007, the ERC has funded 9000 projects and represents 17% of the
overall Horizon 2020 budget (13 of 77 billion EUR) [1].
Prepared based on input provided by Ernst Ludwig Winnacker, founding
Secretary General, European Research Council.
Reference
1. European Research Council. https://erc.europa.eu. Accessed 20 Jan 2020
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Case 4.2 Australian National University (ANU)—A Shift towards Impact
through Research and Innovation
ANU strives to continue its excellence in fundamental research, while embracing
the government’s initiatives encouraging universities to contribute to innovation.
Australia has strong economic fundamentals, but underperforms in technology-
based innovation [1]. Australia’s rate of collaboration between industry and
researchers was reported as the lowest in the OECD’s 36-country membership.
On the other hand, Australia has a strong university system, with a tradition of
research excellence. Australia has seven universities in the top 100 in the 2020
QS World University ratings.
The government sees an opportunity to better connect the assets of its universities with the needs of the Innovation and Science Agenda. It has instituted
funding mechanisms and incentives to influence the actions of universities.
Australian universities receive a substantial fraction of their research funding
from block grants, which includes an incentive to attract other research funding
(see Fig. 4.2). For every 100 dollar of other government funding received, the
block grant is topped-up by 30 dollars. This same formula has now been extended
to industry funding.
The Australian Research Council (ARC), provides competitive funding
through the Discovery Projects, targeted at excellent fundamental research. But,
there is increasing emphasis on Linkage Projects that develop long-term strategic research alliances aimed at securing commercial and other benefits of
research. Similar emphasis on clinical and applied impact is reflected in funding
of the National Health and Medical Research Council, and the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, the government lab system.

Fig. 4.2 Australian Government Investment in R&D, 2015–16
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To assess the quality of universities, the ARC administers a broad-based evaluation called Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA). The 2018 ERA was
coordinated with the first national Engagement and Impact assessment, which
examined how universities translate their research into economic, environmental, and social benefits.
Clearly, the government is using funding and the assessment schemes to shift
the universities to an external focus. How is it changing the culture and operation
of the ANU, one of the country’s leading research universities? ANU was
founded as a research only institution in 1946, and in 1960 admitted undergraduate students. It is well positioned to undertake another transformation.
The ANU Strategic Plan [2] states that “In research, we must lead in breaking
down the barriers between universities, society and industry. Equally our expectation must be that our research creates innovative outcomes contributing to the
economic and general public good.” ANU is investing in its Grand Challenges
Scheme that funds interdisciplinary research projects that deliver solutions to
national priorities, while strengthening core disciplines. One Grand Challenge is
“Our Health in Our Hands,” a 5-year, AUD 10 m interdisciplinary initiative on
personalized health care from genomic, diagnostic, therapeutic, policy and public
health perspective.
In addition, ANU has introduced Innovation Institutes to engage in translational collaborative research. The first is the 3Ai, drawing on an interdisciplinary
team focused on Autonomy, Agency, and Assurance required for the adoption of
AI into society.
To help the faculty develop broader relationships with industry, ANU has
expanded its business development capability. Focusing on Strategic Partnerships
and Projects that leverage ANU’s expertise and networks is essential in building
broader government and industry initiatives.
To align for these new directions with the evolving culture, ANU needed to
revise its policy for researchers’ promotion and advancement. The new policy is
“focused on the holistic recognition of the quality, productivity and impact of
staff achievements in research/creative activity, education, service and leadership, as demonstrated through various forms of evidence.”
Contributed by Michael Cardew-Hall, Pro Vice Chancellor (Innovation),
Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.
References
1. Australian Government Department of Industry Innovation and Science
(2015) National Innovation and Science Agenda Report
2. Australian National University (2019) ANU Strategic Plan 2019–2022

Four key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 4.3, and
they are each discussed further below.
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Box 4.3 Impactful Fundamental Research—practice and key actions.
Impactful Fundamental Research is a research process that seeks fundamental
discoveries, whose motivation lies along a spectrum, from curiosity-driven to
use-inspired. The main outcomes are discoveries that are broadly impactful on
other scholars, on the issues of society and economy, or on both. This is the
foundational practice for research.
Rationale: There are many pathways from research results to economic
impact. It might seem that use-inspired research would have more direct near-
term impact, but curiosity-driven research can also produce high-impact
unexpected discoveries. A balanced portfolio of these approaches might more
robustly address the needs of partners.
Key actions:
• Granting researchers the freedom and associated responsibility to undertake fundamental research along the spectrum from curiosity-driven to
use-inspired.
• Scanning for addressable fundamental issues of society and the economy;
engaging with external counterparts to develop mutual understanding; and
considering the potential impacts of the discoveries.
• Disseminating outcomes to the scholarly and partner communities to
increase impact.
• Communicating with policy and funding bodies about the nature of impactful fundamental research and relevant timescales of impact.
The key outcomes are discoveries.

4.2.2

 ngaging Researchers in Impactful Fundamental
E
Research

The first key action in engaging researchers is to attract faculty to this practice, giving them freedom to undertake fundamental research along the spectrum, from
curiosity-driven to use-inspired. Many will naturally adopt the curiosity-driven
approach, but some may not fully realize the richness of use-inspired research.
The direct method is to share the arguments we present above, and let researchers
reflect on the advantages of doing rewarding research that has both scholarly and
societal impact. Evidence in the form of case studies can be effective, particularly if
they include personal interactions with scholars who have adopted this approach,
either from within the university or from an aspirational peer.
Nevertheless, there are cultural barriers to be overcome. A common barrier is
suspicion by academics of becoming pawns of industry or government, or of wasting
time on applied problems. We argue that, on the contrary, the approach enriches the
whole research endeavor and can enhance the chance of unexpected breakthroughs.
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Various forms of recognition and incentives can be created to support the faculty in
this transition. Mentoring and professional seminars strengthen capacity. Expectations
can be set to motivate this behavior. Measures related to use-inspired research can be
included in the university’s scheme of evaluation (Chapter 8). The case on the
Australian National Universities references funding streams, assessment schemes, and
the recognition system. All have been aligned to attract faculty to use-inspired efforts.

4.2.3

I dentifying Opportunities for Use-Inspired Fundamental
Research

Once there is interest on the part of the scholar, the issue shifts to finding a match
between research interests and broader needs. This involves scanning for addressable
issues of a fundamental nature in industry, enterprise, and government institutions,
engaging with informed counterparts to develop mutual understanding, and giving
consideration to the potential social and economic impacts of the discoveries.
There are various ways that a scholar can identify opportunities. Universities’
strategic plans often address such issues, and the interested scholar can search
within the university for those programs that are cited by the strategic plan or funded
by its initiatives. The practice of Facilitating Dialog and Agreements creates a conversation in which scholars can participate. (Chapter 5).
The scholar can also engage directly with researchers and people in industry,
enterprise, or government. These approaches include:
• Participating in national or regional discussions with thought leaders.
• Organizing visits by partners to the university, and by scholars to partners.
• Identifying the relevant partner point-of-contact for a university within a
partner.
• Working in an entrepreneurial venture, or consulting with a partner.
• Developing proposals with partners for national programs.
• Working with government panels, institutions, and agencies.
• Reading the program goals of funding agencies and foundations.

4.2.4

 isseminating Outcomes in Academia and the Partner
D
Community

The scholar should disseminate the results of both curiosity-driven and use-inspired
research to the scholarly and partner communities so they can be understood by both.
The scholarly outcomes will funnel through publications that might include a “theory
paper” and an “application paper.” The latter is often jointly authored with an industry
partner. It may appear in a journal where the scholar does not usually publish.
Research discoveries are important to those seeking solutions to real challenges. The
irony is that partners may not, at first, be ready to take on the discovery. It may appear
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risky, underdeveloped, or not fitting within existing technology programs. The practice
on Maturing Discoveries and Creations is designed to help overcome this gap (Chapter 5).
But there is a larger point: research results may be useful beyond the circle of
partner, collaborator, and sponsor [6]. It is therefore important to consider some form
of wider and more active dissemination to industry, enterprise, and government by:
•
•
•
•
•

Using the same networks for dissemination that were used to identify the need.
Making visits to companies, agencies, or foundations.
Publishing the application paper highlighted above.
Arranging to be spotlighted in industrial journals or more general media.
Patenting, which puts the discovery in highly searched databases.

4.2.5

Communicating with Policy and Funding Agencies

At the university level, there is another opportunity. Universities can communicate
with policy and funding bodies about the benefits of impactful fundamental research,
and relevant timescales of curiosity-driven and use-inspired outcomes. This communication can help build a bridge of understanding between the aspirations of
most faculty, who tend to focus on the fundamental, and government and society
who seek more direct impact from their investment in universities.
Good communication will support sound policy making. A better understanding
of the benefits of a portfolio of impactful research along the spectrum from curiosity-
driven to use-inspired can build support for both. Use-inspired fundamental research
as part of a portfolio can satisfy an angst-ridden government concerned with return
on investment. It can also broaden the perspective of funders to recognize the value
of different approaches, motivations, and impacts.

4.3

4.3.1

Collaborative Research within and across Disciplines

Motivation for Collaboration

As a natural follow-on to Impactful Fundamental Research, the scholar will be
exposed to challenges that are not neatly addressed within a single discipline. An
appreciation will grow that, to address an issue, several disciplines or approaches
may be necessary. This leads to the next practice: Collaborative Research Within
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and Across Disciplines. This complements, but does not replace, individual research
efforts and funding. This practice focuses on collaboration among scholars at universities. The case of working with industry and enterprise is dealt with in the practices on Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation (below) and Maturing
Discoveries and Creations (Chapter 5).
Box 4.4 Goals of Collaborative Research within and across Disciplines
Universities and their researchers will make discoveries
that are more effective instruments of knowledge exchange and innovation,
By collaborating with other scholarly researchers
within the university and externally,
Making discoveries that cross-disciplinary boundaries
and are in new fields of thought.
An important motivation for collaborative research is to make breakthrough discoveries at and across boundaries, which are more likely to lead to discoveries and
creations with innovation impact. In cross-disciplinary collaboration, scholars bring
together intellectual and real assets in order to better make discoveries at the edges
of and across disciplinary boundaries (Fig. 4.3). Another motivation for collaboration is to link together the efforts of scholars with different methodological
approaches. In this way, emerging ideas in new fields of thought can be translated to
technologies that can more quickly have innovation impact.
Sometimes researchers collaborate just to secure more intellectual horsepower
and gain access to unique assets: facilities, data sets, and funding. Collaboration is
sometimes done to serve social or regional good [7]. Regardless of the motivation,
researchers are still independent, but have yielded some control to colleagues.
In the past, when universities were small intimate communities with few organizational units, interdisciplinary discourse was informal and self-organized.
The increase in student numbers and degree programs since the 1960s, and the
COLLABORATION

Multidisciplinary • Interdisciplinary • Transdisciplinary

Breakthroughs
at disciplinary
boundaries

Different Methodological Approaches:
Analysis • Experiments • Numerics • Synthesis • Survey
• Case Analysis

Breakthroughs
enabled
by mixed
methodologies

Fig. 4.3 Scholars engage in research collaboration by working across disciplines and with different methodologies
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development of organizational units dedicated to disciplines, makes spontaneous
cross-disciplinary discourse harder. University strategic plans generally highlight the importance of collaboration, but implementation is inconsistent.
Collaboration across disciplinary and organizational borders presents difficulties, and steps should be taken to make the work effective and efficient. There is
evidence that the productivity of collaborators at multiple universities may be lower
than if the same researchers worked within the same university. Working with collaborators adds a burden of coordination [8, 9]. In spite of these known challenges,
many funding agencies explicitly encourage interdisciplinary and cross-institutional
efforts. Because of these known systemic issues, we suggest that teams focus on
collaboration style and process. If necessary, the university should provide
facilitation.
Four key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 4.5, and
they are each discussed further below.

Box 4.5 Collaborative Research Within and Across Disciplines—
Practice and Key Actions
Collaborative Research Within and Across Disciplines involves scholarly
researchers from diverse fields, approaches, and sometimes institutions. They
collaborate to make discoveries and exploit emerging ideas and technologies,
often at the edges of existing disciplines and in new emerging fields of thought.
They do this by exploiting the strengths and other assets of the participants.
Rationale: Breakthrough opportunities often exist at the boundaries of disciplines, by quickly connecting emerging discoveries and technologies, or
through access to unique facilities or data sets. This often requires a scholar to
voluntarily establish new collaborations and to recognize potential complementarities among researchers and institutions. The challenge is to work
effectively and efficiently in such diverse teams.
Key actions:
• Collaborating across disciplines and approaches to bring in different methods and viewpoints.
• Collaborating around complementary resources, particularly large capital
facilities, data sets, and funding.
• Setting high expectations on the value of outcomes, so that the benefits
outweigh the difficulties of geographic distribution or institutional
barriers.
• Conducting frequent in-depth interaction and exchange to facilitate collaboration and build relationships of knowledge and trust.
The key outcomes are discoveries.
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 ollaboration across Disciplines and Methodological
C
Approaches

Academics routinely communicate with colleagues in their own disciplines, but less
frequently across disciplines. Yet contemporary research often requires participants
from diverse disciplines and institutions. Cross-disciplinary research has advantages, bringing together scholars from different disciplines, fields, or schools of
thought.
Cross-disciplinary collaboration can be seen as a continuum characterized
by [10]:
• Multidisciplinary collaboration: research is conducted by scholars from different
fields, but addresses a question from one domain.
• Interdisciplinary collaboration: questions can span disciplines; scholars work
together to formulate a problem and analyze and interpret research results.
• Transdisciplinary collaboration: this addresses problems that cannot be captured
within existing disciplinary domains. Collaboration of this type can engender
new “metadisciplines.”
Said more simply, there are three schemes for collaboration: within a domain, at
the boundary between domains, and those that lead to new emergent domains.
From the perspective of research for impact on knowledge exchange and innovation, we recognize that interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary collaboration are
more risky, but are more likely to produce impactful outcomes. It is at the unexplored borders of disciplines that new and unexpected discoveries are most likely.
This form of collaboration can lead to new scientific discoveries with potential for
innovation (Fig. 4.3).
There is a second sense of collaborative research, involving scholars with different scientific and engineering methodological approaches. In such collaborations,
experts in different approaches can be brought together: analytic theorists, numerical experts, model builders, experimentalists, synthesizers, etc. [11] Social science
research methodology such as surveys and case studies can be useful. Creating this
kind of collaboration has the potential to speed up the incorporation of ideas to from
new fields of thought into outcomes that will accelerate knowledge exchange and
innovation.
Collaborative research can sometimes be most exciting and productive when the
collaborators come from dissimilar domains. This is illustrated by Case 4.3 from the
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi on Interdisciplinary Collaboration in Public
Policy for Science, Technology, and Innovation. Through the work of this flexible
collaboration, scholars from technology and social science work together to influence public policy.
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Case 4.3 Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (IITD)—Interdisciplinary
Collaboration in Public Policy for Science, Technology, and Innovation
In a university with older formalized centers for Interdisciplinary research,
newer more flexible academic collaborations bring together scholars from fields
such as policy and technology, enabling them to influence policy and address
societal challenges.
Interdisciplinary work at IITD began to flourish in the 1970s with the establishment of formal academic entities that were forward-looking for their time. They
were led by visionaries who were empowered by hiring flexibility. For example,
the Center for Atmospheric Sciences contributed significantly to the foundations
of the Indian Meteorological Department, and the Department of Biochemical
Engineering and Biotechnology influenced the development of the biotechnology sector in India.
Much of the research at these centers encountered difficulty in effectively
translating to application, due to a lack of a broader enabling ecosystem. When
the government itself was the main customer, the technology was more likely to
be implemented. For example, the Center for Applied Research in Electronics
developed the Phased Array Radar, a strategic imperative for the Indian defense
establishment.
But over time, these entities became somewhat self-contained and inward
looking. By the 1990s, interdisciplinary research at the Institute entered a period
of stability, with no new centers established until the mid-2000s.
In recent years, the Institute has undergone significant rejuvenation in the
establishment of effective interdisciplinary initiatives. For example, Faculty
Interdisciplinary Research Projects give seed funding to professors from different academic units at IITD to engage in joint research. The School of
Interdisciplinary Research facilitates the hiring of PhD students by faculty members from all areas of science and engineering. New entities (e.g., the Department
of Design) are being created, and existing entities (e.g., the Center on Automotive
Research and Tribology) are being transformed.
Another recent initiative is The School of Public Policy, which aims to be an
academic center of excellence for domestic and global policy research, with a
particular emphasis on science, technology, and innovation. It focuses on six
broad overlapping topics: energy and environment; sustainable habitats; agriculture, food and water; health innovations and systems; industry and economy; and
internet, digital information, and society.
The objectives of SPP are to: develop policy proposals, engage with highlevel policy makers, promote a broader public dialog with stakeholders, and help
build local capacity for policy analysis and implementation. SPP will enhance
development of the next generation of scholars and practitioners through innovative academic programs (see Table 4.3).
The school takes a multidisciplinary approach to policy studies. In order to
design technical and policy solutions that could protect and advance the public
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Table 4.3 Academic programs envisioned by the School of Public Policy
Academic
level
Distinctive features
Undergraduate A minor with core courses designed in collaboration with various
departments to enhance the general education of undergraduate students by
ensuring that they have basic exposure to, and familiarity with, policy, legal,
and societal aspects of science and technology issues
Courses organized as seminars to provide the opportunity for students to
engage in cutting-edge discussions on current public policy topics, e.g.,
Science, Technology, and Sustainable Development; Industrial Innovation
and Organization; Health Systems and Innovations; Science, Technology,
and the Future of Agriculture; and Information Infrastructure
Graduate
Master’s degree in Public Policy (MPP) as well as Executive Education
courses for policy makers and other senior personnel from relevant
governmental, inter-governmental, and private organizations
PhD program as well as a minor in Science, Technology, and Public Policy.
Focus on areas such as Technology and Innovation Policy, Technology and
Development, or Law and Technology (jointly taught with Humanities and
Social Sciences and other departments)

interest, it is essential that the school hires faculty from a multiplicity of disciplinary backgrounds, such as engineering, physics, economics, sociology, and
computer science. The school is also engaging with natural sciences, humanities,
and social sciences colleagues from other parts of IITD.
The school will link with emerging IITD programs involving design, innovation, and entrepreneurship. It is also building linkages with a range of domestic
policy entities, and international organizations such as the Red Cross, UNICEF,
and UN Environment.
SPP aims to use its convening power to bring together domestic and global
stakeholders, as well as engage with policy makers.
Based on inputs provided by Ambuj Sagar, Founding Head of the School of
Public and Prof. M Balakrishnan, Deputy Director (Strategy & Planning) at the
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, Delhi, India.

4.3.3

Collaborative Research Based on Complementary Assets

An important rationale for collaboration is to gain access to valuable assets. It is
essential to share major capital equipment and facilities (e.g., high energy physics
facilities, spacecraft). These facilities can produce unexpected results. They stimulate joint planning. They can intrigue funders and university management with their
promise. An expensive facility in this sense does not just provide a service, it serves
as a platform for dialog. Collaboration naturally follows.
In the era of exponentially increasing data, scholars need access to good, large,
open data sets. Likewise, access to numerical codes, computational power, and high
bandwidth networks can be a significant stimulus for collaboration. Especially in
the life sciences, access to new laboratory and experimental protocols can be an
important benefit. Collaboration makes these assets more available.
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In certain nations, collaboration is used to build research capacity—researchers
from one institution can help to build research capacity at another. The availability of
separate or additional funding also is often an important incentive for collaboration.

4.3.4

 xpecting High Value Outcomes to Offset the Difficulties
E
of Collaborative Research

Collaborating across disciplinary, institutional, and geographic boundaries is difficult.
It can be less productive than work in small local disciplinary groups. The potential
outcomes must be high value so that the perceived benefits outweigh the difficulties.
Even collaborating with peers in similar disciplines has challenges. There is
some loss of independence, a need to share credit, and the problems of group
dynamics. Working within the same university, but across disciplinary boundaries
has the same problems, and it raises issues about terminology, conceptual constructs, and the different standards for the validation of evidence [10].
Working with another university requires dealing with variations in university
culture, work ethic, incentive, intellectual property, and other regulation. These
problems are compounded by working at a distance or with an international partner,
surfacing issues of national law and tradition, and differing languages and time
zones. Working with scholars outside the university community (e.g., those in
national laboratories) adds another layer of questions involving intellectual property
rights and student involvement.
Our observation is that the more “distant” the collaboration, the more difficulties
will be encountered. To justify the difficulty, there must be greater expected benefit
in terms of discoveries and impact on innovation. The difficulties can be eased if the
collaboration begins with a formalized agreement guiding the participants in the
resolution of issues including joint decision-making, group work norms, resource
allocation, academic standards, intellectual property, communications, and conditions for termination. Ideally, this should be agreed as part of the proposal process
and before work is begun.

4.3.5

 uman Interaction as a Foundation of Effective
H
Collaboration

Collaboration is fundamentally a process of human interaction. Knowledge of collaborators and mutual trust are key factor for success. “Researchers … desiring to
work on interdisciplinary research, education and training projects should immerse
themselves in the languages, cultures and knowledge of their collaborators [12].”
“At the heart of interdisciplinarity is communication—the conversations,
connections, and combinations that bring new insights to virtually every kind of
scientist and engineer.”
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How does one create such collegial collaboration? Perhaps the most important
element is a mutual intellectual interest between collaborators who want to learn
from one another. It has been found that a prior project with a collaborator predicts
greater strength of a current working ties [9]. The inference is that scholars should
take every reasonable opportunity to take part in small joint projects or exploratory
collaboration, progressively building links and preparing for larger future collaborations. In this way, there will be a pre-established level of knowledge and trust when
the next opportunity for collaboration presents itself.
A scheme for building mutual interest into collaborative research was implemented at the University of Colorado, Boulder. As described in Case 4.4 on its
Interdisciplinary Research Themes, a progressive process of faculty discussions,
internal competition, and seed funding allowed a university with a more traditional
disciplinary research organization to nucleate cross-disciplinary research themes.

Case 4.4 The University of Colorado Boulder (CU)—Interdisciplinary
Research Themes
A modest set of incentives allowed an engineering college to organize collaborative teams, seek new resources, and accelerate contributions to interdisciplinary
research.
The University of Colorado Boulder’s College of Engineering and Applied Science
(CU Engineering) has a strong tradition of research excellence within its departments, programs, and research centers. However, some of the most pressing technical and societal challenges are not within a discipline and require faculty and
students to conduct research across fields in interdisciplinary teams. These interdisciplinary challenges necessitate a new approach to research collaboration, thus the
college initiated six Interdisciplinary Research Themes (IRTs) [1] in January 2018:
• Autonomous Systems—smart, safe, and secure autonomy.
• Imaging Science—medical and seismic imaging, nondestructive testing,
metrology.
• Multifunctional Materials—that mimic the integrated function of biological
systems.
• Precision Biomaterials—integrated with drug and cell-based technologies.
• Quantum Integrated Sensors System—quantum science and technology for
sensors.
• Water-Energy Nexus—challenges that also extend to food, land, air, and
climate.
The IRTs are part of CU Engineering’s overall strategy to build on its
strengths, prepare for future opportunities, and accelerate its positive impact on
Colorado and nation. Through the IRTs, the college plans to increase the number
and size of funded research projects. The success of the IRTs will be used to
guide investment of college resources, including faculty positions and shared
research facilities.
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CU Engineering established the IRTs through an open and competitive process.
College faculty submitted 28 short IRT proposals in response to a request from the
dean. These were reviewed by a group of senior faculty, and full proposals were
invited from seven potential themes. Six IRTs were ultimately selected by a committee that included the department chairs, associate deans, and dean. The successful teams consist of self-selected college faculty and chose faculty directors to lead
the efforts. Four of the six IRTs are led by early mid-career associate professors.
Each IRT director was provided with a budget of $750,000 over a 4-year
period, for a total investment of $4.5 million. Metrics for success include industry collaborations, national reputation, and successful research proposals and
projects. More than half of the internal IRT funding was awarded to faculty
teams as seed grants to initiate promising research that could lead to larger
funded opportunities. These IRTs are viewed as transformative collaborations,
but not permanent organizations. After this initial seed investment, they are
expected to become self-sustaining, and new themes will be identified and
funded. Each IRT will be reviewed after 2 years.
Even in their first year, the IRTs have been a nexus of development. Significant
new funding has been attracted, and interdisciplinary faculty search committees
were created that recommended faculty appointments across these six areas
(regardless of department affiliation).
Overall, research awards increased by 28% relative to the prior year, a record
high level for the college. Additionally, the IRTs have catalyzed broad cross-campus partnerships and significant new engagement with national labs and industry
partners. For example, the quantum IRT was originally established in the college,
and within a year, it joined forces with a larger campus effort, the CUbit Quantum
Initiative, to foster interdisciplinary work in quantum technology (see Fig. 4.4).
As a result, the initial IRT funds have been matched four-fold by others.

Fig. 4.4 Quantum electrical and computing devices developed at CU Boulder
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Contributed by Robert Braun, Dean, College of Engineering and Applied
Science, The University of Colorado Boulder, Boulder, Colorado, USA.
Reference
1. (2018) Interdisciplinary research themes. In: College of Engineering &
Applied Science. University of Colorado Boulder. https://www.colorado.edu/
engineering/research/interdisciplinary-research-themes. Accessed 20 Jan 2020
What is needed is a reinvention and re-articulation of the old concept of collegial
sharing and personal faculty engagement across disciplines. Such an effort would
involve recruiting faculty who seek a barrier-less disciplinary environment, ensuring that barriers are low and providing recognition for cross-disciplinary action.
Frequent communications, visits, and personnel exchanges contribute to effective
collaboration. Immersing the whole team in the tasks at hand is important [10].

4.4

4.4.1

Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation

Directly Addressing Societal Issues

It is a logical progression from the practices of Impactful Fundamental Research
and Collaborative Research to a stronger and more focused response to the significant challenges faced by industry and society. The practice of Centres of Research,
Education, and Innovation (CREI) is about harnessing a critical mass of human,
physical, informational, and financial resources to address these challenges at scale.
Box 4.6 Goals of Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation.
Universities and their researchers will make discoveries that are more
effective instruments of knowledge exchange and innovation,
By empowering larger scale integrated Centres of Research,
Education, and Innovation,
Producing directly implementable and impactful solutions
that address significant issues of society.

4.4

Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation

Fig. 4.5 Centres of
Research, Education, and
Innovation producing
research outcomes,
impactful solutions, and
future leaders
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There is a sharp distinction between this practice and the two previous ones.
Impactful Fundamental Research and Collaborative Research Within and Across
Disciplines both focus on fundamental research by scholars.
This practice of Centres, however, calls for timely, direct, and implementable
research, education, and innovation outcomes that impact society (Fig. 4.5). It
unapologetically creates an integrated larger scale community of faculty plus stakeholder participants who might come from industry, enterprise, government institutions, national and regional governments, public interest groups, and elsewhere
[13]. A CREI is normally led by a respected and effective thought leader with strong
administrative support. These CREIs may be organized as informal collaborations,
or as new structures that sit alongside or across existing organizations.
The practice calls for recruiting representatives of all the stakeholders early, so
that the definition of the societal issue can be sharpened, its solution can be facilitated, and outcomes can be rapidly exchanged and moved towards applications. The
involvement of stakeholder participants and students helps prepare a group of future
leaders. The inclusion of other universities increases CREI’s potential academic
influence.
Such a Centre can be at a university or at an intermediary organization that is
outside both the university and industry. Fraunhofer Institutes in Germany capture
this role [14]. The organization decision is complex: closer to basic science and with
less overhead of implementation favors the university setting; closer to the market
and with access to industrial capability favors the intermediary. In a national innovation system, the two are complementary. We will focus on the university-based variant, where the university plays an important role by signaling the importance of the
issue, recruiting faculty and students, and providing facilities.
Key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 4.7, and they
are each discussed further below.
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Box 4.7 Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation—Practice and
Key Actions
Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation are research communities
that bring together scholars, experts from industry, government, and other
groups. These participants advance the pace of knowledge exchange and the
production of directly implementable and impactful solutions in research,
education, and innovation that address significant issues in industry, economic
development, and society.
Rationale: Involving stakeholders early better informs the framing of research
questions and creates lower barriers to knowledge exchange. The focus on
solving a problem of importance in society increases the potential impact of
outcomes. The development of a community, the educational efforts, and the
multidirectional exchange of people, practices, and ideas all help prepare a
cadre of future leaders.
Key actions:
• Identifying the key issues to address, motivated by needs of society and
overarching “grand challenge” goals.
• Building an integrated community of university researchers and students,
industry, government, regulators, public interest groups, and others, working together in close partnership.
• Developing outcomes at an accelerated pace and testing them in realistic
environments.
• Structuring an effective and well-defined organization to lead projects,
manage interactions, and attract resources.
The key outcomes are discoveries, creations, and talented graduates.

4.4.2

Identifying Issues of Impact on Society

The issues that might be addressed by a Centre are similar to those in Impactful
Fundamental Research. But now the scale of effort can be larger and the timescale
more immediate. There are many actors available to identify issues that might be
addressed:
• Learned societies that can identify grand challenges on the timescale of decades
to centuries [15].
• Industry that can signal its needs for future technology [16].
• Think tanks, government foresight exercises, and announced long-term plans of
funding agencies.
• Forecasts based on understanding of emerging science and learned fields of
thought.
• Motivation by personal experience—congested cities, scarce resources, chronic
disease.
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In formulating a Centre, the founders may be responding to a call for proposals
from a funding body. The university may have included the topic in its plans, or the
university may be responding to a grassroots initiative. There is no shortage of
important issues. The questions are: can the university frame a project with the right
scope and a reasonable chance of impact, find an effective leader, raise the necessary money, and build a team with the right capabilities?

4.4.3

Building an Integrated Community

The next challenge in such an endeavor is building an integrated community to
address the identified issue. This is the extension of the practice of Collaborative
Research Within and Across Disciplines, but participants now explicitly include
non-scholars.
The initiator of such a Centre will likely be a strong technical or scientific leader
at the university. They will reach out to like-minded counterparts in industry, often
trusted colleagues. It is desirable that one or several large companies be interested
and that there be a proponent inside each company for the Centre. In this way, the
advocates can help frame the vision of how a solution would be developed and
transferred to impact. Lecuyer [17] credits such industry-university collaboration as
a major force on economic development. Bringing in important partner participants
early is important to their ownership of the solutions developed.
The combination of universities plus industry provides a platform for convening a
wider group. First in this expanded list should be government. The roles of universities, industry, and government increasingly swirl together [18]. It is hard to imagine an
issue of importance that will not involve regional or national government in some way,
as a policy maker, funder, regulator, participant, implementer, customer, or competitor.
The convening power of the Centre can then be used to draw in other partner participants who have a substantial stake in the outcomes and who may be needed to
assess social, economic, and policy ramifications (Engaging Stakeholders in Chapter 7):
•
•
•
•

NGOs, public interest groups, and policy bodies.
Operators of the system and labor.
Media.
Small and medium enterprises that have been identified by the larger industries
as important suppliers.
• Government institutions (e.g., national laboratories, institutes of the scientific
academy).
• Local communities.
• Sources of capital and investors.
These partner participants may be important bridges to communities that will
participate in implementing from a solution and will benefit from it. These participants may be organized in tiers: some may be strategically involved and contribute
major funds to the Centre; others may be less deeply involved, taking on the outputs
of the Centre.
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An example of a Centre can be found in Case 4.5 on the CMI Knowledge
Integration Communities (KICs). An extraordinary social-technical problem—airport noise—was identified, and a particularly broad team of engineers, operators,
and regulators was formed. Involvement of diverse participants sped up
computational design. Rapid testing led to early results, and the identification of a
new concept for the “silent aircraft.”

Case 4.5 The Cambridge—MIT Institute (CMI)—Knowledge Integration
Communities (KICs)
Joined up communities of scientists, engineers, manufacturers, operators, and
regulators can address concrete problems of society, while also producing valuable research, innovation, and educational outcomes.
Airports are drivers of regional economic development, but their creation and
expansion is often limited by local residents’ legitimate concerns regarding
noise. Universities should be willing to take on this kind of technical problem
that has broad social impact. But we realized that the linear, or Frascati model
(basic research, applied research, development and manufacture) is inadequate
to deal with these complex real-world problems.
During the operation of the Cambridge—MIT Institute (2000–2007), we created an alternative model known as the Knowledge Integration Communities
(KIC) [1]. These KICs employed a kind of spiral development model where the
spirals stretched to include fundamental research. We created six KICs that were:
• Focused on a societal scale issues addressable by science, technology, and
policy.
• Assembled to include the stakeholders from basic research through to agents
of widespread deployment.
• Encouraged to have close and open interaction, and to view and solve the
issues in an integrated manner.
• Expected to produce outcomes that would have direct benefit.
The Silent Aircraft Initiative was an example of what we sought to achieve.
The focus was to design an aircraft which would be functionally quiet—not
heard above the urban background noise outside the boundary of the airport.
This would significantly reduce the community concerns with airport
development.
The engaged stakeholder community had strong collaborations with other
universities, national labs and with manufactures. The real advance was to
include other important parties, especially the operators of the aircraft and airports: airport authorities, passenger and cargo airlines, air traffic controllers, and
pilot organizations (see Fig. 4.6). Various government agencies, regulators, and
investors were also involved. There was also significant outreach to agents of
formal and informal education.
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Fig. 4.6 The participants in the Silent Aircraft Initiative KIC

Fig. 4.7 The SAX-40 Silent Aircraft

The nature of the close and open interaction was remarkable. Boeing and
Rolls Royce gave access to their proprietary design software, so that time was
not spent redeveloping code. The regional airports offered landing slots for trial
flights with new abatement measures. The freight airlines were targeted as first
users of such an aircraft, which might require new flight maneuvres.
The technical outcome was a flying wing that omitted many of the smaller
lifting surfaces that increase lift but generate noise. Takeoff noise was reduced by
using a larger diameter engine with higher thrust and lower noise, and placing it
above the body so that the body would block downward noise radiation. The
landing noise is reduced by flying a shorter, steeper descent controlled by drag
created by the engines (see Fig. 4.7).
Equally interesting was the result of an economic exercise to estimate the real
cost of noise, which, when applied to Heathrow Airport, which, if implemented,
could imply an uplift of local property values in the range of billions of GBPs.
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Within 2 years of the project’s 2006 completion, NASA identified the silent
aircraft as a model for future aircraft development. The European Institute of
Innovation and Technology incorporated KIC ideas into its funding streams. The
evolution from KIC to Centres for Research Education and Innovation at
Skoltech involved adding formal educational aspects.
Contributed by Michael Kelly, Prince Philip Professor of Technology
Emeritus, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK.
Reference
1. Cambrige-MIT Institute (2008) Accelerating Innovation by Crossing
Boundaries 2000–2006.

4.4.4

 eveloping Outcomes and Testing in Realistic
D
Environments

The next step is to develop a vision and roadmap for the project. It should be emphasized that this is a notional plan, which can be amended by the team (Mission and
Strategic Planning in Chapter 7).
An effective way to engage all participants in the main issues is to work on a
representative sample problem or testbed. By engaging participants early on a representative problem, they tend to become more aware of where progress needs to
be made.
The outcomes of research will be new discoveries and creations. For Centres,
these will take the form of integrated designs or solutions. One valuable contribution of the Centre is to test these solutions under realistic conditions. The actual
implementation of this idea is highly variable—from medical trials, to the operations of a new procedure at an airport. But test in these conditions will attract interest, demonstrate effectiveness, and highlight open issues for further work.
These tests in realistic environments are part of well-organized efforts to
exchange knowledge effectively with partners. There should be integrated knowledge exchange plans and mechanisms, with well-defined organizations to manage
interactions and projects [19] (Maturing Discoveries and Creations and Facilitating
Dialog and Agreements both in Chapter 5).
Not to be overlooked is the role of Centres in education. The new ideas and discoveries that are made should quickly migrate to graduate education (Education in
Emerging Thought in Chapter 3). Students of course will be engaged in the research
of the Centres (see below).
Such Centres can be small or large, informal or formal. An example of a fairly
large but informal Centre is the Antimicrobial Research Collaborative (ARC) at
Imperial College London (Case 4.6). The ARC addresses an important issue for
healthcare systems and society using a broad multidisciplinary approach, engaging
scholars from physicians and pharmacologists to mathematicians and policy makers.
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Case 4.6 Imperial College London—Antimicrobial Research
Collaborative
Broad societal challenges can be addressed effectively by informal interdisciplinary collaborations that influence practice, policy, science, and education.
Imperial College London encourages collaboration across disciplinary and organizational boundaries in order to impact important issues of society. One such
contemporary global issue in healthcare is increasing antimicrobial resistance.
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) occurs when microorganisms are able to survive exposure to antimicrobial medicines such as antibiotics that would normally
kill them or stop their growth. This results in the drugs no longer able to treat
infections. Such super-bug infections, which were once easily treatable, can
become fatal. AMR is accelerated by the inappropriate use of antimicrobial medicines, incorrect prescribing, and poor infection control practices.
The Antimicrobial Research Collaborative addresses these issues with broad,
multidisciplinary approaches [1]. ARC@Imperial harnesses the expertise of
Imperial’s leading physicians, molecular bacteriologists, clinical pharmacologists, bioengineers, clinical trials experts, chemists, primary care specialists,
allied health professionals, computational biologists, mathematical modelers,
statisticians, e nvironmental experts, policy makers, business analysts, evolutionary biologists and epidemiologists, working alongside numerous external
partners.
The collaborative involves more than 100 academic experts working across
the faculties of medicine, natural sciences, engineering, and the business school
at Imperial College London and Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust.
The collaborative is not a formal organization and was largely formed by a
self-assembled group of those willing to collaborate. There are no obligations on
the participants. The collaborative works because the participants find benefit. In
addition to informal networking, there is an annual meeting where collaborators
summarize findings. Other coordinating meetings and workshops are set to
address cross-cutting issues. The collaboration and its activities also provide
clear evidence of experience and the potential for public engagement and impact
that funding bodies increasingly seek in research proposals.
While there are small amounts of funding available to facilitate interaction, a
more effective means of interaction in the early days of the ARC was the use of
young fellows. About ten fellows from diverse backgrounds played an important
role in building the community. Because each had a primary group affiliation and
at least one additional affiliation, they helped build bridges across groups.
The ARC collaborators are having an impact on research, education, policy,
and translational medicine. For example, researchers across medicine, chemistry, and bioengineering are developing wearable biosensors to monitor antibiotic
levels and individual patient responses, so that dosing of antibiotics can be optimized and dynamically individualized. Integrated innovative point-of-care diagnostics have been developed, with connectivity embedded, so that epidemiology
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and public health interventions can be considered. The collaborations are also
facilitating the necessary codesign required for technological advances, including the application of data sciences and artificial intelligence.
Educational efforts build capacity in crossing domains and working together,
which is especially important for younger scholars. An area of important work
by ARC is its contribution to policy governing use of antibiotics, as well as the
associated clinical practice. The partnership of Imperial College with the
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust is a pathway for translating discoveries
into medical advances, new therapies, and techniques, while promoting their
application in the NHS and around the world.
Prepared based on input provided by Alison Holmes, Professor of Infectious
Diseases, Imperial College London, London, UK.
Reference
1. The Antimicrobial Research Collaborative. In: Imperial College London.
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/arc/. Accessed 20 Jan 2020

4.4.5

Structuring and Managing the Centre

Managing the Centre requires both thought leadership and skill at community building, managing interactions, and administration. It is best accomplished by a team
composed of a faculty director working with, perhaps, a faculty codirector, an executive director from industry or both.
Issues of governance should be resolved early in a “constitutional document” of
the Centre. In addition to outlining the decision-making process, this document
should describe the scope of the Centre, its governance, and how the Centre will be
resourced. The constitution should specify the degree of independence of the Centre
and how it fits with the other structures of the university. The document should
explain how the research of the Centre informs education and catalyzing innovation,
discussed in Chapters 3 and 5, respectively.
The executive director would be responsible for planning, communications,
industrial outreach, advocacy, and stakeholder engagement. They help shape and
monitor the budget, human resources, and reporting. In addition, the executive
director works within the university to develop contracts and legal agreements.
Principal among these are intellectual property agreements. The executive director
also arranges facilities and plays a role in developing resources. If the Centre is to
be successful, it must achieve funding at a scale to reach critical mass. Finally, the
executive director has an important role in community building, which will take
significant time and effort.
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Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student Researchers

 einventing the Apprentice Model for Student
R
Researchers

“The competitive advantage of the university, over other knowledge-producing
institutions, is its students [18].” They are central to the university. They bring in
new ideas, they work hard, and they learn a great deal. Desirably, they leave with
knowledge that can influence economic development and with the will and self-
confidence to have an impact.
Box 4.8 Goals of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student Researchers
Universities and their researchers will make discoveries
that are more effective instruments of knowledge exchange and innovation,
By engaging undergraduate and postgraduate students in research,
Energizing research and yielding effective young researchers
and agents of knowledge exchange.
Involving students in research is part of their formulation and education. Research
helps them in several distinct ways. It trains them in the process of research and its
ethics and responsibilities. When properly framed, the relationship that develops
with a research supervisor can be one of the longest lasting and important contributions to their education. The discovery of new knowledge through research complements the acquisition of knowledge in education, helping to build deep understanding
and self-efficacy. Some students will use the specific preparation to build careers in
research.
Student researchers are significant contributors. They bring imagination, energy,
depth of specific knowledge. and scholarly visibility into literature. Many have
advanced knowledge of emerging fields (Education in Emerging Thought in Chapter 3).
They invigorate the research process, both because of their contributions, and by the
constant renewal of energetic participants. Every student researcher can contribute to a
progression of activities and responsibilities, along what we call the intellectual continuum: from first year students to experienced undergraduate researchers, on to master’s, PhDs, and postdoctoral fellows. Some continue to be faculty.
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In a university with a mission that includes economic development, students take
on additional roles. They are arguably the most effective agents of knowledge
exchange. Even during their student years, they can work with partners and contribute their knowledge. Then they graduate with a facility in cross-disciplinary and
emerging thought, and a knowledge of discoveries and creations. They gain the
skills to evolve as stronger researchers and innovators. They contribute in many
ways throughout their career. Ideally industry, enterprise and government institutions have the wisdom and absorptive capacity to make the best use of these students
in the workforce. Even while at the university, students can assess the innovation
potential of discoveries, and alert colleagues to this potential.
Four key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 4.9, and
they are each discussed further below.
Box 4.9 Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student Researchers—
Practice and Key Actions
Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student Researchers is the process of mentoring research students by involving them in a progression of research
responsibilities, including work with partners and the assessment of the innovation potential of the research. The students will become effective agents of
knowledge exchange and researchers who invigorate discovery.
Rationale: Research empowers the students through application of newfound
knowledge, building of deep working understanding and increasing self-efficacy. Student researchers strengthen research, contributing enthusiasm, creativity and contemporary knowledge and tools. When they leave the university,
student researchers can become a prime channel of knowledge exchange.
They may become future independent researchers.
Key actions:
• Engaging postgraduate students in the mainstream of research, sometimes
with partners, mentoring their development, and recognizing their contributions to publications and in scientific forums.
• Involving undergraduates in research partnerships with faculty as part of
the faculty’s research, or in student proposed research and innovation
activities.
• Systematically including in each student’s thesis an assessment of the
innovation potential of the emerging research discoveries.
The key outcomes are discoveries, as well as the identification of their
innovation potential, and the education of talented graduates.
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Postgraduate Researchers

In postgraduate research, students take part in the mainstream of scholarly research.
They participate in research groups, contributing substantially to discoveries and to
publications and scholarly presentations. These activities prepare them to be independent technical and scientific leaders. They may spend time at the site of a partner, better understanding their needs, and exchanging knowledge with the partner.
In former times when there were fewer student researchers, they followed an
apprentice model, launching into the deep end of active research from the beginning, and learning by following the practices of the supervisor. This was a reasonable approach to the training of future faculty in a time when students could reach
the state of the art without formal coursework.
The explosion in the numbers of postgraduate students is partly due to their growing importance to nonacademic sectors. Students now normally participate in formal
coursework, in addition to academic supervision. But even this is not sufficient. We
seek a broader preparation—the new apprenticeship—that ideally includes:
(a) Strong mentoring by qualified supervisors to guide the student.
(b) Introductory coursework to equip the student with state-of-the-art knowledge in
their chosen area and in acceptable research practice.
(c) A substantial research project following the apprentice model.
(d) Provision of co-advisors from other relevant disciplines and from industry, to
expose the student to different norms of behavior and contextualize the
discoveries.
(e) The development of skills beyond those of doing research, including aspects of
entrepreneurship, leadership, and management (Preparing for Innovation,
Chapter 3).
In the case of master’s students, there is considerable variation from purely
taught programs to intense research experiences. To the extent practical and allowed,
a master’s program can apply these elements of the new apprenticeship, but within
shorter timescales.
As the competition for junior faculty positions has intensified, and the research
process has become more complex, the number of postdoctoral researchers has also
grown. Postdoctoral programs have some elements of PhD preparation (e.g., mentorship, publications), but should add some elements of professional development,
as discussed in the supporting practice on Faculty and Staff Resources and
Capabilities (Chapter 7).
The case of TUM—PhD students in industry exemplifies an aspect of the practice of Student Researchers (Case 4.7). Under this program, PhD students actually
work in partner organizations and locations, usually with both a local partner supervisor and a faculty supervisor. Student and faculty more deeply learn the needs of
the partner and build pathways for knowledge exchange, eventually catalyzing
innovation.
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Case 4.7 Technical University of Munich (TUM)—PhD Students in
Industry
PhD students who perform their research work in industry build bridges of
knowledge between the university and industry and help to catalyze innovation.
To speed up innovation, TUM partners with industry to transmit knowledge and
inventions from academia to enterprises. TUM promotes both basic research and
applied research, which focuses on concrete solutions to defined problems. TUM
staff help industry to solve highly complex technological challenges, and this
research is valuable to companies across the world.
TUM has played a crucial role in Bavaria’s transition from an agrarian state
to one of the leading high-tech hubs in Europe. This was due in part to strong
government investment in strategic technological sectors, alongside government-facilitated collaboration among industry, universities, and the public sector [1]. This was organized around industrial sectors, such as aerospace,
automotive, high-tech agriculture, and electrical equipment. As a result, TUM
has cultivated long-standing partnerships with global giants such as Siemens
and BMW.
TUM has also forged alliances with research institutes; in particular, Max
Planck Institutes, the Helmholtz Zentrum München, and the Fraunhofer Society.
TUM has complemented this approach with programs to support new business
creation, for example, in its entrepreneurship arm, UnternehmerTUM.
Doctoral students play an important role in this network that supports innovation. TUM has developed several distinct doctoral paths that maximize student
learning and optimize societal impact. Besides the traditional university-based
PhD, in which students are an academic researcher, several alternative doctorate
paths exist, at TUM and elsewhere, that are frequently seen as a key factor in
Germany’s competitive advantage in industrial research and development.
In the industry-based PhD track, students are employed by a partner company
or public sector organization. Students do research mainly at the partner organization under a company advisor, but they are also integrated into the academic
environment at TUM through a dissertation supervisor. This results in a smooth
flow of ideas between the university and industry because the student works at
both places. What evolves is not necessarily a develop and transfer model, but
more of co-development and mutual inspiration model. An external doctorate is
often very hands-on, and lets students become part of the industry at an early
stage. Industrial and other external PhD students are typically funded by the
external partner and do not have any teaching requirements.
Thanks to strong focus on applicability and academic rigor, the TUM PhD
students are typically received favorably by Barvarian industry. They form a
bridge between the university and industry. They transfer knowledge to industry
and support innovation. They grow and become educated and highly employable
young professionals, often taking up employment in the local labor market.
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Another PhD path is the cooperative doctorate. Currently in Bavaria, universities of applied sciences do not have the right to award doctorates. However,
there are many excellent young scholars at these institutions who seek one. To
harness the strengths of all of these universities, a joint framework for cooperative doctorates was developed under the auspices of the Bavarian Academic
Forum (BayWiss). In this model, doctoral candidates are supervised jointly by
one professor from TUM and one from the university of applied sciences. Once
candidates successfully complete doctoral research, TUM awards the doctorate.
Prepared with input from Sebastian M. Pfotenhauer, Carl von Linde Assistant
Professor of Innovation Research, Munich Center for Technology in Society, and
TUM School of Management, Technical University of Munich, Munich,
Germany.
Reference
1. Meyer-Krahmer F (2002) The German innovation system. In: Laredo P,
Mustar P (eds) Research and innovation policies in the new global economy:
an international comparative analysis (new horizons in the economics of
innovation). Edward Elgar Pub, Cheltenham, UK, pp. 205–252

4.5.3

Undergraduate Researchers

In undergraduate research projects, sometimes called Undergraduate Research
Opportunities, students work with faculty on the mainstream of the faculties’
research. The participation is co-curricular and voluntary. Students commonly work
as assistants in the laboratory on a wide variety of authentic research tasks.
Alternatively, students can propose research or innovation activities that are self-
organized and directed, but involve faculty supervision and mentoring. The discussion can be fuzzy since students often branch off in directions stimulated by the
professor’s work. These projects may be distinct from undergraduate theses because
of the authentic and voluntary nature of the contribution.
The experience of being engaged in actual research empowers students to understand the relevance of classroom learning and to apply this knowledge. It builds
deep understanding and increases self-efficacy. Students experience actual moments
of discovery, which builds excitement and interest. Because of their exposure to
research results, even students at this early stage of their career become agents of
knowledge exchange. Many are stimulated to follow advanced degrees, or careers in
science, engineering, and technology [20].
Good practice in Undergraduate Research includes:
(a) Recognition that student participation in faculty or independent research is
important to the undergraduate learning experience.
(b) Student participation in authentic aspects of the research process, including
proposal preparation and planning, designing and building equipment, coding,
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conducting experiments, and analyzing data, as well as written and oral
presentations.
(c) Student-identified research or innovation projects that involve meaningful faculty mentoring and supervision.
(d) Program options that allow the students to earn academic credit or
compensation.
Undergraduate students’ involvement in research programs varies. Dozens of
universities have undergraduate research programs. In university programs in science and engineering, voluntary participation rates can range up to 80% of the eligible students [20].
A good example of including undergraduates in research is discussed in the case
HKUST—Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (Case 4.8). Students are
engaged in authentic research under the supervision of a faculty member, providing
context for learning of fundamentals and participation in the excitement of discovery. The students contribute to research outcomes, help solve problems, and carry
research knowledge with them when they graduate.
Case 4.8 The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
(HKUST)—Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP)
Engaging in faculty-mentored research projects helps students to nurture curiosity and develop practical skills, while providing opportunities for them to cogenerate knowledge, solve real-world problems, and transfer knowledge beyond the
university.
In 2005, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology launched the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP), providing students
with an exciting opportunity to engage in academic research. This helps them to
develop insightful perspectives on their areas of interest and to advance the frontiers of knowledge. UROP allows students to immerse themselves in tailor-made
research projects across disciplines, under the supervision of world-class
researchers. Students explore under the guidance of experienced researchers,
leading them along the path of new discoveries.
The research opportunities in UROP fall into two streams—the Tasting
Stream and the Series Steam—to meet the needs of students. The Tasting Stream
is suitable for students who would like to get a first taste of the research experience. Those students that successfully complete the stream will be nominated for
a modest stipend.
The Series Stream is designed for students who develop a serious commitment to research on the basis of their initial experience in the Tasting Stream.
The Series Stream comprises four courses that must be taken in sequential order
and under the supervision of the same faculty member for the same project
although it is not necessary for them to be taken in consecutive semesters. The
supervisor must consent to continue the course series.
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Students are restricted to one UROP project per semester and are expected to
devote at least 3 h/week to laboratory work on any given research project
although the actual level of commitment is mutually agreed upon by the supervising faculty member and the student. Each faculty member is permitted to
supervise a maximum of five projects and no more than ten students in any single
term. Furthermore, supervisors must arrange a minimum of one contact hour per
week for each project.
The UROP sponsorship scheme is intended to give UROP students financial
support to publish their papers in international journals, to present their posters
or papers at academic conferences, or to participate in research-related summer
schools or workshops. Each year, abstracts from UROP students’ research
reports are compiled in the UROP Proceedings to showcase students’ research
achievements.
To encourage high-quality research, students who exhibit excellent research
performance are eligible to receive the Mr. Armin and Mrs. Lillian Kitchell
Undergraduate Research Award. The winning students’ supervising team is presented with the UROP Faculty Research Award.
The International Research Opportunities Program (IROP) is an initiative
under the auspices of UROP to broaden HKUST students’ learning experience
by giving them an opportunity to conduct research in partner overseas universities. The IROP experience helps students to enhance their technical and communication skills, while simultaneously promoting greater awareness and
understanding of different cultures. The hosting university provides free on-campus accommodation for IROP students, offering the same on-campus access and
privileges as that provided to local students.
UROP has been well received by both students and faculty, and enrollment
has reached more than 450 students in the 2017–18 academic year, increasing
every year since its establishment. Students benefit from UROP, building research
and project skills, and gaining insight about their next professional step towards
work or continued education. Faculty benefit from the program through the
interactions with curious and creative millennials, who often bring unconventional and unexpected ideas to the project. And, the university benefits when
graduating students carry their UROP acquired knowledge to a career position.
Prepared based on input provided by The Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology, Hong Kong, China.

4.5.4

 tudent Assessment of the Innovation Potential
S
of Research

Students are in a good position to assess the innovation potential of the research
project on which they are working. They are knowledgeable about the content of the
research, many are interested in innovation, and they have access to relevant faculty
and staff, as well as online resources.
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This assessment can be done by including in each student thesis or report an
explicit section that assesses the innovation potential of the research outcomes. This
can be included at any level of student research, from undergraduate to postdoctoral.
If all students include this, there will be a systematic review of research to identify
emerging discoveries and technologies with higher likelihood of innovation impact.
All that is suggested is an assessment; a conclusion that the research result does not
have strong innovation potential is acceptable. The direct outcome of this activity is
a regular comprehensive review of all university research projects for innovation
potential.
There are other benefits as well. Requiring an innovation assessment of all students’ research projects will focus students on the innovation value of their work (as
well as its social or cultural impact). If all students are required to do this, then all
supervisors will also be drawn into considering the innovation potential. Desirably,
there are staff and partners who can serve as innovation advisors, helping the student with this assessment (Faculty and Staff Resources and Capabilities Chapter 7
and Facilitating Dialog and Agreements Chapter 5). Collaboration of the student,
research supervisor, and innovation advisor creates a pathway to exploit the results.

4.6

Chapter Summary

We present four practices that allow researchers to create new knowledge and discoveries (Fig. 4.8). These practices also provide for knowledge exchange that creates the potential for accelerating innovation and entrepreneurship. They emphasize
the systematic practices of research, which are closely integrated with education

IMPACTFUL
FUNDAMENTAL
RESEARCH

• Pursuing curiosity-drive and use-inspired discoveries.

COLLABORATIVE
RESEARCH

• Collaborating with internal and external scholars.

CENTRES

STUDENT
RESEARCHERS

• New knowledge with impact on scholars and society.

• Discoveries across disciplines and in new fields of thought.

• Empowering Centres of Research, Education & Innovation.
• Directly implementable and impactful solutions.

• Engaging undergraduate and postgraduate researchers.
• Preparing researchers and agents of knowledge exchange.

Fig. 4.8 Research practices, processes, and outcomes
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and catalyzing innovation, and exemplify the principle of systematic knowledge
exchange (Box 2.3).
Impactful Fundamental Research is aimed at increasing its impact by engaging
scholars in fundamental research along the spectrum, from curiosity-driven to use-
inspired. The important criterion for good research is impact, and though our lens,
impact on economic development. The university should enable scholars to learn
about the needs of society and partners, and more effectively capture the value of
fundamental research all along the spectrum. As the foundational practice in
research, it underlies the other research practices.
Collaborative Research Within and Across Disciplines is a practice that brings
together university scholars from various backgrounds and approaches to address
issues of wider scope and more cross-disciplinary nature than can be done by an
individual. It follows on from the practice of Impactful Fundamental Research and
supports the practices of Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation and
Maturing Discoveries and Creations (Chapter 5).
Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation assemble efforts at scale and
seek directly implementable and impactful solutions that rely on research at the frontier of knowledge and address significant issues in society. The primary outcomes
are discoveries. But the practice lies at the nexus of research, education, and innovation, so other important outcomes are innovation creations and well educated
research students.
Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student Researchers aims to invigorate
research with the curiosity of students, to train young researchers and support direct
diffusion of knowledge. The primary outcomes are discoveries, but the practice also
sits at the intersection of research, education, and innovation, so other important
outcomes are innovation creations, educated students, and the assessment of the
innovation potential of the research.
Not surprisingly, there is a good correspondence between these four practices
and the policies of funding agencies. For example, the European Research Council
(ERC) programs called Starting, Consolidator, and Advanced grants look a lot like
Impactful Fundamental Research, emphasizing the curiosity-driven end of the spectrum. The ERC also sponsors add-on funding called Synergy grants; these support
part of what we call Collaborative Research Within and Across Disciplines. ERC’s
Proof of Concept grants are a start at funding the activities included in Maturing
Discoveries and Creations (Chapter 5). The US National Science Foundation (NSF)
also sponsors a program of centers that are of scale and call for a route to near-term
impact. These are much like our Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation.
As a final note, we reflect on the impact of these practices on sustainability in
economic development. The investment in research will have near-, mid-, and long-
term returns in sustainable innovation and entrepreneurship. The topics of the
research program can be influenced to reflect sustainability of the economy and our
world. Finally, the way in which the research is done can sometimes be designed to
be more beneficial to the environment, for example, by design of experiments and
facilities.
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Chapter 5

Catalyzing Innovation and Knowledge
Exchange

5.1
5.1.1

Introduction
The Objectives of Catalyzing Innovation

Actual innovation—the development and delivery of new goods, services and systems, and their associated operations—is primarily done by partners in industry,
small and medium enterprise, and government organizations. Universities enhance
this actual innovation by catalyzing innovation within the university. This involves
synthesizing creations—artifacts and procedures that have never before existed and
exchanging knowledge of these with partners. Improving the pace and effectiveness

Box 5.1 Objectives of Catalyzing Innovation and Knowledge Exchange
The general objective of catalyzing innovation is to produce creations—synthesized objects, processes, and systems that have never existed prior to their development at the university, and that have potential for societal impact. Creations
include technologies, inventions, and other intellectual property, artifacts, methods and concepts, tangible research property (e.g., engineering prototypes,
drawings, new organisms, software, circuit chips), know-how, and business
ideas. But the creations of a university also include all things synthesized at the
university, such as medical procedures, urban plans, and works of art (Fig. 2.1).
These can be exchanged by the same mechanisms associated with research:
publications, discussions, joint projects, and personnel exchange. Additional
mechanisms include intellectual property and tangible research property agreements, exchange of tangible artifacts, and involvement in start-ups and consulting.
In addition, there are events, shows, and various networks. Graduating students
are also a primary pathway for exchanging knowledge of creations (Fig. 2.4).
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of developing and exchanging creations is fundamental to accelerating innovation
and producing economic gains.
Viewed through the lens of economic development, the specific objective of catalyzing innovation is to more effectively stimulate and capture the rich innovation
creations of a university and exchange them with partners in industry, small and
medium enterprise, and government organizations.
Referencing the discussion of Chapter 2, we remind ourselves that the university
contributes to economic development by accelerating innovation and entrepreneurship. This is done by enhancing knowledge exchange between the university and its
partners. Knowledge exchange is strengthened when there is a systematic approach
that carefully identifies needs of the partners and society, conducts university activities with a sensitivity to these needs, and proactively exchanges the university outcomes with partners. The knowledge that is exchanged flows from the university’s
cross-disciplinary and integrated activities, including education, research, and catalyzing innovation.

5.1.2

Background and Opportunity

We now turn to the third of these interconnected domains, catalyzing innovation,
and its associated knowledge exchange. While most universities are active in innovation, many view catalyzing innovation as a top-down function of a specific office,
which often prioritizes revenue generation through patenting, licensing, and spinoffs [1].
Catalyzing innovation is a much broader endeavor. No single pattern of activity
is best. We propose a broad array of top-down and bottom-up actions that the university could adapt to local conditions. Partners should engage with universities
along a range, from more ad hoc approaches dealing with individuals, to more strategic approaches that identify important universities and tackle more ambitious
open-ended challenges [2].
To be more effective, catalyzing innovation must be fully integrated into the
university, not merely a bolt-on addition. Typically, the process of catalyzing innovation faces several problems. First, there is a considerable readiness gap between
the maturity of creations developed at universities and the relatively higher readiness expectation of partners. Second, there is a need for multifaceted informal and
formal interaction between universities and partners. Finally, there is a need to better prepare and experienced entrepreneurs.

5.1.3

The Academic Practices of Catalyzing Innovation

In this chapter, we consider three practices which, if well executed, could better
stimulate and capture the richness of the university’s creations, enhance their quality and effectively exchange them with partners. The practices are shown in Table 5.1
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Table 5.1 The academic practices of catalyzing innovation
Practice icon

Practice name: description of the practice > and its outcome
Maturing discoveries and creations:
Making progressive discoveries, creations, inventions, market analyses,
and proof-of-concept demonstrations > yielding creations with higher
technology and market readiness

Facilitating dialog and agreements:
Actively facilitating informal dialog and formal agreements with
partners > improving understanding of partner needs and enabling
more university creations to be adopted by partners

University-based entrepreneurial venturing:
Engaging in the real entrepreneurial process within the university,
supported by networks of mentors, with access to investors and
facilities > producing new ventures and more experienced
entrepreneurs

and discussed in the remainder of the chapter. We also present seven cases that help
define the practices and serve as examples of their effectiveness.
The impact these practices will have at the university and its faculty is best exemplified by the transition from a reference, the average situation at good universities,
to an aspirational situation (Table 5.2).
Our three proposed practices will assist a university in reaching these three aspirational situations. The first practice is about translating creations to a mature and
market-ready form [3] and is the foundational practice of Catalyzing Innovation.
Those creations find their way to products and systems produced by industry and
government institutions primarily through Facilitating Dialog and Agreements. The
university creations are taken up by start-ups through University-Based
Entrepreneurial Venturing. A related educational practice is Preparing for Innovation,
which readies students in entrepreneurship, management, and leadership (Chapter 3).
There are two related research practices: Centres of Research, Education, and
Innovation, which produce directly implementable solutions; and Undergraduate
and Postgraduate Student Researchers, which expose students to new discoveries
and creations (Chapter 4).
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Table 5.2 Reference and aspirational situations for catalyzing innovation
Reference situation for innovation
Faculty routinely publish their
research outputs in scholarly
publications, but their uptake and
impact on solutions developed by
partners is difficult to identify
Researchers have not had much
opportunity to meet with colleagues
from partners, or help them adopt
creations

Aspirational situation for innovation
Faculty review their work with experts, identify
discoveries and creations with commercial potential,
seek IP protection, mature, and demonstrate them, and
are rewarded by seeing the impact of their work
[Maturing Creations]
Researcher are frequently in contact with colleagues
from partners, try to understand their needs, and work to
help them adopt creations, including those covered by IP
protection
[Facilitating Dialog]
Students and faculty commonly launch start-ups, learn
Students and faculty sometimes
through structured experiences, work with mentors, and
launch start-ups using their own
have access to facilities and capital—Resulting in more
efforts and resources, but the
investment in them is modest, and the experienced entrepreneurs with higher success rates
[Venturing]
success rate is below benchmarks

5.2

5.2.1

Maturing Discoveries and Creations

Increasing the Maturity of Discoveries and Creations

The process of moving ideas from lab to market is inhibited by a gap between the
lower level of readiness normally achieved by university researchers and the higher
level needed by partners [4]. The goal of this practice is to close this “readiness
gap,” maturing the creation from both a technical and commercial perspective. This
proactive process by the university will lower the barriers associated with adoption
by industry or entrepreneurial enterprise [5]. Because Maturing Discoveries and
Creations is crucial to the uptake of university research, we consider it the foundational practice in catalyzing innovation.
The norm in university research is that faculty make a discovery or develop a
creation, write a paper and move on. By contrast, partners expect a fairly mature,
robust, and scalable creation that can be translated to production. The resulting
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Box 5.2 Goals of Maturing Discoveries and Creations
Universities will more effectively stimulate and capture the richness
of innovation creations and exchange them with partners,
By making progressive discoveries, creations, inventions, market analyses,
and proof-of-concept demonstrations,
Yielding creations with higher technology and market readiness

“readiness gap” is often too big to cross, and otherwise valuable creations go without uptake. One cause of this gap traces to incentives in academia and the nature of
funding schemes. Another cause is the unwillingness of industry to absorb technologies that have not been tried by others, often waiting for small enterprise to take
this risk. The university should do its best to close the gap and industry should
match its steps.
This readiness gap is distinct from the other obstacles on the path from ideas to
commercial impact. The development of a product first absorbs cash from investors
before producing returns—the so-called Valley of Death [6, 7]. Once a company has
sold the product to a few early adopters, they must engage the mid-market, requiring
them to “Cross the Chasm [8].”
Maturing Discoveries and Creations is a progressive process of: (1) invention
and intellectual property protection, (2) market and business analysis, and (3) proof-
of-concept demonstration (Fig. 5.1). It is initiated by the interest of faculty members
in maturing a discovery or creation, which often involves building a prototype or
proof-of-principle demonstration and creating intellectual property (IP) or tangible
research products (TRP). The latter may include engineering prototypes and drawings, new organisms, software, circuit chips, and other such products.
The practice then seeks to identify how a more mature version of the creation
will impact markets, how it will lead to products and systems, and what business
opportunities will be created. The practice also involves building a proof-of-concept
demonstration, sometimes called translational research, in which a more realistic
prototype is developed, whose design is influenced by the IP status and market
analysis. The key is to focus on potential impact the creation will make.
This practice will take the participating faculty members far from their academic
comfort zone. Success at Maturing Discoveries and Creations will likely involve a
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Prototype
Proof of Principle
Invention
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Proof of Concept
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MATURE
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Fig. 5.1 The process of maturing discoveries and creations, involving prototypes, market analysis,
and demonstrations
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technology savvy business advisor and experts from industry or enterprise, who will
advise the faculty and participate in some of the activities.
One way to help creations to cross the readiness gap is to invite industry onto
campus to co-create with academic partners. This involves inviting industry p artners
to take up residence as visiting Joint Research Chairs and even to create their own
industrial laboratories within the confines of the university. This is described in the
case called Osaka University—Research Alliance Laboratories (Case 5.1).
Case 5.1 Osaka University—Research Alliance Laboratories “Industry on
Campus”
Researchers from industry, with appointments to Joint Research Chairs and running Research Alliance Laboratories located on the campus, work with regular
university professors and students to develop results of importance to industry.
Osaka University is a comprehensive public university with 16 graduate schools, 11
undergraduate schools, 24,000 students, and 3000 academic staff. It was founded in
1931 based on strong demand from the business and government sectors of Osaka.
Today, it is responding to changes in the university environment around globalization, demands in human resources and industry-education collaboration.
One of the campus leaders in industry collaboration is the Graduate School of
Engineering, with 6000 students and more than 500 academic staff. The
University’s program “Industry on Campus” brings about true industry-university collaboration in developing technologies and products, identifying the seeds
of new research, and developing human resources.
Prior to 2006, the normal interaction with industry occurred between a researcher
in a company and a professor at Osaka University. Since then, two efforts have
been launched in the Industry on Campus program. Under a Joint Research Chair,
an individual from industry holds a position as a specially appointed professor or
associate professor and works in a laboratory on campus with a small team. Based
on the success of Joint Research Chairs, an even more extensive program called
Research Alliance Laboratories was started in 2011 [1]. Here, an entire section of
a company works on campus in a university research building.
Joint Research Chairs are established to conduct joint research coordinated
by the university and the sponsor company. The university hosts the researcher
on campus, and the company researcher holds a position as a specially appointed
professor. This individual is identified by an Osaka University mentor-professor
and a company, and the school makes a term appointment. The Osaka University
faculty work together with the company researchers on an equal basis. The joint
research work of these chairs is characterized by its flexibility and fast pace. As
of April 2019, 13 companies were engaged in Joint Research Chairs under the
Graduate School of Engineering, including Panasonic, Shimadzu, and Mitsubishi
Electric Corporation.
Research Alliance Laboratories are larger scale programs, attracting a company research organization that might include 20–40 industry researchers. Many
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Fig. 5.2 Osaka University
has taken advantage of
multiple joint research
initiatives with industry.
Research Alliance
Laboratories carry out the
latest research in a variety
of fields

evolve from Joint Research Chairs, and the Osaka University mentor-professor
often acts as a codirector. Working together, the company and Osaka University
facilitate industrialization of research achievements, improve sophistication of
research activities, and nurture human resources. They do this by using mutual
research information, technologies, human resources, and facilities at the
Research Alliance Laboratory.
By 2019, 11 Research Alliance Laboratories were operating, with significant
results. For example, Komatsu is developing the technology for large industrial
earth moving equipment, such as teleoperation and autonomous travel of construction machinery. Hitachi Zosen, working through the Hitz(Bio) Research
Alliance Laboratory, is developing an eco-functional bio-polymer with superior
tensile and impact strength based on plant biomass.
Many of the Joint Research Chairs and Research Alliance laboratories are
located in university owned TechnoAlliance building, but some are located elsewhere on campus (see Fig. 5.2). They are usually established for an initial term
of two or three years, which can be extended by agreement. Ownership of intellectual property follows normal campus policies; the share of the right is determined based on the contribution of the inventor. Students can also participate and
are able to do an “internship on campus,” which is industrial internship conducted on campus.
Contributed by Toshihiro Tanaka, Professor, Dean of the Graduate School of
Engineering, and Toshitsugu Tanaka, Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.
Reference
1. Research Alliance Laboratories. In: Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka
University.
https://www.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp/en/research/jointresearch.html.
Accessed 20 Jan 2020
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Box 5.3 Maturing Discoveries and Creations—Practice and Key
Actions
Maturing Discoveries and Creations is a progressive approach that matures
university discoveries and creations through a process of invention, intellectual property protection, market and business analysis, and proof-of-concept
demonstration. These actions raise the technical and market readiness for
adoption and increase the likelihood of uptake by industry, enterprise, or government institution. This is the foundational practice for Innovation.
Rationale: Moving ideas from the university to partners is inhibited by a gap
between the low level of readiness normally achieved at universities and the
higher level desired by partners before adoption. This process helps to bridge
the “readiness gap” and accelerate the uptake of new ideas. It engages participants from industry and enterprise as market experts and as potential users of
the creations.
Key actions:
• Identifying and consolidating a creation with potential market impact by
creating a prototype, proof of principle or invention, and seeking IP
protection.
• Identifying and assessing the potential commercial impact of the creation
in a specific market, product or system application, or business
opportunity.
• Conducting a proof-of-concept demonstration to mature the creation and
validate it in the context of a potential market, closing the readiness gap.
The key outcomes are more technology-ready and market-ready creations.

Three key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 5.3, and
they are each discussed further below.

5.2.2

 onsolidating and Maturing Discoveries and Early
C
Creations

New creations arise in different ways. The genesis of a creation is sometimes a
research discovery, which sits on the spectrum from curiosity-driven to use-inspired
research. Regardless of where a given discovery sits, the faculty researcher can
always consider how to impactfully apply the discovery to a societal issue, sometimes leading to a creation (Impactful Fundamental Research in Chapter 4).
Some creations appear spontaneously without any precursor discovery—a new
design, piece of code, or even work of literature. With time, the early creations converge to an identifiable and consolidated form. Ideally, each consolidated creation
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has some foreseeable potential for impact, along with some sort of associated invention, prototype or proof of principle.
Once the creation is identified, the faculty should consider disclosing a piece of
intellectual property (IP), such as an invention. Some creations will be covered by a
copyright—software, writing, and drawings. Other more tangible items are called
Tangible Research Property (TRP). This category includes engineering prototypes and
drawings, new organisms, software, circuit chips, etc. Finally, knowledge exchange
may involve process knowledge, know-how, concepts, and business ideas. The researchers should understand the criteria, timing, and procedures that must be followed to
obtain protection in these various cases, and they should stay in contact with the university office that deals with these issues [9] (Facilitating Dialog and Agreements below).
In order to consolidate the creation, it is important to build an early prototype,
incorporating the key elements of the concept and demonstrating functionality.
Such proof-of-principle prototypes will help to refine the creation, demonstrate
reduction to practice for the purposes of IP filing, and prove valuable in attracting
further support and attention from partners and funding sources. These very early
prototypes are normally built on the margin by the original team. Sometimes small
“ignition grants” are available from the university or government funding agencies.

5.2.3

I dentifying Markets for Products Enabled by
the Creation

The next two actions are identifying markets and conducting proof-of-concept demonstrations. These run roughly in parallel, but the market effort leads off first. Both
draw in cross-disciplinary experts who help to drive the ideas and technologies to
innovation solution.
The market exploration effort identifies a commercial product, system, or business opportunity that may be enabled by the creation. This commercial view influences the design of the proof-of-concept demonstration, strengthens IP claims, and
informs licensing discussions.
Normally, academics assume that the more difficult problem is increasing the
creation’s technical readiness level (TRL) [10]. In fact, the commercial assessment
can be more difficult [11, 12]. It can expose a gap in business readiness level (BRL).
Assessments of creations that improve an existing product are more conventional.
Special approaches are needed when a creation leads to a product that meets an
unidentified latent need or that involves disruptive technologies.
We cannot expect the faculty to perform this commercial assessment alone. They
should team with seasoned market experts and knowledge exchange professionals
(Facilitating Dialog and Agreements below). This team seeks a commercial target
for the creation. Often the most obvious application is not the best one, and many
alternatives need to be considered. It is possible to use this market assessment as a
learning experience for students, such as in a class in entrepreneurial marketing
(Preparing for Innovation in Chapter 3). Any member of the team might become a
founder in a start-up, but this is not an explicit expectation.
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The process should go as far as developing a go-to-market strategy, contacting
potential commercial partners and engaging them in the next phase: the proof-of-
concept demonstration. The more the demonstration is focused on a market application, the more effective it will be in maturing the creation in that direction.
Another successful approach to identify future markets and products is through
integrated industrial planning. This is discussed in Case 5.2 titled KAIST—Working
with Government and Industry to Mature Technologies. KAIST is able to focus on
specific sectors and outcomes which are agreed ahead of time as being in the
national economic interest.

Case 5.2 Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)—
Working with Government and Industry to Mature Technologies
A clear understanding of needs, careful planning and close coordination among
the university, industry, and government can contribute to building strong economic sectors.
As a unique university established through a special government law, KAIST
focuses on specific fields of research and training that contribute to Korea’s
development in science and technology, as well as to Korea’s industrial growth.
KAIST aims to strengthen the commercial utilization of university research
achievements by reducing the readiness gap between idea-based research and the
more mature technologies sought by industry. To address this issue, KAIST has
implemented a unique and effective process built on the Triple Helix Model.
The three-stage process is ① Needs ② Plan ③ Match (see Fig. 5.3). It involves
close cooperation with enterprises and the Korean government and is a KAIST
key success factor in translating research to adoption by industry. The three
stages are:
① Needs: the identification of new target industries that can become new engines
of growth for enterprises and the nation
② Plan: establishing medium and long-term plans for national science and technology policies to grow specific fields
③ Match: providing industries with both R&D and specialized talents that are
expected to be in demand among enterprises, by considering national science
and technology policies
To see the impact of this three-stage process, consider the fact that KAIST is
the main driving force behind the 70% global semiconductor market dominance
of Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix.
The Korean semiconductor industry produced R&D achievements through
the systematic and strategic collaboration among the government, Samsung
Electronics, and KAIST. This became the driving force for growing national
wealth for the past 40 years. The three-step model supported this development.
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Fig. 5.3 Three stage model for migrating technology to enterprise

The Need: Samsung Electronics decided on semiconductors as its driving
force for growth. In the 1970s, Samsung became the first domestic supplier of
chips, and in the 1980s it established a semiconductor research center. In the
1980s–1990s, demand for skilled workers and research increased as groups such
as Hyundai and LG entered the industry [1]. Today, Samsung leads the world by
focusing on system semiconductors.
The Plan: Since the 1970s, semiconductors have been a core driving force of
Korea’s economy, with the nation achieving a world-leading semiconductor
export milestone of 100 billion USD in 2018 (a cumulative total of 1 trillion
USD). The Ministry of Trade and Industry has invested and focused on successive waves of this development.
Match: For 40 years, KAIST has been the cradle of semiconductor academic-
industry cooperation. In 2018, Samsung Electronics established the KAIST-
Samsung Electronics University-Industry Cooperation Center to pioneer the
growth of next-generation semiconductors (see Fig. 5.4). KAIST is also an
important supplier of talented workers. In some divisions of Samsung, the technical workforce approaches 20% KAIST graduates.
As an institute founded with the goal of leading the growth of the nation’s
industries through science and technology, KAIST determines the direction of
key research fields and talent development programs according to the science
and technology policies of the Korean government. The process in which the
government establishes policies by taking into consideration the needs of enterprises has continuously and progressively developed in stages across 40 years.
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Fig. 5.4 KAIST-Samsung University-Industry Cooperation Center

The cooperation has evolved from one based on demand, then trust, and now,
into a new cooperative relationship that produces outstanding achievements.
Contributed by Sung-Chul Shin, President, Korean Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology, Daejeon, South Korea.
Reference
1. KAIST Committee (1996) Korea Institute of Science & Technology, Half a
Century: A Never-Ending Challenge to the Future

5.2.4

Proof-of-Concept Demonstration

This demonstration seeks to mature the creation so as to reduce the readiness gap,
validate it in the context of a potential market, and put on a good show. A proof-of-
concept demonstration is probably the last step in maturating a creation within the
university. It is built and executed on a timetable that runs parallel to but slightly
behind the marketing study, so that its design reflects a potential market application.
Before the demonstration, IP ownership should be confirmed, appropriate IP protection should be filed, and agreement reached on who will be the IP licensor.
The audience for the demo is a potential investor in a start-up or a licensee of the
IP in industry. They will seek evidence of:
• Functionality, incorporating the creation in a realistic way.
• Scalability to a commercial scale.
• Reproducibility and robustness to variation.
The demonstration should be framed in the context of the identified market and
product. It should be convincing and easily explainable. Funds will be necessary for
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the demonstration, and this will require creative financing by drawing on university
funds, government programs, philanthropies, potential investors in start-ups or
licensees of the IP.
A social goal of the demonstration is to grow the skills and coherence of the
university team. It is desirable that the demonstration be built by the original team,
so that the tacit knowledge needed will be available. The skills of the original team
can be strengthened by involving others, especially those from different disciplines
and professional backgrounds. The effort should involve a full-time or part-time
project manager skilled in product development. The demonstration activity will
build skills and self-confidence in the team, some of whom may participate in a
start-up or in the transfer of the creation to industry.

5.3

Facilitating Dialog and Agreements

5.3.1

The Importance of Knowledge Exchange with Partners

Knowledge Exchange is the multidirectional flow of information at the porous
boundary between the university and its partners, in pursuit of shared solutions or to
address common needs. It is useful in education and research, but it is critical in the
adoption of university creations by partners. This practice outlines the systematic
and proactive support that facilitates informal contacts around innovation and manages formal IP processes. This practice is about supporting adoption of creations by
partners, while the previous one is about maturing creations at the university.

Box 5.4 Goals of Facilitating Dialog and Agreements
Universities will more effectively stimulate and capture the richness of
innovation creations and exchange them with partners,
By actively facilitating informal dialog and formal
agreements with partners,
Improving understanding of partner needs and enabling more university
creations to be adopted by partners.
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The outcome of Facilitating Dialog is the adoption by partners of university creations. This adoption is aided by long-term relationships of trust and cooperation,
which allow faculty and partners to be in frequent contact, and develop mutual
understanding and respect. They learn about each other’s needs, capabilities, and
efforts, and share know-how, leading to informed actions and benefits on both sides.
One cycle of success will lead to more efforts. The industrial ecosystem also evolves,
building more absorptive capacity to turn creations into marketable innovations.
And economic development is likely to be added through partnerships between
industry and universities [13].
Understanding the needs of society and partners shows up in all three domains. In
education, this discussion normally centers around desired student learning outcomes
(Integrated Curriculum in Chapter 3). In research, it helps guide the practice of Impactful
Fundamental Research and contributes to the definition of Centres of Research,
Education, and Innovation (Chapter 4). In creations, it takes on special significance
because of the depth, volume, and level of detailed knowledge being exchanged.
Universities are multifaceted and distributed organizations comprising largely
independent scholars. Innovation knowledge exchange is strengthened by three
types of contacts with partners: bottom-up, professionally facilitated, and high
level. Scholars and colleagues at partners naturally exchange ideas through bottomup contacts and collegial relationships. This direct contact is essential. This can be
complemented by having trained professionals interface with partners, engaging
them in discussions around issues that address their needs. The practice can inform
industry of recent research discoveries and innovation creations, arrange formal
briefings, and help broker deals. It can identify IP of interest and move ahead with
formalization of IP and TRP agreements.
At the highest level, major relationships require that university leadership be
involved. They deal with their senior counterparts at partners, set strategic agendas,
and expedite progress by faculty and knowledge exchange professionals.
A strategic approach to facilitating agreements and dialog is the creation of geographically distributed off-campus platforms, which complement on-campus efforts.
An example is presented in the case HKUST—Knowledge Transfer at the Campus
and Off-Campus Platforms (Case 5.3). These off-campus platforms facilitate more
local knowledge sharing, focused on sectors of interest in the regional economy.

Case 5.3 The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
(HKUST)—Knowledge Transfer at the Campus and Off-Campus
Platforms
A university can expand and strengthen its knowledge transfer influence by
working from its main campus, and by creating off-campus regional platforms.
The Office of Knowledge Transfer (OKT) and the Fok Ying Tung Graduate
School (FYTGS) are the two HKUST organizations responsible for Knowledge
Transfer endeavors (see Fig. 5.5). Both are under the Associate Vice-President
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Fig. 5.5 Organization of Hong Kong University of Science and Technology campus knowledge transfer activities and off-campus platforms

(Knowledge Transfer) who is also the FYTGS dean. This arrangement provides
overall coordination for knowledge transfer activities at HKUST’s Clear Water
Bay campus in Hong Kong and Mainland Platforms.
The Office of Knowledge Transfer includes the Technology Transfer Center
(TTC), the HKUST R and D Corporation Limited (RDCHK), and the
Entrepreneurship Center. One of OKT’s roles is to work with a range of stakeholders, including government departments, industries, NGOs, faculty, staff, students, and alumni, to promote and facilitate technology transfer endeavors.
The Technology Transfer Center serves as a bridge between HKUST research
community and the business sector, identifying collaboration opportunities in
the local, regional, and international markets. TTC monitors emerging fields of
research within HKUST for commercialization potential; manages intellectual
properties arising from HKUST research; supports faculty and students in their
endeavors to pursue university-industry collaboration, entrepreneurial technology transfer, and commercialization.
HKUST R and D Corporation Limited is a wholly owned HKUST subsidiary
and serves as the business arm of the university to commercialize research.
Through partnership and knowledge transfer with industry, the company supports the university’s role in economic development, mainly in Hong Kong and
the neighboring regions.
The Fok Ying Tung Graduate School, established in 2007, oversees the university’s knowledge transfer endeavors at HKUST’s mainland platforms in
Shenzhen, Guangzhou, and Foshan. FYTGS’s mission is to ensure that the university’s efforts to advance innovation and entrepreneurship in Mainland China
are integrated and coordinated.
The Guangzhou HKUST Fok Ying Tung Research Institute engages in innovative research, product development, training, entrepreneurship, and commercial-
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ization to promote the development of the Mainland economy. It focuses on the
research and development of internet of things, advanced manufacture and automation, advanced materials, and sustainable development.
The HKUST Shenzhen Research Institute supports academic and research
collaborations with Mainland universities and institutes. It promotes technology
innovation, industry collaboration, and entrepreneurship. Research and development includes biomedicine, advanced materials, new energy, environmental
engineering, marine environment, marine biology, automatic control, advanced
manufacturing, and smart cities.
The HKUST LED‐FPD Technology R&D Center at Foshan (Foshan Center)
addresses the technology development and transfer of HKUST’s light‐emitting
diode and the flat‐panel display to industry partners. The Foshan Center also
works in areas including advanced opto-electronics device and component manufacturing and materials.
The performance of this array of organizations at both Clear Water Bay campus and Mainland Platforms has been strong. In academic year 2017–2018, 244
patent applications were filed and 143 granted, yielding a current IP portfolio of
1390. In the same year, the total income generated through applied research,
contract research, consultancy and testing services, including those from the
Mainland Platforms, reached HKD 285 million [1].
Further advancing HKUST’s innovation and interdisciplinary agenda, a new
campus, HKUST (GZ), is being established in Guangzhou. Situated in
Guangzhou’s Nansha district and supported by convenient transportation, the
new establishment will enable HKUST to synergize both campuses with new
academic degrees and research programs, supported by substantial new resources.
Prepared based on input provided by The Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology, Hong Kong, China.
Reference
1. Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (2018) Knowledge
Transfer Annual Report 2017/18. https://kt.ust.hk/sites/default/files/reports/
file/HKUST17.pdf. Accessed 20 Jan 2020

In all of this, the importance of the human dimension of Knowledge Exchange
cannot be overemphasized. Knowledge Exchange is best done by mutually respected
counterparts who understand each other, visit or talk often, share experiences, and
trust one another. Formal policies (incentives and institutional arrangement, publications and IP agreements) matter. But the real process of Knowledge Exchange is
essentially an informal human activity.
Four key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 5.5, and
they are each discussed further below.
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Box 5.5 Facilitating Dialog and Agreements—Practice and Key Actions
Facilitating Dialog and Agreements provides systematic and proactive support of the effective adoption of university creations by partners. It includes
technology licensing, support for partners learning about creations, and facilitation of informal multidirectional exchanges that are long-term platforms for
informed actions and the sharing of know-how.
Rationale: Universities are distributed developers of creations. In order to
maximize the potential for innovation, there should be multiple pathways for
exposing creations and facilitating knowledge exchange. This requires informal interactions, where mutual awareness and trust form the basis for effective exchange. Formal publications and licensing are important, but are only a
part of effective knowledge exchange.
Key actions:
• Universities learning about the long-term needs of companies through systematic dialog with partners.
• Partners learning about the outcomes of the university through events and
demonstration days, guided visits, survey presentations, and access to digital archives.
• Exchanging knowledge with partners through open and trustful long-term
relationships, growing from discussions, joint projects, and personnel
exchange.
• Exchanging knowledge with partners through the formal mechanism of
agreements on IP (Intellectual Property) and TRP (Tangible Research
Property) and funding.
The key outcome is the adoption of discoveries and creations by partners.

5.3.2

 ystematic Dialog to Understand the Long-Term Needs
S
of Partners

Universities benefit from engaging with their external stakeholders and learning
about their needs and plans. This could lead to innovation activities that are more
relevant to the needs of society, more likely to have impact on economic development and to attract resources. There needs to be a dialog, bringing together scholars
with thought leaders in industry, enterprise and government organization, with sufficient time and facilitation to allow sharing of ideas. This process need not be only
bilateral. The university can also use its broad convening power, inviting various
partners, economic disrupters, regulators, and funders to build consensus on needs
and visions of the future.
A structured process can uncover unserved needs or those that require longer
timescales. The objective is not to agree to short-term service level agreements. The
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real goals are long-term alignment and identification of new areas of cooperation,
leading to agenda setting at the university, at partners, and in policy. At such a level,
strategic agreements and funding arrangements can be struck.
The important elements of such a structured dialog process include:
(a) The university leadership takes the initiative to identify a key issue, joined by
responsive leaders from partners, who then draw in relevant faculty and colleagues from partners.
(b) An agreed agenda is followed by workshops with skilled facilitation, involving
task or project groups, which begin to build relationships around knowledge.
(c) Outcomes are summarized in a report by an interested but un-conflicted individual, ensuring that all views are fairly reflected.
Of course the real benefit comes when parties take action on the findings.
There are other systematic ways that universities can learn the needs of partners,
including grand challenges set by government and the Sustainable Development
Goals of the UN. Industry sometimes sets up online platforms with their needs, and
government agencies often bundle problems in announcements.

5.3.3

Partners Learning about Recent University Outcomes

Partners benefit when they learn more about the recent relevant outcomes of the
university. Aside from hiring students, most partners come to universities to learn
about general trends or investigate some specific question. They want to know what
others know but they do not, and to identify significant holes in their fabric of
knowledge. The university benefits by providing a multi-tiered approach, first to
inform partners and then to engage them.
The basic approach involves some faculty communications targeted at informing
partners. Broad partner awareness is raised when faculty present talks at conferences
attended by partners, write in publications with broader readership, and teach professional education courses. Many universities hold events and open demonstration
days to showcase recent creations. Web publication of recent advances in digital
repositories can be instrumental.
The “premium” approach is to provide managed services that facilitates connections between partner participants and scholars. Such a service can:
• Maintain an inventory of recent university outcomes.
• Help industry make contact with faculty who have results important to them.
• Arrange guided visits at the university, setting up tailored itineraries and arranging for formal briefings.
• Host periodic conferences or online events with survey or specialist presentations by thought leaders.
• Provide access to proprietary digital archives and summary overview reports.
This process is facilitated by professionals in Knowledge Exchange, who are
important to the long-term success of the university in its mission to support innova-
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tion and economic development. This additional effort has a cost, often shared with
participating partners.
An example of a successful program that facilitates mutually beneficial dialog is
presented in the case called MIT—the Industrial Liaison Program (Case 5.4). Here
knowledge transfer professionals provide services tailored to the company, guiding
them through MIT, introducing them to relevant scholars and projects, and facilitating deeper and prolonged involvement.
Case 5.4 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)—the Industrial
Liaison Program
When tailored for industry, professional liaison services strengthen the relationships between a company and the university, benefiting both.
The mission of the MIT Industrial Liaison Program (ILP) is to create and
strengthen mutually beneficial relationships between MIT and corporations
worldwide [1]. The ILP is one of several key elements in the Institute’s multifaceted and collaborative network of activities for engaging the private sector. The
ILP offers its corporate members a professional and differentiated set of products and services that enhance companies’ ability to access the resources of MIT.
MIT is a highly complex and decentralized institution where new labs, initiatives, consortia, and centers regularly appear. The ILP’s staff of more than 30
industry liaisons provides strategic, ongoing, facilitated access to MIT’s 3500
faculty and research staff. ILP industry liaisons have cultivated strong working
relationships with MIT faculty to understand their latest research, and perhaps
more importantly, their future research interests. Together, this MIT-industry
team provides a unified, current knowledge of MIT unlike any other. In addition,
the ILP provides targeted access for its members to more than 1700 MITconnected start-ups through the MIT Start-up Exchange.
The ILP organizes customized executive briefings at MIT for member companies. These are often used to enhance corporate strategic planning, to examine
emerging research and technology, and to consider new management approaches
to corporate issues. The ILP regularly organizes a set of conferences and seminars where the MIT community and ILP members may share knowledge and
network with each other. These events are content-heavy, featuring thought leaders from industry and MIT. In the last year, the conferences have spanned digital
health, materials, consumer dynamics, and information and communications
technology.
In addition, ILP facilitates other interactions. Industry liaisons have familiarity with MIT systems and processes (research contracts, licensing options, event
planning, trademarks, administrative policies, etc.). For those companies interested in recruiting MIT students, ILP industry liaisons are experts at enabling a
strategic recruiting process. The ILP also tracks and leverages the surrounding
Boston area innovation ecosystem for its members.
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Table 5.3 Tiers of corporate relationships
Institute Initiatives
Partnership Companies
Major Programs and Consortia
Portfolio Investors
Focused Research Projects
Consortia and Center Memberships
Access, Meetings, Conferences
ILP Membership

This set of products and services defines the first tier of potentially deepening
relationships between MIT and corporations (see Table 5.3). Many companies,
having joined the ILP, go on to sponsor focused research programs, participate in
major programs, and become partners in major MIT initiatives. ILP’s approach
to enhancing MIT’s corporate relations is a holistic, relationship-driven model.
At the same time, ILP provides valuable service to MIT faculty leaders. The
ILP liaisons can arrange introductory meeting with potential industry-funded
research sponsors, so that faculty more directly learn the needs of industry. ILP
can also help arrange translation pathways suggesting how previous research can
gain impact in industry. Faculty support is vital to ILP’s success. These efforts
are constantly monitored through faculty surveys, in order to measure results and
identify improvement opportunities.
ILP staff also support members of MIT’s senior administration in their corporate relations activities, including the pursuit of major MIT international and
corporate partnerships. By having a critical mass of internal resources, the ILP
actively supports faculty and institutional initiatives.
Contributed by Karl Koster, Executive Director, MIT Corporate Relations,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
Reference
1. MIT Corporate Relations. https://web.mit.edu/industry/ocr.html. Accessed 20
Jan 2020

5.3.4

 xchanging Creations with Partners through Open
E
Informal Relationships

When industries learn about the relevant outcomes of a university, they develop
more interest and are drawn into closer interaction. Building on cycles of introductions, discussions, and then coordinated efforts, these activities lead to open and
trustful relationships based on mutual knowledge and respect. We stress the importance of these recurring informal human interactions as the basis of effective knowledge exchange.
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Alumni and other professional networks often develop near the university or
around a discovery or creation. Such informal professional social networks are
important in disseminating materials, especially in the entrepreneurial community
(University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing below). The university’s convening
power and transfer of knowledge through its students and informal networks are
important in stimulating local economies [14].
Growing personal contacts provide an opportunity for colleagues in the university and partners to exchange know-how and tangible research products. It also
establishes contact between the partner and research students, who may eventually
become employees. Sometimes this contact leads to consulting relationships at the
partner by the faculty as a way to support adoption of a technology.
The informal professional friendships and networks are augmented by approaches
with a more organizational basis:
• Exchange of academic and industrial staff.
• Creation of academic positions for distinguished practitioners from industry;
these are sometimes called professors of practice.
• Colocation of projects, often in university labs, and sometimes involving partner
participants.
• Consortia of interested parties, often including partners, that can coordinate
funding, planning, and execution.
• Corporate laboratories near the university, facilitating interaction, sometimes
with part-time faculty appointments.
This variety is needed because different partners respond to different models of
collaboration.

5.3.5

 xchanging Creations with Industry through Formal
E
Agreements

An important aspect of the university’s knowledge exchange program is formal
agreement on intellectual property (IP-like inventions and copyrights) and tangible
research property (TRP such as engineering prototypes and drawings, new organisms, software, and circuit chips). The governing principle is that IP should be made
available to partners and others in the public interest, while respecting the rights of
the inventors. The pursuit of formal IP protection should not stand in the way of
prompt and open dissemination of research and innovation outcomes.
These relationships are often managed by knowledge exchange professionals at
a Technology Transfer Office (TTO). These professionals scan for potential IP
among research groups, secure IP protection, and reach licensing agreements.
Sometimes these agreements are with university start-ups. Such start-ups further
mature the technologies and themselves become instruments of knowledge exchange
in the commercial ecosystem.
Reporting metrics often emphasize these formal knowledge exchange mechanisms. Although a focus on the number of agreements or short-term income genera-
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tion is tempting, it can be counterproductive. It can complicate important partner
relationships and cause the university to miss the point that IP should primarily be
an instrument of effective knowledge exchange and not of operational funding.
Each university, influenced by national policy and law, should develop its strategy to facilitate this form of knowledge exchange. Depending on the circumstances,
IP may be owned by the university, professor, or sponsor. It is important that IP
ownership is clear and that the owners have agreed on who will be the IP licensor.
The TTO’s decisions should be forward looking, as intellectual property may be
produced well before industry is able to adopt it.
Another form of formal agreement between partners and the university is corporate funding for research and innovation. In some nations, funding from foundations
and partners forms a substantial fraction of the total funds available to the university. Corporate funding, with active partner involvement, is a strong incentive for
informal open interaction, and signals the important issues of societal and partner
interest.
Case 5.5 titled Trinity College Dublin—Knowledge Transfer: Research to Impact
exemplifies many key points. TCD has a well-organized process of licensing of new
technologies and developing collaborative research programs with industry. But it
emphasizes the social and economic impact created by such efforts, rather than
more traditional metrics of short-term financial return to the university.

Case 5.5 Trinity College Dublin (TCD)—Knowledge Transfer: Research
to Impact
Trinity College Dublin emphasizes the translation of research findings to enable
economic and social impact, rather than more conventional measures of revenue
and economic return.
Trinity College Dublin is dedicated to the principle that research, pulled through
to innovation and impact, is better managed for the benefit of society than solely
for financial return to the university. The economic aspect of this influence can
be achieved through many mechanisms, including the creation and incubation of
new businesses and the training of graduates to drive innovation. But in this discussion, we will focus on support of existing companies through the licensing of
new technologies and the development of collaborative research programs,
increasing company competitiveness and feeding their innovation pipelines.
Trinity Research and Innovation (TRI) interfaces internally with Trinity
College academics and administration units, and externally with industry, funding agencies and government bodies. It provides support and advice along the
continuum from research funding application, to contract negotiation, intellectual property management, and through to licensing. Trinity has successfully
connected its research excellence to industry and has engagements with more
than 450 companies.
TRI comprises three offices. The Office of Corporate Partnership and
Knowledge Exchange (OCPKE) supports both industry engagement and the
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Fig. 5.6 Trinity Research and Innovation helps companies navigate the complicated funding
system to identify the right opportunity for the proposed partnership

commercialization of Trinity research. It has a simple operating principle—creating a single decision-making entity for all interactions with industry. It provides a pathway between faculty and enterprise that is simple, flexible,
professional, and proactive. The Research Development Office maximizes the
competitive research funding into the College while supporting the strategic
development and implementation of research policy and systems. The Contracts
Office has responsibility for reviewing and executing all funded research contracts (see Fig. 5.6).
Trinity College Dublin measures itself by how successful it is in translating
research to achieve impact. It simplifies industry partnership by providing a sin-
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gle open door for companies to engage in collaborative research programs and
access highly trained scientists, state-of-the-art labs, and dedicated funding specialists. The process starts by listening and dialog: what is the company’s need
and its problem statement? It progresses through the identification of a research
lead, a piece of intellectual property, or a research competency that enables a
solution. The single organizational unit ensures a fast turnaround on projects. It
provides transparency in identifying barriers to collaboration and a simple escalation path to remove them. Trinity is committed to partnering with and servicing
industry through flexible solutions, from training to entrepreneurial programs.
The programs developed by Trinity have inspired the Irish community to
focus more on linking knowledge transfer and entrepreneurship. For example,
the model of the OCPKE, with a clear focus on enterprise partnership and spinout creation, has resulted in other Irish universities changing their approach to
these practices.
In addition, Trinity is spearheading the development of the Grand Canal
Innovation District, in collaboration with other Dublin universities and the
broader enterprise community. The innovation district will be centered on a new
innovation campus that will bring together at scale university research, start-up
and scale-up companies, and large innovative businesses. Collaborations will be
enhanced by high innovation density and critical mass. The innovation district
will provide an international focal point for Ireland’s innovation strategy and
unlock the full innovation potential of Dublin. It will be a vital step in positioning Dublin to be ranked as a top 20 global city for innovation.
Contributed by Diarmuid O'Brien, Chief Innovation and Enterprise Officer,
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland.

5.4

5.4.1

University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing

Becoming an Entrepreneur

An important factor in the economic impact of universities is the contribution by
entrepreneurial businesses created by faculty, staff, students, post docs, and alumni.
The impact of these businesses can stretch over decades, creating products that ben-
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efit society, and providing rewarding employment. Here, we focus explicitly on the
preparation of new entrepreneurs—faculty, staff, students, and post docs—and the
early companies they will start.
Box 5.6 Goals of University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing
Universities will more effectively stimulate and capture the richness of
innovation creations and exchange them with partners,
By engaging in the real entrepreneurial process within
the university, supported by networks of mentors,
with access to investors and facilities,
Producing new ventures and more experienced entrepreneurs.
Start-up ventures are a legitimate part of the university’s innovation mission.
Their success will be valued by stakeholders, justifying significant investments in
research and catalyzing innovation. The university will especially benefit if it takes
a long view of the relationship with a start-up. Rather than emphasizing shorter term
revenue generation, the university should seek good relationships that may lead to
reinvestment in the university.
It is challenging to be a successful new entrepreneur. The university can create
programs and incentives that stimulate entrepreneurial interest and build entrepreneurial knowledge and skills, developing both capability and self-efficacy. Observers
can identify patterns of action that increase the likelihood of successful entrepreneurship, and those that may lead to common mistakes [15]. New entrepreneurs
need to learn the successful patterns [16]. It is desirable to have a framework that
codifies these successful patterns and does not rely on participants piecing together
the principles by themselves from unrelated and sometimes conflicting anecdotes
told by successful entrepreneurs.
These patterns can be learned by engaging the learners in the real venture creation process, with mentoring by experienced entrepreneurs (Fig. 5.7). The university provides facilitated access to IP and know-how. Faculty bring deep knowledge
of discoveries and creations. Students contribute a breadth of contemporary knowledge, skills, and boundless enthusiasm. Post docs are especially important because
of their maturity and the ability to focus on an innovation project. They are more
likely to have experience in leadership and management of technology. Universities
should consider creating a rank of innovation post doc alongside the conventional
research post doc.
Universities can facilitate an ecosystem of support for entrepreneurship, together
with access to professional networks—what the MIT Martin Trust Center calls
“expertise, support and connections [17, 18].” The university should try to build a
fertile environment for the development of entrepreneurship. The university can
facilitate tangible support in the form of incubators and capital facilities [19].
Professional entrepreneurial networks can act as platforms for sharing insights,
ideas, and resources and can lead to needed support services and funding.
Four key actions for implementing this practice are summarized in Box 5.7, and
they are each discussed further below.
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Box 5.7 University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing—Practice and
Key Actions
University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing supports the process of venture
creation within the university by faculty, staff, students, and post docs, through
development and mentoring of new entrepreneurs, and through university
facilitated access to discoveries and creation, incubators and facilities, seed
funding and professional entrepreneurial networks.
Rationale: Entrepreneurship is an important mechanism of economic development. Comprehensive support by the university can stimulate greater interest by participants, provide them an understanding of their entrepreneurial
strengths and aptitudes, and build entrepreneurial competence and self-
efficacy. It can yield additional pathways, from ideas to impact and more successful new ventures.
Key actions:
• Developing new entrepreneurs through a combination of structured frameworks, repeated pre-entrepreneurial experiences, and mentoring.
• Enabling successful new ventures based on knowledge outputs, the expertise of the faculty, and the integrative and enthusiastic efforts of students.
• Providing access to incubators, workshops, capital equipment, and small
amounts of university or investor funding.
• Supporting professional entrepreneurial networks designed to share
insights among entrepreneurs, faculty, staff, students, post docs, alumni,
investors, and suppliers.
The key outcomes are the development of creations and new ventures, as
well as potential new entrepreneurs.

5.4.2

 rameworks, Experiences, and Mentoring
F
in Entrepreneurship

Becoming a successful entrepreneur requires experience. A university can contribute to the professional development of its faculty, staff, students, post docs, and
alumni by providing a framework of practice, a series of team pre-entrepreneurial
experiences, and mentorship.
There can be moments of sheer technical brilliance and stunning market insight
in the life of an entrepreneur, but much of the day is routine. Inexperienced entrepreneurs routinely fail in this routine. They would be more successful if they learned a
structured framework of the basics; for example, identifying customers, prototyping,
and evaluating business opportunity. The alternative to a structured process is anecdotes by successful entrepreneurs. But the plural of anecdotes is not evidence.
Hearing successful entrepreneurs describe their successes and failures brings richness to a framework, but, alone, it does not provide one.
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Fig. 5.7 The process of maturing discoveries and creations, involving prototypes, market analysis,
and demonstrations

Students are likely to cross-pollinate ideas in business plan competitions and
other types of student activities which emulate the start-up process. Students often
participate in student-initiated projects, hackathons, and other student activities that
explore how to mature creation and apply them to solving problems.
Experience matters in start-ups. Repeated previous experience is important, particularly in enterprise processes. In the university setting, participants can go
through the steps of forming a company, with little cost of failure. If one or two
cycles are done quickly in the university, the next ones are more likely to succeed.
The entrepreneurs will learn the value of failing fast [20, 21]. These experiences
often lead to involvement in more professional accelerator programs.
Working in a team demonstrably increases the likelihood of entrepreneurial success [22, 23]. Swapping in and out of various teams will inform participants of the
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roles they can play and when they should find partners. Repeated team efforts sometimes also identify the nucleating team of the next new venture.
There is no replacement for experienced mentors advising a new entrepreneur.
They provide a sounding board and a source of alternative approaches to an issue.
They are often the gateway to the local networks. Faculty and alumni who have been
entrepreneurs and members of the entrepreneurial ecosystem are often willing to
volunteer as mentors.

5.4.3

 uilding Successful Ventures Based on Discoveries
B
and Creations

The emphasis of action now shifts to creation of actual legally established ventures,
conducted within or closely alongside the university. This is a valid activity of the
university if the emphasis is on using the new venture as a carrier of knowledge
exchange and not just as a source of financial return. The university assets that can
catalyze a start-up are: a deep understanding of, and access to creations and discoveries; IP, tangible research products, and know-how; accompanied by a potent combination of students and faculty.
University-based entrepreneurial projects often begin with a unique understanding of some discovery or creation, perhaps combined with an idea that will improve
the world, or a passion to have an important impact [24]. Access to discoveries and
creations can be arranged through the practice of Facilitating Dialog and Agreements.
Some new ventures respond to a pull from the market or society, and some are driven
by a creation. In both cases, understanding of technology and market is essential.
Faculty can contribute a deep understanding of the outcomes of their research
group. They are experts in their domain, and are often able to foresee its evolution,
but are more likely to stay close to their intellectual home. They better understand the
inventory of discoveries and creations and the formal IP and TRP of the university.
If they have participated in the practice of Maturing Discoveries and Creations, they
probably already have a well-developed technology-ready and market-ready idea.
In contrast, students and post docs can contribute based on their broad exposure
to knowledge outcomes, gained through the practices of Education in Emerging
Thought and Undergraduate and Postgraduate Student Researchers. Students are
more likely to experiment cross internal barriers and take more intellectual risk.
They will know about their own work, and about the research work of others in their
research group and the extended community.
The combination of faculty experts and creative students and post docs is powerful, but there can be conflicts of interest between:
• The IP rights of the start-up founders and the larger set of inventors.
• A supervising faculty and a student who might both be involved in the start-up.
• The interest of the faculty and university as licensors, and the same faculty as a
licensee.
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University policy should address these issues.
Taking on these issues, the Technion has developed the DRIVE accelerator,
described in the accompanying Case 5.6. The main goal of the DRIVE is transfer
technology to the community which might otherwise not leave the lab, and, in doing
so, to enlarge the number of start-ups launched by Technion faculty, staff, and students. The target is technologies that are ready, but which lack a concrete commercial and marketing plan.

Case 5.6 Technion—Israel Institute of Technology—The Technion DRIVE
Accelerator
Efforts by universities, and in some cases their subsidiaries and partners, to support and finance the entrepreneurial process can have significant influence on
the success of the ventures and on local economic development.
The Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, was Israel’s first university.
Graduates make up the majority of Israeli-educated scientists and engineers,
constituting more than 70% of the country’s founders and managers of high-tech
industries. Technion graduates founded and/or lead two-thirds of Israeli companies on NASDAQ.
The main goal of the DRIVE Accelerator is to increase the number of companies launched by Technion faculty and students, with an emphasis on situations
where the technology is ready, but assistance is required to prepare the start-up
to attract investors, and to finalize the full commercialization plans [1]. The
DRIVE is focused on promoting the transfer of technology, which might otherwise never leave the laboratory, to the community.
The DRIVE Accelerator assists entrepreneurs in the early (pre-seed and seed)
stages life cycle of their start-ups. In addition to joining and benefiting from
Technion’s unique ecosystem, innovative capabilities and strong human capital
(researchers, students, and alumni), start-ups may access the Technion’s research
facilities, infrastructure, and equipment. Access to Technion labs and research
centers is provided using the same approach as for established industry, which
often conducts funded research at the Institute.
Companies accepted to the DRIVE are offered office space and are eligible
for an investment of up to 100,000 USD registered as a convertible loan or SAFE
(Simple Agreement for Future Equity). Technion and the Technion Research &
Development Foundation (TRDF) receive preemptive rights to participate in
future investment rounds. Entrepreneurs learn from world-class mentors who
have had significant roles in successful companies and who provide long-term
guidance on vision and strategy. Mentors work pro bono, and the DRIVE coordinates the mentor network.
The DRIVE is a part of the Technion’s Technology Transfer Office, a TRDF
division. In contrast to similar efforts operating within the university, TRDF is a
for-profit entity, which is owned by the Technion. The DRIVE’s deal flow comes
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from entrepreneurs who commercialize Technion IP and from alumni. Technion
offers its inventors complete commercialization packages that include IP protection and commercialization strategies.
An experienced technology entrepreneur runs the DRIVE. A yearly budget
allows some co-investment funding with partners who participate in the investment committee, which is composed of Technion representatives, representatives from industry and partner investors.
The program started in March of 2017. The key indicator of success is whether
a company raised additional funding before the end of support from the DRIVE
program. The start-ups in the portfolio have received on average $1 million further investment and some received over $6 million.
Prepared with input from Shuli Shwartz, Rona Samler, and Wayne D. Kaplan;
Technion—Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel.
Reference
1. Technion DRIVE Accelerator. https://www.techniondrive.com. Accessed 20
Jan 2020

5.4.4

Incubators, Facilities, and Seed Funding for Start-ups

On day one of a start-up, there is nothing—it is all done from zero. Getting started
can be daunting, particularly for those that are creating a start-up for the first time.
The university can help by providing access to incubator space, workshops, shared
capital equipment, and potentially seed funding. These do not have to be directly
provided by the university, but can involve not-for-profit, for-profit, and government
resources as well.
Many initial needs can be met on a shared basis by a well-run incubator. At first,
the entrepreneur needs table space and IT support, and then the legal, tax, and
banking relationships. Soon there will be a need for hiring support and financial
accounting, where time-sharing arrangements are essential for small companies.
For anything but a software company, there will be need for workshop facilities
that support mechanical, electronic, chemical, and biological development. The
start-up can create and operate such facilities, but this is unlikely until a robust
round of financing. In the interim, access to shared workshops and associated capital facilities is a great benefit, especially if it includes access to experts on the
equipment.
The real challenge comes when the start-up needs specialized equipment with
large capital costs; for example, materials handling or wet labs. Recently, some
universities have recognized that if they are to create anything but IT start-ups, they
need shared major capital facilities. In contrast with high clockspeed sectors (IT and
consumer products), more capital-intensive creations in slower clockspeed sectors
(e.g., biotechnology, energy, aerospace) will have a more complex path to market,
and therefore will benefit from this kind of support.
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Eventually, the start-up will need investors, who will at first invest small amounts
of money—pre-seed or seed rounds. These early investment funds can come from
investment programs of the university or from investors closely affiliated with the
university and the local ecosystem [25]. In some countries, government and foundation co-investment schemes help as well.
Incubators can be a force for innovation and for community development, as
discussed in Case 5.7 called WITS—the Tshimologong Digital Innovation Precinct.
This project locates a digital technology hub in the urban core, where people learn,
work, and innovate. Engaging both the university community and those in the core,
the dual goals of the project are to create new companies based on digital technology and to develop a skilled IT workforce.

Case 5.7 The University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg (WITS)—
the Tshimologong Digital Innovation Precinct
The project involves reimagining digital innovation for a future more equitable
society, creating opportunities for entrepreneurship both for the university community and for those in the urban core, and developing a skilled workforce.
The concept of “Digital Technology Hubs” will be familiar to many in the USA
and Europe. Yet by 2014, Johannesburg, Africa’s most important economic center, still did not have such an area where people could gather to learn, work, and
innovate. The idea grew into a zone that links hardware, software, and digital
content innovation with commercial success; a center where technology businesses and digital products could be nurtured, and ideas foment viable businesses.
In 2018, the Tshimologong Precinct became fully operational as a digital
innovation ecosystem in Braamfontein, a central Johannesburg neighborhood,
through collaboration among the University of the Witwatersrand’s Joburg
Centre for Software Engineering, the Province of Gauteng, and the business sector including IBM, Cisco, Telkom, Microsoft, and MMI, among others. The considerations for designing the hub were proximity to a major research university,
existing urban infrastructure, the likelihood of government support for scale-up,
and the potential to develop an ecosystem fostering business and desirable
life style.
Tshimologong, the Setswana word for “place of new beginnings,” is an urban
community of progressive thinkers reimagining digital innovation for a future
more equitable society. Curiosity and complex interdisciplinary challenges drive
members to imagine new possibilities. Through research and collaboration, people play, make, learn, incubate, and innovate, while promoting the regeneration
of Johannesburg’s inner-city area. Direct guidance and advice from experienced
technical and business mentors, alongside the robust, effective, and hands-on-
experience of the precinct’s structured programs—ideation, incubation, and
acceleration—support ongoing learning and growth (see Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4 Precinct’s structured programs
Program
Ideation

Description
Entrepreneurs assess the technical viability of the suggested solution, while
identifying the existence of a market for the product or service being
developed
Incubation Entrepreneurs design a business model and approach the market place
systematically to test the validity of their most basic assumptions using the
Lean Start-up Methodology and Design Thinking
Acceleration Entrepreneurs develop enhanced business models, products, and services to
further grow their businesses in order to exponentially scale post-revenue by
connecting with funders, global markets, and high-impact networks

1
Professional
Development
CoachLab, CDP, CIO
Masterclasses

2

Digital Skills
Academy

Digital
Factories

App Factories, Hi-Mat Units,
Game Factory

3

Targeting
Talent

ImpaCT, Coding School,
Accenture (training for Employment)

Fig. 5.8 Digital Skills Academy model

The aim was to benefit not only the University’s own students, but to become
the focal point for digital innovation for all of Johannesburg’s citizens: young
and old, employed and unemployed, South Africans, and other Africans. Men
and women from humble backgrounds that have an idea will get a place to implement the concept and perhaps change the world.
The Digital Skills Pipeline program provides free training to unemployed
young people from disadvantaged backgrounds. Some of these programs are
designed to expose women and girls to opportunities in the ICT sector, drawing
on existing partnerships. These programs offer basic coding skills covering an
array of programing languages, including JAVA and Microsoft C#; networking;
cyber security; and digital animation. These courses are part of the integrated
training and development process that dominates the Digital Skills Academy
(see Fig. 5.8).
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In just a few months, the community created more than 60 start-ups, with up
to four participants each, at various stages of their evolution. The skills development programs bring approximately 150 students into the precinct on a daily
basis. Ad hoc activities bring, on average, 50–100 additional visitors each day.
The center will contribute to fulfill “Africa Rising” destiny by producing worldclass developers, entrepreneurs, and innovators of digital technology, while
strengthening University-based incubators across the continent.
Contributed by Barry Dwolatzky, Professor Emeritus in the School of
Electrical and Information Engineering, University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

5.4.5

Professional Entrepreneurial Networks

Entrepreneurs naturally form professional networks. These networks are often long
enduring and are key to the success of local ventures. They are important contributors to informal knowledge exchange and allow the sharing of insights, business
intelligence, new discoveries, and creations. Networks are particularly important for
entrepreneurs who do not have access to the large organizations, infrastructure, and
historical relations that more established firms draw upon.
In addition to entrepreneurs and innovators, network participants can include
faculty, staff, students, post docs, and alumni. Participation of local venture investors is common, as well as by people from the legal, financial, and human resource
professions. The network can be self-assembled, but some have a convener, often
the operator of the incubator. At some universities, alumni in other cities form university affiliated networks in their city. The university can back these networks by
sponsoring the convener, providing logistical support and encouraging the faculty to
participate.
It is important that these groups are open and available to professionals, with a
low cost of participation. They enable entrepreneurs to leverage network effects, so
that the value of the network increases as it grows and meetings become more productive. Entrepreneurs should find that they are developing important professional
relationships, some of which lead to advice, resources, and deals. The networks are
made up of professionals with mutual self-interest.
Some programmed events can add value to the network if they provide content
that is responsive to their evolving needs and is at the state-of-the-art of practice.
Entrepreneurs prefer informal, active meetings and real-time discussions rather than
traditional conferences. The events stimulate discussion focused on peer-level sharing of best practices, skills, and knowledge of resources.
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Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we present three practices that contribute to economic development
by accelerating innovation and entrepreneurship (Fig. 5.9). The practices produce
creations and stimulate effective exchange with partners in industry, enterprise, and
government institutions. These practices support the principle of systematic knowledge exchange of Box 2.3.
Maturing Discoveries and Creations is a practice that matures research outputs
through prototyping, IP protection, market analysis, and proof-of-concept demonstration. The inputs are the discoveries and less mature creations developed under
the research practices. The outcomes are more technology-ready and market-ready
creation. If this practice leads to transfer of IP and know-how to an established firm
or government organization, this is called Facilitating Dialog and Agreements. If
this practice leads to a start-up, then the action shifts to University-Based
Entrepreneurial Venturing.
Facilitating Dialog and Agreements builds relationships with partners and supports knowledge exchange. It includes scholars learning the needs of partners,
partners learning about university discoveries and creations, technology licensing,
and informal multidirectional dialog. Inputs to this practice come primarily from
the research domain, and particularly from the practice of Maturing Discoveries
and Creations. The outcome is the successful adoption by industry and entrepreneurial ventures of the university’s discoveries and creations.
University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing plays the dual role of advancing the
development of new university-based entrepreneurs and spinning off entrepreneurial ventures. It takes as inputs the human capital of students who have participated
in the educational practices, and the discoveries and creations of the research practices. It is aided by Maturing Discoveries and Creations and Facilitating Dialog and

MATURING
DISCOVERIES
AND CREATIONS

• Progressive invention, market analysis and demos.

FACILITATING
DIALOG AND
AGREEMENTS

• Informal dialog and formal agreements.

ENTREPRENEURIAL
VENTURING

• Real entrepreneurial process within university.

• Creations with higher technology and market readiness.

• More creations adopted by partners.

• New ventures and more experienced entrepreneur.

Fig. 5.9 Catalyzing innovation practices, processes, and outcomes
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Agreements. In other words, virtually all of the practices of a university with a mission to accelerate innovation influence University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing.
These three practices are similar to the conclusions of an MIT study that investigated Best Practices for Industry University Collaboration [26]. This study identified seven factors that increase partner adoption of university discoveries and
creation. The four factors relevant to interactions between partner and university are
shown in Box 5.8.
Box 5.8 Factors Leading to Partner Adoption of University Discoveries
and Creations
These factors have been identified as leading to adoption and impact of university creations and discoveries at partners:
(a) Sharing with the university research team the vision of how the collaboration can help the company. This gives the university researcher an understanding of the business context, company practices, and how the research
fits in company strategy.
(b) Investing in long-term relationships. The creation of multi-year research
plans helps soften the impact of the markedly different timescales of
development at the university and in industry. Over time, both sides
develop common understanding and vocabulary, and success in one
endeavor is highly correlated with success in the next.
(c) Establishing strong two-way communication linkages. Frequent discussions and exchange of personnel in both directions helps form personal
relationships and fosters exchange of tacit knowledge and know-how.
(d) Building broad awareness of the project within the company and long-
term support until the creation can be exploited. A main point of contact
or manager in the company is vital, but broader contact is also beneficial,
allowing more widespread sharing of information.
Sustainable economic development can be an important result of the application
of the three innovation practices. The practice of Maturing Discoveries and Creations
will engage scholars in increasing the readiness of research and innovation outcomes
in directions that will encourage economic, social, creative, and environmental good.
Facilitating Dialog and University-Based Venturing will increase the likelihood that
these university outcomes will impact the market and society.
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Chapter 6

Integrated Knowledge Exchange

6.1

Introduction

The academic practices of a university occur in the three broad domains of education, research, and catalyzing innovation. However, it is the interplay of the practices, the overlap of the domains, and the convergence of disciplines that create
many of the unique outcomes important for knowledge exchange with partners.
Chapters 3–5 are organized around the systematic practices. In this chapter, we
organize the discussion of integrated knowledge exchange around three case studies. We present the experiences of three universities and observe how their integrated activities strengthen knowledge exchange.
The domains of education, research, and catalyzing innovations individually
make important contributions. The objective of education is to create learning environments and experiences that enable students to develop a deep working understanding of established fundamentals and emerging knowledge, and of essential life
and professional skills, including know-how in research and innovation (Chapter 3).
Research is about making discoveries at the frontier of knowledge, often revealing
phenomena or truths that have previously existed but were unknown or unexplained
(Chapter 4). Catalyzing innovation produces creations—synthesized objects, processes, and systems that did not exist prior to their development at the university.
These creations include technologies, inventions, business ideas, medical procedures, and works of art (Chapter 5).
This decomposition into domains and academic practices is a simplification
made to allow an orderly presentation. Certainly, there are practices that lie largely
within one domain. But in reality, the three domains have significant overlap, as
suggested in Fig. 2.1. Many of the important contributions of universities emerge
from these overlaps: the speedy introduction of cross-disciplinary and emerging
thought into education, the preparation of young entrepreneurs, and the deliberate
maturation of technologies to close their readiness gap. The three-way overlap
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c ontains centers that take on societal issues with an intention of direct impact and
includes the engagement of students in research.
This integration occurs naturally if the internal boundaries of the university are
low and permeable. Crossing boundaries happens as a result of shared goals: education, research, and catalyzing innovation are essentially about creating and exchanging new knowledge. The actions of integration are executed by the same actors:
faculty members and students. A conversation can start after a provocative lecture,
introduce insight from research, and move seamlessly into sketching out a creation.
The importance of this behavior—overlaps in domains and routine crossing of
boundaries—leads to the principle of integration in knowledge exchange introduced
in Chapter 2 and summarized in Box 2.2. It emphasizes that it is the cross-disciplinary and integrated activities in education, research, and catalyzing innovation, all
engaging with partners, that make knowledge exchange more effective. Following
the logic of Chapter 2, this knowledge exchange stimulates innovation and entrepreneurship and contributes to economic development.
In the discussion below, we examine the cases using three questions:
• Do the academic practices appear in the narratives, and thus represent real patterns of behavior at the university?
• Is there integration of the practices within each of the three domains (education,
research, and catalyzing innovation) that leads to the outcomes of the domain?
• Is there integration at an overall level—mixing of education, research, and catalyzing innovation—that yields the overall emergent outcomes of the university,
knowledge exchange?
To learn about the nature of academic integration, we invited three integrated
case studies: the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD),
University College London (UCL), and Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
(PUCC). Told largely in their own words, the cases demonstrate the smooth integration of the 11 practices into a coherent whole. The cases are annotated with the
practice icons, indicating how leading universities are deploying the academic practices (Fig. 6.1).
After the case narrative, each of the three case studies is analyzed with a focus
within a particular domain and in a particular area of overlap. The SUTD analysis
examines integrated education and its overlap with innovation. The UCL case analyzes integration within research and its overlap with education. The PUCC case is
examined from the perspective of integrated innovation and its overlap with
research. In this way, we discuss integration within each domain and within each
area of overlap.

6.2 Case Study: Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD)

EDUCATION—Chapter 3

179

Integrated Curriculum
Teaching for Learning
Emerging Thought
Preparing for Innovation

RESEARCH—Chapter 4

Impactful Research
Collaborative Research
Centres
Student Researchers

CATALYZING INNOVATION—Chapter 5

Maturing Creations
Facilitating Dialog
Entrepreneurial Venturing

Fig. 6.1 The 11 academic practices with their icons that indicate where in the text the practice is
discussed
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 ase Study: Singapore University of Technology
C
and Design (SUTD)

The Case of Singapore University of Technology and Design:
A university that is designed to seamlessly integrate education, research, and
innovation nurtures graduates who are industry-ready, world-ready, and
future-ready.
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 dvancing Knowledge and Nurturing Technically
A
Grounded Leaders and Innovators at SUTD

If you were to create a world-class university from scratch for the twenty-first century, what would you do? To provide an answer, in 2009 the Government of
Singapore invited the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to lead the collaborative efforts to design, develop, and implement the successful opening of a state-of-
the-art institution that would become the fourth autonomous university in the
country. By May 2012, the Singapore University of Technology and Design admitted its first student class. SUTD aims to lead the fourth industrial revolution by
harnessing the best practices and values of the east and the west.
6.2.1.1

SUTD Education

The SUTD academic structure is designed to support a curriculum
that develops technically grounded leaders who will contribute to
society through technology and design, and make an impact on the
world. The academic programs are designed with an outside-in
approach that starts with considering industry’s needs and delves
deeply into the challenges the world faces today. Based on the concept that society needs products, processes, systems, and services,
SUTD is not structured via traditional disciplines, but into four pillars (core areas of specialization): Architecture and Sustainable
Design, Engineering Product Development, Engineering Systems
and Design, and Information Systems Technology and Design
(Fig. 6.2). More than 90% of the content of the degrees and undergraduate curriculum was originally developed by MIT.
During the first three terms of undergraduate education, students
take common classes together in a cohort-based learning format that
fosters collaborative learning and a sense of teamwork, ownership,
and belonging. Learning incorporates hands-on activities, such as
simulations, demonstrations, and problem sets, where students are
challenged to devise solutions in context.
Upon completing the first three terms, students select to specialize in one of the four pillars, graduating with the respective degrees.
SUTD’s four pillars offer a modern engineering and architectural
education that crosses traditional disciplines. In the senior year, students participate in a two-term capstone subject, which requires
them to work in project teams with students from at least two pillars,
solving real-world challenges, resulting in a truly multidisciplinary
education.

6.2 Case Study: Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD)
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Curriculum
Architecture and
Sustainable
Design (ASD)

Engineering
Product
Development (EPD)

Engineering
Systems and
Design (ESD)

Information
Systems Technology
and Design (ISTD)

PILLAR

Capstone Integrated Design Experience
Technical Application Electives
TERM
4 to 8

Architecture
Core

Product
Design
Core

System
Design
Core

Info
Design
Core

FRESHMORE

Entrepreneurship, Management, Social Sciences, Economics, Humanities, Arts

TERM 3

Modeling the Systems World, Engineering in the Physical World, The Digital World,
Introduction to Biology1 and introduction to Physical Chemistry2

TERM 2

Advances Math II, Physics II, Introduction to Design
and HASS Core Subject

TERM 1

Advances Math I, Physics I, Chemistry and Biology: Natural World
and HASS Core Subject

Design Projects

Advances Pillar Electives

Information is subject to change

Four full credit subjects (or equivalent) per term (x 8 terms)
2
Half-credit subject
1

Fig. 6.2 The SUTD curriculum framework

Design is another critical element in the curriculum. In addition to
providing strong technical-grounding, and cultivating creativity and
a perceptive mind, design is literally everywhere at SUTD. Students
are not passive spectators in their own learning; they are engaged in
a vibrant design and hands-on culture within and outside the classroom, supported by the Big-Design (Big-D) framework (Fig. 6.3).
There are several integrated practices that foster real-world learning. The
16-week Internship Program is held during the summer vacation each year. Study of
the humanities, arts, and social sciences, which makes up more than 22% of the
undergraduate curriculum, provides context for design for humanity. Students have
the opportunity to explore their own personal interests and activities during the
Independent Activities Period.
SUTD is committed to attracting talent from the top universities around the
world. The student faculty ratio is 11:1. The SUTD workforce is made up of 52
nationalities. It partners with more than 45 global universities to offer students
short-term overseas exchanges, summer programs, internships, and immersion
opportunities. Partner universities include Stanford, Berkeley, Yale, Zhejiang, Tokyo
Institute of Technology, and the Technical University of Berlin. Currently, about
75% of students have had at least one overseas experience.
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Fig. 6.3 The Four-Dimensional Big-Design (4D Big-D) framework

6.2.1.2

SUTD Research

SUTD has established 13 research centers focusing on operational,
economic, and policy research. For example, the Aviation Studies
Institute develops advances in air traffic management. The SUTDMIT International Design Centre is the world’s premier hub for technologically intensive design of devices, systems, and services. Other
research centers investigate digital manufacturing, advanced robotics systems, cybersecurity, innovative cities, gaming, and industrial
infrastructure innovation.
SUTD is also entering its next phase of research growth. It has
identified four key areas on which to focus: health care, cities and
aviation, supported by capabilities in artificial intelligence/data science. To date, SUTD has fostered more than 800 industry partnerships, which provide students with opportunities for research,
internship, and employment.
These research results must be moved to market for commercial
impact. SUTD has fostered partnerships with the industry and public
research institutions to create testbeds embedded in the living ecosystem around the university. In this way, teams from SUTD are able
to move innovations speedily from the ideation phase to proof-of-
concept demonstrations. This process also reveals the commercial
potential of new innovations.
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The Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP)
helps students to effectively apply classroom learning. Students
work on cutting-edge research as a junior colleague on a faculty
member’s research team. Students participate in different phases
of research, from writing research proposals and conducting
research to analyzing data and presenting results in oral and written form. Students work closely with, and are mentored by, faculty, and partake in various fully funded research projects, which
culminate in a final research thesis. UROP helps open up opportunities for students to share and impart their knowledge.
To date, SUTD researchers have published more than 4000
peer-reviewed journal and conference papers and secured more
than SGD$350 million in research funding, both from industry,
and from various government departments and funding bodies.
Based on its research output, SUTD has filed more than 200 technology disclosures and 140 patent applications, and spun off more
than 45 start-up companies.
6.2.1.3

SUTD Entrepreneurship

The SUTD Technology Entrepreneurship Program is aimed at nurturing a new generation of innovators through the Lean LaunchPad
methodology. Conducted over 4.5 years, students spend a year
abroad in the USA and China, immersed in entrepreneurship, and
undertaking a work experience term in the Silicon Valley.
The program has four areas of development. The first is
STARTsomething, focusing on building a student’s entrepreneurial mindset. Then follows BUILDsomething, developing skills for
prototyping, building minimum viable products and customer
validation. The next phase is LAUNCHsomething, which introduces students to the business practicalities of creating a start-up
and running a business. The Entrepreneurship Capstone is a preaccelerator program where final year undergraduates bring a product from conceptualization to implementation in the market.
Results from SUTD’s three graduating classes to date are very encouraging.
More than 94% of the students secured employment within 6 months of their final
exams with relatively high starting pay. The top hiring sectors included Information
and communication, scientific research and development, and finance and insurance. A significant number of students who graduated from the dual degree STEP
program founded start-ups within 1 month of their final exams.
The SUTD case is based on input from Professor Chong Tow Chong, President,
Singapore, University of Technology and Design.
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 nalyzing the Singapore University of Technology
A
and Design Case

We organize the discussion of the cases around the three questions stated in this
chapter’s introduction.
6.2.2.1

 o the Academic Practices Appear in the Narratives, and Thus
D
Represent Real Patterns of Behavior at the University?

Evidence of all 11 academic practices can be found in the SUTD case, as indicated
by the icons in the text. For example, reference to patent applications suggest the
practice of Facilitating Dialog, and the Entrepreneurship Capstone is an aspect of
the practice of Venturing. For SUTD, we look in more detail at the educational practices, examine integration within education, and between education and catalyzing
innovation.
The evidence that the educational practices are used at SUTD is summarized in
Table 6.1, which maps the practices to the case.
Table 6.1 Evidence of the education practices found in the SUTD case
Integrated curriculum—is developed by considering “industry’s needs” in
the curriculum design, and structuring the education into “nontraditional
pillars” that prepare students to design “products, processes, systems, and
services.”

Teaching for learning—is reflected in the discussion of learning that
incorporates hands-on activities such as simulations, demonstrations, and
problem sets, where students are challenged to devise solutions in context.

Education in emerging thought—is evidenced by an interdisciplinary
curriculum that “crosses traditional disciplines” and requires students to
work on projects with students from other pillars.

Preparing for innovation—is demonstrated by the strong evidence of design
as a key theme: “design is literally everywhere at SUTD,” which engages
students “in a vibrant design and hands-on culture within and outside the
classroom” preparing future innovators. It reappears in the first three steps of
the LaunchPad methodology.
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I s There Integration of the Practices Within the Education
Domain that Leads to the Outcomes of the Domain?

The outcome of education is talented graduates. The education practices are built on
Integrated Curriculum, which establishes the learning outcomes and the structure of
academic activities. We consider it the foundational practice for education. SUTD
chose a curricular structure that “is not structured via traditional disciplines, but into
four pillars (core areas of specialization).” It provides a stronger framework to
develop the desired outcomes.
An important input to curriculum comes from Emerging Thought. The SUTD
pillars allow new cross-disciplinary thought about design to flow into the curriculum. As a result, students work in an approach that “crosses traditional
disciplines.”
The university’s approach to Teaching for Learning complements the learning
outcomes defined in the Curriculum. SUTD incorporates into its pedagogical
approaches exactly the elements needed to prepare design-oriented students:
“hands-on activities, such as simulations, demonstrations and problem sets, where
students are challenged to devise solutions in context.”
For universities that embrace innovation, there is an additional practice of
Preparing for Innovation. This builds on curriculum and learning practices to prepare students as entrepreneurs, managers, and leaders. SUTD extends its educational programs to seamlessly advance the preparation of entrepreneurs through its
pervasive focus on design, and its program START something.
6.2.2.3

I s There Integration at an Overall Level—Mixing of Education,
Research, and Catalyzing Innovation—That Yields the Overall
Emergent Outcomes of the University, Knowledge Exchange?

We use the SUTD case to examine the integration of education with catalyzing
innovation. We just discussed an important connection, the flow of skilled entrepreneurs (the outcome of Preparing for Innovation) into Entrepreneurial Venturing,
whose outcomes are successful ventures. The two go hand in hand. In fact, the
SUTD program START something begins in the domain of education for its first
few steps and finishes in the practice of Venturing.
The practice of Facilitating Dialog engages external partners to learn and understand their needs. This informs the desired learning outcomes, which are determined as part of Integrated Curriculum. At SUTD, “The academic programs are
designed with an ‘outside-in’ approach that starts with considering industry’s needs
and delves deeply into the challenges the world faces today.”
The SUTD case demonstrates extensive integration within the practices of education, and between education and catalyzing innovation.
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Case Study: University College London (UCL)

The Case of University College London:
Building on expertise in translational and interdisciplinary research,
University College London develops programs of integrated education and
open innovation that deliver long-term benefits for a global society.

6.3.1

I ntegrated Model of Research, Education,
and Innovation at UCL

University College London (UCL) is a leading research-intensive university recognized for its radical and critical thinking and its widespread influence. UCL ensures
that the academic environment, infrastructure, and administrative processes are
designed to promote cross-disciplinary activity. It provides incentives for staff, students, and partners to work together and transform how the world is understood and
how global problems are solved.
UCL has identified a set of Grand Challenges that inform the relevance of student learning and research. The currently defined challenges are: Transformative
Technology, Sustainable Cities, Global Health, Human Well-being, Justice and
Equality, and Cultural Understanding.
Working in partnership with governments, industry, NGOs, and the higher education systems of other countries, UCL is a university that listens, learns, and helps
to build capacity. UCL’s ambition, expressed in its Strategy, is that by 2034, London
will be the global leader in generating jobs, transforming communities, and driving
prosperity and societal well-being.
6.3.1.1

UCL Education

The advances in education at UCL are derived from a strong basis of
relevant cross-
disciplinary research. For example, the UCL
Connected Curriculum is built on the idea that intellectually curious
students learn better when they directly experience the outcomes of
research and connect them with other perspectives (Fig. 6.4). To support such learning, leading scientists visit classes and facilitate discovery opportunities. Students have access to funded summer
research positions and participate in projects that may lead to publications. This model suggests that engaging students in research
makes learning more relevant and authentic, changing the nature of
the dialog between staff and students to become one of partnership.
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Fig. 6.4 UCL Connected Curriculum: a framework for research-based education to ensure that all
students are able to learn through participating in research and enquiry at all levels of their program
of study

This ethos is embedded in the Integrated Engineering Programme
(IEP), which is built on a common curricular structure across engineering departments (Fig. 6.5). It is an educational framework that
combines innovative teaching methods and an industry-oriented curriculum with a discipline-specific, accredited degree program. The
IEP supports the principle that engineering is a people-centered, creative discipline that works best when it is diverse, inclusive, and considers social contexts.
Undergraduate students register for a core discipline. The educational program starts with a broad introduction to the challenges facing society that can be addressed by engineering, as well as core
disciplinary modules and the first of a thread of instruction and activities in Design and Professional Skills. Through this approach, students
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Fig. 6.5 The Integrated Engineering Programme (IEP), an undergraduate teaching framework,
emphasizes interdisciplinarity, creativity, and communication alongside teamwork, learning
through projects and the social context of engineering

develop the valued workplace and life skills of critical independent
thinking, problem-solving, communicating, and working with uncertainty. In the core activities, students learn in a variety of ways, including workshops, flipped lectures, field trips, and experimental or
computer labs.
The integrating elements of the IEP are the real design experiences built into each year. In years 1 and 2, students encounter
Scenarios. Each Scenarios is part of a 5-week cycle in which students spend the first 4 weeks acquiring relevant skills and knowledge, followed by a 1-week intensive research or design project
(Fig. 6.5). Students engage in authentic projects that aim to develop
transferable skills and provide an opportunity for students to apply
knowledge from the taught program. At the beginning of year 1, students tackle challenges: two 5-week sessions on the themes of sustainability and global health. At the end of year 2, they participate in
a How to Change the World capstone humanitarian challenge, an
intensive and interdisciplinary studio-based group project with
industry and government involvement.
The IEP also includes a compulsory three-module minor to build intellectual
diversity. Minors are aligned with UCL’s research challenges and use up-to-date
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insights to design upper level courses. There are currently more than 15 choices of
minor topic areas.
6.3.1.2

UCL Research

UCL is a research-intensive university, with a cultural and programmatic emphasis on translational and interdisciplinary efforts. UCL
staff work in research domains that are cross-disciplinary communities spanning UCL and partner organizations. They foster higher collaborative impact, and attract major funding, in neuroscience,
personalized medicine, populations and lifelong health, cancer, environment, eResearch, collaborative social science, food, metabolism,
society, space, and microbiology.
Although each university faculty oversees the disciplinary
scope for its own doctoral cohort, the Doctoral School is tasked
with aligning research with UCL’s 2034 institutional Strategy, and
ensuring academics work in a high-quality research-training environment. PhD students are trained with a wide practical skill set
that ranges from finance, to negotiation, to coaching style.
UCL provides support to investigators to help them improve
their research effectiveness. They can learn how to define objectives, scope, and price of projects; negotiate terms of agreements
and manage schedules; and make the connections that lead to further research opportunities and demonstrate impact. A special
UCL Venture Research Fellowship supports researchers who
explore crucial questions in an open-ended context.
Competitively won research grants and contracts account for
more than a third of UCL’s income. The main research funding
comes from the portfolios of the UK Research and Innovation, the
Engineering and Physical Science Research Council, and the Science
and Technology Facilities Council, and from a diverse number of
organizations including the Higher Education Innovation Fund. For
researchers, there are multiple sources of funding that support connections beyond academia and help to apply research in industry.
Options include arranging a secondment, setting up a business partnership, or hosting an industry expert-in-residence.
The UK Research Excellence Framework, with its emphasis on
impact, plays a new, pivotal role in university research. Although
there is now more emphasis on directed research, UCL’s high caliber
researchers excel at delivering high-impact outputs, producing top
publications and fulfilling short-term tasks. They do this through
their significant experience working with industry, and the stellar talent pool derived from a meticulous hiring process.
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UCL Innovation

Innovation and Enterprise is the function at UCL that offers a wide
range of support, training, and advice, helping to turn knowledge and
ideas into solutions that benefit society. It assists staff and students in
commercialization, knowledge transfers partnerships, spinouts, and
intellectual property licensing. And it helps organizations to better
access UCL intellectual assets. For example, UCL Consultants Ltd.
was set up to draw on UCL’s research competence to provide academic consultancy services, and bespoke short courses for business.
UCL Knowledge Transfer Partnership contributes to solving strategic challenges by engaging world-leading academics with counterparts in industry and enterprise.
UCL is involved in several large strategic relationships. It is working with Facebook, Amazon, and Google to ensure AI technology
will address challenges such as climate change, food security, wealth
inequality, lifelong health, and p rogressive education. It also is collaborating with Barclays to play a leading role in applying technology to the practice of the law.
UCL supports individuals and small businesses in incubators,
accelerators, and post-accelerators and provides co-working spaces
and sector-led virtual communities. UCL has assisted many London’s
start-ups. It also works in partnerships: for example, with Cisco and
EDF, and it sponsors the Innovation Hub IDEALondon, creating the
future of the Internet of Things. In addition to multiple venture fund
initiatives, in partnership with NHS Trusts, UCL has developed UCL
Business, comprising 247 patent families and 75 equity holdings, as
the commercialization arm to bring to market truly world-changing
technologies.
There are a number of efforts aimed at building entrepreneurial
capabilities and igniting start-ups. The UCL Enterprise Fellowship
Programme provides training for postdocs and academic staff to
develop an entrepreneurial mindset and create impact when engaging with organizations outside of academia. Conception X is a new
business accelerator for PhD students to successfully transit from
thesis to deep tech start-ups by providing mentorship, network, and
initial funding.

The UCL case is based on input provided by John Mitchell, Vice-Dean of
Engineering (Education); Anthony Kenyon, Vice-Dean of Engineering (Research);
and Jane Butler, Vice-Dean of Engineering (Enterprise), University College London.
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Again, evidence of all 11 academic practices can be identified in the case narrative,
as suggested by the icons in the case text. We use the UCL case to examine the
integration within the research practices, and between research and education.
Table 6.2 offers short quotations from the UCL case that substantiate the use of the
research practices.
6.3.2.2

I s There Integration of the Practices Within the Research
Domains that Leads to the Outcomes of the Domain?

The outcomes of research are discoveries, often revealing phenomena or truths
that have previously existed but were unknown or unexplained. We consider
Impactful Fundamental Research as the foundational practice of research. It
Table 6.2 Evidence of the research practice found in the UCL case
Impactful fundamental research—is discussed in the context of the UK
Research Excellence Framework: “UCL’s high caliber researchers have
excelled at delivering high-impact outputs, producing top publications, and
fulfilling short-term tasks.”

Collaborative research within and across disciplines—is evident from the
emphasis on cross-disciplinary research: “staff work in research domains that
are cross-disciplinary communities spanning UCL and partner organizations.”

Centres of research, education, and innovation—are strongly developed:
“UCL is working with Facebook, Amazon and Google to ensure AI
technology will address challenges such as climate change, food security,
wealth inequality, lifelong health and progressive education.”

Undergraduate and postgraduate student researchers—is part of the
experience: “Students have access to funded summer research positions, and
participate in projects that may lead to publications. … engaging students in
research makes learning more relevant and authentic ...”
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charges researchers to do fundamental research along a spectrum from curiositydriven to use-inspired. At UCL, this span is indicated by a balance of traditional
measures of scholarship alongside “more emphasis on directed research.”
Impactful Fundamental Research sets the direction of discovery, while
Collaborative Research is an approach, so they go hand in hand. Collaboration
based on earlier Fundamental Research can “foster higher collaborative impact and
attract major funding.” The small scholarly core team that is typical of collaboration
makes “connections that lead to further research opportunities and demonstrate
impact,” including the development of Centres of
Research, Education, and Innovation. Of course, the intellectual foundation of
Centres often rests in Impactful Fundamental Research.
6.3.2.3

I s There Integration at an Overall Level—Mixing of Education,
Research, and Catalyzing Innovation—that Yields the Overall
Emergent Outcomes of the University, Knowledge Exchange?

We use the UCL case to demonstrate integration between research and education.
Researchers play a key role in strengthening education. They develop new and interdisciplinary Emerging Thought and move it quickly to the curriculum. This is a
common pattern at UCL, where “the UCL Connected Curriculum is built on the
idea that intellectually curious students learn better when they directly experience
the outcomes of research and connect them with other perspectives.”
Another important integration of education and research is sharing a precious
resource: students. Through education, students gain knowledge and skills. In
research, they develop research know-how and gain frontier research knowledge.
“Students have access to funded summer research positions, and participate in projects that may lead to publications,” suggesting that “engaging students in research
makes learning more relevant and authentic.” As a result of research links to education, students leave the university prepared for a career of knowledge exchange.
Clearly, at UCL, there is significant integration within research, and between
research and education.

6.4

 ase Study: Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
C
(PUCC)

The Case of Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile:
A transformative program prepares a new generation of technology innovators, develops pioneering applied research outcomes, and fosters entrepreneurial capacity, thanks to a globally connected environment and a world-class
organization.
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 he Clover: A Transformative Program
T
for an Innovation-Based Economy at PUCC

Chile aims to become the first Latin American country where economic and social
development are built upon technology innovation. This transformation requires a
collaboration among government, industry, academia, and civil society. The
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (PUCC) is playing a pivotal role as the
leading engine for driving the country’s technology research base, aligning the
national research and development culture towards an entrepreneurial mindset with
deepening connectivity to the world’s foremost technology-innovation ecosystems.
The lucky four-leaf clover was chosen to represent this ambitious transformation
program, which is based on four pillars: education, applied research, entrepreneurship, and an enabling environment. At the heart of this transformation is PUCC’s
engineering school: PUC Engineering.
6.4.1.1

PUC Education

PUC Engineering developed a suite of new courses, activities, and programs across
both the formal engineering curriculum and the co-curricular space. Learning experiences are designed to support and guide students along the “entrepreneurial pipeline,” from initial social awareness-raising and engagement with the concept of
technology-driven entrepreneurship, to the commercialization of a new product
or system.
Opportunities for students to learn about entrepreneurship are
available through the “visible and invisible curriculum” (Fig. 6.6).
The visible curriculum’s mandatory courses are taken by all engineering students in fields such as engineering design, entrepreneurship, and innovation. In the invisible curriculum, co-curricular
activities support progressive development of skills in three distinct
areas: science and technology, information technology and applications, and social entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurial activities also
include a competition that showcases the school’s best student projects, and an opportunity for PUC Engineering students to spend
1 month in vibrant ecosystems, such as Silicon Valley and Boston.
Entrepreneurship learning touches each student at least twice. In
the first year, the cornerstone course, Engineering Challenges, introduces first years to engineering design practices around a relevant
social concern by following a user-driven design process. In this
project-based course, students work on teams of six or seven to
design devices that tackle a real-word problem of social relevance,
such as improving resilience to extreme natural hazards in Chile or
adapting to climate change.
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Fig. 6.6 PUC Engineering’s visible and invisible curriculum, which raises students’ awareness of
the entrepreneurship opportunities open to them, many of which are voluntary

In the third year, the course Research, Innovation and
Entrepreneurship (RI&E) provides a hands-on innovation experience for about 400 engineering students per semester. Developed
in partnership with the Centre for Entrepreneurship and Technology
at the University of California Berkeley, the course challenges
cross-
disciplinary student teams to develop technology-based
solutions to key problems facing Chile. Its aim is to familiarize
students with the complexity and uncertainty encountered in the
development of an innovative product or service. A second objective is to develop the skills to recognize the technology business
opportunities necessary to taking the product or service to the market and, thus, meet societal needs.
At the midpoint of the RI&E course, student teams develop a functional prototype. By the close of the 16-week course, students have developed an innovative
technology-based solution, and they pitch their idea to a panel of entrepreneurs,
professors, and industry experts. Support by Chilean entrepreneurs throughout this
course plays a critical role in the successful delivery and achievement of the desired
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competencies. The entrepreneurs make presentations about their business experiences, and mentor the teams.
6.4.1.2

PUCC Applied Research

The transformed research program aims to produce pioneering
applied research that will support innovation that transforms lives.
A distinct element of the new practice is the Seed Fund program,
which scales up the impact of applied research at PUC Engineering
through strategic partnerships on cutting-edge topics with universities such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University
of Edinburgh and Texas A&M. Student engagement is designed as
a stepping-stone towards a deeper strategic research collaborations
with global leaders in different fields, introducing cutting-edge
knowledge into students’ education. The Seed Fund program also
provides a platform from which PUC Engineering is able to access
state-of-the-art infrastructure and technology, explore new global
networks, and access international sources of research funding.
Each Seed Fund project is led by two faculty members, one
from PUC Engineering and one from the partner university. In
addition to the joint research, the fund supports exchange visits by
both the faculty leads and the undergraduate and postgraduate students engaged in the study. Significant outcomes are expected
from the collaborating team, including joint high-impact publications, and a next-phase collaborative proposal for broader external
funding. For example, in 2016 one faculty member secured a collaborative research Seed Fund grant with Harvard University in the
field of astronomy and data science. The research was focused on
developing a platform to process, analyze, and catalog the data
produced by Chile’s new telescopes, as well as developing tools to
visualize the results. The fund enabled the research team to have
access to state-of-the-art equipment and to collaborate with leading international experts in the field.
PUC Engineering is in the process of establishing new highimpact applied research centers in critical areas of national and
global concern, such as health, sustainability, information, and
engineering in science. Collaborative and interdisciplinary by
nature, these new centers will draw on and build upon the school’s
growing strengths in applied research and engineering design.
They will drive state-of-the-art applied research that cuts across
the traditional engineering disciplinary boundaries. Dedicated
managers will be appointed at each center to build research capacity in the field and foster collaboration across and beyond UC
Engineering.
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This research program supports economic and social development built upon technology innovation in two ways. First, it supports
development through the direct economic value created by a number
of new start-up companies that have flourished through students and
professors transferring their research. A good example is Amazon’s
investment in the Not Company, aimed to design new food products
based on vegetable proteins that resemble milk. This company,
cofounded by a computer science professor, is based on the use of
highly effective machine learning algorithms.
A second path is the formal development of contract research
with industry and government through a new model of PUCC’s
Industry Liaison Office, which combines the best academic capacities of professors and students around a challenging topic. Being a
link with industry and the government, this office is dedicated to
strengthening and catalyzing knowledge transfer. Therefore, it is a
gateway through which PUC Engineering addresses a wide range of
societal issues.
Another interesting aspect of PUC Engineering’s is its
Undergraduate Research program, which allows undergraduate students to become actively involved in research projects of Faculty
members. Students interested in this program can browse the research
opportunities uploaded by faculty members on a web-based platform. Since the inception of the program, the number of published
papers co-
authored by undergraduate students has increased
significantly.
6.4.1.3

PUCC Entrepreneurial Culture and Capacity

During the earlier stages of the transformation, PUC Engineering
was focused on consolidating global academic innovation partnerships, redesigning professional education programs, and bridging
PUCC with Silicon Valley. Then, in 2015 Brain Chile was created as
a competition to fill the funding and support gap for emerging
research-based start-ups between developing a proof-of-concept or
prototype and securing seed-funding investment.
Brain Chile was originally designed to support innovations emerging from
research at PUC Engineering. However, the initiative quickly established a
national scope due to the growing interest from all stakeholders across Chilean
higher education, and Santander became a sponsor. By its second iteration, 135
projects from across the country applied to participate in the program. Eighty percent of participants were affiliated with a Chilean university, with the remaining
20% coming from Chilean business or the entrepreneurial sector. Today, Brain
Chile has an international scope, with 238 participant teams from universities in
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Latin America (24%), Santiago (45%), and other Chilean regions (31%), marking
a five-fold net growth since its first version.
Brain Chile encompasses three key phases. In the first phase, all
applicants receive online training in business and entrepreneurship
concepts. In the second phase, 36 teams are selected to participate
in a Braincamp, an intense week of workshops on business models, prototyping, intellectual property, pitching, and industry mentoring. Braincamp ends with 12 teams reaching the third phase,
known as the Acceleration phase, which includes a customer identification process, coached by PUCC instructors who have been
trained on NSF’s I-Corps Lean Start-up methods. In parallel,
teams receive seed funds, mentoring, design and IP consulting,
and pitch training, so finalists become prepared to compete for
cash prizes from an investor panel of venture capitalists.
6.4.1.4

PUCC Environment and World-Class Organization

To support this transformative program, PUCC is implementing an
Academic Intelligence System to continuously monitor the
school’s operation and performance. It is establishing an
International Liaison Office to enhance global university partnerships and host international visitors on campus. It is building new
facilities; for example, it launched the Fabrication Laboratory at
the PUC Center of Innovation and the Collaborative Laboratory in
Microelectronics, Sensors, Control, and Engineering Design.
PUC Engineering also led the creation of the first two new interdisciplinary institutes within the university; one in biomedical engineering, and another in artificial
intelligence. It launched dual or joint doctoral programs with universities such as
the University of Edinburgh and Kings College London in the UK, and Notre Dame
in the USA. To develop its team, it established a mentorship program for early
career academics and implemented a new promotion and biannual faculty evaluation process, which includes specific indicators to account for academic contributions in innovation and entrepreneurship.
This case was contributed by Juan Carlos de la Llera, Dean, School of
Engineering; Jorge Baier, Associate Dean of Engineering Education; Isabel
Hilliger, Associate Director Assessment and Evaluation; Constance Fleet, Associate
Director for Innovation, School of Engineering; Pontificia Universidad Católica
de Chile.
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6.4.2

 nalyzing the Pontificia Universidad Católica de
A
Chile Case

6.4.2.1

 o the Academic Practices Appear in the Narratives, and Thus
D
Represent Real Patterns of Behavior at the University?

In the PUCC case, all eleven of the academic practices are deployed, indicated by
the icons in the case text. In this case, we seek evidence of integration within catalyzing innovation, and between innovation and research. The evidence of the practices of catalyzing innovation that are employed at PUCC is summarized in
Table 6.3.
6.4.2.2

I s There Integration of the Practices Within the Domain
of Catalyzing Innovation that Leads to the Outcomes
of the Domain?

The outcomes of catalyzing innovation are creations—synthesized objects, processes, and systems that have never existed prior to their development at the university. While this potentially spans a broad spectrum from art to business, we focus on
the creations arising from science, technology, and entrepreneurship.
Maturing Discoveries and Creations is the foundational practice for catalyzing
innovation. It identifies new technologies in the context of markets, and matures
their technology and business readiness. Maturing Discoveries is tightly coupled to
Table 6.3 Evidence of the practices of catalyzing innovation found in the PUCC case
Maturing discoveries and creations—is reflected in Brain Chile that “was
created as a competition to fill the funding and support gap for emerging
research-based start-ups between developing a proof-of-concept or
prototype, and securing seed-funding investment.”

Facilitating dialog and agreements—is manifest in “the formal development
of contract research with industry and government through a new model of
an Industry Liaison Office,” And the establishment of an “International
Liaison Office.”

University-based entrepreneurial venturing—is evident in the research
program which “supports development through the direct economic value
created by a number of new start-up companies that have flourished” and
brought new products and systems to markets.
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the practice of Facilitating Dialog and Agreements, which often surfaces market and
business needs (the market pull). At PUCC, this sometimes leads to engagements,
“which combines the best academic capacities of professors and students around a
challenging topic.” The licensing of new inventions also links these practices.
There is a parallel relationship between Maturing Creations and Entrepreneurial
Venturing. Maturing Creations produces technologies that can be disseminated
(tech push) to Venturing, so that at PUCC Brain Chile was designed to “support
innovations emerging from research at PUC Engineering.” Venturing can exert market pull on Maturing Creations. Facilitating Dialog and Agreements oversees licensing to Ventures.
6.4.2.3

I s There Integration at an Overall Level—Mixing of Education,
Research, and Catalyzing Innovation—that Yields the Overall
Emergent Outcomes of the University, Knowledge Exchange?

The principal interactions between research and catalyzing innovation is the flow of
discoveries and knowledge from Fundamental Research, Collaborative Research
and Centres into the practices of innovation including Maturing Discoveries and
Creations, Facilitating Dialog and Entrepreneurial Venturing. At PUCC, this occurs
when the outcomes of “pioneering applied research” and Seed Fund projects find
their way into the “entrepreneurial pipeline” and to industry with the help of the
Industry Liaison Office. PUC can observe that companies “have flourished through
students and professors transferring their research.”
The other form of integration between innovation catalyst and research is when
the needs of society and the market, as understood by entrepreneurs and industry
liaisons, are transferred to researchers. For example, this occurs when industry
sponsors research, or when students participating in Braincamp identify needs they
pass back to their research supervisors.
The PUCC case demonstrates integration within catalyzing innovation, and
between innovation and research.

6.5

Summary and Observations on the Integrated Cases

The outcomes of a university—talented graduates, research discoveries, and innovation creations—emerge from the whole fabric of the university. With increased
emphasis on knowledge exchange, these outcomes will intensify innovation in the
economy and lead to sustainable economic development.
It is clear from this small sample that ambitious universities seeking to energize
innovation are deploying the academic practices in a systematic manner. We found
that PUCC, SUTD, and UCL each report patterns of behavior that align with all 11
practices.
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By examining the cases, we observe that the practices within each of education,
research, and catalyzing innovation constitute an integrated and interaction assembly: curriculum is meaningless without learning; impactful research and collaborative research go hand in hand; and entrepreneurial venturing is enhanced by licensed
and matured technologies.
Likewise, the practices in the three domains are integrated: research stimulates
curriculum reform, well-prepared students strengthen venturing, and dialog helps to
guide research. It is useful to break the behavior of the university into practices to
explain them and provide references that others can adapt, but in reality the practices work together, as suggested by the principle of Integration in knowledge
exchange, presented in Box 2.2.

Chapter 7

Supporting the Academic Mission
of the Adaptable University

7.1
7.1.1

Introduction
 he Adaptable University Supports the Academic
T
Practices that Contribute to Innovation

In the first half of this book, we discuss the significant ways in which universities
contribute to economic, social, and cultural development (Chapter 1). Because of
high expectations and investments, we focus on the contribution of the university to
sustainable economic development, while acknowledging the parallel importance
of university contribution in the social and cultural spheres. We highlight the
approaches that can generally be adapted by research universities seeking to
embrace innovation. These include technical universities and comprehensive universities with science and technology programs.
Chapter 2 identifies knowledge exchange as the enabler of economic development, and the university’s broader engagement with society. The actual impact is
made through education, research, and catalyzing innovation, all engaging in
knowledge exchange. These core academic activities are presented in Chapters 3–5.
Their integration is discussed in Chapter 6.
The second half of the book casts the university as an adaptable organization,
able to evolve and ready to support the expanded academic mission in innovation.
The adaptable university has porous boundaries that allow deep engagement with
partners. It runs effectively, and its supporting practices encompass stakeholder
engagement, culture, strategy, governance, facilities, and human resources. These
supporting practices are discussed in this chapter.
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Box 7.1 Objectives of Supporting Practices
The general objective of the supporting practices is to enable and strengthen
the university’s academic activities in education, research, catalyzing innovation and knowledge exchange, and to create a more supportive intellectual
ecosystem in which faculty, staff, and students can flourish and contribute.
These practices increase the coherence of the university, make it more
adaptable, focus its resources on important tasks, and allow more effective
communication internally and externally.
Viewed through the lens of economic development, the specific objective of
these practices is to more effectively support the academic programs of the university and create a more supportive intellectual ecosystem, all while allowing it to
adapt to its expanded mission in innovation.

7.1.2

The Supporting Practices

Based on our experience, we have chosen a set of supporting practices that are most
important in supporting the academic programs (Table 7.1). These practices support
continuous improvement at existing universities and the creation of new universities. As with the academic practices, each university will have to find its own way to
adopt these supporting practices. The practices are discussed below, illustrated by
eight case studies.
Table 7.1 The practices that support the academic programs
Practice name
Engaging
Stakeholders

Description of the practice > and its outcome
Engaging with and learning the needs of the expanded set of
stakeholders associated with economic development > leading to
strategy and programs more likely to address stakeholder and university
needs
Evolving Culture
Evolving the university’s culture and values > encouraging the activities
leading to economic development
Mission and Strategic Revising the university’s mission, strategy, and priorities > focusing on
Planning
its investment of resources, and communicating how the university will
contribute and distinguish itself, including in innovation
Governance
Updating decision-making, policies, organizations, and budgets >
promoting a clear definition of devolved authority and the transparent
decisions necessary to support the strengthened role in innovation
Recruiting and developing high-quality faculty members and
Faculty and Staff
professionals > yielding a university community better able to undertake
Resources and
the tasks and programs linked to innovation
Capabilities
Academic Facilities
Providing functional, flexible facilities—Classroom, social spaces,
laboratories, workshops, and IT connectivity > enabling new activities
in learning, innovation, and collaborative research with industry
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All universities have some form of these supporting practices, in a general sense,
and some universities have developed them to a high degree. But the practices of
Table 7.1 are written to emphasize how the university will adapt to an expanded
mission in economic development. Therefore, they are important mechanisms for
enabling change.
Three of the practices—strategy, culture, and governance—resonate with John Van
Maanen’s analysis of the drivers of any organization [1, 2]. His three-perspective
model includes: action following strategy based on universal rationality, action following influence and power, and action following habit or culture, which may be neither
rational nor visible. These modes of action are always at work, and the three associated
practices help to build a university that can adapt more readily to its new missions.
The other three supporting practices play a more executive role in the university’s transformation. Engaging with existing and new stakeholders will reveal how
the university can help them, and how they can help the university. Faculty and staff
development influences how effectively the academic team can contribute. Suitable
facilities enable new activities.

7.1.3

The University with Porous Boundaries

Basic here is the notion of the porous university, where there is creative and constructive engagement and movement across boundaries (Fig. 1.1). The main
resources that flow into the university are people, facilities, and funding. Low
boundaries facilitate stakeholder engagement. These inputs flow to the academic
practices in education, research, and innovation, which operate, moderated by culture, strategy, and governance. The outcomes are talented graduates, discoveries,
and creations that are exchanged with industry, enterprise, and other partners, universities, and governments (Chapter 2). At each point of contact, low and porous
boundaries will better support the university mission.
The transformation that would result from the adaptation of these supporting
practices is indicated by the change from the reference situation (our estimate of the
current average state of a good university) to the aspirational situation shown in
Table 7.2.

7.2
7.2.1

Engaging Stakeholders
 he Broader Set of Stakeholders of the Expanded
T
Mission

For the university to adapt and prosper, it is important to engage with stakeholders
and learn how their needs can be met by the university. By reflecting on these needs,
rationalizing them and reflecting them appropriately into university goals, strategy,
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Table 7.2 Reference and aspirational situations for the supporting practices
Reference situation
Aspirational situation
Dialog with government and industry to
Broad dialog with an expanded set of
inform them of the progress of the university stakeholders and an understanding of their needs
addressable by the university
[Stakeholder]
An evolved culture, an inclusive strategy, and
A culture of education and research, a
revised and transparent governance, all better
strategy developed by university leaders,
supporting the expanded role of the university
and a governance system working
[Culture, Mission, and Governance]
effectively
Faculty who are excellent researchers and
Faculty and staff hiring and development are
dedicated teachers
shaped to strengthen the capacity of the university
for economic development
[Faculty and Staff]
Good research laboratories and classroom
Learning space, labs, facilities, and IT
facilities
infrastructure to supports all modes of learning,
research collaboration, and innovation
[Facilities]

and programs, the university will bring value to the stakeholders. That will be good
for the university, as it reflects the contributions of the university to society. It will
also garner the recognition and resources the university needs.
Box 7.2 Goals of Engaging Stakeholders
Universities will more effectively support their academic programs
and create a more supportive intellectual ecosystem, all while adapting to
their expanded mission in innovation,
By engaging with and learning the needs of the expanded
set of stakeholders associated with economic development,
Leading to strategy and programs more likely to address stakeholder
and university needs
Stakeholders are those that have a stake in the university. They can contribute to
the university and benefit from it. A university’s stakeholders usually include: students as the first priority; faculty and administrators; government as an educational
policy maker, regulator and funder; industry; small and medium enterprise; peer
universities; philanthropies; and the public. These are shown in the left column of
Table 7.3. We use the term partners to identify the subset of external stakeholders
with whom the university directly exchanges knowledge (primarily industry, enterprise, and government).
Universities seeking to broaden their mission should deal with more stakeholders
in deeper relationships [3]. Small and medium enterprise and industry are now more
prominent stakeholders [4]. Government institutions also act as organizational
stakeholders. These can include national laboratories, mission departments, and
public services (e.g., NASA, ministry of defense, national rail). Public support
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Table 7.3 A simplified template of outcomes to and from key university stakeholders
Stakeholder
Students
Faculty
Government
Industry
Enterprise
Peer
universities
Philanthropies
Public

Stakeholder outcomes that meets
university needs
Attendance, enthusiasm, tuition fees
Teaching, research, innovation
Policy, regulation, funding
Joint projects, financial and political
support
Partnerships, financial support
Talent, faculty, practices
Funding
Political support

University outcomes that meets
stakeholder needs
Education, experience, diploma
Opportunities, recognition,
compensation
Contributions to society, economy
Talent, creations, discoveries
Talent, creations
Talent, faculty, practices
Contributions to society, economy
Insight, health, employment

becomes more important because major research and innovation developments need
the trust and confidence of the public.
The view of stakeholder interaction of Fig. 7.1 shows the sense of a circular flow
of outcomes in an extended network. Talented students, discoveries, and creations
flow from the university to the commercial sector, which produces goods, services,
and systems that benefit the broader public. The public supports government, which
provides the core funding and policy support to the university.
Reasoning about this network of university stakeholders makes evident the
importance of engagement [5]. Engagement is essential, particularly in formulation
of mission and strategy. The network identifies the boundaries across which knowledge must be exchanged. It can reveal many of the issues in stakeholder management that face university leaders. In particular, it can help clarify the many, and
sometimes conflicting, stakeholder needs. In this chapter, we consider how the
university can develop its side of the practice of stakeholder engagement; Chapter 9
considers the alignment by external stakeholders.

7.2.2

External Stakeholder Identification and Engagement

The process of stakeholder engagement begins by identifying the important stakeholders of the university [6]. In the case of economic development, key partners
include industry, small and medium enterprise [7], and government institutions [8].
Relevant partners will may be local, global, or sometimes both.
Engagement is about understanding needs. The university learns about the needs
of the stakeholder. The university also identifies its needs that the stakeholder can
meet. Table 7.3 offers a simplified template of needs of the university and the
expanded set of internal and key external stakeholders. One way to learn about
needs is by reading stakeholder literature, such as plans, statistics, and media
reports. But person-to-person interviews with current leaders and other representative thought leaders is essential.
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GOVERNMENT AND SUPPORTERS
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Fig. 7.1 The sense of a circular flow of outcomes in a university’s stakeholder network

Engagement is also about subsequent actions [9]. Stakeholder needs can influence the university’s mission and programs and are important in evolving culture
and updating governance. Stakeholder understanding can lead to new agreements
with the commercial sector and to broader involvement by society in the university.
An understanding of stakeholders can be instrumental in dealing with government,
and with other policy and funding supporters.
The process of engaging stakeholders at a new university is presented in Case
7.1: Skoltech—Designing a University to Deliver Value to Stakeholders. From its
beginning, Skoltech was immersed in a developed intellectual community and a
commercial ecosystem with many needs. In this complex stakeholder system, a
comprehensive stakeholder analysis pointed the way towards satisfying stakeholder
expectations.
Case 7.1 The Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech)—
Designing a University to Deliver Value to Stakeholders
Analyzing a stakeholder network identifies important stakeholders, as well as the
outputs of the university that are important to them, and suggest strategies for
developing stronger stakeholder relationships.
Skoltech was founded in 2011 as a graduate university of science and technology with the mission of accelerating innovation by building bridges between the
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scientific base and commercial community. It was as a key element of the
Skolkovo Innovation Center, a massive economic development program led by
the Skolkovo Foundation on behalf of the Russian government.
This web of organizations, combined with general geopolitical factors, presented an extremely complex stakeholder environment. Therefore, an intense
effort was launched to identify and characterize the stakeholders, and how
Skoltech would create value for them. This effort spanned months, involved
document analysis and interviews, and applied quantitative methods.
The first outcome of the effort was the identification of the five key
stakeholders.
• The incumbent Russian Federation (RF) Institutions, including universities
and the Academy of Science.
• The government of Russia, at regional and national levels.
• Industry, which spans from large and state owned companies to start-ups.
• The Skolkovo Foundation (SkF), the foundation charged with development.
• Skoltech, the central entity of the network for these purposes.
This first phase revealed several unanticipated stakeholder groups, such as the
Academy of Science and regional government. It allowed the founding team to
reason qualitatively about how to engage with the various parties, and the parties’ roles in the network.
A more detailed and quantitative network map was developed for these five
stakeholders (see Fig. 7.2). This map identified the important needs of each
stakeholder, and where in the network a flow of value is created that meets the
needs. The width of the connecting arrow represents the intensity of need. The

Fig. 7.2 Skoltech stakeholders and the non-monetary flows of value among them
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theory of stakeholder networks suggests that the most important outputs of a
central entity are the ones that propagate through the network and eventually
return to the central entity what it needs. Therefore, Skoltech should act to prioritize the outputs most valued by its stakeholders, to the extent that those stakeholders can return benefit back to Skoltech.
Examining the figure, we can see the most important loop by following the
strongest bold lines in the figure. It starts at Skoltech providing to industry
“access to international workforce,” and “new tools and methods”; industry
passes “financial” and “political” support to government; which passes a “governance and legal environment” to the Skolkovo Foundation; which passes “facilities” (and funding) to Skoltech. The importance of this loop is that it focuses
attention on the urgency for Skoltech to produce talented graduates and innovations for industry, in contrast, for example, with achieving scholarly
recognition.
It became clear that “crossing bridges” was not just a metaphor in the mission, but an essential activity. Other important learnings were that industry and
particularly government had an unrealistically short timescale of expectation—
so both speed and managing expectations were important. Unlike initially
thought, we learned that the existing top universities were not opponents, but
supporters—they saw Skoltech as a pathway for their graduating students and as
a model for change. As a private university, Skoltech had not expected the influence of the government though the regulatory mechanism of program accreditation—which eventually became a dominant consideration in curriculum design.

7.2.3

Stakeholder Involvement and Influence

Stakeholder engagement takes place at the university level, but also at the level of
schools, departments, centers, and programs. For example:
• Designing curriculum by considering the interests and inputs of employers. This
is often done by advisory groups made up of faculty, employers, and students
(Chapter 3).
• Planning research by consulting with those interested in the outcomes. In performing impactful research, mechanisms for engagement are of great value
(Chapter 4).
• Developing innovation programs by cooperating with local entrepreneurs, enterprise, and close industrial partners (Chapter 5).
Another important role of stakeholders occurs when programs are periodically
reviewed. While colleagues from peer universities typically perform such reviews,
involving industry and enterprise will emphasize the role of economic development.
External stakeholders can also become involved in university standing advisory and
decisional bodies (Governance).
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While we argue for stakeholder engagement, there is no doubt that it can generate tensions. These must be resolved by strong principled governance, strategic
planning, and often on a case-by-case basis. For example, including employers in
the design of the curriculum can help identify the skills of contemporary practice,
but raises the specter of whether graduates will be too narrowly prepared for a life
in which career change is common. Industry engagement in research increases
knowledge exchange, but can cause tensions due to differences in focus, timescales,
and rewards. Government engagement on the topic of economic development can
become a hotly contested balance of autonomy and accountability. Not all stakeholders are equally important to the university. Priority should be given to the stakeholders on which the university most relies [10].
When stakeholder engagement is poorly handled, these fears will be justified.
Handled openly, with trust and concern for helping society, stakeholder engagement
will strengthen core values. These tensions and conflicts are considered partly in the
sections on Culture and Governance in this chapter, in Chapter 9 on Stakeholder
Alignment, and in Chapter 10 on Change.

7.3

Evolving Culture

7.3.1

Evolving Culture to Support the Expanded Mission

Promoting knowledge exchange across porous boundaries and being more adaptable to the needs of society, require all of the supporting practices. Most important
is an evolution of culture [11].
Box 7.3 Goals of Evolving Culture
Universities will more effectively support their academic programs and
create a more supportive intellectual ecosystem, all while adapting to their
expanded mission in innovation,
By evolving the university’s culture and values
Encouraging the activities leading to economic development
Culture is the most powerful determinant of behavior in any organization [12].
As popular wisdom says: culture eats strategy for breakfast. It is a complex combination of customs, habits, collective knowledge, modes of discourse, and attitudes
of faculty, students, and staff. Culture is commonly understood by reflective members of the community [13, 14]. It can sometimes be expressed in terms of underlying values or principles [15, 16]. Universities have subcultures that must be
considered, and sometimes are in tension: faculty, administration, and students.
Subcultures can be distinct by unit and discipline as well.
Culture preserves what is tried and tested and can be suspicious of hasty change,
but university culture does evolve. Early universities emphasized teaching, and
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they catered to a small number of students. Every change since has been debated
and contested—growth in student numbers, change from teaching only to the inclusion of research, the concept of measuring impact, and funding by industry. But
universities have absorbed these changes and their culture has evolved. The changes
associated with emphasis on economic development will also be hotly debated, but
in the end the evidence will lead to positive evolution.
Long-standing institutions have developed their culture over generations [17];
that is what makes them distinct and contributes to their success. Even so, a wholly
new institution can establish a strong culture with surprising speed. Changing the
culture of established institutions or creating a distinct culture in new institutions is
a challenging endeavor, but it can be accomplished. In fact, cultures that do not
adapt will die.
What is needed is evolution in culture, not radical change. The concepts of accelerating innovation and knowledge exchange across porous boundaries are not narrow or short term. They depend on traditions built up in the past. An evolved culture
can inspire and motivate students and faculty while enhancing contributions to innovation and helping to justify significant public investment.
Case 7.2 on The Culture of MIT exemplifies how a university can develop a culture that supports innovation. But as the case discusses, while elements of this culture were present at the founding of MIT, the current culture is a result of several
major rounds of evolution.

Case 7.2 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology—The MIT Culture
The culture of a university can evolve and support a shift towards an expanded
mission in innovation.
In 2013, MIT conducted a study to identify the key attributes its contemporary
culture. This was done to support MIT’s institution-building partnerships, so that
those involved, be they from MIT or elsewhere, are aware of the organizational
culture that underlies MIT.
MIT certainly has a strong and pervasive culture. Larry Bacow, president of
Harvard University, says in the introduction of Mens et Mania [1]: “Many countries and many institutions have tried to replicate the success of the world’s foremost institution for science and technology. However, MIT is more than just a
collection of buildings on the Charles River populated by brilliant students, faculty and staff. MIT represents a particularly unique and often poorly understood
culture. Anyone who seeks to replicate or simply understand MIT must first try
to understand and appreciate a culture that celebrates quirkiness, choice, independence, entrepreneurship, focus, creativity and intensity.”
In the 2013 study, the attributes of MIT’s contemporary culture were identified through a review of literature on MIT and other universities, and 22 in-depth
interviews with faculty, administrative leaders, and graduates (see Fig. 7.3). The
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Fig. 7.3 A word cloud was generated automatically, based on word frequency in oral histories
and interviews

attributes are presented in no particular order, and without implication that they
are all of equal importance:
• Openness (To criticism, To change, To new ideas): Open education, open
research, open community
• Excellence (Demanding, Intense, Community): Excellence and accomplishment, excellence and community
• Innovation (Playful, Creative, Entrepreneurial, Irreverent): In the campus and
community, creativity and passion, entrepreneurial ecosystem
• Usefulness (Pragmatic, Minds and Hands, Impact): Problem-solving and data
driven, interdisciplinary, work with industry, inventions, experiential
learning
• Freedom (Trusting): Freedom to pursue ideas and interests, freedom to make
mistakes
• Focus (Compact, Collaborative, Unity): One faculty, faculty and administration, breadth and depth, teaching and research)
• Principled (Takes a Stand, Passion, Leadership): Mission and values,
leadership
In many ways, these points reflect the design of MIT founder William Barton
Rogers, who argued that “in industrial society, science and technology were
legitimate foundations for higher knowledge.” He wrote that a university has a
responsibility “to apply the fruits of scientific discovery to the satisfaction of
human wants.” These very much are reflected in the characteristics called
Usefulness and Principled.
Yet culture can and does evolve—culture that does not adapt to a changing
environment will surely die. MIT’s culture has evolved in several episodes. It
was founded as an institute of technology, but by the early twentieth century,
resembled more of a trade school. The decision by the trustees to hire a prominent scientist as president (Karl Taylor Compton) had a strong influence on preWorld War II MIT culture. MIT went from a trade school to major center of
science in 30 years. This change emerged from the opportunity to strengthen
MIT along the lines of its original principles; the threat of WWII; and the leadership of the trustees and president.
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Those familiar with MIT will recognize the underpinnings of this culture in
recent developments. For example, the creation of MIT OpenCourseWare
matches with the cultural attribute of openness. The development of the
Schwarzman College of Computing stems from the willingness to innovate.
And, the trend of focus and unity are reflected in the close relationships between
faculty and students that grow out of the Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program.
Prepared based on input from the MIT Skoltech Initiative; and Dick K.P. Yue,
the Philip J. Solondz Professor of Engineering, Professor of Mechanical and
Ocean Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA.
Reference
1. Keyser SJ (2011) Mens et Mania: the MIT nobody knows. MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA

7.3.2

Engaging the Community in a Discussion of Culture

Practical steps can be taken by thought leaders at the university to stimulate the
evolution of culture. For example, taking the initiative to define the university’s
economic impact as rich and complex precludes others from defining it narrowly
and threateningly [18]. Involvement of the community leads to impact measures
[19] that reflect university culture. Stakeholders will also be excited and motivated
by this discourse.
Including among the university’s principles or values some that support regional
or national economic development is an important enabler for cultural evolution.
The debate on these principles can be wide and open. It is particularly important to
engage new members of the community, who tend to bring fresh perspectives. If
formulated carefully, the principles reflect the existing culture blending with the
new. If the principles are slogans only, they are guaranteed to lose hearts and minds.
There are several circumstances that simulate the evolution of culture. External
crises certainly do so. There can be a national debate about the role of universities,
a financial recession, or a societal calamity. There are externally driven opportunities as well: a new national initiative or funding program, or a request from a major
stakeholder for critical help. When leadership changes at any level, a window in
time opens in which new visions can be created. Sometimes universities react to
creative actions of respected peers, or to wise advice from a respected friend.
Culture sometimes evolves from the bottom-up, stimulated by visible actions or
statements by thought leaders at the university. The activities of university programs
or units are often not well known across the campus. If culture evolves in a desired
direction somewhere, it is useful to make others aware. Celebrating evidence of
cultural change is a powerful signal.
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Shaping an Aligned Student Subculture

A special and powerful factor in university life is the student subculture. It is largely
self-organized and acts autonomously from faculty and administration. In bringing
about cultural evolution, the student subculture is likely to be involved and can be
supportive or confrontational. Smart leadership engages students upfront in any cultural evolution [20].
Logically, students should be advocates for the broader mission in economic development. The broader mission informs education in skills and provides participation in
research and with industry. These are all investments in the students’ future. It can also
make the university more engaging and fun.
At established universities, encouraging students to take initiatives and soliciting
their opinions can be empowering. If things move too slowly, students often want to
speed things up. At new programs or universities, explicit steps can be taken to
establish student subculture. For example, at Skoltech a group of students was
admitted to a “year zero” and sent to major universities in the USA, Europe, and
Asia to absorb student innovation culture there. They returned as “founders” to
build the student experience at Skoltech.

7.4

Mission and Strategic Planning

7.4.1

 evising the University Strategy Based on a Mission that
R
Includes Innovation

The strategy of a university sets its long-term goals and provides a notional roadmap
of how to achieve them. All universities now publish their mission, vision, and goals
in the form of strategic plans. The quality of these plans is steadily improving as
they assume greater importance. Universities are becoming bolder at benchmarking
against others; they claim distinctiveness, state priorities, and measure performance.
Mission and strategy can be developed for an entire university, but also usefully for
units or programs. In a university, strategy is not intended to prescribe the scholars’
activities, but to facilitate them.
Box 7.4 Goals of Mission and Strategic Planning
Universities will more effectively support their academic programs and
create a more supportive intellectual ecosystem, all while adapting to their
expanded mission in innovation,
By revising the university’s mission, strategy, and priorities
Focusing its investment of resources and communicate how the university
will contribute and distinguish itself, including in innovation.
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Developing strategy involves focusing investment and effort. It is developed
through a process that reflects the culture of the university and the needs of its stakeholders. The objectives of strategy are to guide the university in defining its mission
(core purpose), its vision (what it hopes to achieve in the long term), and its scope of
activity (where it will contribute). Strategy also leads to setting goals and launching
initiatives. It establishes priorities that provide important guidance in decision-
making. As an instrument of communications, strategy provides a coherent explanation of the aspirations of the university and should help to attract resources [21].
The need to revise mission and strategy stems from the demands faced by contemporary universities. Traditionally, universities relied more on internal inputs and
focused most on outcomes in education and research [22]. Now that they act as
accelerators of innovation, it makes sense for them to become more adaptable and
to widen the range of stakeholders. They must consider new opportunities, build
new internal strengths, and revise mission and goals.

7.4.2

Making Strategy through Engagement and Evidence

An approach to strategic planning is sketched in Fig. 7.4. It begins with a recognition of culture, which also will be evolving based on the expanding mission
(Evolving Culture). External stakeholders can participate. The ideal representatives

· OPPORTUNITIES
· THREATS

· CULTURE
· STAKEHOLDERS

MISSION
AND
STRATEGY

· VISION/GOALS
· SCOPE
· INITIATIVES
· PRIORITIES

· STRENGTHS
· WEAKNESSES

Fig. 7.4 The main elements in Mission and Strategic Planning, showing various inputs, and outputs of vision, goals, etc
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are respected thinkers who are knowledgeable about the university (Engaging
Stakeholders). The university can decide to take evidence from these external stakeholders or invite them to participate in the process itself.
Making strategy is facilitated by an internal consideration of strengths and weaknesses and an external examination of opportunities and threats [23]. These may
have changed because of the new mission. Partners in industry and academia will
bring new strengths. Industrial partners, in particular, will have insights about new
opportunities.
In an academic setting, constructive discussions are built on engagement and
evidence. As the value of strategic planning is as much about process as about the
end result [24], engagement of all internal community members is desirable.
Engagement will give rise to debate, disagreements, and conflict, but has the best
chance of success. It is no secret that many of the best strategic plans are consigned
to the bookshelf unless there is ownership at all levels. Making strategy can be the
unifying force for the whole community of faculty members, staff, and students. An
important outcome of the planning process is that advocates and thought leaders
surface.
The collection of evidence is important, and it will often persuade faculty colleagues of these new threats and opportunities. Even top universities now routinely
benchmark themselves against peer institutions. They sometimes make broad study
visits, and sometimes probe into specific topics. Faculty colleagues are often moved
by such peer comparisons. Inputs from thought leaders with specific ideas or proposals can stimulate the discussions. Elements of the history of the university often
provide good references. A university should never delegate the task of strategy to a
consultancy.

7.4.3

Identifying Priorities, Initiatives, and Collaborations

The outcomes of the strategy process are statements of the high-level mission of a
university and its vision and scope. This will have been revised in the light of broadened engagement in economic development. The mission statement, and, particularly, priorities and initiatives, are where the real guidance and insight is presented.
These are often stated in terms of desired outcomes in education, research, and catalyzing innovation. The goals also influence how programs are evaluated (Chapter 8).
The priorities shape future decisions. In the modern university, there are simply
too many opportunities for a university to follow all. Particularly in science and
technology, significant investments are required to develop a scholarly community
of critical mass and equip it with state-of-the-art facilities. Universities must prioritize, reflecting both on their own goals and on those of regional or national systems.
An example of effective strategic planning is presented in Case 7.3: ASU—a
New American University. Through development and execution of strategy, a previously undifferentiated regional university has become a major research university
and a critical element of regional economic development.
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Case 7.3 Arizona State University (ASU)—a New American University
A forward-looking strategy, with associated vision, empowerment, resources,
and incentives, can be a powerful force in repositioning a university.
In 2002, when I became Arizona State University president, the school was
largely still an undifferentiated regional public university. In an era of the increasing power of knowledge, we proposed to reconceptualize ASU as an impactful
and accessible national research university. I call this model the New American
University [1], inspired in the writings of Frank Rhodes and James Duderstadt.
The challenge was to provide access to a broad range of students, not just the
academically elite, directly addressing the inequity in graduating rates of lower
income families. Yet, we wanted to build a faculty dedicated to education and
discovery.
We reconceptualized ASU as an urban university that combines accessibility
to an academic platform underpinned by discovery, inclusiveness to a representative demographic; and, through its breath of functionality, the maximization of
impact on society. Key stakeholders, including the Arizona Board of Regents and
the local community, supported this new model that assumes responsibility for
the economic, social, cultural, and overall health of the community it serves. The
model calls for accelerating the clock speed of action. And it stressed that the
actions of individuals and the university as a whole be accountable to society
and the public at large.
We engaged the faculty in creating a culture of aspirational design. We posed
the evolution of the university as an ongoing design problem and encouraged
design thinking. The process had as elements:
• Creating a vision: I used my inaugural to propose a way forward.
• Building initial momentum: We ran a campaign to attract early adopters,
ideas, and support, resulting in early visible successful demonstrations.
• Empowering the faculty to be designers: We granted autonomy and empowered the local team to be in charge, carrying the responsibility of meeting
community-based goals.
• Providing resources and tools: We supplied tools, support, and project managers to implement the designs at no cost to the local team.
• Rewarding success: To enhance faculty thought, we provided new tools, new
resources, freedom, and creativity.
Our outcomes are measured against our charter (see Box), mission, and associated goal. Quantitatively, ASU now has three times as many graduates and four
times as much sponsored research as in 2002. We have restructured our research
to more directly address the grand challenges: for example, the School of Space
Exploration is participating in more than a dozen NASA missions and leading
the journey to the asteroid Psyche. We have made strong progress in expanding
the diversity of students, especially Native Americans. ASU has the highest graduation rate of public universities that provide broad access to students and has
lowered the cost to the state for each degree awarded.
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Our experience offers some advice for universities conceptualizing a
new future:
• Find a mission that is unique and build on your strengths and assets in the
local context. Do not accept being one of the crowd.
• Focus on excellence of the faculty and access for students. Universities are
distributed human organizations, and their excellence is directly linked to that
of the faculty. But, the university also has a responsibility for broad access to
students of the region.
• Do not accept the status quo. Universities must constantly evolve. Engage the
community in an ongoing process of aspirational design.
Contributed by Michael Crow, President, Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona, USA.
Reference
1. Crow M, Dabars W (2015) Designing the New American University. Johns
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MA
Box in Case 7.3 The ASU Charter
ASU is a comprehensive public research university, measured not by whom it excludes,
but rather by whom it includes and how they succeed; advancing research and
discovery of public value; and assuming fundamental responsibility for the economic,
social, cultural, and overall health of the communities it serves.
The Mission is to:
• Demonstrate leadership in academic excellence and accessibility
• Establish national standing in academic quality and impact of colleges and schools in
every field
• Become a leading global center for interdisciplinary research, discovery, and
development
• Enhance our local impact and social embeddedness

As typified by ASU, universities are no longer islands—all belong to a complex
institutional mainland. Strategic plans should include a thoughtful reflection on how
the institution fits in the national or regional ecosystem and, consequently, should be
bold in stating priorities.
Modern universities require significant capital and resources, and new resources
generally are needed to evolve. University planners should interact with principal
funding agents. This ecosystem is becoming increasingly complex, with regional,
national, and supra-national players that include government, philanthropies, and
industry. Often it is necessary to look beyond traditional sources; for example, to
programs of regional economic development. In general, a diversity of funding
sources permits universities to be flexible.
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Governance

7.5.1

Good Governance in Universities

Governance is the formal way in which a university conducts its activities, in alignment with its mission and culture. Good governance enables the organization to
empower all of its people to work together coherently, to use human and financial
resources responsibly, and to account for them appropriately. Governance includes
policies, structures, and budgets. Good governance provides for clear assignment of
responsibility and authority, and for transparent and responsive decision-making.
Box 7.5 Goals of Governance
Universities will more effectively support their academic programs and
create a more supportive intellectual ecosystem, all while adapting to their
expanded mission in innovation,
By updating decision-making, policies, organizations, and budgets
Promoting a clear definition of devolved authority and transparent
decision-making necessary to support the strengthened role in innovation

University governance is of interest to government officials who often express
skepticism about its effectiveness, parents who are concerned about the cost of education, and the commercial sector concerned about the pace of change. Universities
should be ready to explain their governance to stakeholders in light of these
concerns.
An eternal tension in university governance is between the academic freedom
and prerogatives of the faculty, and the responsibilities of the academic leadership.
This is sometimes framed as a dichotomy between top-down (“managerial”) and
bottom-up (“collegial”) organization. To resolve these tensions, we have to ask who
has authority, and for what?
We advocate shared governance [25]—where decision-making authority is rationally devolved. Some things are better managed from the bottom-up, including curriculum design and choice of research topics. Some things are better managed from
the top-down, including strategic planning and allocation of space. Of course, this
is a false dichotomy. Bottom-up initiatives will eventually be accountable upwards.
Top-down initiatives will work only if they have support throughout the
organization.
Each university develops a system for sharing governance by agreeing where
autonomous authority and accountability best resides. This allows the leadership to
be effective at leading and risk-taking, and for all members of the community to
develop the confidence to find their own solutions. It leaves the administrative leadership in charge of three key decisions: whom to recruit, what incentives to use, and
how to allocate financial and space resources.
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Updating Governance

Universities need to consider how they will update their governance in view of their
expanded economic mission [26]. The principles of good governance will hold:
responsibility, accountability, transparency, and responsive decision-making [27].
External stakeholders are likely to be confused by the system of shared and devolved
authority [28] but are not likely to interfere in governance if decision-making is
clear and effective [29].
Expanding innovation will require some new governance activities, but many
will be accommodated in the existing systems. For example, new curriculum leading to innovation will be handled like any educational change. New projects in catalyzing innovation will be handled like any new sponsored research projects. Other
changes will require new understandings about governance; for example, university
leadership may need to be involved in the creation of large industrial partnerships.
In these cases, it is important that this be done transparently, with updates clearly
communicated to the community.
These changes will benefit from the involvement of external thought leaders
from industry, and small and medium enterprise. The university needs to find a balance between the legitimate need to involve external participants and the sense of
independence of scholars [30, 31]. One option is to invite stakeholders to participate
in an advisory capacity at all levels.
Involvement in the decision-making process is more complex [32]. While it is
common for senior governing bodies to have external members, it is less common
further down in the organization. Judicious choice of external members in some key
committees could have a beneficial impact.
In some universities, students are involved in academic decision bodies. Students
are important stakeholders of the university. They are the owners of the student
subculture and the most important agents of knowledge exchange. Involving them
in decisional roles has the potential to significantly strengthen the role of the university in society.
The case KTH—Student Influence in University Governance discusses the systematic involvement of student representatives in KTH decision-making bodies, and
the long-term benefit it brings to the university and to education (Case 7.4).
Case 7.4 KTH Royal Institute of Technology—Student Influence in
University Governance
Viewing students as key stakeholders of their own education can lead to systematic and continuous student influence that will shape the university.
The purpose of the Student Union at KTH (THS) is to improve education. Over
decades, student influence has evolved and become increasingly institutionalized
in Sweden, especially since 1993 when students gained the legal right to be rep-
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Fig. 7.5 Student representative Simon Edström in constructive discussions with President
Sigbritt Karlsson (Susanne Hellquist photograph)

resented in all decision-making that affects them. The student representatives to
governance bodies are appointed by the student unions [1].
THS consists of program-level chapters and a central university-wide body.
The chapters organize students in course and program development, in parallel
with their studies. On the central level, two students are appointed to work on
improving education full-time, during a 1-year sabbatical. They serve in most
organs at KTH, including the university board and all committees and working
groups (see Fig. 7.5). Being present at all levels of university governance affords
the student representatives a unique vantage point, making the student body a
powerful driving force.
A recent example of student influence is in educational development. For
many years, THS has demanded that grading criteria must be communicated in
the course syllabus, and KTH finally agreed.
This illustrates how the students identified a trend emerging in higher education and pushed for its implementation.
THS also contributes to shaping the future of the university. Student representatives have two seats in every appointment and promotion committee, with full
voting rights. Most cases call for discussion and judgment when applying the
promotion criteria, including balancing the qualifications for research and education. This is an example of systematic and continuous student influence that
can shape the faculty, and, in the longer term, the university. Other examples
include program structure development, new internal funding models and reward
systems for teaching excellence.
Universities wishing to support organized student influence may consider:
• Including student representatives in boards, committees, and standing
meetings.
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• Setting up requirements to ensure democratic processes in the student body
that appoints representatives.
• Building the competence of student representatives who need to learn quickly,
e.g., how the university works.
• Supporting continuity between representatives, e.g., making documentation
available to new representatives to learn about the background of issues.
• Not immediately implementing student suggestions, but instead, understanding why the issue is brought up and discussing solutions together, as students
may not be aware of all alternatives or understand what could work in the
organization.
• Understanding the fluctuating nature of student influence (many student representatives are fantastic but occasional blunders may occur).
Student influence is a cost-effective and democratic way to develop university
policy, educational programs, and courses. These experiences are based in the
Swedish context, where student influence has been well established for decades.
Other cultures may have different norms regarding the roles of students and of
educators. The most important aspect is to see students not as customers, but as
key stakeholders of their own education. This, in turn, has a cascading effect all
the way from individual teacher interactions to top university governance.
Contributed by Simon Edström, former Head of Educational Affairs of the
Student Union (THS), KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden.
Reference
1. Student Representatives. In: KTH Royal Institute of Technology. http://ths.
kth.se/student-representatives. Accessed 20 Jan 2020

7.5.3

Updating Policy, Budgeting, Organization

Policy provides day-to-day guidance in the execution of functions and decisions.
Policy should be clear and firm, but not rigid. Budgeting should be transparent and
consistent with strategy and policy [33]. There are several areas of policy that might
be updated as a result of the expanded mission. Intellectual property tops the list.
Here, universities encounter a tension between the need to protect inventions and
the desire to work openly with partners (Chapter 5).
Another important policy is the one that governs faculty involvement in outside
professional activities. Universities often allow faculty time for such activities, but
also often place limitations on roles that may be played, and on the involvement of
student advisees in a company. A closely related issue is the use of campus facilities
by industry and start-ups.
Traditional university organizational structures tend to revolve around established disciplines, providing a way of building and transferring disciplinary knowl-
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edge. But much new thought is emerging at the boundaries of the disciplines, and
problems faced by scholars require integrating approaches from many disciplines.
If the university is to address these issues, then flexible and porous organizations
will evolve, reflecting new academic and industry partnerships. Initially, these are
likely to be informal collaboration (Chapter 4). In time, a university will likely consider more formal integrative mechanisms, such as interdepartmental centers or
schools. In the limit, universities might even choose to do without any disciplinary
structures, as has been the case at some newer universities.

7.6

Faculty and Staff Resources and Capabilities

7.6.1

Faculty Members and Professional Staff, the Core Assets

Personnel are the core asset of any organization, and, particularly, of a university.
While faculty recruiting is key, it is also essential to assemble a complementary
professional workforce that helps execute the university’s expanded mission. Once
at the university, faculty and staff capabilities should continue to be strengthened
through mentoring and professional development.
Box 7.6 Goals of Faculty and Staff Resources and Capabilities
Universities will more effectively support their academic programs
and create a more supportive intellectual ecosystem, all while adapting to
their expanded mission in innovation,
By recruiting and developing high-quality faculty members and
professionals
Yielding a university community better able to undertake the tasks and
programs linked to the strengthened mission in innovation
While research-intensive universities primarily hire and promote excellent
researchers and dedicated teachers, some of these individuals may lack the capabilities or inclination to interact with industry or be agents of knowledge exchange.
Once they arrive at the university, many academics receive little formal training to
develop these capabilities.
This situation is represented in Table 7.4, where the categories of personnel are
shown on the left, and the needed capability on the top. The traditional situation is
represented within the dark grey box (upper left). Faculty take the leading role in
education and research. Professional research staff and post-doctoral associates
support the faculty in research. A variety of teaching ranks, including assistants,
lecturers, instructors, and laboratory staff help the faculty in education. These are
sometimes supported by a small group of professionals in education: experts in
pedagogy, curriculum, and assessment.
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Table 7.4 A traditional (dark shade) and expanded (light shade) view of faculty and staff resources
and capabilities

Faculty
Research staff
Lecturers and instructors
Professors of practice
Innovators in residence
Knowledge exchange professionals

7.6.2

Education
++
++
+
+

Research
++
++

Innovation
+

+

++
++
++

++

Faculty and Professionals for the Expanded Mission

Professors cannot be experts at everything. They can stretch, but will need help in
catalyzing innovation and knowledge exchange [34]. Therefore, the university
should adapt and develop a new framework, still populated primarily by faculty, but
including professionals in complementary roles (Table 7.4). These additional categories are:
• Professors of the practice—distinguished practitioners who have returned to the
university, and who can help interpret the needs of society and the potential for
university impact. These contribute primarily to innovation, but also get involved
in research and education. These are often longer term and full-time appointments. Good practice is to appoint, fund, empower, and value these professionals
as full members of the faculty, and not to treat them as adjunct or lesser members
of the community. Professors of the Practice are common in medicine and architecture, and are extremely valuable to collaborative research and innovation.
• Innovators and entrepreneurs in residence. They are often serial entrepreneurs
who play a role in catalyzing innovation in the university, particularly in the
practice of University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing (Chapter 5). These professionals will be of enormous help in creating ventures and will contribute to
teaching about innovation. Their presence as experts and role models will have
great influence on students. They are often short-term or part-time
appointments.
• Professionals at the university–industry interface who are experts at knowledge
exchange. These include experts in licensing and intellectual property, and in
negotiations with companies for funded research. They also include managers of
the interface with industry, who make introductions between industry and enterprise and faculty, and assist in Facilitating Dialog and Agreements (Chapter 5).
All of these professionals deserve respect and standing at the university. They
must be appropriately empowered to execute their responsibilities.
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Recruiting, Hiring, and Career Development

If personnel are the core assets, the gateway process is the recruiting and hiring of
strong potential contributors. In the global academic network, there is strong competition for academic talent. The university should develop a strategy to recruit
capable individuals in all of the categories of Table 7.4, but particularly the faculty.
The mission in economic development will, on the one hand, make faculty recruiting more difficult, because of the additional roles that faculty are asked to play. But
a compensating factor is the attractiveness to some scholars of working in an environment that values the impact of their work. Faculty and staff recruiting should
also respect the local norms for diversity.

Case 7.5 Technical University of Denmark (DTU)—Development of
Faculty Teaching Competence
New and experienced faculty members participate in structured and comprehensive teaching development programs that build capacity to design courses as
effective environments for student learning.
To support new faculty members in their role as engineering educators, DTU has
since 2004 offered a training program called Education in University Teaching at
DTU (UDTU). It is part of a larger introduction scheme, which also includes collegial mentoring and supervision of teaching during the introduction period, and
development of a teaching portfolio. Successful completion is required for appointment as an associate professor, and for taking on full course responsibility.
Each year, about 70 participants start UDTU, which consists of four modules
with a total estimated workload of 250 h (see Fig. 7.6). The focus is first on
classroom management, followed by topics relevant for designing, implementing, and evaluating courses, and for understanding teaching and assessment from
a student learning perspective. The final module is a project in which participants
develop their own teaching, using action research methods to analyze the student
learning outcomes and the student course experiences. During the project, the
participants submit two reports and continually get feedback on their work.
The main objective of UDTU is to develop the capacity to design courses as
effective environments for student learning. It aims to develop participants’ criti-

Fig. 7.6 The training program called Education in University Teaching at DTU
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cal and creative sense for their own teaching practice [1]. The learning paradigm
is constructivism, with a theoretical framework based on constructive alignment
[2] and approaches to learning [3]. The theory is closely related to teaching practices at DTU, emphasizing participants’ application in their own teaching.
Following the success of UDTU, departments have requested equivalent
activities for experienced teachers. Consequently, University Pedagogy for
Experienced Teachers (UP) has been held three times [4]. The estimated UP
workload is 140 h over one semester. The setup is similar to UDTU, but customized for experienced faculty, based on Kolb’s model of experiential learning [5].
The starting point is to explore and analyze the participants’ own teaching practices from a student perspective (i.e., based on interviews with students). This is
followed by theory on teaching and learning, course planning, orchestration of
learning, assessment, and research-based teaching. Each participant presents an
implementation plan for revising a course, with feedback and coaching from
peers and course leaders, and, finally, writes a teaching statement.
To ensure joint ownership, the activities are coordinated by the teaching
development unit, LearningLab DTU, and carried out in close cooperation with
the departments. Both UDTU and UP are taught by teams of two course leaders,
one faculty member from a DTU department and one LearningLab DTU staff. In
addition, previous participants visit UDTU to share how they keep developing
their teaching practice inspired by the ideas from the program. In UP, the participants also meet leading Danish teaching and learning experts. There are indications that the program is working as intended. Most importantly, the departments
find it useful and stay involved and supportive.
Contributed by Pernille Andersson, Educational Consultant, LearningLab,
DTU; Nina Qvistgaard, Senior Executive Educations Officer, National Institute
of Aquatic Resources, DTU; Claus Thorp Hansen, Associate Professor,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, DTU, Kongens Lyngby, Denmark.
References
1. Andersson PH, Onarheim B (2015) Facilitating creativity as a core competence in engineering education. In: Proceedings of the 43nd Annual SEFI
conference. Orleans, France
2. Biggs J, Tang C (2011) Teaching for quality learning at university. Open
University Press
3. Marton F, Säljö R (1984) Approaches to learning. In: Marton F, Hounsell D,
Entwistle NJ (eds) The experience of learning. Scottish Academic Press,
Edinburgh, pp. 36–55
4. Andersson PH, Hansen CT (2014) Experiential learning as a method to
enhance experiential teaching. In: Proceedings of the 42nd Annual SEFI
Conference. Birmingham, UK
5. Kolb DA (2014) Experiential learning: experience as the source of learning
and development, 2nd edn. Pearson Education, Upper Saddle River, NJ
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Provision should be made for career development for all categories of personnel,
including the faculty. Opportunities center on internal development programs, mentoring and inclusion in communities of practice within the university. New professors are usually paired with a faculty research mentor in research and might also be
paired with an innovation mentor—perhaps a professor of the practice.
An early career development program introduces new faculty members to their
roles in education. Most new faculty are hired based on demonstrated research capability. These faculty need assistance to become proficient teachers and master new
educational schemes. In some systems, a teaching credential is required before an
early career faculty member can lead a course by themselves. Case 7.5 DTU—the
Development of Faculty Teaching Competence elaborates one comprehensive
approach to teacher development in which new faculty learn how to make courses
effective environments for student learning.
A wider view of faculty education development is presented in the case KTH—
Faculty Development Intertwined with Education, Organization, Students, and
Research. In Case 7.6, we learn about a comprehensive program for faculty development, which still supports individuals and their course development. But it is
intertwined with activities to develop the educational programs and organization of
the university.
Mid-career development cultivates faculty and other professionals for senior
positions of leadership and responsibility at the university and beyond. This can
take the form of mentoring by more senior members of the community, and professional exchanges with industry, government, and other academic laboratories. Good
practice includes a reflective personal plan with goals and activities tailored for
individual growth.

Case 7.6 KTH Royal Institute of Technology—Faculty Development
Intertwined with Education, Organization, Students, and Research
Enabling and driving the development of education through aligned activities in
teaching, programs, and organization.
In the past, KTH faculty development focused on individual educators developing their own teaching. Today, there is a comprehensive program for faculty
development that still supports individuals and their course development, but it
is intertwined with activities to develop the educational programs and organization. Together this constitutes a strategy to enable and drive the development of
education through well-aligned and long-term persistent activities.
On the level of individual faculty development, KTH seeks to balance its
demands on faculty with support. On the support side is a comprehensive program customized for KTH faculty (see Fig. 7.7). The demand is defined by the
academic career system, which, since 2003, requires faculty on all levels to have
at least 10 weeks of formal education on teaching and learning in higher education. This requirement has been reaffirmed on the national level by a commission
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Fig. 7.7 Courses on teaching and learning customized for KTH faculty, with number of
ECTS credits (1.5 credits corresponding to 1-week workload)

led by the KTH president, Sigbritt Karlsson. Candidates for hiring and promotion must also demonstrate teaching competence, documented in a teaching portfolio. The meaning of teaching competence has developed over the years, from
focusing mainly on individual classroom performance, to the whole teaching
mission, including making contributions of a collegial, institutional, and scholarly nature.
The educational development emphasizes the program and organizational
levels. KTH was one of four co-founders of the CDIO initiative in 2000 [1]. The
aim is to meaningfully integrate the development of theoretical understanding
and professional skills throughout an educational program, while strengthening
connections between courses to ensure progression. This systematic programdriven approach has become the norm for developing KTH programs and
courses.
To further identify needs and opportunities, KTH has initiated evaluations
involving international panels [2]. As a result, the remit and mandate of various educational leadership functions were clarified. Further, KTH-wide
forums for networking and dialog have been created to stimulate reflection and
deliberation, and to speed up action for dealing with small and large issues.
One network gathers departmental directors of study; another, the directors of
all 120 educational programs. There is also a general meeting open for all and
working groups on various prioritized issues. Student representatives exert
considerable influence as they are deeply involved in all these activities and
have seats in every decision body.
To support these developments, KTH has a long-standing educational development unit. In dialog with university leaders, it provides the faculty development program and coordinates many of the activities mentioned above. It also
organizes week-long workshops for visiting groups of international faculty.
Since 2011, the unit has evolved into a center for engineering education research
with a PhD program. In 2018, it was a key part in forming the KTH Department
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of Learning in Engineering Sciences, with several professorships. Research
studies are often made in collaboration with educators and educational leaders
throughout KTH. The aim is to integrate educational development and research.
Contributed by Anna-Karin Högfeldt, Lecturer, Director of the Faculty
Development Program, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden.
References
1. Crawley E, Malmqvist J, Östlund S et al. (2014) Rethinking engineering education: the CDIO approach, 2nd edn. Springer, Cham
2. Karlsson S, Fogelberg K, Kettis A, Lindgren S (2014) Not just another evaluation: a Comparative Study of Four Educational Quality Projects at Swedish
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7.7

Academic Facilities

7.7.1

 acilities that Enable and Adapt to the Expanded Role
F
in Innovation

Facilities are the university’s physical and informational backbone of a university.
They can be icons of considerable tradition and power, like the Long Room at
Trinity College Dublin, the old gate at Tsinghua, and the Stalin gothic tower of
Moscow State University. Functionally, facilities include classrooms, social spaces,
laboratories, project workshops, and digital networks, all of which traditionally support education and research.
Facilities at universities with an expanding role in innovation must adapt and
support activities associated with catalyzing innovation [35], such as educational
programs in innovation [36], new start-up ventures and projects to mature technologies. Knowledge exchange with industry might require facilities for networking and
digital collaboration [37].

Box 7.7 Goals of Academic Facilities
Universities will more effectively support their academic programs
and create a more supportive intellectual ecosystem, all while adapting
to their expanded mission in innovation,
By providing functional, flexible, and available facilities—classroom,
social spaces, laboratories, workshops, and IT connectivity
Enabling new activities in learning, innovation, and collaborative
research with industry
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Good facilities can be a competitive advantage in research and innovation [38].
Facilities are important in attracting new faculty and students. Scholars are more
likely to join a university if they have access to laboratories that support their
research. Tours of campus for prospective students often emphasize facilities.
Spaces can inspire and motivate and can celebrate historical and contemporary
accomplishments. They can help build a sense of ownership and community. Spaces
should be well designed and can introduce elements of art, design, and culture. They
should provide choice, so that users have a sense of variety in the type of space
available for use. There should be public and private spaces, so that some can collaborate while others concentrate in private.
Facilities should be designed to be adaptable, so that they can respond to changes
in use patterns. Long-term adaptability of space is desirable and short-term re-
tasking of existing space is common. Project workshops, maker spaces, and laboratories must be safe. They should also be available to faculty and students during the
long hours these individuals require access.
New facilities can signal new undertakings. If you want to attract innovators,
provide new maker spaces. If you want to support community, provide new networking and social space. The types of spaces needed at a university include: class, lecture, and conference spaces; project and maker spaces; laboratory spaces; and spaces
for social learning. Education, research, and innovation can occur in all these spaces.

7.7.2

Facilities for Education and Community

Learning spaces are central to the educational mission and should provide for all
modes of education, including conventional, digital, experiential, and social.
Consideration of the evolving practices in education will affect the traditional mix of
amphitheaters, tiered classrooms, flat classrooms, seminar rooms, and project spaces.
Project spaces play an important part in project-based learning. Students are
drawn to these spaces by both required and self-initiated projects. Some of these are
projects about discovery. Some are about making and innovating. In both cases,
students are more likely to be effective in the project if there is some nearby space
to promote social learning.
Facilities must increasingly support digital learning, which means digital design
studios and rooms for digitally supported education and collaboration. High reliability network connectivity and access to significant computational capability are vital.
A consideration in space planning is the creation of social spaces to facilitate
collaboration and improve the quality of life. People at a university spend a lot of
time in discussion with colleagues, students, sponsors, and mentors. Social spaces
support networking among the entrepreneurial community. These and other interactions are supported by desirable and comfortable space.
In the case MIT—CDIO Project Learning Workshop/Laboratory, new, functional,
and attractive spaces were created for research and innovation projects and social
learning (Case 7.7). The very layout of the space reinforced the educational paradigm
that engineering is about conceiving, designing, implementing, and operating.
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Case 7.7 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)—CDIO
Project Learning Workshop/Laboratory
Not only can teaching laboratories support project, experimental and community learning; their design can signal a shift in pedagogic approach.
Working with international partners, the MIT’s Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics created a model for engineering education set in the context of conceiving, designing, implementing, and operating (CDIO) systems and products
[1]. To facilitate this educational reform, the department undertook a study of how
engineering education practices could be improved to better enhance learning.
One area of examination was the more systematic inclusion of project-based
learning throughout the undergraduate education. This required the development
of associated project learning spaces. An early result was the identification of a
variety of learning modes used by students in such spaces. Traditionally, labs
were filled with experiments that reinforced disciplinary knowledge, but were
only used a handful of times each year. This was viewed as an underutilization
of an important and expensive resource.
By observing the student use of such space, we noted students working in
three other modes that we call knowledge discovery, system building, and community building. Knowledge building is largely done through experiments: the
collection of data and analysis. This is how scientists work. Engineers are
engaged in repeated authentic cycles of designing, building, and testing—what
we call systems building. We observed that if you create desirable spaces and fill
them with appropriate tools, the students will take ownership, come more often,
and fill the space with emerging community.
As we started to develop concepts for the space, we identified a set of desirable
themes. We determined that the environment must be flexible and easily reconfigured, accessible whenever needed, and scalable to accommodate projects of all
physical sizes. It should be sustainable within a normal operating budget, “wired”
for power and data access, and coordinated with other major MIT facilities.
To reinforce the concept that the role of engineers is to conceive, design,
implement, and operate systems, we decided to use this as the spaces’ organizing
principle. The branding and organization of each space would signal the new
pedagogy (see Fig. 7.8).
Conceive spaces would allow students to envision new systems, understand
user needs, and develop concepts. These spaces would emphasize reflection and
reinforce human interaction. They would have sufficient technology for communications and information retrieval, but not for design or computation.
Design spaces would support the new paradigm of cooperative, digitally supported design. They would allow students to design, share designs, and understand interaction. They would include a central room for large group interaction
and be connected to breakout rooms for smaller teams to work on their projects.
They would be in proximity to build space, reinforcing the design-build connection.
Implement spaces would allow students to build small, medium, and large
systems. They would offer mechanical, electronic and specialty fabrication, and
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Fig. 7.8 Branding and organization of the spaces reflects the pedagogy

Fig. 7.9 The Hangar—the operate space

software engineering. A key element (and challenge) would be to make them
safe, yet as accessible as possible outside “regular” school hours.
Operate spaces would create opportunities for students to learn about engineering operations. There, they could conduct their experiments and projects and
simulate operations of real systems (see Fig. 7.9).
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Prepared based in input provided by Cory Hallum, MIT Laboratory Project
Manager, and Steven Imrich, Fellow of the American Institute of Architects.
Reference
1. Crawley E, Malmqvist J, Östlund S et al (2014) Rethinking engineering education: the CDIO approach, 2nd edn. Springer, Cham

7.7.3

Facilities for Research and Catalyzing Innovation

Research laboratories are a specialized part of university facility design. They often
contain sophisticated equipment. Universities encouraging impactful research will
do larger scale and collaborative projects and will have special laboratory needs.
Research facilities are generally categorized as IT, dry, wet, and specialized
research spaces. IT requires only rooms and connectivity. Dry labs support physical,
mechanical, and electrical work. Wet labs deal with chemically active, toxic, or
biological materials. Specialized facilities include wind tunnels, nuclear reactors,
animal care facilities, and clean rooms. Benchmarking of these kinds of space at
other universities gives insight into needs and costs.
A research space planning process for these costly and complex assets should
ensure that existing facilities are up to date and well used. This can be challenging
in conventional labs that sometimes support small groups and even single
researchers.
An alternative organization is proposed in Case 7.8 called KAUST—One Lab.
Eleven different core labs are operated by a centralized “one lab” organization. This
arrangement provides high utilization, effective service, and well-maintained modern equipment.
Case 7.8 King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)—
One Lab
The central governance and operation of research facilities provides enhanced
support for researchers and improves efficiency.
In contrast to traditional models where university laboratories are run by individual groups, the Core Labs at KAUST in Saudi Arabia, are run as a centrally
governed “One Lab” facility. By grouping the services of 11 specialized labs, the
One Lab model provides better experimental support, while enhancing overall
efficiency.
The fully equipped labs are located in seven separate campus buildings totaling an area of 570,000 square feet. The lab’s 350 million USD capital base supports 11 scientific fields and research areas: Analytical Chemistry, Animal
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Fig. 7.10 KAUST Research Vessel operated and managed by Coastal and Marine Resources
Core Lab

Fig. 7.11 Visualization core lab

Resources, Bioscience, Coastal and Marine Resources, Imaging and
Characterization, Nanofabrication, Supercomputing, Visualization, Plant
Growth, Prototyping and Fabrications, and Radiation Labeling (see Figs. 7.10
and 7.11). The labs house more than 800 instruments and employ more than 200
staff, most of whom have advanced degrees in science and engineering [1].
The One Lab offers more than 870 services, trains more than 2500 people per
year, and conducts more than 5000 transactions per month. Transactions are
defined as the four types of services conducted in the labs: full service, where lab
technicians and scientists undertake work as requested by a user; training, where
staff train users on specified instruments; independent use, where the user con-
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ducts an experiment in a lab utilizing the equipment after passing the necessary
training; and collaboration, where staff work with internal and external users,
focusing primarily on new method development.
The One Lab organization brings benefits to the researchers. The equipment
becomes a hub of researchers using the same experimental techniques. The
equipment is available 98.5% of the time and is always operating within calibration standards. There are expert operators and training available to investigators.
The equipment is state-of-the-art and because of the close relationship between
KAUST and vendors there is feedback to manufacturers that sometimes leads to
upgrades that can preferentially benefit KAUST investigators. The Core Labs
receive more than 95% positive feedback from users and has contributed to
KAUST attaining the most citations per faculty in QS World University Rankings.
The Core Labs bring multiple organizational benefits, such as finance and
resource planning, asset management, user engagement and services, staff
recruitment, and utilization policy. In addition, One Lab maximizes equipment
availability, reduces equipment duplication, minimizes the cost of maintenance,
decreases safety incidents, and simplifies the process by which users obtain the
space and equipment they need. Core Lab efficiencies and close relationships
with vendors consistent with larger contracts and professional management have
led to significant capital and operating savings.
The One Lab model enables KAUST to engage companies and other users
with diverse requirements in a straightforward and professional manner. It offers
a broad menu of services, all in one place. Currently, KAUST’s Core Labs service 1500 KAUST internal users, 21 other universities, and 11 government organizations within Saudi Arabia.
Contributed by: Justin Lee Mynar, Associate Vice President for Research and
Executive Director, Core Labs, King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia.
Reference
1. King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)—One Lab.
https://corelabs.kaust.edu.sa. Accessed 20 Jan 2020

Catalyzing innovation also uses space. Student innovators need maker spaces for
projects, and these spaces, too, can be IT, dry or wet labs. There is often shared
space on campus for start-ups. Good practice is to have suppliers and companies
nearby so that they can help innovators build prototypes.
IT entrepreneurs largely have no capital expenses, but non-IT innovators do.
They will be more competitive if the university provides capital equipment and
research space at low cost or as part of an equity investment. Each university must
make its own policy on the use of research labs and equipment in support of
start-ups.

7.8 Summary
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Summary

In this chapter, we present six practices that support the academic practices of the
university in education, research, and catalyzing innovation. As presented, they
emphasize the adaptive nature of the university that will allow it to transition to an
expanded role in knowledge exchange, innovation, and, ultimately, economic development. The supporting practices are:
Engaging Stakeholders, in which the university identifies the broader set of
stakeholders associated with its expanded mission, engages with them, and identifies their needs. Since the university is also a stakeholder, its needs are identified as
well. The outcomes of this practice influence Mission and Strategic Planning, and
Governance. They may help to shape the Evolving Culture.
Evolving Culture uses this university transformation as an opportunity to reflect
on the values, beliefs, habits, and collective knowledge of the university community. It enables a gradual shift in beliefs, so that the mission of supporting economic
development becomes an accepted and valued aspect of culture. The outcomes of
this practice have pervasive influence, especially in Mission and Strategic Planning,
and Governance.
Mission and Strategic Planning calls for a revision of the university’s mission,
vision, goals, and action programs to support innovation. It provides prioritization
and focus for programs, and it proposes decision guidance for faculty and administration. The outcomes of strategy are priorities and actions that have significant
influence on Governance and Faculty and Staff Resources and Capabilities.
Governance is the formal way that authority and responsibility are devolved in
the university and is reflected in responsive decision-making, clear policies, porous
organizations, and transparent budgets. It has strong influence on the operations of
the university, especially in Faculty and Staff Resources and Facilities.
Faculty and Staff Resources and Capabilities deals with the core assets of the
university—people. Both the faculty and professional staff must be convinced to
join the university and should be presented opportunities for professional developed, especially in innovation. The outcome is the team which will be the agent of
the academic programs.
Academic Facilities, both physical and informational, are the backbone of the
university. They span classrooms and social spaces, laboratories and workshops,
and IT networks. They enable new ways of learning, research and innovation, and
collaboration. The outcome is the infrastructure that will be the instrument of the
academic programs.
The careful reader will note that we have introduced eleven academic and six
supporting practices, and none is explicitly called “students.” Where are the students? They are everywhere! The educational practices ensure student learning. The
students participate in research, maturing technologies, innovation, and entrepreneurship. The students are stakeholders, shape culture, and participate in governance. They are, in some sense, the real central actors of the university, and they are
the key participants in knowledge exchange.
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Not surprisingly, the six supporting practices have strong connections to other
frameworks on which we have built. Van Maanen describes three perspectives
through which one can view an organization: culture, strategy, and governance. The
CDIO community has standards that broadly encourage stakeholder engagement,
development of faculty and staff, and availability of modern facilities.
A more conceptual linkage is to the work of Burton Clark, especially as interpreted by Van Vught. Clark’s article is about “universities that wish and try to adapt
to changing environmental conditions.” It builds on his five basic characteristics of
successful innovative universities:
• “A strong steering core” that is quicker, more flexible, and more focused in reacting to demands, much like our practice of Governance.
• “A development periphery.” These are mechanisms that relate to the outside
world and reach across traditional boundaries. This touches on the practices of
Engaging Stakeholders.
• “A diversified funding base,” obtaining a widened set of resources and particularly discretionary funds, and lessening dependent on government. We mentioned this in Mission.
• “A strong academic heartland,” academic units that accept an entrepreneurial
role, which is implicit in the four educational practices.
• “An integrated entrepreneurial culture” that embraces change, discussed in
Evolving Culture.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation and Expectations
at the Adaptable University

8.1
8.1.1

Introduction
Evaluation and Action Linked to Economic Development

As universities grow and become central to the development of regions and nations,
stakeholders naturally expect them to document and explain their impact [1]. How
does a university know how successful its actions are over time? How can it improve
its impact in the future?
Universities do have profound impact on society across a broad spectrum of
issues [2–4]. In this book, we highlight university activities in science, technology,
and entrepreneurship that contribute to knowledge exchange, innovation and,
eventually, economic development. This does not in any way diminish the broader
societal contributions of comprehensive and specialized institutions of higher
learning.
In this chapter, we discuss how evaluating programs and units helps a university adapt to this expanded mission in economic development. The central task of
this evaluation is to validate the university’s progress towards effective knowledge exchange in both quantitative and qualitative terms. The university can use
that information to continuously improve. We also discuss the practice of establishing expectations for the faculty, and how this practice can support university
ambitions.

© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
E. Crawley et al., Universities as Engines of Economic Development,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-47549-9_8
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Box 8.1 Objectives of Evaluation and Expectations
The general objective of evaluation is to provide guidance for improvement of
the university’s academic activities in education, research, catalyzing innovation and knowledge exchange, and to provide a basis for recognition of success. Establishing expectations for the faculty is part of this broader approach
to improvement.
The practices in evaluation and expectation help to mobilize the community and support organizational learning. They provide a way to engage in
national evaluation schemes, communicate accomplishment and convey institutional value to stakeholders.
Viewed through the lens of economic development, the specific objective is to
more effectively evaluate and report accomplishment, particularly in knowledge
exchange. This allows the university to take actions to improve that are consistent
with the expanded mission in innovation. Compared to traditional approaches,
which evaluate education and research, the scope and timeframe of this new evaluation process is expanded to include the innovation outcomes and the process of
knowledge exchange.

8.1.2

Evaluation Based on Community Goals

Any scheme for evaluation starts with a clear understanding of community goals [5,
6]. At this juncture, we assume that the goals of a university have been set, responding to the aspirations of the academic community and the needs of the external
stakeholders. The goals will reflect outcomes in education, research, catalyzing
innovation and knowledge exchange (Chapters 3–6). Viewed through our lens, these
outcomes include talented students, discoveries, and innovation creations that are
exchanged at the porous boundaries of the university; these contribute to economic
development and the larger social good. The programs to reach these goals have
been set out by strategy, are within a system of shared governance, and are reinforced by an evolving culture (Chapter 7).
Robust recurrent evaluations of the university’s programs within the context of
these goals is no longer an option; they are a necessity. There are several important
reasons to evaluate an institution’s success:
•
•
•
•

To determine whether and where the university is succeeding.
To inform discussion of how the university can improve.
To meet the requirements of national evaluation and accreditation schemes.
To build confidence and support among stakeholders.

The first two bullets are the most pure and altruistic—all organizations should be
engaged in continuous improvement, using effective quality processes supported by
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evidence. The third is a necessity of national quality systems. Such systems aim to
maintain minimum standards, but should provide flexibility for universities to adapt
the standards to their local situation. The importance of the last reason is growing
rapidly. Governments across the world are increasingly calling on universities to
provide information on their impact on teaching, research, and catalyzing innovation [7]. And when done well, evaluation can also be a strong force for change [8].

8.1.3

The Practices of Evaluation and Faculty Expectations

There is a wide range of experience in evaluation at universities [9]. Some universities have little experience, while others are expert [1]. We recommend two related
practices, as outlined in Table 8.1.
The first practice is the formal periodic evaluation of programs or units.
Evaluation judges the overall effectiveness of a program based on evidence of progress towards attaining its goals [10]. Evaluation will have a stronger influence when
it systematically triggers actions to improve.
A second practice involves establishing commonly held and broadly supported
expectations for the faculty members. These expectations should be relatively general within an academic domain, and stable from year to year. They should be
aligned with the norms and mission of the university. This practice takes into
account the faculty’s unique responsibility to contribute to the university, while
being independent. Professors must contribute to the community, and be ready to
pivot quickly and explore new ideas, guided by curiosity and their own interpretation of needs. Successful faculty can be recognized, reinforcing the improvements
underway.
A virtuous cycle of planning, actions, evaluation, and improvement can be created. Goals and plans are based on community and stakeholder needs; strategy,
programs, and faculty expectation influence outcomes; outcomes are documented
and evaluated; and evaluation informs the revision of strategy and programs.
The changes that might be brought about by adopting these practices are summarized in Table 8.2.

Table 8.1 The practices of evaluation and expectations
Practice name
Description of the practice > and its outcome
Program Evaluation Collecting evidence that reflects the university goals and evaluating
success of programs or units > Demonstrating the effectiveness and
contributions of the university and inspiring action to improve.
Establishing expectations and recognizing accomplishments of individuals
Faculty
in education, research, innovation, and knowledge exchange > Better
Expectations and
aligning the actions of the faculty with the university goals.
Recognition
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Table 8.2 Reference and aspirational situation for evaluation and expectations
Reference situation
Program evaluation is ad hoc and
often emphasizes research and
reputation
Faculty expectations set by tradition
and practice, with recognition
primarily focused on research

8.2

Aspirational situation
Program evaluation is systematic and supports the
missions in education, research, and innovation, leading
to follow-through action
[Program Evaluation]
Faculty expectations established by consensus and
aligned with university norms and goals, with
recognition given across education, research, and
innovation
[Faculty Expectations and Recognition]

Program Evaluation

8.2.1

The Benefits and Evolving Challenges of Evaluation

A university has a responsibility to its stakeholders to be thoughtful and earnest in
its self-evaluation [11]. The university should base evaluation of programs and units
on pre-agreed criteria, documentation of outcomes, and thoughtful reflection on the
results. Such a process of evaluation should not drive the university, but it should,
instead, reflect the ambitions of the university and help satisfy them.
The types of evaluation, including process and evidence, should be selected by
the university, and can reflect its acceptance of an expanded mission in economic
development. The results of the evaluation should become known, and they should
be acted upon. Such an evaluation should be validated by periodic independent
review by external peers and key stakeholders, or by rigorous benchmarking of
aspirational peers.
Box 8.2 Goals of Program Evaluation
Universities will improve their academic programs and communicate
accomplishments and institutional value to stakeholders, all while adapting
to their expanded mission in innovation
By collecting evidence that reflects the university goals,
and evaluating success of units or programs
Demonstrating the effectiveness and contributions of the university
and inspiring action to improve.
The process can vary in scope. It can serve to evaluate a single program or unit,
or the entire university [12]. For small and focused universities, one system may be
appropriate for the entire university. For a larger or more comprehensive universities, different schemes may be necessary for different fields.
When properly done, program evaluation can be of great benefit to a university.
It informs decision-making, allocation of resources, and progress against mission.
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Importantly, it makes visible to stakeholders the progress and contributions of the
university, and its effective role in economic development and social good. It can
also demonstrate standing and upward progress towards aspirational peers and be a
key part of accreditation and national quality reviews.
To benefit from the investment of time and resources necessary for the review, it
is crucial to act on the outcomes of evaluation exercises. In fact, evaluation and
subsequent action are two complementary phases of a process that moves the university closer to its goals. In designing the evaluation process, the university must
address the question: Who is responsible for using the evidence to bring about
improvement? Some evidence will address topics related to the supporting practices
of Chapter 7: the effectiveness of strategy, the functions of governance, etc. These
recommendations should be fed back to the senior leadership and administration.
Other evidence will pertain to the academic practices in education, research, and
innovation. Improvement in these domains rests predominantly with the faculty,
acting as individuals or collectively, and is discussed below.

8.2.2

Factors in the Design of Program Evaluation

The evolving view of Program Evaluation is shaped by several factors:
• A shift in emphasis from scholarly impact to societal impact, and to longer timeframes needed to observe such impact.
• Expansion of peer-review-based evaluation to include education and innovation,
in addition to research.
• Development of quantitative as well as qualitative measures.
• Understanding that measurement will precipitate aligned action.
We discuss these factors below and propose evaluation approaches that
address them.
It is no longer sufficient to cite the impact of universities solely on scholars and
students. Stakeholders want to understand universities’ broad societal impact [13].
This requires evidence of knowledge exchange across the university boundary, plus
its subsequent uptake by partners and society. This takes time. With time, the potential impact grows. But longer timeframes make it harder to demonstrate causal links
between the actions of the university and changes in society.
We propose a scheme that strikes a balance by dividing the evaluation into three
timeframes (Fig. 8.1). The university’s long-term goals are important, but difficult
to measure. Therefore, we suggest intermediate measures linked to knowledge
exchange that will indicate if the university is on a trajectory towards its long-term
goals. Then, we recommend near-term outcome measures that will likely lead to the
intermediate measures. The three timeframes are these:
• Near-term refers to the relatively short period in which first evidence of academic outcomes can be collected within the university and from close peers. This
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GOALS

Intermediate
evaluation
of knowledge
exchange

Near-term
evaluation of
outcomes

PROGRAM EVENT

Near-term
1–2 years

Mid-term
3–5 years

Long-term
5+ years

Fig. 8.1 A framework for near-term evaluation of outcomes and intermediate evaluation of knowledge exchange as indicators of that a university program will reach its long-term goals

includes evidence of educational program operations, research discoveries, and
innovations. The natural cycle of this near term is probably a year or two.
• Mid-term refers to an intermediate period when the first evidence of knowledge
exchange with external partners becomes available. Early impact outside of the
university can more easily be correlated, but is weaker. Waiting longer produces
stronger impact, but the causality can be more difficult to document. A balance
might be a 3- to 5-year cycle. This timing is reasonable considering the length of
degree programs, the delay until a discovery is cited, and the time required for a
start-up’s first commercial products.
• Long-term looks to the more distant future. It tries to identify substantial progress towards the goals of the university and its impact on society. This is likely to
require more than 5 years.
In the sections below, we will further discuss these timeframes and the types of
evidence that can be collected within them.
Many of the current output-based measures reflect mainly research achievement.
One reason for this is that research works within a standardized peer-review process. To normalize the situation, the community needs to develop measures building
on peer review for education and innovation. That peer-assessment process is discussed below.
The outcomes of universities are diffuse and complex, so they need a mix of
evaluation approaches that blend quantitative and qualitative measures. The quanti-
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tative measures are easier to compile and compare, and often include both quantity
and quality descriptors. For example, a quantitative measure might be some target
number of articles per faculty per year (the quantity) in first quartile journals (the
quality descriptor). These quantitative measures are often elaborated by qualitative
indications of success. These qualitative descriptions put a human face on the quantitative data and can highlight impact and areas in need of improvement. This wider
range of measures is necessary to describe the outcomes of a research university that
embraces innovation.
The university needs to decide whether to evaluate and take actions based on a
set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). In some national systems, KPIs and target values are required to provide evidence of the value of public spending [14].
Some universities have adopted them voluntarily. Such systems certainly supply
countable indicators, but may produce unexpected consequences. If used, a small
number of KPIs should be set at a high level to allow the leadership flexibility in
evolving the university while meeting goals. The KPIs will reflect progress towards
the goals of the university—if they incorporate near-term measures of academic
outcomes and intermediate measures of knowledge exchange.
Preferably, a university would first define its evaluation measures based on its
goals. It would then benchmark the performance of aspirational peers against those
measures. For example, if a university aspires to be a small, fundamental scholarly
institution, it could select a handful of recognized peers around the world and identify their performance. The university would then set its own targets informed by the
peers’ performance.
The use of evaluation measures will generally influence the behavior that is measured, as individuals and organizations naturally work towards meeting evaluation
criteria. Those who craft evaluation schemes must be mindful of the consequences,
as the influence can be positive as well as negative. Evaluation criteria should be
aligned with university goals and clearly communicate them. In order to learn from
peers, universities would do well to benchmark the evaluation systems of other
universities.
Below, we offer suggestions to address the issues in evaluation: the shift to societal impact of longer timeframe, the inclusion of more peer-reviewed evidence, the
development of qualitative and quantitative measures; and careful alignment of
measures with the expanded mission.

8.2.3

Evaluation of Education

For a research university that embraces innovation, the long-term goal of education
is talented graduates who contribute to broad social good and economic development [15]. But evidence of meeting this goal could be spread across decades [16].
Proving cause and effect would be difficult, except perhaps through biographies or
narratives.
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To find indicators that are likely precursors to the long-term goal, we move to
the intermediate measure associated with knowledge exchange in education. In
Chapter 3, we identify the relevant knowledge exchange mechanism: talented
graduates leaving the university and taking up relevant employment. This might
be in industry and enterprise, education, research, public policy, or protection of
the environment. An intermediate indicator would therefore be employment rates
of graduates in relevant fields. A stronger intermediate measure would include
early career success. The evaluation centers on how the knowledge and skills
obtained in the university have prepared the new employees, and if they have
gained professional responsibility. This information is often gathered through
alumni or employer surveys. The timeframe for such surveys is probably
2–5 years after graduation.
If the university has educated them well, graduates will be ready for their early
career experience. The near-term measure would be students achieving desired
learning outcomes in fundamentals and skills. In addition, they might have benefited from learning in research, emerging thought, management, leadership, and
entrepreneurship.
The foundation for this evaluation is the program learning outcomes [17]. The
evaluation can take the form of reviews of standardized measures of student performance (e.g., examinations) combined with rubrics for evaluating projects, student
questionnaires, and interviews. Reflective memos written by the lead instructor at
the end of the semester should emphasize progress towards learning outcomes and
improvements to be made in the next offering. The timeframe for this evaluation is
a semester or academic year. These evaluations can be tracked over time to gain a
sense of students’ overall progress towards learning outcomes.
For those universities that track KPIs, a notional set is shown for education programs in science and engineering in Table 8.3. A broad but representative near-term
indicator of educational value is the number (or percent) of students (the quantity)
who achieve a certain level of attainment in desired learning outcomes (the quality
descriptor). A consistent mid-term indicator for initial success of knowledge
exchange is the number (or percent) of graduates (the quantity) who find employment in jobs related to innovation (the quality descriptor). There is a reasonable
expectation that the more graduates find appropriate first jobs, the more likely the
university will be contributing economically.
Who is responsible for using this evidence to bring about improvement? In education, it is a shared responsibility [18]. Some aspects of education depend on the
actions of individual faculty members, and some on collective action and coordination across a program. Therefore, the evaluation information must be widely shared
and reviewed for implied action. In particular, program boards would identify concrete topics for improvement by joint collegial efforts.
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Table 8.3 Notional key performance indicators for near-term outcomes and mid-term knowledge
exchange for a science and technology program that embraces innovation
Outcomes
Near-term
outcomes (quality
descriptor)
Intermediate
knowledge
exchange
(quality
descriptor)
Desirable
Long-Term Goal

8.2.4

Education
Talented Students
Students
(developing
desired learning
outcomes)
Graduates
employed
(working in
innovation)
Social and
economic impact
by graduates

Research
Discoveries
Publications
(in respected
journals)
Citations (by
scholars);
Innovation Impact
(impact study)
Follow on
discoveries and
impact on societal
good

Catalyzing innovation
Creations
Patents applied for and issued
(with strong claims); Partnerships
with industry (funding);
Publication (joint with industry)
Patents licensed (revenue);
Personnel exchanges (scope and
number); Start-ups (investment)

Partners creating successful new
goods, services, and systems that
address societal good

Evaluation of Research

For a research university that embraces innovation, the desirable long-term research
goals are discoveries at the frontiers of knowledge that lead to even broader followon discoveries [19]. Discoveries also lead to creations and towards products, processes, and systems. This impact can take decades. The causality can be partially
established though citations in papers and awarded patents, but it is difficult.
Mid-term research impact requires effective knowledge exchange. As discussed
in Chapter 4, the evidence of successful research knowledge exchange includes
recognition by other scholars in the form of citations, invitations to participate in
joint projects and discussions, and personnel exchange. These items could be cataloged by bibliometrics and by an annual self-reporting of faculty activity. The transition from discoveries to innovations would best be revealed in an impact narrative.
These measures would indicate scholars are on the path to long-term research impact.
The research program of a university focuses on fundamental impact, collaboration, cross-disciplinary efforts, and work with industry on major social issues.
Therefore, the intermediate measures must contain not only citations by other
scholars, but also evidence of impact on innovation as might be revealed by an
impact narrative [20]. The case called The UK Research Excellence Framework
(REF) explains the UK university research evaluation framework that relies on such
impact narratives (Case 8.1).
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Case 8.1 The UK Research Excellence Framework (REF)
A systematic, periodic national quality review by peers can influence university
researchers and innovators to take into account the societal impact of their work.
The Research Excellence Framework (REF) is the UK system for assessing the
quality of research in higher education institutions. The 2014 REF was the first
initiative to factor in the impact of research outside of academia. Impact was
defined as “an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia.” The 2014 REF is discussed here, with the caveat that, as of this writing,
the 2021 cycle is in the planning stage.
In a process like the REF, three motives coincide. The outcomes of the REF
are used by the government and funding councils to incentivize and reward
behavior they wish to encourage. They use the results to inform allocation of
grant funding for research, to provide accountability for public investment, to
provide benchmarking information, and to establish reputational yardsticks.
Academics gain an independent view that allows them to assess their performance against their peers in other institutions. And other stakeholders, including
businesses, have quality data to inform decisions on recruitment and research
collaboration.
The REF ratings were calculated by peer-assessment panels. Institutions
were invited to make submissions to 36 expert sub-panels, each working
under the guidance of four main panels (see Table 8.4). The panel members
were appointed by the UK funding bodies and included international members. At the end of the assessment, each panel produced an overview report
detailing how it operationalized the criteria, and providing general observations about the assessment and the state of research in its discipline areas. The
2014 REF involved 154 of the 164 higher education institutions across the
UK submitting the work of more than 52,000 researchers, including more
than 191,000 research outputs, and nearly 7000 impact case studies.
In the assessment, research excellence accounted for 65% of the rating and
was judged in terms of the originality, significance, and rigor of the research,
with reference to international quality standards. Research impact, as defined
above, represented 20%, and was judged based on a case narrative submitted.
The remaining 15% reflected research environment factors, such as facilities and
career structure.

Table 8.4 Participants and
structure of the REF
evaluation process

4 main panels 4 panel chairs
23 international members
17 user members
36 sub-panels 36 sub-panel chairs
1052 members
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Most universities affirmed that they use the REF to internally manage research
performance. Academic institutions can get a broad perspective of their strengths
and weaknesses from the REF outcomes. The external scrutiny and benchmarking complement internal performance management and support strategic planning and decision-making.
The national research assessment process was initiated in the mid-1980s. It
evolved to the Research Assessment Exercise which was replaced in 2014 by the
REF. The significant new feature of the 2014 REF was the impact assessment,
and its application to all submitted research, from physics to philosophy. This
was initially an issue of some concern to academics, but in the end many discovered that their research indeed was making an impact.
Although there are short-term cosmetic tactics that can be used to maximize
REF performance, universities have learned that following this route may not be
harmonious with the long-term fostering of quality research and staff development. Increasingly, universities prefer to build robust, effective, and enduring
solutions for improving impact [1].
Reference
1. Department for Business Energy & Industrial Strategy (2016) Building on
success and learning from experience—an independent review of the research
excellence framework. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/541338/ind-16-9-ref-sternreview.pdf. Accessed 20 Jan 2020

The near-term measure of research outcomes would be publications in respected
journals of new knowledge, data, theories, models, and predictions. The central test
is whether research peers judge the research to be novel and likely to have impact
on other scholars. The value of these research results outcomes is ensured by the
peer-review process and can be documented by expert written evaluation—which is
common at the time of promotion. Ordinarily, the first judgment is by bibliometric
analysis.
For research universities that track KPIs, the usual indicator of near-term research
outcomes is the number of journal articles per faculty member (the quantity) in
journals of certain standing (the quality descriptor) as indicated in Table 8.3. A consistent mid-term indicator of research value is recognition in citations (the quantity)
by peer scholars (the quality descriptor). Impact narratives, such as those used in the
REF, are effective ways to judge mid-term impact of discoveries that have gone on
to innovation impact.
Who uses this evidence to bring about improvement? Research is often a relatively individual process, so the individual faculty members are largely responsible
for improvement. In larger research groups, senior faculty may take on this responsibility. The quality improvement mechanism that matters most is the feedback faculty authors receive from blind peer review.
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Evaluation of Catalyzing Innovation

At a university that has embraced an expanded role in economic development, the
long-term goal of catalyzing innovation is to produce creations—synthesized
objects, processes, and systems that go on to become goods and services with economic impact. Much of the development occurs after knowledge is exchanged with
industrial and governmental organizations. These entities do not openly report their
developments, so the lineage of university creations will be difficult to establish
except through impact narratives. These may need to be jointly developed.
Effective innovation knowledge exchange can be more successfully documented
in the mid-term, as discussed in Chapter 5. As with research, knowledge exchange
takes place through publications and discussions. Industrial researchers do not commonly acknowledge this type of precursor work. More easily observed and quantified are joint projects and personnel exchanges. Other instruments that give
measurable impact of knowledge exchange include licenses negotiated, and revenue
received on patents and other intellectual property. There is also tangible research
property that is exchanged, and faculty are involved in consulting. University-linked
start-ups that attract investment and produce revenues are a good intermediate measure. Increasingly, those in industry are being asked to serve as references in promotion cases, testifying to knowledge exchange impact. A university that can cite this
kind of evidence is on a trajectory to innovation impact.
A near-term measure of catalyzing innovation is patent applications that have
been filed as provisional and utility applications, and then issued. Patents can be
judged by the strength and breadth of their claims. University partnerships with
industry and use of industry funding can also serve near-term measures, as can the
technologies, methods, and concepts produced. Publications jointly authored with
industry authors are good near-term indicators, as are early stage start-ups.
To track catalyzing innovation, the near-term and intermediate measures just
mentioned can be abstracted as KPIs (Table 8.3). They are more diverse than those
for education and research. Near-term options include number of patents issued (the
quantity) with strong claims (the quality descriptor), partnerships with industry at a
level of funding and publications with industry colleagues. Mid-term measures
could include patents licensed (the quantity) at a level of revenue (the quality
descriptor), personnel exchanges of a certain scope and number, and start-ups that
have attracted a level of investment.
Who is responsible for bringing about the innovation improvements? Here again,
the answer is more diffuse than for research. In the case of publications and patents,
individuals or small faculty groups act together. In other cases, like industrial partnerships, units and programs are probably involved. For licensing and agreements,
knowledge transfer experts have a role. Clearly, good communications and an integrated plan are required.
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 rogram Reviews, Benchmarking, Accreditation,
P
and Rankings

Other activities can contribute to evaluation. These include program reviews by
academic peers and other stakeholders, benchmarking of peer programs, accreditation and national evaluation, and participation in university rankings.
Most valuable is the evaluation of a program by an external group of peers and
stakeholders convened by the university. This stimulates thoughtful reflection upon
defined missions and goals. These reviews provide wisdom from the reviewers and
identify opportunities to improve, framed in a national and international context.
In designing such reviews, the considerations include:
• Scope of review (just research, research and education, innovation, personnel,
etc.)
• Size of review body and range of stakeholders represented.
• Standing vs. ad hoc nature of the group—do the same reviewers return
repeatedly?
• Length and frequency of the meeting.
• Coordination or not with mandatory national reviews.
• Reporting point of the review—who receives it and acts on it.
In a conventional review system, a small group of peer academics will meet as an
ad hoc group every 4 or 5 years, review a program or unit, and report to the next
level of governance (e.g., a head of school for the evaluation of a department). In a
stronger system, ten or more peer academics, alumni, and industrial leaders will
meet biannually as a standing body to review all aspects of the program and report
to the senior governance body (e.g., a board of trustees).
Another valuable form of review is peer benchmarking, a powerful way to measure comparative performance. Informal benchmarking is based on knowledge of
another institution gained from the media, correspondence, visits, and faculty
mobility. External thesis examiners and national quality process visits are also ways
to share information. We recommend a more formal benchmarking process. It
should start by identifying a small number of aspirational peer programs. A combination of informal and published data and other information, including surveys, can
be used to provide comparative information. The process might include a site visit
to the peer university by senior leaders, an analysis of evidence, and a report.
Nearly every university is involved in a national quality system or accreditation
process to set a minimum standard for programs so that recognized degrees can be
awarded. Some universities will find these minimum standards a challenge; for
them, the standards are part of the valid aspirational goals. Some universities will
comfortably meet the standards. New or strongly established programs may feel
constrained by the standards as reflections of the past. In this case, it is the obligation of the university to engage with the quality body about changing the standards,
or the creation of alternatives. The quality body must also be prepared to discuss
alternatives.
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A number of independent agencies produce various university rankings by
blending data reported by the university with openly available information and with
information derived from surveys. Such rankings have recently commanded the
attention of universities and their sponsors. They can cause universities to improve
their data-gathering capacity. They can also lead to concern that the rankings will
skew behavior away from self-determined or regional goals [21, 22]. It is obvious
that numerical indicators cannot capture all of the richness of the impact of complex
organizations such as universities [23].
External rankings need to be used carefully as part of overall evaluation [24] and
should not be the sole driver of university actions [25]. Most rankings evaluate
research through its impact on research peers, and capture less completely its impact
on innovation [26]. Early efforts are underway to create regional educational rankings, but these rely heavily on student opinion and inputs, rather than outcomes.

8.3
8.3.1

Faculty Expectation and Recognition
Expectations as a Means of Soft Alignment

Outcomes in education, research, and innovation knowledge exchange under the
control of individual faculty can be influenced by agreeing on general expectations
for the faculty and by granting appropriate recognition. This approach to soft alignment between the personal actions of faculty and goals of the university respects the
valued autonomy of faculty. When faculty meet these expectations, the university
runs well, and faculty should be acknowledged. When faculty exceed expectations,
the university prospers, and the faculty should be celebrated. This can become an
important part of a virtuous cycle of improvement.
Box 8.3 Goals of Faculty Expectation and Recognition
Universities will improve their academic programs and communicate
accomplishments and institutional value to stakeholders, all while adapting
to their expanded mission in innovation
By establishing expectations and recognizing accomplishments of
individuals in education, research, innovation, and knowledge exchange
Better aligning the goals of the university and actions of the individual
faculty.

Universities are first and foremost communities of scholars, who have broad
freedom to work on questions of their own selection. There is absolutely no contradiction between this freedom and the expectation of quality. For example, if faculty
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members work as researchers, it makes sense that they meet expectations for
research quality and quantity that are established by their community. What they
work on and how they work is up to them, but the quality of the outcome is an issue
of common expectation.
Universities, programs, and units can create a statement of what is expected of
faculty members. The expectations provide notional guidance, not rigid formulas,
that can be adapted to context. The expectations reflect the activities under control
of the faculty as individuals. Expectations should guide the commitment of faculty
resources, energy, and time. Expectations should be clear, traceable to employment
documents, and consistent with policies. Expectations are revealed in different ways
depending on the evolution and culture of the university. They can be implicit and
only informally articulated, they can feature in promotion criteria, or they can be
stated explicitly in a document.
The expectations will vary considerably depending on the field. In addition, in a
community of faculty, different roles may differently influence expectations. There
will be significant variation as a career progresses. A senior professor may be asked
to do more teaching, a junior professor may be encouraged to concentrate on
research, while a professor of the practice might emphasize innovation.

8.3.2

 xpectations in Education, Research, and Catalyzing
E
Innovation

The main expectation in education is that faculty carry out the normal teaching
assignment each year, while meeting the local quality standards for instruction.
These standards are most likely linked to student attainment of course learning outcomes. Faculty members might also contribute to developing curriculum plans, participating in student outreach and admissions, and serving as an academic advisor
and mentor.
These contributions might reflect education in emerging thought, curriculum
with embedded life and professional skills, or preparation for management, leadership, and entrepreneurship (Chapter 3). The faculty member’s contribution to educational knowledge exchange will emerge through effective student learning.
The accompanying case, The Royal Academy of Engineering—Career
Framework for University Teaching, presents a model for supporting and evaluating
the progression of an academic career based on contribution to teaching and learning (Case 8.2). The underlying expectation is that all academics who teach should
continue to strengthen the quality and impact of their teaching activities as they
progress through their career.
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Case 8.2 The Royal Academy of Engineering—Career Framework for
University Teaching
Making teaching matter in academic careers, through a framework for demonstrating, evaluating and rewarding teaching achievement.
Launched in 2018, the Career Framework for University Teaching is an open-
access resource designed to guide and support academic career progression on
the basis of contributions to teaching and learning [1]. The Framework rests on
the principle that all academics who teach—whether they be in an educationfocused role or in a blended research/teaching role—should continue to
strengthen the quality and impact of their teaching activities as they progress
through their career [2].
Commissioned and funded by the Royal Academy of Engineering in the UK,
the Framework is the product of 4 years of benchmarking, research, review, and
piloting at universities across the world. Offering both a structured pathway for
academic career progression and an evidence base on which to demonstrate and
evaluate teaching achievement, the Framework provides a template that universities can adapt to their career structures and progression points. It can be used to
advance teaching achievement across the academic career, including appointment, professional development, appraisal, and promotion.
For each level of teaching achievement, the Framework addresses the following three questions:
• What is the academic’s sphere of impact in their teaching and learning
activities?
• What promotion criteria define the academic’s achievements in teaching and
learning?
• What forms of evidence can be used to demonstrate the academic’s teaching
achievements?
The Framework is structured around four progressive levels of university
teaching achievement (see Fig. 8.2). Each level can be characterized in terms of
the academic’s sphere of impact in teaching and learning, which expands as they
progress to subsequent levels. Level 1—the effective teacher—represents a
threshold of teaching achievement which all academics should attain. Level
2—the skilled and collegial teacher—takes an evidence-informed approach to
their development as a teacher and promotes a collegial and collaborative educational environment across their school or discipline. At level 3, the pathway
splits. Level 3A—the institutional leader in teaching and learning—refers to
significant contributions to enhancing the educational environment at their home
institution, and Level 3B—the scholarly teacher—refers to contributions to
scholarly research, influencing educational practice within and beyond their
institution. Level 4—the national and global leader in teaching and learning—
is likely to be reserved for those progressing to full professorships solely or
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Fig. 8.2 The four levels of the Career Framework for University Teaching (left), with promotion criteria for each level (right)

predominantly on the basis of their teaching achievement. For each of these levels, the promotion criteria are conceptualized around the key capabilities that
determine achievement (see Fig. 8.2).
To date, the Career Framework for University Teaching has been adopted, or
adapted, by more than 30 universities worldwide, including University College
London, UK; the University of New South Wales, Australia; Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia, Malaysia; and Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden.
Following the launch of the Framework in April 2018, the next stage of the
initiative is focused on tracking the impact of reforming university reward, recognition, and support systems with respect to teaching. In early 2019, a crossinstitutional survey was launched at 15 universities worldwide that have
implemented, or plan to implement, such a program of reform, to capture and
track the institutional culture and status of teaching over time [3].
Contributed by Ruth Graham, R.H. Graham Consulting Inc., UK.
References
1. Graham R (2018) The career framework for university teaching: background
and overview. Royal Academy of Engineering, London
2. Graham R (2016) Does teaching advance your academic career? Royal
Academy of Engineering, London
3. The career framework for university teaching. https://www.teachingframework.com. Accessed 20 Jan 2020
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The expectation for outcomes by an active researcher varies significantly from
field to field. For example, some scholarly communities have an expectation of writing a book every several years; some, a lengthy journal article every year; and some,
a more frequent article or refereed conference paper. The intent is that these would
be key contributions to knowledge exchange, and that peers would eventually take
note of these contributions.
Research expectations might extend to conducting impactful fundamental and
collaborative research (Chapter 4). Faculty are generally expected to attract research
funding and to supervise post-doctoral researchers and graduate research students.
In innovation, there is no single main expectation. Instead, there is a more diverse
list. Faculty might file a patent or disclosure linked to an invention. They might
become an entrepreneur and participate in a start-up. They might actually work as
an innovator and develop a new product, process, design, or system. They could
become involved in maturing a technology. More generally, they might be involved
in an applied or industry-related project that could lead to a patent, start-up, or
product.
In addition, faculty might help teach in innovation courses, interact significantly
with industry, or supervise student innovation projects. These all contribute to
developing an understanding of industry needs and to help exchange knowledge of
university creations. The impact of these activities could be confirmed by a review
involving partners in industry and enterprise (Chapter 5).
Good practice suggests using an instrument for reflection on these expectations.
It could be an informal annual self-reporting that allows the faculty member to
reflect and to set personal goals for the upcoming year. In some systems, the annual
performance and compensation review is more formulaic. In others, the compensation is based on setting and attaining personal goals that can be linked to the expectations. Reflections on expectations can support a discussion that provides feedback
by a mentor or supervisor and highlights possible recognitions.
Case 8.3 provides a view of a recently structured set of incentives and expectations at a young university—the King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology (KAUST). The incentives cover the wide range of faculty activity and
are aligned with university goals. They are also reflected in the promotion standards
of the university.

Case 8.3 King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)—
Faculty Recognition and Appointments
By setting high expectations, providing adequate resources, and adopting a
transparent and flexible promotion and rolling tenure program, a young university is able to recruit a faculty that demonstrates excellence.
KAUST aspires to be a destination for scientific and technological education and
research. By inspiring discoveries that address global challenges, it strives to
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serve as a beacon of knowledge that bridges people and cultures for the betterment of humanity. In addition, KAUST seeks to be a catalyst for innovation,
economic development, and social prosperity in Saudi Arabia and the world.
Faculty members are expected to participate in a wide array of activities as
part of their professional duties. These activities are typically described as teaching, research, economic development, and service. There is an expectation that
faculty invigorate graduate education in an interdisciplinary, team-based environment. They serve as hubs for engagement of private-sector partners. Faculty
are expected to disseminate new knowledge, acquire additional skills, establish
and maintain international connections, recruit students, consult with external
entities, provide service to their disciplines, and promote the activity of the
university.
To attract and retain members of the faculty, the University must aspire to the
highest standards of teaching and research. It must recruit a high caliber of students, offer superb research facilities, and provide internationally competitive
salaries. KAUST provides generous research funding in the form of a baseline
allocation. Competitive internal proposals are also solicited, which receive external reviews, and are ranked by an international panel that advises the vice president of research.
Academic staff at KAUST are assigned to the ranks of assistant professor,
associate professor, professor, and professor of practice. Faculty are appointed
on rolling or fixed-term contracts. Each year, every faculty member completes an
activity report that highlights his or her main achievements in all areas in which
they are expected to contribute.
Assistant professors are allowed 5 years before they submit their promotion
package to gain promotion to associate professor. Associate professors are
allowed 6 years to submit their promotion materials to gain promotion to professor. At any time during their appointment, with the support and approval of the
dean of the division, assistant and associate professors may seek promotion.
Professors are usually offered 5-year rolling contracts until they turn 60 years of
age, where it will turn into a 5-year fixed contract. Professors of practice are usually given fixed-term contracts, subject to renewal.
The process for promotion begins when the dean receives the candidate’s
promotion package and sends out for letters from leaders in the research field.
Upon receiving the letters, the dean can advance or stop the case. The candidate
presents a research colloquium in front of colleagues from the division, the
Promotion and Appointments Committee (PAC), and University leaders. Faculty
belonging to the candidate’s division are then invited to vote. The next step is a
discussion at the PAC which is composed of the president, the academic vicepresidents, the three divisional deans, and four professors appointed by the president; the final decision is the responsibility of the president. Among aspects that
are examined for promotion are contributions to research, but also to teaching
and research transfer activities.
Contributed by Yves Gnanou, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs,
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia.
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Recognition in an Adaptable University

Recognition is a powerful incentive [27]. The university can recognize the accomplishments of the faculty when good and celebrate them when excellent. The recognitions do not necessarily link directly with fulfilling expectations. Rather, the
expectations create the general conditions that enable the outcomes that are
recognized.
Faculty members often receive recognition beyond the direct control of the university. For faculty in science, technology, and entrepreneurship, these might
include obtaining sponsorship from industry because of a faculty member’s deeper
understanding of industrial needs, or revenue sharing from a successfully licensed
patent. Other forms of recognition which seem traditional might still reflect some
aspects of innovation: the receipt of new research funding because a well-prepared
proposal reflects societal impact; and election to a scholarly society which may
reflect some work with industry. These all should be celebrated, especially when
they link to economic development.
Forms of recognition under university control can be expanded to emphasize the
development mission. Promotion tops the list, and promotion criteria should be
reexamined in light of the expanded mission. Professional honors can be in the form
of ad hoc receptions, or more organized competitive awards. Seed funding and provision of space for new initiatives certainly encourage exploration of new links.
Universities sometimes allow supplementary compensation to be paid as rewards
and incentives.

8.4

Summary

Meaningful evaluation of university programs and units is not an easy task. But
considering the huge investment in universities, it is appropriate to gather and report
such information; at least regarding the outcomes that are associated with the university mission, and especially about those related to economic development as
highlighted in this book.
Program Evaluation deals with collecting evidence about factors that reflect the
goals and outcomes of the university. This evidence should span education, research,
and catalyzing innovation and should emphasize the significance of knowledge
exchange and greater engagement of the university with economic development.
Many universities use the information gathered for self-evaluation and improvement. This allows universities to measure progress towards goals they have set for
themselves. In some nations, the national accreditation system also requires the
collection and sharing of information. In all cases, evaluation helps to communicate
the effectiveness and contributions of the university to its internal and external
stakeholders.
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Faculty Expectation and Recognition involves establishing expectations in education, research, and catalyzing innovation, including knowledge exchange within
these practices. The expectations should be established by the consensus of the
scholarly community and depend on local norms. The expectations should also be
aligned with a complete view of university goals. Within a culture that highly values
the independence and the prerogatives of the faculty, this is an approach to soft
alignment between the actions of the faculty and ambitions of the university.
Recognition of accomplishments, particularly those that highlight contributions
towards economic development, can be strong factor in support of change.
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Chapter 9

Alignment by Partners with the Adaptable
University

9.1
9.1.1

Alignment by Partners
Reciprocal Alignment

The effective practices presented in the previous chapters are intended to influence the
actions of the university, making it adaptable to evolving stakeholder needs and somewhat reshaping its internal and external functions. One such function is Engaging
Stakeholders, where universities work to understand stakeholders and their needs. To
be effective, the university’s partners must take reciprocal action leading to alignment.
Partners are the stakeholders with whom the university actively exchanges knowledge.
Alignment occurs when the partners adopt practices that allow them to understand,
support, and benefit from the university. Like the university, the partners must be adaptable, so that alignment can take place through give and take by both sides [1].
Box 9.1 Objectives of Alignment by Partners
The objective of alignment by partners is to ensure that the outcomes of the
university lead to action by partners, and eventually, benefit to society. This
requires that the partners understand the university’s capability, support its
development and outcomes, and ensure that the outcomes are successfully
absorbed and employed.
Positive reinforcement will occur in the ecosystem if the university is interested
in the needs of the partners, and the partners are interested in the needs of the university [2]. The university and partners will gain when they cross organizational and
cultural boundaries, exchanging knowledge about their needs, capabilities, and outcomes. Such knowledge exchange will impact innovation, entrepreneurship, and
eventually, economic development.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
E. Crawley et al., Universities as Engines of Economic Development,
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The Partners in Knowledge Exchange

Historically, the university’s partners have been understood to be industry and government. Together with universities, these form the “triple helix [3].” Industry,
which includes new large companies, absorbs the university’s talented graduates,
discoveries, and creations. Today, industry is increasingly joined by small and
medium enterprises as partners. Industry and enterprise span manufacturing, services, operational systems, and the creative sector.
We also distinguish between the “government,” which shapes policy, regulates
and provides base funds, and “government institutions,” which are more like industry in that they fund projects, absorb university outputs, and produce services and
systems that benefit the public. Government can be local (ranging from the community to the city), regional, national, or supra-national.
We add philanthropies to the mix of partners because they often play critical
roles in new initiatives by adaptable universities. Philanthropies include major foundations such as the Gates, Wallenberg, and Tata Foundations, and the Wellcome
Trust. Philanthropy also includes individual alumni who have strong attachment to
their alma maters and often donate significantly.
These partners are many of the stakeholders shown in Table 7.3. The university
and these partners must work together to ensure that the outcomes of the university
flow to identifiable benefits for the partners. Such a flow will provide benefits to
society and increase the respect and support for the university. While it is far beyond
the scope of this book to examine these partners’ internal functions, it is legitimate
to ask how they can benefit from active engagement with a university.

9.1.3

The Practices of the Active Partners

In this chapter, we consider three practices for the partners, to complement the
practices that operate within the university. The practices are summarized in the
Table 9.1 and are discussed below for industry and enterprise, government, philanthropies, and alumni. Key approaches to alignment of universities and partners are
summarized in Table 9.2.
While we have described these relationships as bilateral, there is significant benefit to multilateral endeavors. For example, universities, industry, and government
can engage in making industrial policy (Case 5.2 on KAIST). Universities can spin
off small enterprises that mature technologies and are subsequently acquired by
industry. Universities, governments, and philanthropies can join in project
investment.

9.2
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Table 9.1 The practices for partners in aligning with universities
Practice name
Understanding the
university’s needs and
capabilities
Building the
university’s capacity to
contribute
Developing the
partner’s capacity to
absorb

Description of the practice > and its outcome
Participating with the university in high level and engaging dialog >
building a better understanding by partners of the needs, capability,
culture, offerings, and strengths of the universitya
Helping to define educational outcomes, engaging in research and
innovation projects, providing mentors, advising on policy, and
contributing financially > increasing building the university’s capacity
to contribute
Assigning to liaison roles personnel who can facilitate knowledge
exchange between the university and the partner’s organization >
accelerating the effective absorption and employment of the
university’s talented graduates, discoveries, and creationsb

This complements the responsibility of the universities to understand their partners, discussed in
the practice on Engaging Stakeholders in Chapter 7
b
This complements the responsibility of universities to liaise effectively with their partners, discussed in the practice on Facilitating Dialog and Agreements in Chapter 5
a

Table 9.2 Approaches for partners in aligning with universities
Partners supporting the
development of
universities’ capacity
Industry provides
Alignment by
human, technical, and
industry, and
financial resources for
small and
programs that address
medium
industrial and enterprise
enterprise
needs
Government creates
Alignment by Dialog to address
supportive policy and
tensions and develop
government
provides core support for
interactions and
and
education, research, and
programs of mutual
community
innovation
benefit
Alignment by Broad dialog to align the Philanthropies provide
targeted funding that
philanthropies goals of philanthropies
often allows universities
and alumni with the
and alumni
to nucleate new ventures
aspirations of the
and facilities
universities
Partners improving their
understanding of
universities
High-level dialog to
acknowledge differences
and seek an array of
interactions with
common benefit

9.2
9.2.1

Partners absorbing
beneficial universities’
outcomes
Industry absorption is
managed by an
engagement team that
includes a senior leader,
and specialists in HR,
technologies, and markets
Each level of government
has a liaisons that help
absorbs university
outcomes and oversee the
flow to society of others
Philanthropies and
alumni gain no direct
benefit, but their efforts
address their goals and
produce impact in society

 lignment by Industry, and Small and Medium
A
Enterprise
I ndustry and Enterprise Developing a Mutual
Understanding with Universities

Industry and enterprise stand to be the greatest direct beneficiaries of the outcomes
of a university, with an expanded mission in economic development [4, 5]. Industry
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will benefit from the talented graduates, research discoveries, and the innovation
creations [6]. New enterprises spun off the university will add to the entrepreneurial
ecosystem [7].
Likewise, industry and enterprise are key partners for universities [8]. Industry
supports the university in many ways—through advice, financial, and policy support. Personnel exchanges into and out of industry are key to knowledge exchange
(Chapter 5, Facilitating Dialog). Universities should work closely with industry and
enterprise when the effort is consistent with social good and community goals [9].
However, universities and industries differ substantially in their objectives, attitudes, governance systems, incentives, and timescales of action. These differences
can lead to an unnecessary mistrust [10]. Academics often perceive industry as
interested in short-term outcomes that are incompatible with the academic mission.
Industry may fear relying on universities for critical research or innovation
results [11].
There is much to be gained by a well-conceived closer interaction; most importantly, many unnecessary fears and false perceptions fall away. Both the university
and industry stand to gain here. Enhanced knowledge exchange not only benefits
industry [12], it benefits universities as well [13] because industry can endorse their
value to government and the public.
For this reason, we believe it is essential that universities and industry, explicitly
and at a high level, acknowledge their differences, and seek a broad array of interactions for mutual benefit. Much of the framework developed in previous chapters is
specifically intended to bring universities and industry and enterprise closer together.
Exploring more comprehensive informal and formal modes of collaboration is critical, even though such collaboration is resource-intensive, time consuming, and
rarely immediately productive. Industry will participate if its perception of long-
term value gained is worth the effort. Enterprises, with shorter timescales, will want
more immediate results.

9.2.2

 ow Industry, and Small and Medium Enterprise, Can
H
Support the University

There is much that industry can do to assist universities. In general, industry can
provide human, technical, logistical, and financial resources to enhance aspects of
education, research, and innovation.
In education, industry can express its needs for the knowledge and skill of the
graduates, which occurs in the practice of Integrated Curriculum. In the practices of
Preparing for Innovation, enterprises can supply lecturers, mentors, and case study
materials. Industry and enterprise can also provide student internships in innovation
and entrepreneurship (Chapter 3).
In research, it is beneficial to the university leadership and researchers when
industry articulates its long-term research needs. These needs inform scholars
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through the practice of Impactful Fundamental Research. In the practice of Centres
of Research, Education, and Innovation, industry can play an active role in defining
the scope of the research project and supporting its deployment and implementation. Industry can also supply realistic test environments, infrastructure, and simulations (Chapter 4).
In catalyzing innovation, industry and small and medium enterprise can be fully
engaged.
In the practices of Maturing Discoveries and Creations, industry and enterprise
can play a role in mentoring, as well as contributing knowledge of the potential
market for the technology under development. They can also suggest how the proof
of concept can best reduce risk and support adoption. They can supply effective
project managers. In University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing, small and
medium enterprise can provide mentors and business ideas, and support the creation
of new venture spinoffs of the university (Chapter 5).
Industries can effectively support universities by:
• Communicating their stake in universities, and their willingness to work deeply
and broadly with universities that are responsive to industry’s needs.
• Taking part in the assessment of university programs, giving objective and independent evidence.
• Willingness to participate in governance and advisory roles within the
university.
• Providing financial resources to complement public funding, student fees and
philanthropy.
• Championing universities’ successes publicly, to local and regional government,
and in formal and informal business forums.

9.2.3

 ow Industry Can Benefit by Effectively Absorbing
H
the Outcomes of the University

Industry and enterprise are the prime beneficiaries of universities, hiring graduates
and absorbing ideas. They will benefit even more as universities accelerate innovation and promote economic development.
The outcomes of universities—talented students, discoveries, and creations—all
contribute to accelerating innovation in industry. Some examples of how industry
and enterprise can additionally benefit are as follows:
• Graduate recruits will possess the knowledge and skills agreed on by the university, in part, based on input from industry. Recruits will also have had the useful
learning experiences associated with Preparing for Innovation and Education in
Emerging Thought (Chapter 3).
• Discoveries in university research will have greater influence on the thinking and
actions of industry. This stems from research practices that emphasize impact
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(Impactful Fundamental Research) and focus on large-scale problems of society
(Centres of Research, Education and Innovation) (Chapter 4).
• The outcomes of catalyzing innovation: start-up companies, proof-of-concept
demonstrations that lower barriers to adoption, and better defined intellectual
property. Industry will also gain insights useful for technology road-mapping
and forecasting (Chapter 5).
Large industry, and small and medium enterprise differ in their approaches to
working with universities. Large industry can expend more resources on interacting
with universities, and it can often work on longer timescales. An effective approach
to operationalizing benefit to a large company is to develop an engagement team
within the company whose role is to facilitate the interaction. It is often led by a
member of the company’s leadership team, aided by a human resource specialist
who focuses on attracting graduates. Depending on the nature of the interaction,
specialists in research and innovation topics, including experts on markets, may also
be drawn in. This group might include a graduate of the university who plays the
role of a point of contact.
Small and medium enterprise (SME) is lean and more driven by short-term considerations; this necessitates a different type of engagement. Often this engagement
includes a student, faculty or alumnus of the university who is a founder of the
enterprise and who takes on the role of liaison. The small scale of resources at SMEs
makes relationship building harder. The sheer number of SMEs also presents challenges for the university. As a result, SME partnerships tend to be more varied. SME
interactions can be organized in clusters centered around larger industrial partners.
Sometimes, three-way projects involving the university, industry and an enterprise
can be managed by a dedicated program manager who comes from and knows the
industry. In general, informal relationships with SMEs prevail.

9.3
9.3.1

Alignment by Government and Community
 overnment, Community and the University Developing
G
a Mutual Understanding

Local, regional, national and supra-national governments are pervasive stakeholders
of a university. Universities help governments in their mission, and governments are
essential to universities. As universities strengthen their mission of societal and economic development, they will gain more government recognition and long-term
support.
Universities have always contributed to the development of society and the welfare of its citizens. Today, they are expanding that role. Figure 9.1 shows the broader
range of university contribution to governments:
• In the community, a university can help to build cultural vibrancy, a sense of
volunteerism by students, an entrepreneurial ecosystem and local employment.
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UNIVERSITY

COMMUNITY

LOCAL

• Culture

• Spin offs

• Students

• Employment

• Volunteers

• Infrastructure

• Networks

• Local talent pool

• Jobs

REGION, NATION,
SUPRA-NATIONAL
• Economic development
• Specific help and advice
• Talent
• Knowledge

Fig. 9.1 Issues in alignment with government and community

• In local government, there are benefits from local economic development (spinoffs and jobs), contributions to urban infrastructure and an enhanced local pool
of talent.
• At a higher level, the university contributes talented graduates and knowledge to
economic development. Universities can respond to specific needs, for example,
in climate change.
Universities create outcomes that are absorbed by government itself—government employs the talented graduates and acquires the knowledge from the university for its own purposes. Much of this is done through government institutions.
These include national laboratories, mission departments and public services (e.g.,
NASA, the ministry of defense, national rail). These institutions help universities
identify society’s research and innovation needs. For example, government institutions play a key role in dealing with the environment. The relationship between
universities and these government institutions is sufficiently similar to the university-
industry axis that we simply reference the discussion of the previous section.
Government at all levels is critical to the university. It sets the regulatory framework within which the university operates. It establishes policy for education and
expends taxpayers’ money on universities, either directly by formulaic grants or
indirectly by support of students and research. Local city governance has direct
impact on universities as it controls zoning of land, planning permission for
buildings, and public transport. The neighboring community creates the context of
the university and influences staff and students’ quality of life.
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Whether public or private, all universities need to engage with government. In
return, government should engage constructively with the universities and help
them be successful.
Tensions in university-government relationships are inevitable. They stem from
factors like pressure on public resources, lack of mutual understanding, and failures
to fully comply with stated policy. Commonly, the concept of university autonomy
produces tensions and problems. We will consider this concept, along with its counterpart, accountability, in Chapter 10.
Governments also exercise a coordinating or oversight role for public systems of
universities. They can influence the degree of collaboration between universities,
diversity of mission and prioritization. Coherence within government can be a challenge because education, research and innovation policies are often produced by
different government organizations. Tensions can also occur between a university
and its local community over housing and social accessibility issues.
All of these tensions between the university and government can be addressed.
Dialog works best. Sometimes it involves government with an individual university,
sometimes with a group. Genuine concern on the part of universities for societal
development is a strong foundation for these discussions. The dialog will be most
effective when it leads to interactions and programs that yield significant mutual
benefits.

9.3.2

 ow Government and Community Can Support
H
the University

Government can create an integrated and supportive policy environment, and can
provide critical core resources to the university for academic and supporting practices. Government can also improve knowledge exchange and the academic practices in education, research and catalyzing innovation through its quality assurance
programs.
Governments can help universities in a number of other ways, including:
• Reinforcement of an integrated government policy for the three domains of education, research and catalyzing innovation.
• Provision of a coherent funding system across government departments within
an overall policy of encouraging universities to diversify their funding sources.
These policies might include programs for young investigators, and for larger
scale strategic efforts.
• Participation by government experts in multi-way dialog on the needs and capabilities that involve universities, industry and other relevant stakeholders. Such
multi-way discussions complement the bilateral university-government dialog.
• Targeted support for innovation practices, sometimes called third-stream funding. This could include government co-funding for the practices of Maturing
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Discoveries and Creations, and University-Based Entrepreneurial Venturing
(Chapter 5).
• Participation in Centres of Research, Education and Innovation. These Centres
bring together relevant stakeholders to produce directly implementable and
impactful solutions that address issues of significant scale (Chapter 4).
• At the community and local level, government can support the university by
including it in its transport, housing, and urban and land planning. Local government can use its resources and zoning powers to enable incubators and science
parks.
Government can strengthen the university’s impact by helping it be more functionally autonomous and robustly accountable. The supporting practices outlined in
Chapter 7 build the university’s strength in governance, leadership and management. These enable it to be self-governing, entrepreneurial, consciously risk-taking,
and accountable. These are some of the ingredients of productive autonomy, as will
be discussed further in Chapter 10.
Accountability for efficient and effective spending of resources is a joint responsibility. There is advantage in government and universities working together to
develop well-conceived evaluation criteria. This is discussed in Chapter 8 on evaluating universities.
In all systems of modern universities, the nature and mix of university funding is
critical and may be hotly contested by the faculty [14]. Public funding is important
in all systems, whether it is by direct grant, indirect support of students, or by competitive award. It is especially key in science and technology. Even fully private
universities take in considerable public funding. The balance between public and
private funding varies by country [15]. It is beyond the scope of this book to evaluate public funding practices since they are a function of local conditions and traditions and vary enormously. However, the signals associated with the level of public
funding and the ways in which it is allocated are of relevance.
The level of public funding reflects in part the priority attached to universities as
drivers for development. The relative importance of the domains of education,
research and innovation will be signaled by the method of allocation. The method
of allocation affects the relative emphasis on different domains.

9.3.3

 ow Government and Community Can Benefit by
H
Engaging and Effectively Absorbing the Outcomes
of the University

Governments invest in education, research and catalyzing innovation to help meet
the expectations of their citizens. Therefore, universities are stakeholders of the
government. In order to strengthen public benefit, government officials should consider the following:
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• Government should incorporate the contribution of universities as an integral
part of overall economic policy, while recognizing that universities contribute in
other spheres of society.
• Governments should collect robust information on the contribution of universities to economic development in all of its facets. Evidence gathering is essential
for informed planning, for broad communication in society, and to justify continued investment.
• Many departments or agencies of government should engage with universities,
beyond the usual connection through a department or ministry of education.
Governmental science and economic development institutions in particular
should link with universities.
• The mission departments or ministries should become more interested in universities. Links with departments of health, defense, transport, and communications
are crucial.
• Local and regional governments could integrate local universities more overtly
into their development strategies. They could benefit from the university’s expertise, perhaps calling upon university experts to help local start-ups. Universities
could be invited to local civic organizations to build consensus on local
development.
The organization of governments varies widely. In general, an office of government at each level should be assigned the role of liaising with universities. This
liaison can build an understanding of the universities, and formulate links so that
government can absorb benefit and oversee the flow of other outcomes directly to
society. To be good partners, universities should also assign government liaisons.
The university president will always have a key role in dealing with government.

9.4
9.4.1

Alignment by Philanthropies and Alumni
 hilanthropies and Alumni Developing a Mutual
P
Understanding with Universities

Philanthropies, both foundations and individuals, are major forces for societal
development [16, 17], including as sources of funding for universities [18]. They are
well established in the US and in some European countries, and rising in importance
elsewhere [19]. Some philanthropies contribute to the development of science and
technology, for example the Gates Foundation. Others focus on: building university
capacity, like Atlantic Philanthropies; entrepreneurship, like the Kauffmann
Foundation; and education development, like the Temasek Foundation in Singapore.
Philanthropies often evolve from individuals’ financial donations, and these individuals are often key partners as well.

9.5 Summary
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Philanthropies can play an important role for a university, strengthening its role
in economic development [20]. Because they have a small set of stakeholders, they
are often more willing to take risks on new initiatives.
Foundation and university staff should engage in long-ranging and broad dialog
to align the foundation’s goals with universities’ aspirations and capabilities. It is
important that universities and foundations know each other. The onus is usually on
universities to make themselves aware of relevant foundations and their criteria and
methods of assessment before deciding to engage.
University alumni represent a special category of philanthropists. Their engagement with their alma mater is motivated by loyalty, by a desire to see the university
thrive, and by the influence of alumni networks. They are important sources of
expertise, advice and funding, but only if there is a concerted engagement by both
sides. Alumni want to be kept informed so they can decide how to contribute.

9.4.2

How Philanthropies Can Support the University

Foundations’ essential support of the university is financial, guided by an agenda of
doing good. Concentrated foundation gifts often allow universities to nucleate entire
new ventures and facilities. Therefore, foundations are an important resource for
programs of change. Philanthropies complement government funds, which are often
more sustaining but constrained by traditional boundaries and limitations.
Foundations can also contribute their considerable expertise to the development of
learning goals, strategic planning, evaluation of programs and mentoring.
Alumni benefit universities in multiple ways, especially in the mentorship of
students and staff interested in contributing to economic development. They can
make social networks available for students, advise the leadership, and participate
in governance. They can make financial gifts ranging in size from modest to
blockbuster.
By definition as givers, philanthropies garner no direct benefit to themselves by
their investments. Their contributions, both financial and in-kind, address their
goals and potentially benefit society broadly.

9.5

Summary

The supporting practices in Chapter 7 stress the importance of university engagement with relevant external partners in advancing Knowledge Exchange. This chapter challenges the most important partners—industry and enterprise, government
and philanthropies—to play their parts.
We have focused on three practices common to the partners. These could be
adapted by each partner to align with the university’s actions and deal with tensions.
First, the cornerstone for success is partners’ understanding how the university
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works, what it uniquely offers and what are its needs. The second practice is actively
contributing to the university’s capacity to better deliver on its mission and meet its
goals. This is the converse of the university’s actively working to meet partners’
needs. The third practice is the partner developing the internal capacity to effectively absorb the university’s talented graduates, discoveries and creations.
All partnerships involving different priorities, missions, timescales, and cultures
can produce tension. If handled systematically and sensitively, tension can be creative rather than destructive. Conflicts can be dealt with based on a commitment to
be open, honest, and action-oriented. The variety of the partners make for a stimulating and enriching experience for all.
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Chapter 10

Embracing Change at the Adaptable
University

10.1
10.1.1

Making Change Happen
Change Is Necessary and Possible

For universities that have chosen to embrace a closer relationship with societal and
economic development, change is likely to be necessary. The main change is the
increase in intensity of the bidirectional sharing of knowledge at the boundary of the
university—what we call knowledge exchange. There are other drivers for change.
The expectations of partners in industry, enterprise, and government will intensify.
The hopes of the larger set of stakeholders will evolve. The university will attract
students and faculty with new interests. Programs may be evaluated by new methods and criteria.
Our assertion is that change is both necessary and possible. In Chapter 1, we
discuss the evolution of universities from ancient teaching academies to today’s
multifaceted institutions. This transformation is enormous, but it occurred over centuries. Now, the pace of change is quickening.
A fast pace is not necessarily the ally of effective change at a university. Haste
may derail the very adaptation needed. However, if the university follows an integrated and systematic approach, rapid change can be achieved. This will require
playing to the natural rhythms and timescales of university life and to the intrinsic
innovative capacity of individual faculty (Chapter 2).

10.1.2

The Elements Supporting Change

In the previous chapters, we formulate the elements that can help to strengthen
knowledge exchange and quicken the pace of change at adaptable universities. In
this chapter, we link together these elements in an approach to embracing change.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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Box 10.1 Objectives of Embracing Change
The objectives of embracing change are to help the university understand the
need and possibility for change, and to link together the elements that support
systematic change at an effective pace.
The elements that support change are shown in Fig. 10.1 and include:
• A set of academic practices that universities can use to enhance knowledge
exchange, and their contribution to economic development. These practices
guide education, research, and catalyzing innovation. These are presented in
Chapters 3–5.
• A variety of case studies, interspersed throughout the practices and in Chapter 6,
which suggest the general applicability of the practices around the world, and in
various sizes and types of universities.
• Supporting practices, necessary for any well-running university, but critical for
one that aspires to be more impactful (Chapter 7), a scheme of associated evaluation and action to improve (Chapter 8) and an approach to alignment by active
partners in industry, government, and philanthropies (Chapter 9).
For each of the practices, we describe in the various chapters a reference situation that reflects our view of the state of an average well-run university. We also
outline an aspirational situation—the state where all these practices are successfully
implemented. Moving from one state to the other involves blending together the
various elements in a change process (Fig. 10.1).
It will be up to individual universities to define where they stand relative to the
aspirational situations we describe. This analysis will determine how much change
is desired. While some universities will naturally see themselves as ahead, there is
no room for complacency. Every university can be better at what it is doing. Our
central message here is that change is both necessary and possible. How to make it
happen is the subject of this chapter.

CHANGE PROCESS
ASPIRATIONAL
SITUATION

REFERENCE
SITUATION

Case Studies

Academic
Practices

Supporting
Practices

Fig. 10.1 The elements of an overall change process from a reference to aspirational situation
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Change as a Generic Process Adapted for Universities

Some may wonder if a generic approach to change is possible. Certainly, the path
followed by a university has to respect its culture and work within its governance.
But scholars of change do identify broad features of the process that are common:
identifying a need for improvement and a sense of urgency, creating a vision, building a coalition, and taking first steps that are visibly impactful [1, 2]. These common
features underlie our discussion of embracing change.
In a chapter on change at universities, the reader may expect a discussion of how
technology may disrupt education, how artificial intelligence may replace jobs, and
how the market is shifting to lifelong learning. These are certainly contemporary
shifts going on in the sector. The adaptable university can respond to these shifts and
prosper. Beneath these shifts are the underlying practices that we address: planning
curriculum, discovering knowledge, and innovating in systems.
We will first make the case that existing universities can change to the extent
required. We discuss some useful change strategies, challenges, and methods. Next,
we consider change at the higher level of a whole university system, whether in a
region, state, or nation. Finally, we discuss the founding of a new university, which
can be considered a special case of changing a university system.

10.2
10.2.1

Change in Established Universities
External Permanence and Internal Fervor

It is a common perception that universities are surrounded by a sense of permanence, that they and are slow to change, and that academics resist change [3]. The
argument goes that with this resistance to change universities are in danger of
becoming obsolete or being bypassed by nimble newcomers.
We do not believe that this future is a given. As outlined in Chapter 1, universities
have evolved from small teaching-only communities to broad institutions meeting
complex expectations from society, not the least of which is to educate a large proportion of the youth. How has this evolution been possible through times of famine
and plenty, war and peace, revolution and stability? While permanent, universities
have adapted to just about every challenge known to mankind.
From the outside, it is easy to understand this appearance of permanence. On the
surface, little seems to change from generation to generation, except for the number
of students and the construction of new buildings. Students still enter, progress,
graduate, and get jobs. Professors still publish papers. How can we call this unchanging institution change-oriented and adaptable?
The answer lies beneath the surface at the level of individual faculty, where the
heat of fervor is found. Instructors and professors are like little agile enterprises
within an umbrella organization. They regularly seek new ways of thinking and new
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opportunities. They design and teach new courses. They conduct research of their
own design and often attract their own funding. They respond to numerous opportunities within the academic community and in broader society. The system may seem
static. The faculty are agile.
Much faculty work can be seen as pilot projects; these are often run as grassroots
activities, full of tiny flickers of innovation. Some of these pilots will be sustained
in a department or school as new courses or research topics. Sometimes they are
taken up by the university in rethinking parts of university operations. Although
often invisible to outsiders, these relentless, creative bottom-up processes constitute
the powerful renewal mechanism that enables adaptation of the university to new
challenges, opportunities, and societal norms.
Top-down forces are the other source of change [4]. Powerful forces can flow
from the top, as when a new leader is appointed, or an external crisis arrives, or new
policies or funding appear. These events occur at specific moments, and it can be
crucial to use them in timely fashion to make changes, if changes are desired. (The
adage “never let a good crisis go to waste” has become a commonplace in our time,
and it applies here.)
Top-down changes are more visible to the public. For example, in Ireland significant research funding with stringent selection criteria was introduced in the 1990s.
This became a powerful driver of internal change in universities, resulting in a dramatic transformation of the Irish higher education sector in less than 10 years.
Our conclusion is that both incremental and more radical change at universities
is possible. The proposals that we are making outline a further evolution of universities, and there is no reason why it cannot happen. But we also emphasize that there
is no magic bullet for becoming effective in contributing to economic development.
What follows in the next two sections is a pragmatic approach to the management
of the necessary change.

10.2.2

Drawing on the Strengths of University Culture

In the ideal case, the change process would be well aligned with university culture,
allowing the university to be both responsive and self-confident. There is great
opportunity in appealing to particular values in university culture, and drawing on
them as strengths [5]. In Chapter 7, we discuss the evolution of culture. Here, we
identify core cultural factors that support change. Building on these cultural factors,
listed in Table 10.1, can pave the way for successful and sustainable change.
Ignoring them often leads to failure.
Collegiality is the sense of common purpose and shared responsibility. This common purpose is reflected in consensus. In the past, collegial governance dominated
universities, but this has weakened as universities have grown and fragmented into
smaller communities in different units and locations. Nevertheless, the desire of faculty to be consulted on any significant change and to be heard persists. Dialog and
understanding make change considerably easier, and ignoring consultation is risky.
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Table 10.1 Cultural factors that support change in universities
Factor
Collegiality and
consensus
Thought
leadership
Evidence

Benchmarking
Impact

Piloting

Timescale

Rationale
Faculty want to be involved and consulted, and participate in consensus.
Similarly, students can add creativity and ground truth, and administrators
can contribute wisdom
Faculty value proposals that are intellectually argued and well thought out.
This follows from the value we attach to critical thinking and to challenging
accepted notions
Arguments presented without sound evidence will generally be rejected.
This follows from the value we attach in research to the importance of
evidence in supporting or rejecting hypotheses
Universities respect their peers, and faculty and leaders are normally open
to learning from those who are seen as aspirational peers
Faculty genuinely desire to see the impact of their intellectual contributions,
and the change process is an opportunity to reflect on and strengthen their
pathway to impact
Bottom-up processes capture the innate creative nature of faculty in
education, research, and innovation, and the value and joy of
experimentation
Every practice in a university has a natural pace and timescale. Change
processes can be adapted to effectively benefit from this pace

A case for change will be more compelling if it is the result of thought leadership. Universities are intellectual communities where ideas are developed, disputed,
and refined. The values of critical thinking and openness to challenging accepted
notions are central to student development and a core characteristic of university
culture.
Robust evidence makes a case compelling. A founding tenet of research is the
interplay of hypotheses and evidence. Hypotheses are accepted or rejected based on
evidence. Making the case for change in a university environment faces the same
test of evidence.
Universities compare or benchmark themselves against other universities considered worthy of consideration. Faculty pay great attention to what their peers were
doing. The cases presented in this book are a form of benchmarking. Benchmarking
can be informal, gained through correspondence, visits, and faculty mobility. Other
insight comes through interactions, such as the external examiner system for degrees
and the national quality process (Chapter 8). A case for change is strengthened in
the eyes of faculty, students, and administrators when it is backed up by credible
benchmarking against respected peers.
Faculty generally work at universities to have an impact on society, traditionally
through scholarly contributions and education. If they perceive the change process
as threatening these longstanding forms of impact, they will resist. If they believe
that the proposed change will broaden or strengthen their impact, and highlight it
through new schemes of recognition, they can become allies in change.
Faculty have an innate tendency to pilot and to experiment at a small scale. Such
local iterative change is often more acceptable than rolling out wide-scale change.
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If a pilot implementation works, it can expand, and, if not, little is lost. When a pilot
works, its success needs to be recognized and institutionalized; otherwise old patterns will return. However, not all change can follow this safer bottom-up route. For
instance, changes to academic or administrative structures are inherently top-down.
The timescale is a critical issue. Many of the factors in this list imply time for
thought, deliberation, trial, and evaluation. This runs counter to the impatience of this
online age. Natural rhythms in the life of a university, for example, those associated
with the length of student programs, or faculty recruitment cycles, also influence how
quickly change can be realized. Rushing the pace of change may stir resistance
because it makes the process seem inappropriate, or the change poorly thought out.
Despite these cultural factors that support change, obstacles will arise. This is
why we describe practices and cases. For each effective academic practice in
Chapters 3–5, we identify a description, brief rationale, a set of key actions and
outcomes. In addition, we present cases of successful adaptation of the practices at
universities around the world. With this support and an appeal to the cultural factors,
change is possible. However, it does require careful management.

10.2.3

Managing Change

We emphasize key actions for managing change in a university seeking to strengthen
its impact on economic development (Table 10.2). These build on an understanding
of the need for change, the fervor of the faculty, and the supportive aspects of the
culture just discussed. They take into account the integrated nature of the academic
practices, the literature on organizational development, and our experience.
Effective and enlightened leadership (by the university president, dean, or department head as appropriate) is essential to articulate a compelling intellectual vision
for change [6]. The leader engages the academic community in robust communication and dialog, identifies a broad coalition of the interested, and engages external
Table 10.2 Managing change in universities
Action
Thoughtful leadership and
vision
Chartering an effective task
force
Allocation of adequate
resources
Success at the first steps of
staged implementation
Regular monitoring of
progress towards full
adoption

Objectives
To articulate a compelling intellectual vision, engage the
community and stakeholders, and communicate
To visibly empower a task force that will listen to all and design
an implementation plan for change
To provide sufficient sustained resources to cover the time of the
task force and other key people, and the cost of pilot studies,
monitoring, and iteration
To plan change in phases, focusing attention and resources on
earlier success, while allowing mobilization for coming stages
To identify bottlenecks and successes, to guide further
development, and support full adoption of the change
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stakeholders. In a university, the academic community is especially important
because faculty effort is critical to bring about change.
The leader charters the process and convenes a dedicated task force made up of
relevant faculty, staff, and other experts. They develop an implementation plan that
includes actions and timelines. They should consider including students and external
stakeholders as members of the task force, or as advisors. The task force will need
firm and constant support from the leadership, and credibility among the faculty and
administrators. It needs to be visible and connected to the community, and well connected at the highest level of governance. It needs to listen carefully to concerns and
input, and to distill out constructive ideas without trying to please everyone.
Adequate resourcing and funding are required. Unless the task force members
and those running pilots can devote significant effort to the project, momentum will
be lost. Freeing the members from other routine tasks is usually necessary. Carving
out adequate funds to fund pilot projects permits progress. This is often a severe
challenge: results take time to emerge, but skeptics can instantly identify why
money should be better spent elsewhere. Funding must cover the full time span
needed to deliver sustainable results.
We recommend planning for a staged implementation. While the sustainable
gains take time to emerge, achieving intermediate successes, even if modest, will
create local proofs-of-concept and keep morale and enthusiasm up. Limiting the
scope of the endeavor at any given time helps to focus attention and resources. It can
also make the change understandable and less threatening. Trying to implement
every practice at the same time risks creating change fatigue. A nominal progression
of implementation for newly founded universities is discussed below, but it can be
adopted as a means of staged implementation as well.
Regular monitoring involves setting the right targets and capturing all of the
nuances of the outcomes that constitute progress. This is the basis for updating the
university’s community, committees, and governing body. Monitoring also enables
timely corrective action and revision of the plan where necessary. It creates a pathway to fully adopting the change and avoiding backsliding. The steps in monitoring
progress follow closely the program evaluation practices in Chapter 8.

10.3
10.3.1

Change in University Systems
 reating Conditions for Change in the University
C
System

Every university operates as a part of a regional, national, and supra-national system. The corresponding governments have the responsibility for developing policies
that maximize the benefit to society, not only of each of the individual universities,
but also of the entire system. The universities are obliged to interact within this
policy to meet society’s diverse educational, knowledge, and economic needs.
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Industry partners and philanthropies also sometimes are engaged in stimulating
change of the system.
Considerations of change in university systems build on the ideas introduced
above, and in Chapter 9 on alignment by active partners. Summarizing the key relevant points from Chapter 9:
• Universities are engines for society, contributing to social, cultural, and economic development.
• Universities are suppliers to government of the outcomes absorbed by the government itself—talent and knowledge, and specific help on pressing issues.
• Government support is critical for their success, setting policy and regulations,
providing funding, and monitoring quality.
• Coherence in government policy and funding should match the integration of
education, research, and innovation on the part of the university.
Change in the university system builds on the autonomy and accountability of
the institutions. Autonomy of universities supports creativity in identifying and
responding to new needs and opportunities [7]. Evidence suggests the majority of
the best performing universities are also those that show the greatest autonomy [8].
Autonomous universities are the most entrepreneurial when engaging with stakeholders and generating diverse sources of income. They engage because they feel
ownership of their destiny and want to develop the capacity for leadership, planning, risk management, and implementation [9].
University accountability to stakeholders justifies the autonomy universities are
given. In general, stakeholder expectations for accountability are high today, and
they are rising.
University systems making a strong contribution to society often have the characteristics shown in Table 10.3.
Just as each university should develop a view of its mission, vision and outcomes, government and other stakeholders should lay out a clear mission for the
whole system that transcends the simple addition of contributions from the participating universities. Faculty members, with their independence, need to understand
why differentiation in one topic, or collaboration on another, will be of overall benefit or lead to efficiency. Funding and incentives should align with ambitions.
A single university with a clear sense of its mission, role, and strengths can prioritize topics and focus its energies. Working with quality on those topics makes
significant impact more likely. By this logic, a particular region or nation would be
best served by a system of complementary institutions, each with harmonized priorities. Yet there is always an advantage in having at least two universities independently addressing important topics to avoid monopolies.
Experience suggests that the optimal intellectual contribution of a regional or
national university system does not flow from having undifferentiated universities
[10]. Instead, there should be mechanisms that allow some universities to excel and
collect around them the contemporary thought leaders and their students. This differentiation need not be across the board; it can exist in specially focused areas.
Such differentiation must not fossilize; it must be periodically assessed.
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Table 10.3 Characteristics of successful university systems
Characteristic
Ambitions
Complementary
missions
Differentiation
Competition

Collaboration

Rationale
The system must have ambitions that are more than the sum of the
parts—There must be benefit to scale and synergies
Each institution should focus on topics within its mission and strengths—a
system of complementary institutional missions will better provide
efficient coverage of all needs
The system must allow certain areas at some institutions to excel and gain
excellence, collecting thought leaders and educating future leaders
Institutions naturally compete for faculty,
students, and results. Competition avoids complacency and stimulates
development
Universities and groups at universities often collaborate to take advantage
of complementary perspectives, scholars, and capital assets

Competition is a good and necessary force. Universities tend to be competitive,
especially with peers in the same jurisdiction in which they compete for resources.
Scholars compete to develop new results and academic programs compete for students. Local competition is important to avoid complacency and the formation of
academic cartels. It stimulates change and the taking of some level of risk.
Collaboration among universities is often warranted, as is discussed in Chapter 4.
It brings together collaborators from complementary or cross-disciplinary perspectives and fields, and sometimes provides access to capital assets. Collaboration is
fully compatible with competition, as each process can take place between different
groups or at different times. At the university level, collaboration occurs when collaborating universities see it in their strategic interest.

10.3.2

Whole System Approach to Change

When taking a whole system approach to change of a higher education system by
government or other relevant body, one must consider the network of all relevant
institutions and their relationships. The network landscape can be changed by altering, merging, or adding institutions. It can also be changed by altering relationships
between institutions through such instruments as collaboration, joint programs,
joint ventures, and joint appointments.
Consider the task of making a university system more globally competitive.
Does one invest in a small number of universities so that they are competitive in
most everything they do or invest in the whole system so that each university can
compete in at least one area? This question is a particular challenge for small countries, and for countries beginning to develop research and innovation intensive
universities.
Addressing this dilemma, Altbach and Salmi describe the features of a world-
class research university: abundant resources, concentration of talent and favorable
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governance [11]. They also considered three routes to establishing such a university: upgrading an existing university, merging universities, and creating a new university. The last route is discussed in the next section as a special case. They
recommend that any government considering the issue should carry out a whole
system analysis before taking any action.
In any effort to change institutions, redrawing the relationships between institutions has value even for the best. There are many forms of constructive relationships. Program collaboration is the easiest and occurs almost without effort. Other
variants involve joint programs (more institutional in nature than just collaboration)
and joint ventures (self-standing organizations “owned” by the participants). Senior
faculty joint appointments are a good way to create new network benefits. It is noteworthy that even well-established and independent institutions as MIT and Harvard
have found it worthwhile to collaborate on several joint ventures [12, 13].
We identify several actions that a government can take to encourage its university system to develop ambitions that are more than the sum of the parts. They are
anchored in the concepts of autonomy, complementarity, and competition.
The government should increase the level of autonomy granted to the universities, so that they can develop the capacity for clear vision, planning, benchmarking,
and independent implementation. Government should avoid the impulse to interfere
in governance or to over-regulate as problems arise. Only if problems persist should
government actively engage, and then, preferably, through assistance rather than
interference. Of course, robust accountability is the companion of autonomy.
To the extent possible, governments should carefully incentivize complementary
missions in the system, so that each institution feels equally respected and follows
a path in which it can excel. This should encourage institutions to prioritize rather
than respond to all needs. But they need also be prepared to allow some efforts to
excel and become differentiated.
Competition and collaboration should be encouraged. A university should identify at least one other with which it feels competitive. Having at least two good
universities in a network is valuable. Benchmarking using rich and multidimensional data gives insight about the competition. Collaboration can coexist with the
stronger impulse of competition if it is incentivized.
The government should act wisely, ensuring that any action taken to change the
system follows from engagement with the system, and an analysis of the impact on
the system as a whole.

10.4
10.4.1

Starting New Universities
The University as an Intellectual Start-up

The objective of starting a new university is to “create a dynamic intellectual organization, an institutional actor in a country’s or region’s higher education [14].” It
can address specific needs or be a means to change the whole university system. The
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main actions in founding a new university are summarized in Table 10.4. While we
are oriented towards economic development, much of what we discuss below is
applicable to starting any new university.
A new university is usually founded around a compelling rationale perceived by
the founders:
• Governments often act based on a sense of economic, social, or cultural need or
a new societal role for universities, building new capability or capacity (SUTD in
Singapore, KAUST in Saudi Arabia).
• Private individuals, companies, and foundations often act with a sense that the
existing universities are not serving them or society well (Pohang in Korea, Olin
in the USA).
• Small private groups, who are true intellectual entrepreneurs, are driven by a
vision for change (Cambridge in the UK in 1208, Station 1 in the USA in 2016).
The compelling rationale often identifies gaps to be filled by the new institution.
These could include an urgency to accelerate research and innovation, a need to
locate a higher education institution in an underdeveloped region, or an urgency to
provide greater access to education.
The compelling rationale will contain early elements of a mission, and unique
vision for the new university and its strategy. It is useful to write an initial case
document for the university, articulating the compelling rationale. A first draft of the
formal Mission and Strategy (Chapter 7) can wait until the first handful of faculty
are onboard as their ownership will be essential if the strategy is to be effective.
There is often a visionary champion who advocates for the new university. A
champion can be an influential person in government, industry, philanthropy, or
education. But the champion cannot succeed alone; they must be supported by a
Table 10.4 Actions in starting a university
Action
Develop the innovative
vision and case for a new
university
Create the extended
founding team
Plan the developmental
Process of founding the
university
Start the university as an
organization

Start the university as an
intellectual entity

Objective
To identify the need and the compelling rationale, articulating the
gaps and urgency, and the innovative mission for the new university,
described by a “case for the university”
To catalyze the effort around an individual who will champion the
university, by collecting a group of “founders,” choosing a founding
president, and building an initial team
To define a founding process that will successfully guide the initial
team through the turbulent start-up phase, apply creativity to new
tasks and move established tasks to more efficient standard work
To create the organizational, legal, financial, human resources, and
cultural context and processes, including stakeholder engagement,
that will support the rapid and effective development of the
intellectual entity
To begin to focus on the real educational, research, and innovation
outcomes of the university, starting with the three foundational
practices: Integrated Curriculum, Impactful Fundamental Research,
and Maturing Discoveries and Creations
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variety of other individuals and organizations. Some representative set of these will
formally or informally become “founders.” The champion and founders rally
support, create the legal entity of the university and its governing board, contribute
to the vision, and recruit the founding president.
The founding president then takes on leadership responsibility, building on the
compelling rationale and articulating a mission and vision. The definition of mission and choice of the founding president are closely linked—the vision will guide
the choice of a leader, and the president will refine the mission. The founding
President helps to establish early credibility for the university.
The founding president creates the first team of seven to ten individuals who will
begin to build the university. Collectively, this team must have an understanding of
social, political, and cultural context of the university, and know how to respect and
work within them. They can support the president by providing organizational
skills. The individuals on this first team will heavily influence the culture of the
university (Chapter 7).
Starting a university is a process not unlike starting other new enterprises. On
day 1, there is almost nothing but a vision, and perhaps a very small team. Over the
next few years, there will follow a turbulent and iterative process of defining mission and programs, attracting faculty, staff and students, and securing resources.
The organization needs a founding process that will guide the team successfully
through these actions, naming steps and those responsible. However, the informality
and novelty of this process will not be to the liking of many academics who have
spent their careers in relatively placid and established universities. Therefore, it is
worth recruiting people who enjoy start-ups of various kinds. Starting a university
attracts a type of person who is an academic entrepreneur and who often seeks more
opportunity than is available in a traditional university.
Founding a university is a time of creativity. The founding team will need to create all processes as needed; there are no regulations on day 1. These are built on
benchmarks from other universities and on the experience of the founding team.
Ultimately, you have to put the pieces together to create new solutions for the new
goals. If you want certain new outcomes, you have to establish new conditions that
can create them.
A new university is a new organization. Its development process can be styled
after those processes used to create other organizations. The university could start
with years of planning and with well-drafted plans. Or it could use an agile process
with deep understanding of stakeholder needs, frequent iteration, and focus on
launching the program as quickly as possible [15–17]. We recommend a mixed
approach. Early participants can work collaboratively in teams around tasks. Even
if plans are somewhat ambiguous, pilot implementations and engagement with
stakeholders will clarify the process. After several iterations, the work can become
better understood. Policies and formalized processes can be implemented that support consistent and efficient operation [18].
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Starting the Organization and Supporting Practices

Getting the organization of the university going is the first step to fulfillment of its
vision. These steps map to the six supporting practices of Chapter 7. The challenge
is to create the shell of an organization that will be responsive to, and supportive of,
the academic activities, even before the first professor or student arrives. The practices of Mission and Strategic Planning are discussed above. We discuss the five
other practices below.
The university is more likely to create the outcomes of importance to external
stakeholders and gain their support by moving quickly to engage them (Chapter 7).
The founding team should identify the key stakeholders, get to know them, listen
carefully, and understand what the success of the university means to them. The
university should reflect on these needs in formulating goals. The university also
needs to inform them of its initial plans and create credibility.
There are three specific issues to address. One is the dramatically different timescales of expectations of the political stakeholder and the university, respectively.
Six months can be a long time in politics, and just an instant at a university. Early
meetings with stakeholders should stress the real timeframe for results and identify
early wins that will allow the university to survive inevitable criticism for being
slow to deliver.
The second issue is engagement with “competitors,” which are those institutions
that think they should have received the support now being directed to the new university. It is preferable to engage these institutions early, and to try to identify how
they can benefit from the new university.
Some new universities secure one or more established university partners to
speed the new university’s development. University partners can help to hire faculty,
jumpstart programs, and design facilities.
In Chapter 7, we discuss evolving the culture of a university so that the community will embrace the expanded mission in economic development. In this chapter,
we offer some observations about creating the initial culture of such a university.
Culture is a powerful force that can be shaped, and that is largely set by the first
handful of community members [19]. It is shaped by the founding president, both in
the president’s personal values and in choice of the founding team. It is important to
have overt discussions about the desirable values for the university and how to
establish them.
There are three cultures that evolve: support, faculty, and students. The culture of
the support community (finance, human resources, etc.) is set early by the first
administrative people and should focus on service. The faculty culture is set by the
first group of academics. To the extent possible, these should be hand-picked not
only for their scholarly and innovation accomplishments, but for their commitment
to knowledge exchange and economic development.
The student culture will be set by the first pilot group of students, who are banking their future on the promises of the new university. They will be risk takers and
early adopters and will be attracted by the mission and opportunity. If the initial
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students are treated as members of the founding team, they will contribute greatly
to the spirit and excellence of the university.
Recruiting top-grade academics to the first ten or so appointments is probably the
most important determinant of the new university’s mid-term success. They will
advocate for the university and give it credibility. They will start the programs and
help attract the next group of faculty, including junior faculty.
The most powerful tool to attract these faculty leaders is the vision. Some well-
established faculty genuinely want a new adventure and an environment, where
innovation and impact are valued. Others look forward to the opportunity to be a
founder. Others seek access to strong colleagues and students, new facilities, and
financial support. If the new university has a strong academic partner, it can play a
role in recruiting. If there is a national academic diaspora, it can be a source of
faculty.
This process has a start-up problem: the first faculty want to know the colleagues
they will work with, but these colleagues have yet to be hired. One approach is to
create a group of highly capable and like-minded “founding faculty fellows”: senior
professors who have part-time appointments or spend a sabbatical at the new university. These fellows play the role of the permanent faculty for the first few years,
and some will decide to take permanent positions.
Other important early hires are the first professors of the practice—distinguished
practitioners recruited to the university—who will aid with the innovation agenda.
Their early presence will impact the growing culture and will help establish innovation as a key role of the university (Chapter 7).
In time, governance will evolve and be formalized. Consider starting with informal shared governance, with the key academic and administrative leaders working
together. Over time, a system of shared governance will evolve.
It is important that this leadership has control over internal matters: culture, calendar, curriculum, research, innovation, fiscal, and other policies. Funding should
be negotiated with a long-term view; the project timeline will stretch beyond the
career lifetime of the initial champion.
Academic buildings and facilities are developed based largely on local conditions. Some build the university facilities first in order to attract faculty, some build
them in parallel with the initial start-up, and some use interim facilities while waiting for the program to evolve. We recommend creating a design based on benchmarks of aspirational peers, and the creation of generalized flexible space and
facilities.

10.4.3

Starting the Academic Practices

Shortly after the organization is established, it is time to begin starting the eleven
academic practices. This is simply too much to undertake at once, so we recommend
starting first with the three foundational practices: Integrated Curriculum, Impactful
Fundamental Research, and Maturing Discoveries and Creations (Fig. 10.2).
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PHASE 1

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM

IMPACTFUL RESEARCH

MATURING CREATIONS

PHASE 2

Preparation for Innovation
Teaching for Learning
Collaborative Research
Student Researchers

Facilitating Dialog

PHASE 3

Emerging Thought

Centres

Venturing

Fig. 10.2 Phased start-up of the academic practices at a new university

These three practices support planning and can be done without significant antecedents. They form the foundation for the remaining eight practices. We suggest
below that these eight academic practices be loosely divided into a second and third
phase, with the third representing the most integrative and advanced phase. This
sequencing of the three phases can also be used in the adoption or refinement of
practices at existing universities. Note how all three practices build on the supporting practice Engaging Stakeholders, discussed above and in Chapter 7.
Fundamental Impactful Research can be performed individually by all faculty; it
is therefore a good place to start. Recall from Chapter 4 that in this practice faculty
pursue fundamental new discoveries, producing research outcomes with an impact
both on scholarship and society.
The steps to implementing this foundational practice begin with:
• Commitment by the faculty member to the importance of this activity. The commitment can form part of the hiring process, and it can be reinforced in early
faculty discussions and seminars.
• Reflection by the faculty on societal or industrial needs, which initially can be
learned through the practice of Engaging Stakeholders. Pressing needs are often
identified in policy and framing documents, created by government or organizations such as the UN and OECD.
• Prioritization of research topics that can be carried out early, before sophisticated
laboratories are in place, and then the phasing-in of more experimentally intensive topics with time.
Remember from Chapter 3 that the practice of Integrated Curriculum provides
faculty to collectively implement an integrated curriculum, including courses, projects, and co-curricular experiences. The end result is that students learn the disciplinary fundamentals together with the skills and approaches needed for professional
practice and innovation. The main initial steps in starting this practice are:
• Developing an understanding of what student knowledge, skills and attitudes are
most desired for professional practice and innovation. Again, investigating
employers’ needs can be part of the supporting practice of Stakeholder
Engagement.
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• Identifying and benchmarking the educational activities of aspirational peers,
consulting with groups that develop educational approaches and standards. Like
research, educational approaches should stand on the shoulders of other
successes.
• Beginning the real design work by planning a framework for the degree programs (structure, content, degree of flexibility, etc.). Accreditation issues need to
be addressed. As the first faculty are appointed, and working with Faculty fellows, planning of the first few programs can be drafted.
Recall from Chapter 5 that the practice of Maturing Discoveries and Creations
centers on university researchers progressively making discoveries, creations,
inventions, and proof-of-concept demonstrations with the aim of maturing creations. This supports their adoption by industry and in entrepreneurial ventures. The
important steps to starting this practice include:
• Working with faculty to create an understanding of the need for and practice of
maturing. This can be part of the recruitment process and the subject of
seminars.
• Scanning the more fundamental research work of faculty members and identifying candidates for consolidation in the form of a prototype or invention.
• Using the stakeholder network, start to identify the commercial impact of such
creations. It is also useful to ask what other universities the industry likes to work
with, and why.
With some initial success, and as more of the permanent faculty arrive, it becomes
time to move to the second phase of practices, which build on the foundational ones.
These are achievable in several years and lead to the value outcomes of the university. We would designate these second phase practices as:
• Teaching for Learning and Preparing for Innovation (Chapter 3).
• Collaboration Within and Across Disciplines and Undergraduate and Postgraduate
Student Researchers (Chapter 4).
• Facilitating Dialog and Agreements (Chapter 5).
The third phase activities move the university towards broad impact and excellence. They depend on the first tangible outcomes of the university, talented students, discoveries, and creations. They include:
• Education in Emerging Thought (Chapter 3).
• Centres of Research, Education, and Innovation (Chapter 4).
• University-Based Entrepreneurship (Chapter 5).

10.5

Summary

We argue throughout this book that strengthening Knowledge Exchange between
universities and society enhances economic development while preserving traditional strengths and values. We have outlined a set of academic practices in educa-
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tion, research, and catalyzing innovation which can contribute to Knowledge
Exchange. Fully implementing these good practices will require considerable effort
for most universities. It should also be cause for reflection by those responsible for
university systems.
This chapter is designed to stimulate an approach to adaptation and change that
is sensitive to university culture and to offer reassurance that change is possible. We
consider three situations: established universities, start-up universities, and university systems. Established universities comprise a wide spectrum: from specialist to
comprehensive, public to private, small to large, collegial to managerial. While
details may differ, the general principles we outline apply to all. Start-up universities are a special case that requires a compelling rationale, dedicated founders, and
creativity. In the case of university systems where governments are inevitably
involved, change must take into account the needs of society, and issues of differentiation, competition, and collaboration, as well as autonomy and accountability.
Our treatment of change is not designed to be exhaustive. There exists a broad
range of literature on the management of organizational change. We have based our
discussion on the scholarship on organizational change in general, while drawing
from our personal and practical experiences to adapt it to change at the university.
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Glossary

Academic practices Patterns of human behavior in education, research, and catalyzing innovation.
Catalyzing innovation Activities of the university around synthesis, which lead to
creations that have never existed in the past.
Creations Outcomes of catalyzing innovation: concepts, prototypes, inventions,
processes, and know-how.
Discoveries New knowledge, facts, data, models, and theories that are outcomes
of research.
Economic development Improves the prosperity, economic opportunity, and well-
being of individuals, organizations, and society.
Education The process of guiding students to acquire disciplinary fundamentals,
essential skills, approaches, and judgement.
Effective practices Effective because they produce outcomes that support knowledge exchange.
Engagement The development of society occupies the attention of the university,
and the university is involved in and contributes to development.
Entrepreneurship The process of venture formation concurrently with the development of a first product, contributing to economic development.
Innovation The translation of lower-value resources into products, contributing to
economic development.
Knowledge exchange A multidirectional flow of people, capacities, and information among relevant participants.
Outcomes The results in the domains of education, research, and catalyzing innovation that are the subject of knowledge exchange.
Partners Those stakeholders who the university engages in knowledge exchange:
industry, enterprise, government organizations, cultural institutions, nonprofits,
and other higher education institutions.
Products Tangible goods, services, and systems, created by industry, enterprise, or
government organizations.
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Glossary

Research The process of discovery at the frontier of knowledge, and the quest
for an increased understanding of aspects of our world that were previously
unknown or unexplained.
Societal development Includes economic, social, and cultural development.
Stakeholders All those who have a stake in the university, including faculty, students, the community, the public, and other partners.
Supporting practices Patterns of human behavior that support the university’s
efficient and effective operation.
Sustainable development Promotes prosperity and economic opportunity, greater
social well-being, and protection of the environment, without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their needs.
Talented graduates Knowledgeable and skilled university graduates who are the
outcomes of education.
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